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June 25, 1998

PGRE Letter DCL-98-087

245 Market Street, Room 937-N9B
San Francisco, CA 94105

iifallingridrlnss
Mail Code N9B
P.O. Box 770000
San Francisco, CA 94177
415/973-4684 Fax 415/973-2313

Gregory M. Rueger
Senior Vice President and
General Manager
Nuclear Power Generation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Docket No. 50-275, OL-DPR-80
Docket No. 50-323, OL-DPR-82
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2
License Amendment Re uest 97-09 "Technical S ecification Conversion "

Res onse to Re uest for Additional Information for Section 3.6

Reference 1) DCL-97-106, "License Amendment Request 97-09, Technical
Specification Conversion License Amendment Request,"
dated June 2, 1997

2)

3)

DCL-98-003, "License Amendment Request,97-09 Errata,"
dated January 9, 1998

NRC letter from Steven D. Bloom to Gregory M. Rueger
dated May 22, 1998

Dear Commissioners and Staff:

PGRE submitted a license amendment request (Ref. 1) for Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP), Units 1 and 2 to convert the current DCPP Technical
Specifications (TS) to a set of TS based upon the improved Standard TS. PGRE
submitted an errata to Reference 1 as noted in Reference 2. In Reference 3, the
NRC staff requested additional information regarding Section 3.6 of the
proposed TS changes. The requested information is provided in the enclosures
to this letter as are any additional changes needed for Section 3.6 as identified
by PG8E.

This letter and the Enclosures are not a supplement to Reference 1, and thus
have not been reviewed and approved by DCPP's Plant Staff Review
Committee.' supplement to Reference 1 will be provided at a later date. Any
deviations from the responses provided in this letter will be discussed in the
supplement.

9806290291 980625
PDR ADOCK 05000275
P PDR
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Document Control Desk
June 25, 1998
Page 2

PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

Si erely,

Grego M. Rueger

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25'" day of June 1998
State of California
County of San Luis Obispo

otary Public

cc: Edgar Bailey, DHS
Steven D. Bloom
Ellis W. Merschoff
David L. Proulx
Howard J. Wong
Diablo Distribution

AMYJ. CALLOWAY
COMM. f1096602

NOTARYPUBLIC CAUFORNIA
~

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUMtY
MIrComm. Expires April28,2000

Enclosures
MRZ/
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Enclosure 1

PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ACRONYM LIST

ADV
CFCU
CIV
CPSES

CTS
DBA
DLAP

DOC
ECCS

ECG
EQ
FLOG
FSAR
GDC
IEEE

IST
ITS
JFD

LCO
LER
LG
LOCA
MFIV
MFRV

MSSV
PAMS

RAI

Atmospheric Dump Valve
Containment Fan Cooling Unit
Containment isolation Valve
Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station
Current Tech Spec
Design Basis Accident
Department Level
Administrative Procedure
Description of Change
Emergency Core Cooling
System
Equipment Control Guideline
Environment Qualification
Four Loop Owner's Group
Final Safety Analysis Report
Generic Design Criteria
Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers
In-service Test
Improved Tech Spec
Justification For Differences
License Amendment
License Amendment Request
Limiting Condition of Operation
Licensee Event Report
Less Restrictive
Loss of Coolant Access
Main Feedwater Isolation Valve
Main Feedwater Regulating
Valves
Main Steam Safety Valve
Post Accident Monitoring
System
Required Actions
Request for additional
information

RCS
RG
RHR
SER

SR
STS
TRM

TSTF
USAR

WCGS
WOG

Reactor Coolant System
Regulatory Guide
Residual Heat Removal
Safety Evaluation Report

Surveillance Requirement
Standard Tech Spec
Technical Requirements
Manual
Tech Spec Task Force
Updated Safety Analysis
Report
Wolf Creek Generating Station
Westinghouse Owners Group





I Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

JOINT LICENSING SUBCOMMITTEE METHODOLOGY FOR
PROVIDING ADDITIONALINFORMATION

The following methodology is followed for submitting additional information:

Each licensee is submitting a separate response for each section.

Ifan RAI does not apply to a licensee (i.e., does not actually impact the information that
defines the technical specification change for that licensee), "NA"has been entered in
the index column labeled "ENCLOSED" and no information is provided in the response
for that licensee.

3. If a licensee initiated change does not apply, "NA"has been entered in the index column
labeled "ENCLOSED" and no information is provided in the response for that licensee.

The common portions of the "Additional Information Cover Sheets" are identical, except
for brackets, where applicable (using the same methodology used in enclosures 3A,
3B, 4, 6A and 6B of the conversion submittals). The list of attached pages willvary to
match the licensee specific conversion submittals. A licensee's FLOG response may
not address all applicable plants if there is insufficient similarity in the plant specific
responses to justify their inclusion in each submittal. In those cases, the response will
be prefaced with a heading such as "PLANTSPECIFIC DISCUSSION."

Changes are indicated using the redline/strikeout tool of WordPerfect or by using a hand
markup that indicates insertions and deletions. Ifthe area being revised is not clear, the
affected portion of the page is circled. The markup techniques vary as necessary,
based on the specifics of the area being changed and the complexity of the changes, to
provide the clearest possible indication of the changes.

A marginal note (the Additional Information Number from the index) is added in the right
margin of each page being changed, adjacent to the area being changed, to identify the
source of each change.

Some changes are not applicable to one licensee but still require changes to the Tables
provided in Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B of the original license amendment request
to reflect the changes being made by one or more of the other licensees. These
changes are not included in the additional information for the licensee to which the
change does not apply, as the changes are only for consistency, do not technically
affect the request for that licensee, and are being provided in the additional information
being provided by the licensees for which the change is applicable. The complete set of
changes for the license amendment request will be provided in a licensing amendment
request supplement to be provided later.

If an NRC RAI question corresponds to a licensee initiated item, only one information
package is provided. The question number is listed in the "ENCLOSED" column of the
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I Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

index and both the question number and the licensee item number are listed on the
"ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET."

9. The item numbers are formatted as follows:

[Source] [ITS Section]-[nnn]

Source = Q - NRC Question
CA - AmerenUE
DC - PGBE
WC - WCNOC
CP - TU Electric
TR - Traveler

ITS Section = The ITS section associated with the item (e.g., 3.3). If all sections are
potentially impacted by a broad change or set of changes, "ALL"is used for the
section number.

nnn = a three digit sequential number
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INDEXOF ADDITIONALINFORMATION

ADDITIONALINFORMATION
NUMBER

APPLICABILITY ENCLOSED

3.6.0-1
3.6.0-2
3.6.1-1
3.6.1-2
3.6.1-3
3.6.1-4
3.6.1-5
3.6.1-6
3.6.1-7
3.6.1-8
3.6.1-9
3.6.1-10
3.6.2-1
3.6.2-2
3.6.2-3
3.6.2-4
3.6.2-5
3.6.2-6
3.6.2-7
3.6.2-8
3.6.2-9
3.6.2-10
3.6.2-11
3.6.2-12
3.6.2-13
3.6.2-14
3.6.3-1
3.6.3-2
3.6.3-3
3.6.3-4
3.6.3-5
3.6.3-6
3.6.3-7
3.6.3-8
3.6.3-9
3.6.3-10
3.6.3-11
3.6.3-12
3.6.3-13

g R'O0oI 1'OQ.'I
)

DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC
DC, CP, WC, CA
CA
DC, CP
DC, CP, WC, CA
CA
DC
CA
DC, CP
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP
DC, CP
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP, WC, CA
WC
DC
CP
DC
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP
CP
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC
DC, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC
WC, CA

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NA
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATION
NUMBER

APPLICABILITY ENCLOSED

3.6.3-14
3.6.3-15
3.6.3-16
3.6.3-17
3.6.3-18
3.6.3-19
3.6.3-20
3.6.3-21
3.6.3-22
3.6.3-23
3.6.3-24
3.6.3-25
3.6.3-26
3.6.3-27
3.6.3-28
3.6.3-29
3.6.3-30
3.6.3-31
3.6.3-32
3.6.3-33
3.6.3-34
3.6.3-35
3.6.3-36
3.6.3-37
3.6.3-38
3.6.3-39
3.6.3-40
3.6.3-41
3.6.3-42
3.6.3-43
3.6.3-44
3.6.3-45
3.6.3-46
3.6.3-47
3.6.3-48
3.6.3-49
3.6.3-50
3.6.3-51
3.6.3-52
3.6.3-53
3.6.3-54
3.6.3-55
3.6.3-56

CP
DC, WC, CA
DC
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC
CP
CP
WC, CA
WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
WC, CA
WC, CA
WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP
WC
WC, CA
WC, CA
DC, CP, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP
WC, CA
DC
DC
DC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, CP
DC
CA, WC
CA
CP
DC
DC, CA
CA
WC
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP
WC, CA
DC
DC, CP

NA
YES
YES
YES
YES
NA
NA
NA
NA
YES
NA
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES
NA
NA
NA
NA
YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NA
NA
NA
YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
NA
NA
YES
YES
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ADDITIONALINFORMATION
NUMBER

APPLICABILITY ENCLOSED

3.6.3-57
3.6.3-58
3.6.5-1
3.6.5-2
3.6.5-3
3.6.5-4
3.6.6-1
3.6.6-2
3.6.6-3
3.6.6-4
3.6.6-5
3.6.6-6
3.6.6-7
3.6.6-8
3.6.6-9
3.6.6-10
3.6.6-11
3.6.6-12
3.6.6-13
3.6.6-14
3.6.6-15
3.6.6-16
3.6.6-17
3.6.6-18
3.6.6-19
3.6.6-20
3.6.6-21
3.6.6-22
3.6.6-23
3.6.6-24
3.6.7-1
3.6.7-2
3.6.7-3
3.6.7-4
3.6.7-5
3.6.7-6
3.6.7-7
3.6.7-8
3.6.7-9
3.6.7-10
3.6.7-11
3.6.7-12
3.6.7-13

WC
CP
DC, CP, WC, CA
CP
DC, CP
DC, WC
CP
DC
DC, CP, WC, CA
DC, WC, CA
DC, WC, CA
CA
DC, WC, CA
DC
WC, CA
WC, CA
DC, WC
DC
DC, WC, CA
WC
DC, WC, CA
CA
DC
CA
DC
DC
CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
WC, CA
DC, CP
DC
DC, WC
CA
DC
DC, CP, WC
DC, WC, CA
WC
WC
DC
CA
WC
CP
DC

NA
NA
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES
NA
YES
NA
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
YES
NA
YES
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
NA
NA
NA
YES
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ADDITIONALINFORMATION
NUMBER

APPLICABILITY ENCLOSED

3.6.7-14
3.6.7-15
3.6.7-16
3.6.7-17
3.6.8-1
3.6.8-2
3.6.8-3
3.6.8-4
3.6.8-5
3.6.8-6
3.6.8-7
3/4/6.4.1-1

DC, CP, WC
DC
CP
CP
DC, WC, CA
DC, CP, WC, CA
WC
DC, CP, WC
DC
WC, CA
DC
DC, CP

YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES
NA
YES
YES

DC ALL-001 (3.6 changes only)
DC ALL-002 (3.6 changes only)
DC 3.6-ED
CA 3.6-ED
CA 3.6-001
CA 3.6-002
CA 3.6-004
CP 3.6-002
CP 3.6-004
CP 3.6-005
CP 3.6-006
CP 3.6-007
CP 3.6-008
CP 3.6-009
CP 3.6-010
CP 3.6-011
CP 3.6-012
CP 3.6-013
CP 3.6-014
CP 3.6-015
CP 3.6-016
CP 3.6-017
TR 3.6-002
WC 3.6-ED
WC 3.6-001
WC 3.6-002
WC 3.6-003
WC 3.6-004
WC 3.6-005
WC 3.6-006
WC 3.6-010

DC
DC
DC
CA
CA
CA
CA
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
CP
DC, CP
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC, CA

see DCL-98-003
see DCL-98-003
YES
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
YES
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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3.6 General

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.0-1

REQUEST:

CTS 3/4.6.x

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

In converting CTS 3/4.6 to the ITS, numerous reformatting, renumbering, and editorial
rewording changes were made. In addition certain wording preferences and/or English
language conventions were adopted, which resulted in the ITS being more readily
readable and therefore understandable by the plant operators and users. These
changes did not result in any technical changes, but are considered to be Administrative
changes. No discussion or justification was provided for these Administrative changes.

Comment: Provide the appropriate discussion and justification for these Administrative
changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: As discussed in the transmittal letter and the "Methodology For Mark-Up
of Current TS" in the back of Enclosure 2, the CTS has been marked up to reflect the
substance of NUREG-1431, Revision 1. In general, only technical changes have been
identified. However, some non-technical changes have also been included when the changes
cannot easily be determined to be non-technical by a reviewer, or ifan explanation is required
to demonstrate that the change is non-technical. DOC 1-07-A was created and added to the
top of the page for each CTS Section 3.6 Specification. DOC 1-07-A states: "All reformatting,
renumbering, and editorial rewording is in accordance with the Westinghouse Standard
Technical Specifications, NUREG-1431. During the development, certain wording preferences
or English language conventions were adopted. As a result, the Technical Specifications (TS)
should be more readily readable, and therefore understandable, by plant operators and other
users. During the reformatting, renumbering, and rewording process, no technical changes
(either actual or interpretational) to the TS were made unless they were identified and justified."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2 3/4 6-1, 3/4 6-5, 3/4 6-7, 3/4 6-8, 3/4 6-10, 3/4 6-11, 3/4 6-12, 3/4 6-13, 3/4 6-15,
3/4 6-17, 3/4 6-18

Encl 3A

Encl 3B





3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4. 6. 1 CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT 44&GLP"-f.

yg,y,o-l
cn-0"I-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 CONTAINMENT QlÃ4~ shall be md~ed OPKRA856.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4.

ACTION:

Without. CONTAINMENT INTENT@ Tnoperahle, restore CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY I
UPKIQSL'g within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COL'0 SHUTDOWN within the following'30,hours;

01%1-LG

01%1

cVS.~.I-I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1

a

CONTAINMENT QITKG$QT4 shall be demonstrated OPEN8LY.:
\ r

At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations+0 not
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves, blind flanges, m deactivated automatic valves
SeCured in their pOSiti'OnS; urohVeCS'iaTViYW1Xhefluu:."thruugh th«'8

v

VV81vre.=.seourtced excePt for valves %ha are oPen under adminis'Erra.i'ye
cont~ol as permitted by Specification 3.6.3. >Iso,'at>on',.':devices.:.,5'n

Oh:.:!rrdsati o~n':.area~i:Illa''':.be:::.::verb: -ed+5/:::.8fllnistvrati ve:.",:sleeves'v

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is in compliance with the
requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3.

01<2&

01~LS19

1N~
01~-LS1

01-05-A

xcep va ves. in flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are located 01~ Ls19
inside the containment
~Pen. These penetrationsg shall be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN

except such verification need"not be performed more often than once per 92 days.
01~LS19

FExcsept:,';,:n.he~'.'.~Tosed.",by:,:::::~gpalNvallves;,:%liat',aeeJ!lurched~sea; eds:.::::;.,o,-':,;othervuvlse

''vACTvIUxN'::„le''!O",::,';:,":8,":6:",'OI.,:::::thhe',::Pvue'8„'. tiu'n,"..':iiiruat'gabe
ii''inidstirhasv'8:,"aie'ah'sii:,.

4)3 Co. I-5

Qcl perjerrnini ccnioinmeni. Ieaxufe r ueo ursv nj, excervf

POi COn94 nmt~f @if'OCK +PS*n~, in f"CCOfdcnee. btI;+ii

QOn,' snKrnf Leo lu-$ C. i@IIS 7 pgpr nd Pry'V1,

oy-ol-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-1 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS
h

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.3 Each+I'hp:,.Wo containment air locks shall be OPERABLEI

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION ~ dh'. i'„:4'k~gp,,stkdLPnk'9(o.2-7
a. with oneror<miotre containment air, locks".;iikh'.::.one,cionhtaitomien'0!iai~'lodk

door orcxBie::IflterttsqkamecthaNsm" inoPe'rabl'eo -':

1. Vjrk':,fj,'he OPERABLE air lock door closed
QjthlA,:::phOUrj and ei'therm restore the inoperable air lock door
tao OEPEERE'ABLE status within 24 hours or lock the OPERABLE air
lock door closed, frid

g'3.6.0-(

0I oj 4"

0342-A

03-13-A

0341-LG

03-09-LS7

03-03-LS3

0348-LS6

03-04-M

03-05-LS4

Serge
locked claosedn at 0~6-LS5th OPEEEELE I I k O

least once per 31 days, ~
3. Otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in

COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours,-and

03-12-A

03-09-LS7

03-13-A

03-03-LS3

03-06-I S5

03-08-LS6

4>9.s,r-7

O9 ifl.A
Os EPBP cne-

b. With @he ager.':.-':ange containment air lockS inoperable pep,,:":g.':.,e8$ OnS '03-07-M

tlesk~ji)pre'k'e—,,per'iLDDnaB-':;:6'':;:2'.„:,'Yexcept aus the'result'-ot-,'an inoperable air
lock"'door. or,::;,;'a'A,',:4riteig'0'cklieehaYQQ7 ma4R~ verffy, at least one air lock
door closed"Wtthi'n'!l|:':-':::.hour'., I estore tthe inoperable aire lock to DPBRABLE status
within 24 hours or be in at least HDT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLO EEOTOOWII Itht ~ EE h

el:-::;::::::": ~Bjtry,,:;:and exit',::1e;perm'sfh l~e.:go,:;,perte ram repairs,::Eon,'fhemlffected':-:.a>Hacki
ucnmOnen sii:

C O % EX%&COWEEEOOO

ape:::,.:,:;:::::,::::Sepaa'rate;",Condj'the ni::;:enctij,"n S':allOWedhnf Or': cacti::!afrlnokt:; 03-02-A

).'.GOOta:.'.IANSP$ '.-,"

Cancn'taoa'It'n'm~e'i''.:gea'k'a"e,,-:,r)i'e:,.
"

.:...,,:"::,::"::: Btnig„; naude xttkkiskh e~parm, ssh5a!, lofts~,:-; 7,,:::day's:; under dfamTii.i.stasrta'1ite,:,:Contraire! aft

~":,;.'Ao'Iplhon ck'.,'":,,d,dry;:.::;yn,:.-:;haidoh:::::vied'. atfon:::Brews::;;may!,:.::be:=.uehiLT,fnl'edwlooked:;::bj

',ini,.s,:ra. ave"':nmhansL',;i

P:.::.":,':::::::,::hBiitry,:,::man E'exnt!off.:;:cohntainman'i'„:,penn~ssabilehunderihth~e,;,:eaotrolE'ofi:;:a
dedt Ctastehd(hi nh1dY!'daukahlkl

+ ~ons a.l, 0 g,anccd 9 Etre it&~fdplf~~ie ip dafh Jim's~ in +8 ~pike<

aii lnaC are inOPerable. an< Am~ h, iS en4Creg.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-5 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

INTERNAL PRESSURE

G3.a.o- l

m-oa-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.4 Containment internal pressure shall be maintained between -1.0 and +1.2 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment internal pressure outside of the limits above, restore the internal
pressure to within the limits within 4 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6. 1.4 The containment internal pressure shall be determined to be within the limits at
least once per 12 hours.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-7 Amendment Nos. 11 and 9
January 7, 1987





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

AIR TEMPERATURE

ys.c.o- I

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.5 Containment average air temperature shall not exceed 120'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the containment average air temperature greater than 120'F, reduce the average air
temperature to within the limit within 8 hours, or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the
next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.5 The containment average air temperature
shall be determined at least

once per 24 hours.

05-01-LG

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-8





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

~S.g,o- I

Ql-01-A

07%1-A

3.6.1.7 One purge supply line and/or one purge exhaust line of the Containment
Purge System may be open or the vacuum/pressure relief line may be open —. The

provided the vacuum/pressure relief
isolation valves are blocked to prevent opening beyond 50'90's fully open).
Operation with any two of these three lines open is permitted.

0

P9.a.x+5
07-04-

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION ~ '4'4:;.P%%

11-02-A

03-13-A

07-04- LC7

+9,c.8- iS

07<5-A
Ni':tBFSNmnN4 '%5a uF ":::N %=:0

')goj'iiab3'e',.-'':

vabveAs or isolate the penetrvat'~on(svYflmipath(QC,: within 1 hour;
otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY wi'tdhin"the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

vdrdd'vgAvAvAwaeb kvvAvn~(Nvg ' svibbw~v" "v ogsghbod'Ao$ bv bgvl dvlvv9'Avvgknvabtwedp'Awvvyiv&4 ~v80i e~gbvxAr 4vd"iPNw@~wbeddb Ave ' gw

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6. 1.7.1 The position of the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves and the vacuum/pressure relief isolation valves shall be determined closed 07 3-A

at east once Der 31 avs .
",'.

—..:.. ":.:.. d.;:n::::".;„-V;.: d ii dg"" '--'". '6t '~'r''-" " "'''""."~." ""'-''"i"" yea 3
vv'bbbS: &iYvAbbvpAv'AbwAwnagw~db%b Awwbbpgg w'nbvdvvVdvdbw dvwAw'g ~ .wo

07-04- LCi

49 (,3-i5

4.6. 1.7.3 The II'g~~och~vacuum/pressure relief isolation valves shall be verified
b bt kd ""p''"'t

p kgb ddld
gEFuEDn/4 iNraBv'AL

~,::,::::::::::::::::::g-.".:.'„:::::.:I's'oiv'at1van Cev)lopes,:,,!1ni h) iLh. rodin'""""-'""a "dna'id,a"r'a,:,:jV'e'.::::;.:vLae'aone'::"..::;
"-=''=-'DDC-ALL-QOI

:01-04-L'S1

'11%2-A

03-13-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-10





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6,2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.1 Two Containment Spray Systems shall be OPERABLE

aa.r,.o-i
D I -07-A

08-04-A

841-LG

I

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2. 3 and 4.

ACTION: (
With one Containment Spray System inoperable. restore the inoperable Spray System
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6

hours'~-er- an6 be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following A 78 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

08-11- 2

08-02-A

4.6.2. 1 Each Containment Spray System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
h

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position, is in its correct position;

b. By verifying that '
each pump'„'.,'s:. developsed"::.:.heid 08 08 LG

BC:"the;:-:f'Pari)%est>qo/nf: gi
'-

greater 'than -or
'I Ij ÃItdj I th,i!i,,: .d„,,',,:d'id!i,',, ',!i,th id!i,, di h -t t d I t t

:tih""Indi'","hiJ:."'"."::dl"-'tid,'..'h',"':
3C-AR-~I

c. At least once by:

1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its
correct position on an actual or simulated actuation signal, and

2) Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

At least once per 10 years by
verifying each spray nozzle is

unobstructed.

08-06-LG

t 08-11-L

g3 C.4 -c/

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8i 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-11 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 402 114
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 4R 112
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

S PRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g3.4.Q-I
el-Qn -fa

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE ve4h:

a. A spray additive tank with a contained volume of between AÃ~d
0000003309'ml'03'3,'0!!dr!03 f 0 30 0 323 0 3 lt 0

0S41-A

09-02-LG

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours; restore the

be in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the followingM hours. (an~
78

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

09-03-A

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System 'shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated,
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
in position, is in its correct position;

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1) Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank, and

2) Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical analysis.~ g~ELIQ6 ihPn~At pC-A-u.-oo I
c. At least once by verifying that each automatic valve in og oa A

d. At least once per 5 years by verifying both spray additive and RWST

full flow ttl:::: "dtiiii ':irl-::- arnot';:.!fled m+0::::

the Spray Additive System.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8i 2
TAB13. 4A
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

g3.s.o- ~

OI-O I-A
08-04-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.3 The Containment Cooling 'System shall be OPERABLE with either:

a. At least four containment fan cooler units (CFCUs), or

b. At least three CFCUs, each of the three supplied from a different vital bus.

ACTION: @t«

g9.~. s-z

4.6.2.3 Each containment fan cooler unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by:

1) Starting each containment fan cooler unit and verifying that each
containment fan cooler unit operates for at least 15 minutes,

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3. and 4.
08-11- 2

<st.c- 9
a. With the requirements of the above. specification not satisfied, but at least

two CFCUs OPERABLE and both Containment Spray Systems OPERABLE'estore the
Containment Cooling System to OPERABLE status within 7 days. otherwise be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

b. With the requirements of the above specification not''satisfied and one
Containment Spray System inoperable, but at least two CFCUs OPERABLE, restore
the inoperable Containment Spray System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the Containment Cooling System
to OPERABLE status within 7 days of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY

the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 house
nsei e? Z.s. s ~ ? o. os? ?s IW--

if'n~lew: ii".: '?:,:,a'oxnxe','',?ConGI!nein«tagpl„.":@,'iggstem,',:and</)ne?',:orr'iesssCFCDs?0??eraNe:."::. oe io.A
?""::::?~i":n""it-':?!!el ~!%~i"'"'-"iiil:"""",1!I''«:-"".?'"':i!?x ww?i~

SURVEILI ANCE RE(jUIRENENTS

«P-:,".:~:::::-:::?Ldxd?'t?onexa,,'l1~r'e

ifieeC;.;.'th5„''"-IoiiChtw'AS':::of.::".'3:::'::.:6..".:2gkejd''::"';8:".":6::;.2';";3~~

08-11-

ps.u.i-g

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Im? 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-13 Amendment Nos. 89 and 88
March 2. 1994





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6. 3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

C) S.r:.O- t

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* g

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

ACTION M;:i,:+4+P',~+

Mith one or more et-tire pendtration! fl~orr~th~s;.:vrithTonie isolation valve4ag
inoperable. maintain at 1"east one iso1abon valve Ot!EiNBLE in each affe'cted
penetration that is open and:

b. Isolate each affected penetration f'low~<::.:pa 'h within 4 hours by use ot
at least one deactivated automatic vmalvxem secured in the isolation
position, or

c. Isolate each affected penetration "f~lcet~plP'A within 4 hours by use of
at least one closed manual valve or blind flange orvchebk!!v~alve.'::vrrrth
T!'orv!rsecurved: or

01-03-A

d. Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the following 30 hours.

g.':,:,.:;::.,::!,:;::;;Nof.::app,f,scabl;e,jto::::Ny~ngteae,'5get
re:...;, ''i'irare')l'la!..! ":!F

"imicr,:,,i:',:r,*, i, rr, -:-:Iir:,"...,.i i!Ilia!I i!'i!~i.. ii::,. i!,...,'"'""--"." " -""".':;""aunvd'::!ABiios'ie ra!cs'

gVagvds''.-,".<lrglls:vr

NIL'4:.:.:,;:::,':::::,':.::.:,:,''.',+ 11%1-LS13

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

e
opened on an rntermrttent basrs under admrmstra(rve control.

:(new')i::.Mi'6i;:.:.'one:,'i)~jure'enetrat)cn:::-.,fl m:.'".paths "Q'&..'.~;;.;;conta1'omegt~fsoTa
V'a:1 VeS',":j,n'Oj'eeribl
bj,''us'e:-"'~$ ;::if'~'l.evan"'one'jc."Iosed'::, and'',"

iaa nua1i-';,val ~eH".i')trblie'd!fdra|Mr'e.":-,::."'or.".".",:!be/

ti;;at�':leg'St

JvrQT,:;STAMOg1'.:.vr'ituhrnr theenext.".:."6.."hour'

big~In"".:CGlO=;:::SHUTQOHH,: with)n:,':the'"foliImi.. ~30:~hour>-':.,

'!"
.!„::-:::::::hv;i:::-v,r ,,:::,;i~'a....ti,:: :::i!r:,:,.:::::~r!!,:,,,:, re!!.,..,,,i'rr~w::,:,,:rr:,mi irr:;::, l!r.

aIanua'mnd":nh:,'::COLrprSMOfvgOM!M,"."mvrithiriiÃh~e'ufo]1'ovrr'ing'::O0.r"ib'o'urs-::

11-06-TR3

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Inr 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-15 Amendment Nos. 73 and 72
August 10 '992





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6,4 COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL

HYDROGEN ANALYZERS/MONITORS

rsi-07-A

12%1-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4.1 Two independent containment hydrogen analyzers/monitors shall be OPERABLE.

ACTION

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, sad 2 ~~(f,:.4. 12-02-M

1:CO"::.O;".0';a"..;:,is"::not::w~licabTea 1345-LS23

a. With one hydrogen analyzer/monitor inoperable. restore the
inoperable analyzer/monitor"to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be

submit,;;,:apSpiauial',

out 11iij%'',:t ha'.::pr melar rahlhd:::::smiter'riate.,

liiOiiei!arri1iti-,:.::aiiidSItham':pt'arr'S'::"iiisdaaheTIra::it4'r.;."reatur'xiii"tha'"hjdi@arr
airal jsei.'/iiiorritbi!Ecb-,:opmELprbEE4."sdatus.

b. With both hydrogen analyzer/monitors inoperable, restore at least one
analyzer/monitor to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours mdM".'ln;:".,8Ã@HIjmINN~'vtlthlF4he *

Feih::!d:hour s:;,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.4.1 Each hydrogen analyzer/monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least
P N-A ei': ll i C E M.IBtA ID

5pBR~.
'Lrra'rr>,.'::,::..",p'erfoirs,:.:::cirrdrEEL'::;":crrbcK::-":at'.;:teasheoeae,"porn."::31;:;d~as 'to::::riauaf .i':h dioearr

eiiiiljeer,"feb'! tor.":,!OPERABLE,.

12-05-LS16

12-06-LG

12-07-M

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-17 Amendment Nos. 73 and 72
August 10, 1992





~ CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC HYDROGEN RECOMBINERS

aa.c.,o-l

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.4.2 Two independent Hydrogen Recombiner Systems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

With one Hydrogen Recombiner System inoperable), restore the inoperable system to
OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6

hours.

13-05-LS23

4iiiUi'::Witii'$i9::.adaji!%'iiib'e.':.;i i",'ithearst-:::HOT! 8

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.4.2 Each Hydrogen Recombiner System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:
papua u6 ~N < m-Au.-ooi

At,,l,t b~ ',:-:'"',I b
,:" it,"':'"Ii'b 1 b At I t.

13-01-LS17

"t 2-L 18

13-03-LG

'REFu6446 IA
b. At I t b~ '1"','

~-AU QO)

13-04-LG

2) Verifying through a visual examination that there is no
evidence of abnormal conditions within the recombiner
enclosure

, and

3) Verifying the integrity of all heater electrical circuits by
performing a resistance to ground test

13-03-LG

13-03-LG

1545-LS23

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-18 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 102
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 101

July 25, 1995





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01-06

02-01

02-02

02-03

LS19

'A
A

A

The CTS requires all penetrations not capable of being closed by an
OPERABLE containment automatic isolation valve (and required to be
closed for accident conditions) be verified closed on a 31 day frequency,
except for valves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which
are located inside containment and locked closed, sealed, or otherwise
secured in a closed position. These excepted penetrations were to be
verified closed during each cold shutdown but not more often than once
per 92 days. Consistent with Traveler TSTF-45, Rev. 1 only
containment isolation valves that are not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured are required to be verified closed at the once per COLD
SHUTDOWN frequency. Penetrations (inside or outside containment)
which are isolated by manual valves and blind flanges that are locked,
sealed or otherwise secured are not required to be verified closed, since
they are verified to be in the correct position prior to locking/securing.

CTS Surveillance 4.6.1.1 is incorporated into ITS SR 3.6.3.3 and SR
3.6.3.4 and into the redundant requirements of ITS 3.6;3, Required
Action A.2, C.2, and [D.2]. As discussed above, the ITS surveillances
were modified consistent with TSTFQ5. The redundant Required
Actions were also modified in a subsequent Traveler (WOG-91). The
TSTF-45 modifications to the ITS suiveillances and the WOG-91
modifications to Required Actions, while similar, differed in that the
Required Actions still require some verification of position of valves that
are locked closed, sealed or otherwise secured, although this
verification may be performed via administrative means. The

'
nces require no additional verification.

Sf)Der + 93.co.o- I

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the Containment Leakage LCO is now
included in ITS 3.6.1, Containment LCO. g9.s. /-5

he wording "p or to increasi the Reactor olant Syste
temperature ove 200'F" i replaced by th equivalent re iremen
"priortothe rstunitstartup ollowingtestin performedin ccorda e
with the C tainment Lea ge Rate Testi Program." e fact at the
Applicabi of the new C ntainment LC is MODE 1< and tha SR
3.0.4 re ires surveillan es to be perfo ed before e ering th MODE
of App bility, ensure that the requir leakage rat testing

'erfoed and that th as-left test ac ptance crite 're m before
en into MODE4. is change isc nsistentwith UREG 431. This
re irementis now'ludedinITS .5.16, the Co tainme Leak Rate

st Program +~Applicade. W ~, 5'ee version
/Orner /$ 0vl 7R&le (Gna/o= ua 3i3).

This change is not applicable to Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP).
See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

02-04

02-05 LG

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 1 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

01-02
A

01-03
A

0144
LS1

DESCRIPTION

i H
NVANMENTHNTE6RtTY-

pended4ases-of~
eentainmentt66 —. zner k - (i8/ I-I

ConsIstent with NURE8-1431, thIs SR to verify the
penetration fiowpath is isolated is addressed by ITS
3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves.

An equal alternative isolation method of a "check valve
with the flow through the valve secured" is added to the
ACTION statements.

A note ls added allowing valves, flanges, and isolation
devices located in high radiation areas to be verified by
use of administrative means:

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

01-06
A

I

This requirement is addressed by 3.6.2, Containment Air Yes
Locks Required Actions.

Yes Yes Yes

01-06
LS19

02-01
A

02-02
A

02-03
A

Only containment isolation valves that are not locked,
seated, or otherwise secured are required to be verified
closed.

The Containment Leakage LCO Is now addressed by
ITS 3.6.1, Containment.

The wording "prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant
System temperature above 200'F" is replaced by the
equivalent requirement of prior to the first unit startup
following testing performed in accordance with the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

CPSES testing requirements for containment air locks
are now provided in ITS 3.6.2 for Containment Air
Locks.

Yes

Yes

~ AfO See.
Amend~e&5
/o20/I/8 C9 < I 2

nO /Cadger- In C75).

Yes

Yes

Yes

q 9,@.1-5

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, 3.6.1.2 not in
CTS.

No

Yes

Yes

No, 3.6.1.2 not in
CTS.

No

01-o I I'NSm.T
A

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS

p3 a„o-t





Insert for 3.6.0-1

Enclosure 3A - page 2

DOC 1-07-A All reformatting, renumbering, and editorial rewording is in
accordance with the Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specifications, NUREG-1431. During the development certain
wording preferences or English language conventions were
adopted. As a result, the Technical Specifications (TS) should be
more readily readable, and therefore understandable, by plant
operators and other users. During the reformatting, renumbering,
and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or
interpretational) to the TS were made unless they were identified
and justified.

Enclosure 3B - page 1

DOC 1-07-A All reformatting, renumbering, and editorial rewording is in
accordance with the Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specifications, NUREG-1431.

Applicability:
DC- Yes
CP- Yes
WC- Yes
UE- Yes





Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.0-2

REQUEST:

CTS 3/4.6.x
ITS 3.6.x and Associated Bases

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

Changes to the CTS and ITS markups are indicated by highlighting or striking out text.
Modifications and additions are mainly highlighted and in some cases indicated by
handwritten text. Deletions are indicated by striking the text out. During the course of
the review of Section 3.6 numerous changes, modiTications and additions have been
found particularly in the ITS Bases which are not highlighted. In addition, a number of
deletions were made in the ITS in which the text completely disappeared (it was not
struck out). These deletions were found only because the ITS was being checked
against another document (TSTF, STS or other FLOG ITS), and they usually occurred
at the end of a paragraph, or subsection.

Comment: Review the CTS and ITS markups to verify that the text accurately reflects
the CTS and STS and that all changes, modifications, additions and deletions are
properly indicated. Update the submittal to reflect results of this review.

FLOG RESPONSE: The submitted CTS, ITS, and ITS Bases markups for Section 3.6 have
been compared to the CTS, STS, and STS Bases, respectively. Some differences that were
identified were in accordance with the markup methodologies (e.g., deletion of brackets and
reviewer's notes). Most of the differences were editorial in nature and would not have affected
the review. Examples of editorial changes are:

1) Capitalizing a letter with only a "redline" but not striking out the lower case letter that it
replaced.

2) Changing a verb from singular to plural by adding an "s" without "redlining" the "s."

3) Deleting instead of striking-out the A, B, C, etc. following a specification title (e.g.,
SR3.6.6A.7).

4) Changing a bracketed reference (in the reference section) with only a "redline" for the new
reference but failing to include the strike-out of the old reference.

5) In some instances the brackets were retained (and struck-out) but the unchanged text within
the brackets was not redlined.

6) Not redlining a title of a bracketed section. The methodology calls for the section title to be
redlined when an entire section was bracketed.

7) Additional text not contained in the STS Bases was added to the ITS Bases by the lead
FLOG member during the development of the submittal. Once it was determined to not be
applicable, the text was then struck-out and remains in the ITS Bases mark-up.

Differences of the above editorial nature will not be provided as attachments to this response.
The pages requiring changes that are more than editorial and are not consistent with the
markup methodology are attached.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5A
Encl 5B

3.6-19
B3.6-3, B3.6-6, B3.6-16, B3.6-25, B3.6-37, B3.6-39
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems PS

3.6. 6A

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME..

D ~ One~i:reqes::red
containmerit ac~9
4PB4R& 5pfl@',::CT:.'alA

iiii.iiiiiiiim;:104",;t~>'CFCUi
i.'.:e'majn":OPERABI.E:.

0.1 Restore one rejuj:,'red
containment ~~ spr.,':ag
train to OPERABLE status",

D.2 Restore one CFCU train to
OPERABLE status such that
four CFCUs or three CFCUs,
each supplied by a
different vital bus, are
OPERABLE.

72 hours

3.6-14

72 hours

fed lin~

@B.s.o-2.

Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition C or D

not met.

Two containment spray
trains inoperable.

OR

E.l Be in NODE 3.

AND

E.2 Be in MODE 5.

F.l Enter LCO 3.0.3.

6 hours

36 hours

Immediately

'-3.6-14

.Re.„,
co'n 'a)'dirk)t::::: i'j".ray.":.:'„:tran
j(iop'er'abl,'e'.„!aiid'.:''::t'ai',CFCU
ti%iii's::,:-,.'iino'pei.)ble::::,:s~oiti
Xh'at":lane.'.;:;or:,;;:l,ass".-"''CFC0s
i',e'ma'i@..':OPERAS,-'E':~

Pne I're
ebs:

:CFCUg
OPE@8i:E

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-19
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Containment
B 3.6.1

BASES

result in the containment being inoperable
when the leakage results in exceeding the oViYa13:: acceptance criteria of
Append~ i=.."::;:.0;"-;:.L'-,

APPLICABILITY In NODES 1. 2, 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive
material into containment. In NODES 5 and 6, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations of these NODES. Therefore, containment is not
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive
material from containment. The requirements for containment during MODE 6

are addressed in LCO 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS A. 1

In the event containment is inoperable, containment must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 1 hour. The 1 hour Completion Time provides a

period of time to correct the problem cormensurate with the importance of
maintaining containment during MODES 1. 2, 3, and 4. This time period
also ensures that the probability of an accident (requiring containment
OPERABILITY) occurring during periods when containment is inoperable is
minimal.

B.l and B.2

If containment cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required
Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach
the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.6.1. 1 /g~p, q)
REQUIRENENTS

Maintaining e containment OPERABLE requires compliance with the visual
examinations and leakage rate test requirements 5s.',3'spec'i'$i.ed:;,:io':.'t''
C
X-'.:;','163.""'„:)995:,:'„'MAd!''.'thi'4r''e|Lui

leakage limits specified in the CiW'~>merit
"e~ jgeeRRi~TiiX",.gPnyiamg does not inval'ida't'e the"""
acceptabiTi'ty of"'these overall leakage determinations unless their
contribution to overall Type A, B, and C leakage causes that to exceed
limits. As left leakage prior to the fir tartu after erformin a

required .
'

ontainment Lea a e ate es in ro r
leaka e test is re uired to be < . L or corn ine e an eaka e
Vol'1oijiogeao:":potage.::oi,shÃdmnith~t joe'iuded~jppe,.:1::,jiid„.:C!~Cjjtiog:".oo,y',, and
~ ii 6""Tg" L„ fOr OVera I'1"Type ii leakage"fglleiri'nggaa""::ai'ihhijiiiaeor",:":.:Sh'iitgyeeh:::chat

tests, 'tTie'acceptance criteria is based on an overall Type A leakage limit
~ 1.0 L,. At ~ 1.0 L, the offsite dose consequences are bounded by the
assumptions of the safety analysis. SR Frequencies are as required by W~gsg

'6CF'R$0.,';:...App:;g,:":,":,:-::;:.:OpQor::,''B. p<i>
These periodic testing requirements verify that the contaeinmente '1 e ra

k safety analysis. Riser+ Relic
g3( ]„r ivor e

S R, 3 4o,l, 2. she+Id. Acidic. e'en 940~A s+~vc<-ou.+ since $ 3(,,0-2
ne+ applicable m pj'PP
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock to be considered
OPERABLE. the air lock interlock mechanism must be OPERABLE, the air lock must be in
compliance with the Type B air lock leakage test, and both air lock doors must be
OPERABLE. The interlock allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be opened at
one time. This provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does not exist
when containment is required to be OPERABLE. Closure of a single door in each air
lock is sufficient to provide a leak tight barrier following postulated events.
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock is not being used for
normal entry into or exit from containment.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material
to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these
MODES. Therefore. the containment air locks are not required in MODE 5 to
prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment. The requi rements
for the containment air locks during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.34,
"Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that allows entry and exit to perform
repairs on the affected air lock component. If the outer door is inoperable.
then it may be easily accessed for most repairs. It is preferred that, the
air lock be accessed from inside primary containment by entering through the
other OPERABLE air lock. However, if this is not practicable, or if repairs
on either door must be performed from the barrel side of the door then it is
ermissible to enter the air lock through the OPERABLE door, which means
here is a short time during which the containment boundary is not intact

(during access through the OPERABLE door). The ability to open the OPERABLE
door, even if it means the containment boundary is temporarily not intact. is
acceptable due to the low probability of an event that could pressurize the
containment during the short time in which the OPERABLE door is expected to
be open. After each entry and exit, the OPERABLE door must be irrmediately
closed. If ALARA conditions permit. entry and exit should be via an OPERABLE
air lock.
A second Note has been added to provide clarification that, for this LCO.
separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock. This is acceptable,
since the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable air lock. Complying with the
Required Actions may allow for continued operation. and a subsequent
inoperable air lock is governed by subsequent Condition entry and application
of associated Required Actions.h,h,1,1, 11, 1...,,1 k,,dk, h""",,-" ':","'":.'"",:!ov'er'a

C 'tions a d Re ui re i f LCO .6. 1, "Contai ment '
he overall

contain en ea age imi s are excee e .

A. 1 A.2 and A.3

With one air lock door in one or more containment air locks inoperable. the
OPERABLE door must be verified closed (Required Action A.l) in each affected
containment air lock. This ensures that a leak tight containment bar rier is
maintained by the use of an OPERABLE air lock door. This action must be
completed within 1 hour. This specified time period is consistent with the
ACTION of LCO 3.6. 1, which requires containment be restored to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour.

In addition, the affected air lock penetration must be isolated by locking
closed the OPERABLE air lock door within.the 24 hour Completion Time. The
24 hour Completion

- (Continued)
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B3.6.3

APPLICABILITY Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required to be OPERABLE
(continued) in MODE 5. The requirements for containment isolation valves during MODE 6

are addressed in LCO 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS

jnSPr+
Q3.4.P rI)

The ACTIONS re modified by a N e allowing penetra on flow paths . at;;:;are
iioriiially'!i'„latefr'h~.;.;,l'o'eked,:orr'alel:cloned",vgv'e, o"r-::val-ves,""tha.;do",n'okt
ceceii7i"= "c'',o'n a'iiiiiien,'"':ianna "i"'a::. ig~..:, ~ ~

. to 'be nisolate
Vnterm" t'e!ntl- under mini trative controls. These a m>n>strative controls
consist oi s a soning a de >cate opera or a the,val've controls, who is in
continuous comunication with the control room. In this way. the penetration
can be rapidly isolated when a need for containment isolation is indicated.

w,C.,?.''%Sec x Nt:x,c.:: vm . ':»:" 6, ."':c ''%. 'ima;'.a'v. 'i) ',.;...'cN8' a ~ !xa Y ~ "'tx ":.xSA

'AVIV�''

Mc~ "~ 'A" ~M~''' "' '' '~
~-~l xe ~~AvR(v —" AwN

$ 9.(y 0 "oL CNegjioma3lyjfsolkt&,',Cmice]$mnt,,':.;.'5''ly'.',.'Bred'j&hi'Us

,!tv -%k't!8'-~w:t'ai. ir!"i'jith":ijjji'i!i,',":::t~!
A second Note has been added to provide clarification that. for this LCO,
separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path. This is
acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable containment isolation valve.
Complying with the Require'd Actions may allow for continued operation. and
subsequent inoperable containment isolation valves are governed by subsequent
Condition entry and application of associated Required Actions.

The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which ensures appropriate
remedial actions are taken. if necessary, if the affected systems are
rendered inoperable by an inoperable containment isol'ation valve.

In the event the;~ale cci'ta]nment Ys5j$tsori~~lve leakage results in
exceeding the overall containment leakage rate a~c'cegtagceVcriteria. Note 4
directs. entry into the applicable Conditions and"Requ'i red Actions of
LCO 3.6.1.

A.l and A.2

(Continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

SR 3.6.3.8 Q~iprnen+ i'd+~
cPS tee O-Z,

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a gh'asm'!A',"",:;:iiIIesei!Bg'oi.::",CVP

signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material Ti'om contai'nment 'following
a DBA. This SR ensures that each automatic valve will
actuate to its isolation position on a containment isolation signal. This
surveillance is not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otgerwise
secured in the required position under administrative controls. The gg month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the"24
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. Operating experience has shown t t these components usually pass
this Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable'rom a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.3.9 Not!Ljsed
~-ALL-ccI

SR 3.6.3.10

Verifying that each ~ ~If inch containment ~ );"per'eSYCirgfhiaCuYim;.!r'el:;~A
valve is blocked to restrict opening to ~034 69,",.< 'is

"requi'red'to"ensure'hat

the valves can close under DBA conditions wi'thin the times assumed in
the analyses of References 1 and 2. If a LOCA occurs, the ~ coiiti),oroeot
pt'assur,.',e!vaeuNo':.::,reI„:.:sYf'.-:,palves must close to maintain containment 1'emsakaeges

'"'"
wiethin the values assumed in the accident analysis.

The month Frequency is
appropriate because the blocking devices are file typica y removed eely

Kxcept.":,Ndur''i59'-:.'„:m'aX~j'en'anc~" gq ~-Au-ooI
(Continued)
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
B 3.6.6A

BASES (Continued)

BACKGROUND

(continued)

pressurizer compartment, jeaiCor;; cooLanf.:,.::pumpsm, and
outside the secondary. shield in the lower areas of con'ta'i'nzment".

='uring

normal operation, 'h'ice„:,CFCUs,: are operating. The
fans are normally operated at high speed witfi 'EQ'4 CCM supplied to the cooling
coils. The

CFCU8%al':,e designed
to limit the ambient containment air temperature during novrmxal unit operation
to less than the limit specified in LCO 3.6.5, "Containment Air Temperature."
This temperature limitation,ensures that the containment temperature does not
exceed the initial temperature conditions assumed for the DBAs.

td g tf, 111 tg t tf tg l.tl
CFC9i are designed to start automatically in slow speedif not already runninvg', If running in high (normal) speed. the fans

automatically shift to slow speed. The fans are operated at the lower speed
during accident conditions to prevent motor overload from the higher mass
atmosphere. The temperature of the KQ4 LCIIj is an important factor in the
heat removal capability of the fan units.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The Containment Spray System and Containment Cooling System
limits the temperature and pressure that could be experienced following a
DBA. The limiting DBAs considered are the loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
and the main steam line break (HSLB). The LOCA and MSLB are analyzed using
computer codes designed to predict the =resultant containment pressure and
temperature transients. No DBAs are assumed to occur simultaneously or
consecutively. The postulated DBAs are analyzed with ~re ard to containment
gg y t ., t g tt~z,,pi!,,,::,',!mt..ifmf,,:...~

. txage..N'.dam! 'VKA!S:akNsoo" mmixgggmavmt'agx Num!Sgdmwr'~h'vmgcv:;madxxv"d~m ~gt 'S.". "Snl>xtwgr i'gm ~
"l ~v

the f'mallufreiofv @tii 'eMSIVL to/ycohsugv'enmi

The analysis and evaluation show that under the worst case scenario, the

Be

highest peak containment pressure is 46-.4R 42;:26 psig (experienced during an
MSLBgat<3QX~p'NeH) amgare6@~a "s~o:"Ngowab3eg475'jN9. The analysi s shows that
the pg'ea'k"containment temperature ~s"AK4S"B1BB'F i'experienced during, an MSLB

o-z. mg::-,:,:fQSjgpomeT)jajdrads~com~qy@ vvtg:,'tiieften~vironmpntaliaquagt!fi'cat!v~of,'.:::1jinft:

Wrn
S+'a ta

(Continued)

e ana yses an eva me a uni speci i ower level
o,aggv SBBS'„'..or„,-„":tghe,,::LB%,',wWhvcone!~cant'ainwmwe~n:,",sp~rsypgain,:-:.;a,ndztvo.:;.Cpgiis
jpgiat!ng'i':,-,:The'::tBBmit!ng'::.c'astse';,"::MSLiB'tanxalyse~.-:atntd: i.'valorem''i'oats

-ex&
Q 3.fas.4-1 t
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
'

3.6.6A

BASES (Continued)

LCO During a DBA LOCA, a minimum of 'm:,:CFCUs~~and
one containme'n't spray. train are required to maintain the containment peak

pressure and temperature below the design limits (Refs. 7~4). Additionally.
one containment spray train is also required to remove iodine from the
containment atmosphere and mainta ncentrations below those assumed in the
safety analysis. To ensure tha hese requirements are met. two Q>~ 0-2
containment spray, trains and two

'
CFCU trains 'conszstiqg

of-,-::::::four,:.":::CFCUs;::::,or,;j'0'hr.ei'"..CFCUs::,:eachYsupjl ied":by,":;:.a!Ch'fferent:;~iitall::„',bu's'~

of:-:::contiinment~spray„.:;and:;;:;:oui="traiK:.::of."".:CFCUi':.::;(bioRC.,CUs)'. ope ate,
assumin'g'the worst" case sing|'e active failure occurs. Each Containment Spray
System t're'n typically includes a spray pump. spray headers. nozzles. valves,
piping, instruments. and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of

I tl II FT I IFF,'p
QS4 0-2.

Each CPC074~~ inc u es deem~~ cooling
coils ~ dampers, fans..instruments ~ and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow
path.

APPLICABILITY In NODES 1, 2. 3, and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material
to containment and an increase in containment pressure and, temperature
requiring the operation of the containment" spray trains and eeR~ReRC

tptt'I
.

In NODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperat e limitations of these NODES.

Thus, the Containment Spray System
not required to be OPERABLE in NODES an 5+riCA"oJ&

g3. 4. Ca.20

ACTIONS A.1

With one containment spray train inoperable, the inoperable containment spray
train must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this
Condition. the remaining OPERABLE spray and cooling trains are Q-adequate to
perform the iodine removal and containment cooling functions. The 72 hour
Completion Time takes into account the redundant heat removal capability
afforded by the Containment Spray System, reasonable time for repairs. and

low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.1 Containment

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-1

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0)
DOC 1-01 LG
CTS 1.7 (1.8 for Diablo Canyon)
CTS 3/4.6.1.1
ITS B3.6.1. Bases - BACKGROUND

CTS 1.7 (8.8 in Diablo Canyon) defines CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY. A markup of CTS
1.7/1.8 is provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0, but not in the markup of

CTS 3.6. DOC 1-04A (CTS 1.0) states that the definition of CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY is deleted from the CTS/ITS. DOC 1-01 LG in CTS 3.6 states that the
definition requirements have been relocated to the Bases for ITS 3.6.1. Both of these
justifications are incorrect. DOC 1-04A (CTS 1.0) is incorrect in that the definition is not
deleted but relocated to various Bases in ITS 3.6, which is a Less Restrictive (LG)
change. In addition, the individual statements within the definition (CTS 1.7a/1.8a,
1.7.c/1.8c, 1.7.d/e/1.8d, and 1.7f) are used as the basis for various ITS SRs and Bases
statements in ITS 3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 which are Administrative and Less Restrictive
(LG) changes. DOC 1-01 LG does not relocate the definition from the CTS to the ITS
Bases, but changes CTS 3/4.6.1.1 from maintaining CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYto the
containment shall be OPERABLE. This is an Administrative change. (See Comment
Numbers 3.6.1-2, 3.6.1-3, 3.6.1-4, 3.6.2-1, 3.6.2-2, 3.6.3-1 and 3.6.3-2).

Comment: Revise the CTS markup of CTS 1.7/1.8 and CTS 3/4.6.1.1 to reflect the
above discussion. Provide additional discussions and justifications for relocating the
details of the definition to ITS B3.6.1. Bases-BACKGROUND and to ITS 3.6.2 and 3.6.3.
See Comment Numbers 3.6.1-2, 3.6.1-3, 3.6.1-4, 3.6.2-1, 3.6.2-2, 3.6.3-1 and 3.6.3-2.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0) has been changed to DOC 1-04 LG (CTS 1.0) and
revised to read:

"The definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted on the basis that it does not
appear in NUREG-1431. It has been replaced with the new requirement of Improved TS
3.6.1 for containment to be OPERABLE. The details of this definition describe what
constitutes an OPERABLE containment. Thus, they would be incorporated into the Bases
for improved TS LCO 3.6.1 and are reflected in various Surveillance Requirements for ITS
3.6.1, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3. This change is proposed to conform to NUREG-1431, and it is
categorized as LG because information of a descriptive nature would be moved to the
Bases of the Improved TS.

For the individual statements within the definition (CTS 1.7a/1.8a, 1.7c/1.8c, 1.7d/e/1.8d,
and 1.7f), that are used as the basis for various ITS SRs that would be retained in ITS 3.6.1,
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.2, and 3.6.3, these changes are categorized as Administrative. The sealing
requirements (CTS 1.7e/d/1.8e) have been incorporated into the Bases of 3.6.1
(Background). Further discussion of this change is also given in change description 1-01 of
CTS Section 3.6."

DOC 1-01 LG (CTS 3.6) has been changed to DOC 1-01 A and revised to read:

"Consistent with NUREG-1431, Improved TS 3.6.1 would retain requirements currently
specified in CTS 3/4.6.1.1, "CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY."[] Meeting containment leakage
requirements would be made a direct condition of containment OPERABILITYthrough SR
3.6.1.1. In addition, the term CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYhas not been retained as a
defined term in the ITS. The requirements for containment OPERABILITY, including the
requirements previously found in the CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYdefinition, would be
placed in the Bases for TS 3.6.1. (See the discussion of the deletion of the defined term
CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY in change description 1-04 of CTS Section 1.0.) []. These
changes are classified as Administrative (A)."

ATTACHED
PAGES'.0

Encl 2
1.0 Encl 3A
1.0 Encl 3B
3.6 Encl 2
3.6 Encl 3A
3.6 Encl 3B

1-2
1

I
3/4 6-1
1

1
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1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.01'EFINITIONS

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

1.7 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

Analog channels - the injection of a simulated or.':actual', signal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable to verify"OPERABILITY
including .i'eqos:red alarm and/er- trip functions, or

Bistable channels - the injection of a simulated or~(casual. signal into
the sensor to verify OPERABILITY including aequi'r'ed alarm'nd/er-trip
functi ons'..'".;or.

Digital channels - the injection of a simulated or,'":actual'ignal into
the channel as close to the sensor input to the 'p'rocess racks as
practical to verify OPERABILITY including requi.ied alarm and/er-trip
functions.

01.0$

-A'141-A

011-A

ThAANeChl w~ 'layvF hEw 'te( ™whvl s ' hv jw™~'Iw~'ply'PPvlh' 'PPfw I'Qv'chbvJAvu ~'~fww&v*w~v'4'I v%u &'f
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 1.0

This Enclosure contains a brief description/justification for each marked-up change to existing current plant
Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up of the CTS).
The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure 4. All proposed
technical changes to the CTS are discussed below; however, some administrative changes (i.e., format,
presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS)) may not be
discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 68, text in brackets "[]"indicates the information is specific and is not
common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01-01

01-02

01-03

01-04

01-05

01-06

Pr LG

A

LS1

These definitions would be reworded to be consistent with NUREG-
1431. The proposed rewording included in this category does not
involve any changes of a technical nature.

Not applicable to Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP). See Conversion
Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B).

The definition of CHANNELCALIBRATIONis reworded to be consistent
with NUREG-1431. The revised wording provides additional detail
concerning calibration of instrument channels with resistance
temperature detector (RTDs) or thermocouples. gg g./-/
The definition of ONTAINMENT TREGITYwould no Io er be used
and the speci tions in ITS Se on 3.6 and the Adminis ative Controls
Section woul be revised acco ingly. The CTS definiti n for
CONTAIN NT INTEGRITY ovid be deleted to be nsistent with
NUREG- 431. This definiti is effectively incorpo ed into the
NURE 1431 Bases for t new Containment Li 'ng Condition for
Oper on (LCO) (ITS 3..1) and the Administra e Controls Section for

'heontainment Leak e Testin Program
Z'nSem+
The current definition for CONTROLLED LEAKAGEwould be in
accordance with NUREG-1431. This definition will no longer be
required for the ITS because LCO 3.5.5 ensures that reactor coolant
pump (RCP) seal injection flow remains within limits. Therefore, this
change is not technical and has been categorized as administrative.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B)

01-07 The location ofthe thyroid dose conversion factors used for the
calculation of DOSE EQUIVALENTI-131 have been added in
accordance with NUREG-1431.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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Insert for 3.6.1-1

1.0 Encl 3A

1-04-LG The definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted on the basis that
it does not appear in NUREG-1431. It has been replaced with the new
requirement of Improved TS 3.6.1 for containment to be OPERABLE.
The details of this definition describe what constitutes an OPERABLE
containment. Thus, they would be incorporated into the Bases for
improved TS LCO 3.6.1 and are reflected in various Surveillance
Requirements for ITS 3.6.1, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3. This change is proposed to
conform to NUREG-1431, and it is categorized as LG because
information of a descriptive nature would be moved to the Bases of the
Improved TS.

For the individual statements within the definition (CTS 1.7a/1.8a,
1.7c/1.8c, 1.7d/e/1.8d, and 1.7f) that are used as the basis for various
ITS SRs that would be retained in ITS 3.6.1, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3, these
changes are categorized as Administrative. The sealing requirements
(CTS 1.7e/d/1.8e) have been incorporated into the Bases of 3.6.1
(Background). Further discussion of this change is also given in change
description 1-01 of CTS Section 3.6.





CONVERSION COMPARI fABLE- CURRENT TS 1.0 e1 of 4

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

01-01
A

01-02
A

01-03
M

01-05
A

01-06
LS1

01-07
A

DESCRIPTION

These definitions would be reworded to be
consistent with NUREG-1431. The proposed
rewording included in this category does not
involve any changes of a technical nature.

The definitions for analog COT and digital COT
would be combined into a single definition of COT
in accordance with NUREG-1431.

The definition of CHANNELCALIBRATIONis
reworded. The revised wording provides
additional detail concerning calibration of
instrument channels with RTDs or thermocouples.

This definition would no longer be used and the
specifications in Section 3.6
Sentreb would be revised accordingly. The CTS
definition for CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYwould

S ~~dele4ed. lW hasbeen replaCe
cvCordain~rrf W be 6PERAQLE.

The CTS definition for CONTROLLED LEAKAGE
would be deleted. The definition is not required
because ITS LCO 3.5.5 ensures that RCP seal
injection flow remains within limits.

The CTS definition for CORE ALTERATIONS
would be modified to qualify a CORE
ALTERATIONas movement of fuel, sources, or
other reactivity control components.

The location of the thyroid dose conversion factors
used for the calculation of DOSE EQUIVALENTI-
131 have been added.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

No, DCPP CTS
does not include
the digital COT
definition.

Yes

Yes

~e~ ~cltverlle/lf

Yes

No, this definition
is included in the
DCPP CTS.

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

oF /7$ $ 4./

Yes

Yes

No, already in
CTS.

WOLF CREEK

Yes

No, do not have
the digital COT
definition.

Yes

Yes

No, see Change
Number 01-28-LG.

Yes

No, already in
CTS.

GALLAWAY

Yes

No, "Digital"is not
included in CTS.

Yes

Yes, see also ITS
5.5.6 and 5.5.16.

No, see Change
Number 01-28-LG.

Yes

No, already in
CTS.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

JLS CONVERSION TO IMPROVED TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

CTS 3/4.6 —CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
ITS 3.6 —CONTAINMENTSYSTEMS

RESPONSE TO RAIS AND LICENSEE INITIATEDADDITIONALCHANGES
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6. 1 CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT 44%~4

g Z.c.cl-l

Ol-OT-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 CONTAINMENT QlKGRP4 shall be ~~ed gO,.ERASE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

Nitheut CONTAINNENT 4ATNGNITN T~operanie, restore CONTAINNENT QFKGNPTal to
UPKR4KE within 1 hour or be in aX least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COl:D SHUTDOWN within the following'30 hours.

01-01-LG

01-01

CPS.~. I-I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.1 CONTAINMENT 44Ã4RP4 shall be demonstrated OPBNBL'E'";:':

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations+¹ not
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves, blind flanges, er- deactivated automatic valves
secured in thei r positions, Nr;::,':.cheek~~v'al vP@INh':-,:fto~e4iii!eiljh:::::the
Va::IuveC!seCus red except for valves that are open under adiiiIni's'trat'i've
conetxro7""ass 'ermitted by Specification 3.6.3. 2::st)fj.op:;-,Cevi:cats;:.'.:.'l.n

hitch,::

:pg'IWC:,on::!Bl!sclsi'IlsN,'-!ba!!ver!.::, I. Sd::,."hing!'adsIINI'stra't::,':Ife'i Ieaafls'7

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is in compliance with the
requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3.

01-02-A

—01-'06-LS19

1%3-A

01~-LS1

01-05-A

xcep va ves, in flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are located 01 06 LS19
inside the containment
pes44&e. These penetrations¹ shall be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN

except such verification need"not be performed more often than once per 92 days.
01-06-LS19

e !n!sNti!at!ve::::Iseans:::;< $ 3. fo. I
-9''.

Idol per forrnine ncfoi am nni eIenxa~e roes. 4es*nI, exaepf

Pal COn)CInmd!n f Qi/'LKK +PS*n), ln P(Cdrd4n(fs

QOn Cine!fir'nf L<<l~fh IRK 7eSPinO PrgrC m.

02-OI-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-1 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6

This Enclosure contains a brief description/justification for each marked-up change to existing current plant
Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up of the CTS).
The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure 4. Allproposed
technical changes to the CTS are discussed below, however, some administrative changes (i.e., format,
presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS)) may not be
discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets '[]'ndicates the information is specific and is not
common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01%1

01-02

01-03

01-04 LS1

WnsP<k i/3.6./ I

Consistent with NUREG-1431, this requirement to verify the penetration
flowpath is isolated is now addressed by improved Technical a,an
Specification (ITS) 3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves, Condition A~~) and Surveillance Requirements (SR) 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4.

ga.co. 3-7It
The ACTION statements are revised to incorporate the NUREG-1431
alternative isolation method of a "check valve with the flow through the
valve secured." This isolation method is provided in NUREG-1431 and
is considered an acceptable variation of a de-activated automatic valve.

A Note is added to valve and blind flange SRs consistent with NUREG-
1431. The Note allows verification of valves, flanges, and isolation
devices located in high radiation areas to be verified by use of
administrative means. This change is less restrictive in that the CTS SR
4.6.1.1 has an exception to valves, blind flanges, and deactivated
automatic valves which are located inside containment and are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in the closed position. These valves shall
be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN. However, under
CTS, ifan area outside of containment becomes a high radiation area,

~ we would still be required to enter the area to verify the closed positions.
The ITS would allow veriTication of all areas that are high radiation areas
or become high radiation areas to be verified by administrative means
once they have been verified to be in the proper position. This is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is restricted for
ALARAreasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
devices, once they have been initiallyverified in the proper position, is
small.

01-05 Consistent with NUREG-1431, this requirement is addressed by SR
3.62.1 in ITS 3.6.2, Containment AirLocks Required Actions.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 1 o

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

WOLF CREEK =

Yes

CALLAWAY

Yes

01-02
A

01-03
A

01-04
LS1

01-05
A

01-06
LS19

02-01
A

02-02
A

02-03
A

OI-o-t
A

VAINMENTHNTEGRHY-
asmef~

unmet cd.( I-I
Consistent with NUREG-1431, this SR to verify the
penetration flowpath ls isolated ls addressed by ITS
3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves.

An equal alternative isolation method of a "check valve
with the flowthrough the valve secured" Is added to the
ACTION statements.

Anote Is added allowing valves, flanges, and Isolation
devices located ln high radiation areas to be verified by
use of administrative means.

This requirement is addressed by 3.6.2, Containment Air
Locks Required Actions.

Only containment isolation valves that are not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured are required to be verified
closed.

The Containment Leakage LCO is now addressed by
ITS 3.6.1, Containment.

The wording "prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant
System temperature above 200'F" is replaced by the
equivalent requirement of "prior to the first unit startup
following testing performed in accordance with the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program."

CPSES testing requirements for containment air locks
are now provided in ITS 3.6.2 for Containment Air
Locks.

X'NSEZ,T

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

~ Afo, See.
Arn en'n45
tao/II8 (s.c.,i.2

Ilo I~get In GTS).

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

q s.(./-5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, 3.6.1.2 not in
CTS.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes.

Yes

No, 3.6.1.2 not ln
CTS.

No

cp3 c,.o-l

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





3.6 Encl 3A - page 1

Insert for 3.6.1-1

01-01-A Consistent with NUREG-1431, Improved TS 3.6.1 would retain
requirements currently specified in CTS 3/4.6.1.1, "CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITY."[] Meeting containment leakage requirements would be
made a direct condition of containment OPERABILITYthrough SR
3.6.1.1. In addition, the term CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYhas not been
retained as a defined term in the ITS. The requirements for containment
OPERABILITY, including the requirements previously found in the
CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYdefinition, would be placed in the Bases for
TS 3.6.1. (See the discussion of the deletion of the defined term
CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY in change description 1-04 of CTS Section
1.0.).[] These changes would be classified as Administrative (A).

3.6 Encl 3B - page 1

01-01-A Improved TS 3.6.1 would retain requirements currently specified in CTS
3/4.6.1.1, "CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY."[] The proposed change would
no longer address containment leakage in a separate specification.
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC

DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0)
DOC 1-01 LG
CTS 1.7.b (1.8.b for Diablo Canyon)
CTS 3/4.6.1.1
ITS B3.6.1. Bases - BACKGROUND

CTS 1.7 (1.8 in Diablo Canyon) defines CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY. A markup of CTS
1.7/1.8 is provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0. DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0) states that
the definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted from the CTS/ITS. DOC 1-01
LG in CTS 3.6 states that the definition requirements have been relocated to the Bases
for ITS 3.6.1. Both of these justifications are incorrect. CTS 1.7.b/1.8.b states that "All

equipment hatches are closed and sealed." ITS B3.6.1 Bases - BACKGROUND states
the following: "To maintain this leak tight barrier: c. All equipment hatches are closed;
and..." The requirement for sealing the equipment hatches has been deleted. No
justification is provided for this Less Restrictive change.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive change.

FLOG RESPONSE: Consistent with the current requirements of CTS 1.7.b (1.8.b for Diablo
Canyon), the words "and sealed" have been added to the ITS B3.6.1 Bases - Background
statement "c. Allequipment hatches are closed..."

Further, DOC 1-04 (CTS 1.0) has been revised to include the relocation of CTS 1.7.b (1.8.b for
Diablo Canyon) to the Bases of ITS 3.6.1 as a Less Restrictive (LG) change. See response to
Q 3.6.1-1.

DOC 1-04 LG (CTS 1.0) now reads:

"The definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted on the basis that it does not
appear in NUREG-1431. It has been replaced with the new requirement of Improved TS
3.6.1 for containment to be OPERABLE. The details of this definition describe what
constitutes an OPERABLE containment. Thus, they would be incorporated into the Bases
for improved TS LCO 3.6.1 and are reflected in various Surveillance Requirements for ITS
3.6.1, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3. This change is proposed to conform to NUREG-1431, and it is
categorized as Less Restrictive (LG) because information of a descriptive nature would be
moved to the Bases of the Improved TS.

For the individual statements within the definition (CTS 1.7a/1.8a, 1.7c/1.8c, 1.7d/e/1.8d,
and 1.7f) that are used as the basis for various ITS SRs that would be retained in ITS 3.6.1,
3.6.2, and 3.6.3, these changes are categorized as Administrative. The sealing
requirements (CTS 1.7e/d/1.8e) have been incorporated into the Bases of 3.6.1
(Background). Further discussion of this change is also given in change description 1-01 of
CTS Section 3.6."
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ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B 3.6-1
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B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

8 3.6.1 Containment

BASES

Containment
3.6.1

BACKGROUND The containment consists of the concrete reactor building, its steel liner. and
the penetrations through this structure. The structure is designed to contain
radioactive material that may be released from the reactor core following a

L A~~A Id "tttdy AddI"I 11y tlI t'''d h'd'
~ from the fission products that may be present in the containment atmosphere

following accident conditions.

The containment is a reinforced concrete structure with a cylindrical wall, a
flat foundation mat kit'hYVgi.,'mitor+caigtj;'.jest;.:"jr,'ogeitiiq, and a 4M4w
feaisjfier'jacal.': dome roof. the "snside surface of the containment is lined with a
carbori st'eel liner to ensure a high degree of leak tightness during operating
and accident conditions.

'ggS
Pt PS kXidigd!i igSA Cgag, y i.-

Th,,t:,,:,...,:,'::,: I,,!t;:,,::...d,::. „ t~ 't,.: I-,.„::i!.: EIA'I,;::::::-,, -:I:
veise1,:.::-'::;(ci'.ane:,"ka'l3::'.::,:a'ntdg,:: 0„-'Shield".:Qilg),: is required for structural iiitegrity of
the contairTment under cond'i'bodns.'he steel liner and its penetrations
establish the leakage mitinq boundary of the containment. jVhep~teelpl)aug
add>':,tio'rial.'::;fy,'.jr.,'ov3'dies
p:, i'i''jca.:,';."ia'cew'a j;:,':<i.:Naigntaining 'the con'tainment OPERABLE limits the-Teakage of
fission producct r'ad'ioactivity from the containment to the environment.
SR 3.6.1.1 leakage rate requirements comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J~FOjt'jm
8 (Ref. 1), as modified by approved exemptions. The isolation devices for the
penetrations in the containment boundary are a part of the containment leak
tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident conditions
are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic containment
isolation system, or

2. closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or de-activated
automatic valves secured in their closed positions, except as
provided in LCO 3.6.3 ~ "Containment Isolation Valves"

Each ai r lock is OPERABLE, except as rovided in LCO 3.6.2,
"Containment Air Locks";

All equipment hatches are close ; and

d . Th , ,', ,I 1 g. . . h ,,1, I t d I h p
E i!''I:,-!'!Td ITIITI 111 'll("::':iiigii'!i'"EiI PPEAAALE.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSIS

The safety design basis for the containment is that the containment must
withstand the pressures and temperatures of the limiting DBA without
exceeding the design leakage rate.

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment OPERABILITY from high
pressures and temperatures are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) hand a
steam line break aR~ed

(Continued

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-1
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-3

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0)
DOC 1-01 LG
CTS 1.7.d/e (1.8.e for Diablo Canyon)
CTS 3/4.6.1.1
ITS SR 3.6.1.1 and Associated Bases

CTS 1.7 (1.8 in Diablo Canyon) defines CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY. A markup of CTS
1.7/1.8 is provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0. DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0) states that
the definitions of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted from the CTS/ITS. DOC 1-01

LG in CTS 3.6 states that the definition requirements have been relocated to the Bases
for ITS 3.6.1. Both of these justifications are incorrect. CTS 1.7.d (1.7.e in Callaway
and 1.8.e in Diablo Canyon) specifies that the leakage rates are in accordance with CTS
3.6.1.x. This requirement has not been relocated to the Bases, but is the basis for ITS
SR 3.6.1.1. No justification is provided for this Administrative change. See Comment
Number 3.6.2-2.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this Administrative change. See
Comment Number 3.6.2-2.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 1-37 A (CTS 1.0) has been added to read:

"CTS 1.7.d (1.7.e for Callaway and WolfCreek and 1.8.e for Diablo Canyon) specifies that
containment leakage rates are within the limits of CTS [SR 4.6.1.1c]. Improved TS 3.6.1
contains requirements currently specified in CTS [SR 4.6.1.1c ]. This requirement is the
basis for ITS SR 3.6.1.1. Because meeting containment leakage requirements would be
made a direct condition of containment OPERABILITYthrough SR 3.6.1.1, this change
would be classified as Administrative (A)."

Also, see the FLOG response to Comment 3.6.1-1 regarding the relocation of the
CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYdefinition requirements.

ATTACHED
PAGES'.0

Encl 2
1.0 Encl 3A
1.0 Encl 3B

1-2
5
4
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1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.01'EFINITIONS

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST .

1.7 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels - the injection of a simulated or„;actiial'ignal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable to"verify"OPERABILITY
including required alarm and/er- trip functions. or

b. Bistable channels - the injection of a simulated or..actual signal into
the sensor to verify OPERABILITY including r'equired alarm and/er-trip

unc ions,'':.'or

c. Digital channels - the injection of a simulated or.'"actual signal into
the channel as close to the sensor input to the pr'oces's"racks as
practical to verify OPERABILITY including r'equired alarm and/er-trip

0141-A'141-A

0141-A

The.',Ch'annel:~Functional".Test";may':be7performed'by=::,means',of~any" series:~of.
sequenti'al'-:. overl'aoping",.';or, total;:::channebsteos':,so',-.that:'the;-.:entire.charinel~isN. '.. '." . Ptested:" " 0140-A

qs.co.i-l

01<4-/LCD

S
ya.o. >-I

O~I5-A

+9.4 .0-I

)3.L.I 5

(y-S7-4

qz( I-3

C 01-05-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB4.4A

1-2
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 1.0

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01-26 A New Sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 would be incorporated into the ITS to be
consistent with NUREG-1431. Section l.2 provides specific examples of
the use of the logical connectors AND and OR and the numbering
sequence associated with their use in the ITS. Section 1.3 deals with
the proper use and interpretation of Completion Times, and specific
examples are given that willaid the user in understanding Completion
Times. Section 1.4 deals with the proper use and interpretation of
surveillance Frequencies. Specific examples are given that willaid the
user in understanding surveillance Frequencies as they will appear in
the ITS. The proposed changes are administrative in nature and by
themselves are not technical changes, incorporating Travelers WOG-74,
Rev. 1, and WOG-90, Rev. 1.

01-27 Not applicable@ DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

01-28 LG Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 38).

01-29

01-30

01-31

1-32

LS3

A

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Consistent withTSTF-39, Rev. 1, the definitions of COT, [CHANNEL
FUNCTIONALTEST (CFT)), and TRIP ACTUATINGDEVICE
OPERATIONALTEST (TADOT) are expanded to include the details of
acceptable performance methodology. Performance of these tests in a
series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps provides the
necessary askance of appropriate operation of the entire channel.
This change also makes the COT, [CFTJ, and TADOTdefinitions
consistent with the CTS and the NUREG-1431 definition of CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONwhich already contains similar wording.

Definitions of specific plant systems which are defined by the plant
design are deleted consistent with NUREG-1431. The definitions
contained in ITS 1.0 are intended for definitions that are necessary for
'the understandhg of the specifications and can be generically defined
for most plants. Definitions of systems that are not used in the
specifications, cr are specific to a particular plant (or only a few plants)
are no longer defined in this section. Where necessary, such items are
defined in the Bases for the applicable specifications.

The definitions of CHANNELCALIBRATION,COT, [CFT], and TADOT
are reworded to be consistent with Industry Traveler TSTF-64 to clarify
the phrase "entire channel;" thus reducing the potential for inconsistent
interpretation of the phrase as experienced by a number of plants.

1-33

es.r,B-I
CP 3>(y. 2- I

Q3./c I-3

A This change revises the CTS definition of CORE ALTERATIONS to
delete "or manipulation" and "conservative" in accordance with
NUREG-1431. The words as used in the definition were redundant and
deleting the words does not alter the meaning of the definition.

I->5 (~e, Insert g)r gg.r,.g-l')
I-Z6 4 (se,e In5rrp ~ Q3.4.2-i)

A (~~a, ipse ~ g~ e S < I -9)
DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 5
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CONVERSION COMPARIS ABLE - CURRENT TS 1.0 Page 4 of4

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

01-27
M

DESCRIPTION

The definition of RAFDO is deleted.

DIABLOCANYON

No

COMANCHE
PEAK

No

WOLF CREEK

No

CALLAWAY

Yes, definition only
in Callaway CTS.

01-28
LG

01-29
LS3

01-30
A

01-31
A

01-32
A

01-33
A

The definition of CONTROLLED LEAKAGEis
deleted. The RCP seal water return flow limit is
moved to a licensee controlled document.

Allows measuring QPTR when one or more
excore detector channels are inoperable with
moveable inshore detectors.

The definitions of COT, [CFT), and TADOTare
expanded to include the details of acceptable
performance methodology. Performance of these
tests in a series of sequential, overlapping, or total
channel steps provides the necessary assurance
of appropriate operation of the entire channel.

Definitions of specific plant systems which are
defined by the plant design are deleted.

The definition of CHANNELCALIBRATION,COT,
[CFT] and TADOTare reworded to be consistent
with Industiy Traveler TSTF-64. The revised
wording clarifies what is meant by entire
channel."

This change revises the CTS definition of CORE
ALTERATIONS to delete or manipulation" and
"conservative."

No, see change
number 01-05-A.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see Change
Number 01-05-A.

Yes, portion of the
definition being
changed is'only in
the CPSES CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved to
USAR Section 16.

No

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved to
FSAR Section
16.4.

No

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

Yes

(See irser+ Qc + g.i,.3-/)OI-35
A

ot- 5to
A

(see. inse'k ger q 9,(.2-I)

(seeInsprk .Par Q ><I->)oI-'37
A

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS

Cp Z io.3-I

83.4.2- I

q9 (.1-3
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Insert for Q3.6.1-3

1.0 Encl 3A - page 5

01-37-A CTS 1.7.d (1.7.e for Callaway and wolf Creek and 1.8.e for Diablo
Canyon) specifies that containment leakage rates are within the limits of
CTS [SR 4.6.1.1c]. Improved TS 3.6.1 contains requirements currently
specified in CTS [SR 4.6.1.1c.] This requirement is the basis for ITS SR
3.6.1.1. Because meeting containment leakage requirements would be
made a direct condition of containment OPERABILITYthrough SR
3.6.1.1, this change would be classified as Administrative (A).

1.0 Encl 3B - page 4

01-37-A CTS 1.7.d (1.7.e for Callaway and wolfCreek and 1.8.e for Diablo
Canyon) specifies that containment leakage rates are within the limits of
CTS [SR 4.6.1.1c]. Improved TS 3.6.1 contains requirements currently
specified in [SR 4.6.1.1c.] This requirement is the basis for ITS SR
3.6.1.1.

Applicability:
DC Yes
CP Yes
WC Yes
CA Yes





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-5

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

DOC 2-02 A
CTS 3.0.3
CTS 3.6.1.1 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.1.2 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.1 ACTIONS

CTS 3.6.1.2 ACTIONS restrict reactor coolant heat up beyond 200 F ifthe containment
leakage rates are outside established limits. The CTS markup of CTS 3.6.1.2 changes
this requirement to restore leakage rates "Prior to the first unit startup following testing
performed in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program." This
change is characterized as an Administrative change since it is a restatement of CTS
4.0A/ITS 3.0.4. This change is only partially correct. As currently written and as
proposed in the CTS markup, no remedial actions are provided if the reactor coolant
temperature is >200 F (MODE 4) and the containment leakage rates are outside
established limits. In this case, CTS 3.0.3 or CTS 3.6.1.1 ACTIONS are to be entered
since they are equivalent. Because ITS 3.6.1 ACTIONS are the same as both CTS
3.6.1.1 ACTIONS and CTS 3.0.3, the replacement of these CTS ACTION requirements
by the ACTIONS of ITS 3.6.1 is an Administrative change which has not been
addressed.

Comment: Revise the submittal to address this change in presentation of CTS
ACTION requirements and provide a discussion and justification for this Administrative
change.

FLOG RESPONSE: For DCPP, License Amendment (LA) 120/118 (dated 2/3/98) eliminates
this RAI. LA 120/118 relocated ten TS in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36. Thus, CTS 3/4.6.1.2
and 3/4.6.1.6 no longer exist and DOCs 2-02-A, 2-06-A, 6-02-A, 6-03-TR2, and 6-04-M are no
longer applicable to DCPP. CTS 3/4.6.1.2 was relocated to CTS SR 4.6.1.1.c (new) and ECG
45.1 and CTS 3/4.6.1.6 was relocated to ECG 45.2.

For CPSES, DOC 2-02-A has been expanded to address the replacement of the CTS ACTION
requirements by the ACTIONS of ITS 3.6.1.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ec

1.0, Encl 2
Sec 3.6, Encl 2
Sec 3.6, Encl 3A
Sec 3.6, Encl 3B

1-2
3/4 6-1, 3/4 6-2, 3/4 6-3, 3/4 6-9
2,5
1,4





1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.01'EFINITIONS

9 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

1.7 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

b.

Analog channels -. the injection of a simulated or„,:actual signal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable tol"v'eri'fy"OPERABILITY
including requirevd alarm and/er- trip functions. or

Bistable channels - the injection of a simulated o'."act'ua1'ignal into
the sensor to verify OPERABILITY including required al'arm and/er-trip
functions;.or

Digital channels - the injecti.on of a simulated 'or.„actua'1 signal into
the channel as close to the sensor input to the process'acks as
practical to verify OPERABILITY including rFquire'd alarm and/er-trip
functions.

0141-A'141-A

0141-A

The,',Chavnnel;...'Fvuncti onal:Test:;-may,'e"..perfort7ied":"by„-,means ofqany~seri'es;"of
sequenti'al"',:.,'oAverl'apping':::.-:or.",.tot5al'chaniie]I:;steps'o""thvat'."'the.ientivre.channel!"i's

5 w Nm4 A ltmQvtl5mPv.. Avvl~ . ~ riwwmwwIvvmlwwmw twwvAwvAv~mv Pvwm5 'vIvwvk5wm wm5Imwww%wwAvIS'w'twmvwtested.
w w v ~

0140-A

qs.6 t-i
01'44-QLCr

cpa.e. 3-t

ol- 5-A

I33. I ~ 5-I
5II 35 A

$ 3.a.i-S

w-57-A

qadi l-3

01-05«A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB4.4A

1-2
CC I, 3 1
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4. 6. 1 CONTAINMENT

CONTAINMENT Ql&G~

yg.@.o-I

apl-0'7-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.1 CONTAINMENT aNTEOIRT4 shall be raaanaaanad OIIEN'ABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4.

ACTION:

With@A CONTAINMENT 44IKGRPY jyoper:a57j. restore CONTAINMENT QlWGRP4 Lo
GPFIOSLg within 1 hour or be ii aatleast HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COL'D SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

01-01-LG

01-01

coo,~.l-l

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

01<6-LS19

01~-LS1

01-02-A
4.6. 1.1 CONTAINMENT 44%QQT4 shall be demonstrated OPEAtNL'E"."':

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that all penetrations"¹ not
capable of being closed by OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves. blind flanges, er- deactivated automatic valves
secured in their positions, 'irgiXeck:vaIve;:::i$fhjAIw,throLtgh'.":the
~pie'secured except for valves ha are open under adminis'tratiive
coritroI as permitted by Specification 3.6.3. Iso34tion.":,Cey1eesgfj
high':igilratiane mrSj":, eaNa be Ver<ried:;by,:::ad%:TIrslhatrrxaAt'xe'::iiialana::

b. By verifying that each containment air lock is in compliance with the
requirements of Specification 3.6.1.3.

xcep va ves, in flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which are located
inside the containment
pes44~. These penetrations¹a shall be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN

except such verification need'"not,.be performed more often than once per 92 days.

01-06-LS19

g.,:::.::;:::,':.,::,::::::::::.::,',::;EXCapt.",,'urban:: Claaedb b~„':~g~y1::@a iIsea,:,that:,:,::aire::;;,laotead~XSea: ed';:~Orr Othalrrxrl ae

AC,.lON,;!('e':$: rla:";."6,'3I::,'.:th'ear'p'a's t onn'",'srdst:."'.beavarlr'f~i$ 8,,biit'x:iiiaj~KverX Iad,":;bl,.

adiiilniasltrhatlve:,':,",'arcana-:.i .
03.e. I-5

Bci pergorrnrna ccrnlainrvrrni lease]8 rare Pester n), exrepf or or A--
/of congf inelrlfrnf'it'~ +Ps*rT~ I fn cf'-f:ardcrTce. ~i+inr„

QOn,'r nrrlrnf L e~lr'-I
q r IB+ 7$5fr'raC pf'Ãf'le&I

)
— ~

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-1 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE 02

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPE ION

3.6.1.2 Containment lea age rates shall be limited in acco dance with the Containme
Leakage Rate Testing Pr gram.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

02 A

With the measur d overall integrated containment 1 kage rate exceeding 1.0 a, within 1

hour initiate ction to be in HOT STANDBY within e next 6 hours and in C D

SHUTDOWN wit n the following 30 hours. Restore he overall integrated 1 akage
rate to les than or equal to 0.75 La, and the ombined leakage rate for all
6 t t.'l tt TP 8 ddt t t tl

~P,6,LTP,'a,6, ',iheTt;rStjPfg'ti"gtt P,,::.:-,,'!'!':,,-',,Ptt6, t':—;":::::-:ii~,::::":,,:-::gt:;,--:-,,-itt~tl:.:::6 .i::::"""'ll'L'Pig6"-'

'~:. e "6i'9;:::; hiiyFam—.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Im 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-2 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
02 -A

RYE ILLANCE REQUIREM S

4.6.1.2 The con inment leakage rates shall be de nstrated at the test schedule and shall
be determined 'onformance with the criteria sp cified in the Containment Leakage Rate
Testing Progr

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-3
(next page 3/4 6-5)

Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March l. 1996
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT ST CTURAL INTEGRITY

l

LINITING CONDITION F OPERATION

3.6.1.6 The structural i egrity of the containmen shall be maintained at a

level consistent with the a ceptance criteria in ecification 4.6.1.6.

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1, 2, 3, nd 4.

ACTION:

With the structural integrity of the o ainment not conforming to the above
requirements, restore the structural 'grity to within the limits within AR1
hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY ith n the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the follpwing 30 hours.

-A

06- -M

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

. 4.6.1.6.1 Containment rfaces The structural in grity of the exposed
accessible interior a exterior surfaces of the con ainment, including the liner
plate, shall be dete ined during shutdown by a visua inspection of these
surfaces. This in ection shall be performed in accor nce with the Containment
Leakage Rate Test

'
Program to verify no apparent chan s in appearance or other

abnormal degrad ion.

'06- -A

06- - R2

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-9 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1. 1996
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

01-06

01-0 7

02-01

02-02

02-03

02-04

02-05

NSHC

LS19

A

LG

DESCRIPTION

The CTS requires all penetrations not capable of being closed by an
OPERABLE containment automatic isolation valve (and required to be
dosed for accident conditions) be verified closed on a 31 day frequency,
except forvalves, blind flanges, and deactivated automatic valves which
are located inside containment and locked closed, sealed, or otherwise
secured in a closed position. These excepted penetrations were to be
verified closed during each cold shutdown but not more often than once
per 92 days. Consistent with Traveler TSTFA5, Rev. 1 only
containment isolation valves that are not hcked, sealed, or otherwise
secured are required to be verified closed at the once per COLD
SHUTDOWN frequency. Penetrations (inside or outside containment)
which are isolated by manual valves and blind flanges that are locked,
sealed or otherwise secured are not required to be verified closed, since
they are verified to be in the correct position prior to lockinglsecuring.

CTS Surveillance 4.6.1.1 is incorporated into ITS SR 3.6.3.3 and SR
3.6.3.4 and into the redundant requirements of ITS 3.6.3, Required
Action A.2, C.2, and [D.2]. As discussed above, the ITS surveillances
were modified consistent with TSTFP5. The redundant Required
Actions were also modified in a subsequent Traveler (WOG-91). The
TSTF<5 modifications to the ITS surveillances and the WOG-91
modifications to Required Actions, while similar, differed in that the
Required Actions still require some'verification of position of valves that
are locked closed, sealed or otherwise secured, although this
verification may be performed via administrative means. The

nces require no additional verification.
Macr+ Q3.r .o- I

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the Containment Leakage LCO is now
included in ITS 3.6.1, Containment LCO. g3,~. I-5

he wording "p or to increasi the Reactor olant Syste
temperature ove 200'F i replaced byth equivalent re iremen
"prior to the rst unit startup ollowing testin performed in ccorda e
with the tainment Lea ge Rate Testi Program." e fact at the
Applicabi of the new C ntainment LC is MODE 1A and tha R
3.0.4 re ires surveillan es to be perfo ed before e ering th MODE
of App ility, ensure that the requir leakage rat testing

'erfoed and that th as-left testa ptance crite 're m before
en into MODE 4. is change is nsistent with UREG 431. This
re irementis now'luded in ITS .5.16, the Co tainme Leak Rate

st Program p/~ApplicaQe. W QCp . See. verSion
gompdr <>~ ~We (enIo=vre 813) ~

This change is not applicable to Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP).
See Conversion Comparison Table (Enciosure 38).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 38).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

03-12

03-13

g-/0
O3-i5
05-01

NSHC

A

A

LG

DESCRIPTION

The stateinent that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is no longer
needed as revised ACTIONS consistent with NUREG-1431 permit
continued operation for an unlimited period of time.

Consistent with NUREG-1431, a Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter

ggg 2 7 applicable Conditions and Required ACTIONS of the 'Containment"
LCO when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage

~Ski> rate. This is current operating practice per TS requirement CTS 3.6.1.1.
Therefore, this change is considered an administrative change in format.

ense
The method for calculating containment average temperature and the
locations where measurements are taken are moved to the Bases. This
level of detail in the TS is not consistent with NUREG-1431. The
improved STS Bases is licensee controlled under the Bases Control
Program in the Administrative Control section of the improved STS.

0541 Not Used. >nseH
egg o.s=l

06%2 The structurali tegrity require nts ofcontainm ntare conta e in
ITS 3.6.1. inspection req rements associ ed with stru ral
integrity of e exposed acce sible interior an exterior con inment
surfaces, re contained in pendix J, Optio B and in Re latory
Guide ( ) 1.163. The uirement to perf rm visual ins ctions is
ITS S eillance Requir ent(SR) 3.6.1. which refers t the
con nment Leakage ate Testing Prog m as controlle by ITS
5. . 6.

06-03

06-04

TR2 onsistentwith N EG-1431, the rep rting requireme tis being
deleted. 10 C 0.72 and 10 CFR .73 establish reporting
requirements.

The ACTIO is moved to ITS 3.6., Condition Aan B. The IT
requirem are more severe in at only 1 hour owed ou e time
(AOT)is videdwhiletheCTS rovidesa24ho rAOT. T eshorter
AOT is eptable because ac ntainmentwhic ay not b able to a

'as a b ndaiyas designed co ld have a signif ntadvers impacton
the s uences of an acci nt.

07-01 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the LCO and SRs for containment
ventilation/purge valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
Isolation Valves.

07-02 LS9 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the Required Action for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which exceeds the
acceptance criteria is revised to allow continued operation if the
penetration flowpath is isolated within 24 hours. This action is in lieu of
requiring a shutdown if the valve leakage rate is not restored to an
acceptable value within 24 hours. This is considered acceptable
because with the associated penetrations isolated per the proposed
ACTION requirement, no accident is credible as a result of the leaking
valve.

p~ ~~1~ ~ ~P @it C~ve(sl~ ~par's~
rag)e(s~laSu~ .Sa).

P3. (, /-5
DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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CONVERSION COIIPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.6 Page 1 of12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

CALLAWAY

Yes

01-02
A

01-03
A

01-04
LS1

01-05
A

01-06
LS19

02-01
A

02-02
A

02-03
A

al-o 7
A

~ntaienenWPERABM"-(-,IRetudinghhe-Fequirements-

ended-Bases-of-the-
wordainmeri~8 —. znwi 4 cps.(.l-l

Consistent with NUREG-1431, this SR to verify the
penetration flow path is isolated is addressed by ITS
3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves.

An equal alternative isolation method of a "check valve
with the fiow through the valve secured" is added to the
ACTION statements.

A note is added allowing valves, flanges, and isolation
devices located in high radiation areas to be verified by
use of administrative means.

This requirement is addressed by 3.6.2, Containment Air
Locks Required Actions.

Only containment isolation valves that are not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured are required to be verified
closed.

The Containment Leakage LCO is now addressed by
ITS 3.6.1, Containment.

The wording "prior to increasing the Reactor Coolant
System temperature above 200'F" is replaced by the
equivalent requirement of "prior to the first unit startup
following testing performed in accordance with the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program.

.CPSES testing requirements for containment air locks
are now provided in ITS 3.6.2 for Containment Air
Locks.

X'>ISED.7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

~ 8/o, See,
Arnendmen45
lao/IIH (9.4.,1.2

no Icngei- I'n CTS).

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

q s.@. I-5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, 3.6.1.2 not in
CTS.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, 3.6.1.2 not in
CTS.

No

$ 3.c,o-l

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CONVERSION CONIPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 314.6 Page 4 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

06-01 Not used N/A N/A NIA N/A

06-02
A

06-03
TR2

06-04
M

07-01
A

The inspection requirements associated with structural
Integrity of the exposed accessible interior and exterior
containment surfaces, are contained in Appendix J,
Option B and in RG 1.163.

Reporting requirement for containment structural
integrity are deleted.

AOT for containment structural integrity not established
decreased from 24 hours to 1 hour.

The LCO and SRs for containment ventilation/purge
valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
Isolation Valves.

s~, See
g~p~rnenfs

/80/lr8 >> r
i'o/cnei in r rQ

Yes

Yes

Yes

: Yes

Yes

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
'TS.

Yes

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

Yes

07-02
LS9

07-03
Xas2(oi

07-04

07-05
A

The Required Actions for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which
exceeds the acceptance criteria is revised to be stated
on a per penetration flowpath bases.

Clarification is added to allow one isolation valve in a
penetration flowpath to be opened for repairs when
performing the Required Actions for leakage rate not
within limits..

The time limitrestrictions on opening the
[pressure/vacuum relief] and the requirements to
periodically accumulate the time that the valves have
been open would beWoeated to licensee controlled
documents. r7loVEcf

An ACTION is added for two valves inoperable in one
penetration flow path.

Yes

M, see
QV // or-LS/9

Yes, relocated to
an ECG.

@9.4.9- IQ

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CPSES does
not have
restrictions on
these valves.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, relocated to
USAR Chapter 16

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, relocated to
FSAR Chapter 16

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-6

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 2-05 LG
DOC 2-06 A
JFD 3.6-1
CTS 4.6.1.1.c (WolfCreek)
CTS 4.6.1.1.d (Callaway)
CTS 3/4.6.1.2 (Diablo Canyon and Comanche Peak)
STS SR 3.6.1.1
ITS SR 3.6.1.1 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.1.1.c/d and 3/4.6.1.2 require leak rate testing in accordance with the
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program which is based on the requirements of 10
CFR 50 Appendix J, Option B. STS SR 3.6.1.1 requires the visual examination and
leakage rate testing be performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix J as
modified by approved exemptions. ITS SR 3.6.1.1 modifies STS SR 3.6.1.1 to conform
to CTS 4.6.1.1.c/d and 3/4.6.1.2 as modified in the CTS markup. The STS is based on
Appendix J, Option A while the CTS and ITS are based on Appendix J, Option B.
Changes to the STS with regards to Option A versus Option B are covered by a letter
from Mr. Christopher I. Grimes to Mr. David J. Modeen, NEI, dated 11/2/95 and TSTF-
52. While the ITS SR 3.6.1.1 differences from STS SR 3.6.1.1 are in conformance with
the letter and TSTF 52 as modified by staff comments, the changes to the ITS Bases as
well as ITS 3.6.2 and ITS 3.6.3 and their associated Bases are not in conformance. See
Comment Number 3.6.3-28 for additional concerns with regards to CTS 4.6.1.2.c and
4.6.1.2.d at Comanche Peak. Also see Comment Numbers 3.6.0-2, 3.6.2-5, 3.6.3-27,
3.6.3.28 and 3.6.3-37.

Comment: Licensees should revise their submittals to conform to the 11/2/95 letter and
TSTF-52 as modified by the staff. See Comment Numbers 3.6.0-2, 3.6.2-5, 3.6.3-27,
3.6.3.28, and 3.6.3-37.

FLOG RESPONSE: The 11/2/95 letter from C. Grimes (NRC) to D. Modeen (NEI), "TSTF-52
proposed Revision 1" (which includes the changes proposed by the staff) was reviewed for
incorporation into the ITS. Based on this review, the ITS Bases have been revised to
incorporate proposed Revision 1 of TSTF-52. Revision 1 addresses the NRC comments on
Revision 0 of this TSTF but has not been approved by the Tech Spec Task Force. The FLOG
will continue to evaluate any NRC/industry approved revisions to TSTF-52 and will incorporate
applicable changes into the ITS submittal as appropriate.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ec.

1.0, Encl 2
Sec. 1.0, Encl 3A Page 2
Sec. 1.0, Encl 3B Page 2
Sec. 1.0, Encl 5A Traveler Status Page, 1.1-3

10





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

Sec. 1.0, Encl 6A
Sec. 1.0, Encl 6B
Sec. 3.0, Encl 5A
Sec. 3.0, Encl 5B
Sec. 3.6, Encl 5A
Sec 3.6, Encl 5B
Sec. 5.0, Encl 5A

Page 3
Page 2
Traveler Status Page
B 3.0-10
Traveler Status Page, 3.6-7
B 3.6-1, B 3.6-2, and B 3.6-3
Traveler Status Page, 5.0-30
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1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.01'EFINITIONS

net).„''",L'-;"-''.';:;:The';:,maxii5um a'l';lmabl'e.p'riNary con'CainrJi7.n gl'eakage:,irate"',L':,~7sha1;1.'i;b
'0"..10! K'!of; ri'mar j: coiita'inTig ':ai:r!kleig.':.ocr!day! at'-".'0:.'.cal ciMat"',.p'eak

. Q::0,:-.
conra~iii '',.'oressu'r'e.:{P,-">;i'9'(,I-5

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB4.4A
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 1.0

CHANGE
NUMBER

01-08

01-09

01-10

01-11

01-12

01-13

NSHC

A

DESCRIPTION

The CTS definitions for ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES (ESF)
RESPONSE TIMEand REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM (RTS) RESPONSE
TIMEwould be modified to be consistent with NUREG-1431. In

addition, the term "measured" would be replaced by verified" to be
consistent with the requirements of ITS Surveillance Requirement (SR)
3.3.1.16 and SR 3.3.2.10 to verify response time is within limits. The
addition of the statement that response time may be verified by means
of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire
response time is verified, is administrative in nature. This is consistent
with the methodology presently described in the CTS Bases for
demonstrating total channel response time.

The CTS definition for FREQUENCY NOTATION (and Table 1.1,
FREQUENCY NOTATION)would be deleted to be consistent with
NUREG-1431. The acronyms defined in Table 1.1, FREQUENCY
NOTATION, are no longer used in NUREG-1431. Surveillance
frequencies are specified in NUREG-1431; thereby, obviating the
definition. This is a nontechnical change made to conform to
NUREG-1431.

e defini 'on for maximu allowable primary ntainment leak e rat

(L,) wou be added in th ITS to be consiste with NUREG-1 1. Thi
additio hasbeendete inedtobeanadm'strativechang onthe
basi at this definiti has simply been [ pied] from the TS

d nistrative Contr Is 6.8.4.j] to the def itions.~ Osed
The CTS definitions for IDENTIFIEDLEAKAGE, UNIDENTIFIED
LEAKAGE,and PRESSURE BOUNDARYLEAKAGEhave been
merged into one definition for LEAKAGEand reworded to be consistent
with NUREG-1431. This is a nontechnical change since it willnot alter
the manner in which LEAKAGEis accounted for and treated from
present practice. The definition of UNIDENTIFIEDLEAKAGEhas been
expanded to include "except RCP seal water [injection or leakoff,]" to be
consistent with NUREG-1431.

The CTS definition.for MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC, would be deleted to
be consistent with NUREG-1431. This definition would be deleted on
the basis that it is defined in 10 CFR 20.1003 and 40 CFR 190.

The CTS definition of the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM)
[OFFSITE DOSE CALCULATIONPROCEDURE (ODCP),
ENVIRONMENTALRADIOLOGICALMONITORINGPROCEDURE
(ERMP), and RADIOLOGICALMONITORINGAND CONTROLS
PROGRAM (RMCP)] would be [merged where duplications occur and
would be] incorporated into the Administrative Controls Section 5.5.1 of
the ITS. [These] changes [are] nontechnical because the definitions of
the ODCM [ODCP, ERMP, AND RMCP] willbe [combined and] moved
to another section of the ITS.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 1.0

TRAYELER¹
TSTF-19, Rev. 1

TSTF-39, Rev. 1

TSTF-64

TSTF-88

TSTF-111, Rev. 1

WOG-67, Rev. 1

WOG-74, Rev. 1

WOG-90, Rev. 1

f5TC-52

STATUS

Not Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

freon'par dkrI.

DIFFERENCE ¹

1.1-9

1.1-8

1.1-5

1.1-6

1.1-3

COMMENTS

Not NRC approved as of
traveler cutoff date.

/ncorpnra,+d S~
Sv I ~< 4> 4 l-0

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1





1. 1 Definitions (continued)

CORE OPERATING LIMITS
REPORT (COLR)

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131

Definitions
1.1

The COLR.is the unit specific document that provides
cycle specific parameter limits for the current reload cycle.
These cycle specific parameter limits shall be determined for
each reload cycle in accordance with Specification 5.6.5. Plant
operation within these limits is addressed in individual
Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 shall be that concentration of I-131
(microcuries/gram) that alone would produce the same thyroid
dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of I-131. I-132.
I-133 '-134 'nd I-135 actually present. The thyroid dose
conversion factors used for this calculation shall be those
listed in~Table."'-:'III„::,of,:.=.',.=TIO=l4844.",:..AEC'@1962,',~gCalciil'agio'n".'of,
Di.stance,,Ftaucto'ras''ifoi,". Posw'ei",:,,:,'a'nd:,':;:Tiit."'-Re'a'cttor:."::Si,te's-,.",;.'-'r~'thosea

"''|'stye'd:::in',.Tabl'e'V'::;,''of.;m,':;,NR,C::::",:::Ruegulwat'ory;::Bu'ide@'ll;:lll9;,::.:Rev::.::-:.':i':::;.

obe'r.'.:.'i'l,'i'!,'::,

E-AVERAGE
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY

ENGINEERED SAFETY
FEATURE (ESF) RESPONSE
TIME

The ESF RESPONSE TIME shall be that time interval
from when the monitored parameter exceeds its ESF

actuation setpoint at the channel sensor until the ESF equipment
is capable of performing its safety function (i.e., the valves
travel to their required positions. pump discharge pressures
reach their required values. etc.). Times shall include diesel
generator starting and sequence loading delays, where
applicable. The response time may be tReasteed ver'3::fred by
means of any series of sequential, overlapping. or to'tal
steps so that the entire response time is m~wd
vers.':.f>ed.

i.i-a

E shall be the average (weighted in proportion to the
concentration of each radionuclide in the reactor coolant at the
time of sampling) of the sum of the average beta and gambia
energies per disintegration (in HeV) for isotopes, other
than iodines, with half lives > -&45 8)'-l—minutes. 9 ps
making up at least 95X of the total non-io'dine activity in
the coolant.

The maximu allowable primar containment leaka e rate,
L,, shal 1 e 9,0,„':la:,:>..-.4 X primary containme air
weight p r day at the cal lated peak contain ent pressure
(p,).

B S

CP9. 6, I
(Continued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 1.0

CHANGE

NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

1.1-11
(continued)

Again, the example does not change the intent of the specifications but only makes clear the
application of SR 3.0.2 and 3.0.3 to surveillances with Frequencies tied to plant conditions. This
change willeliminate confusion and misapplication of the ITS and willensure consistent application
of SR 3.0.2 and 3.0.3 to these types of surveillance Frequencies. This change is consistent with
Industry Traveler WOG-90.

I. I- i'5 I nser.k QB.Co. I-g

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE FOR I-ERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 1.0 aye 2 of 2

DIFFERENCE FROM NUREG-1431 APPLICABILITY
NUMBER

1.1-9

DESCRIPTION

The definition of COT,[CFT], and TADOT are expanded
to include the details of acceptable performance
methodology. Performance of this test in a series of
sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps provides
the necessary assurance of appropriate operation of the
entire channel.

Yes

DIABLO
CANYON

COMANCHE PEAK

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

1.1-10 This change is based on the CTS definition of
CONTROLLED LEAKAGE. This change is a clarification
only and does not affect the way RCS water inventory
balances are erformed.

This change adds a new example (1.4-5) to ITS Section
1.4 to clarify surveillance frequencies that are contingent
onboths ecifiedfre uenc and lantconditions.

No, not part of
CTS.

Yes

No, not part of CTS.

Yes

No, maintaining
ISTS wording.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Insc~+

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 3.0

TRAVELER¹
TSTF-06, Rev 1

TSTF-08, Rev 2

TSTF-12, Rev 1

TSTF-52.

TSTF-71

TSTF-103

TSTF-104

TSTF-122

TSTF-136

TSTF-165

TSTF-166

STATUS

incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

DIFFERENCE ¹
3.0-01

N/A

3.0-02

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.0-03

N/A

3.0-02

N/A

3.0-04

COMMENTS

Willbe addressed in
SFOP.

Performed 3.0.4 Matrix.

Not NRC approved as of
the Traveler cutoff date.

LCO 3.0.5 Bases change
only.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1





SR Applicability
83.0

BASES

SR 3.0. 1 Upon completion of maintenance. appropriate post maintenance testing is
(Continued) required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This includes ensuring applicable

Surveillances are not failed and their most recent performance is in
accordance with SR 3.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possible in the
current MODE or other specified conditions in the Applicability due to the
necessary unit parameters not having been established. In these situations.
the equipment may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the equipment is not
otherwise believed to be incapable of performing its function. This will
allow operation to proceed to a %DE or other specified condition where other
necessary post maintenance tests can be completed.

SR 3.0.2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the specified Frequency for
Surveillances and any Required Action with a Completion Time that'requires the
periodic performance of the Required Action on a "once per . .

." interval.

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25K extension of the interval specified in the Frequency.
This extension facilitates Surveillance scheduling and considers plant
operating conditions that .may not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance
(e.g.. transient condition's or other ongoing Surveillance or maintenance
activities).

The 25K extension does not significantly degrade the reliability that results
from performing the Surveillance at its specified Frequency. This is based on
the recognition that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance
being performed is the verification of conformance with the SRs. The
exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for which the 25K extension of
the interval specified in the Frequency does not apply. These exceptions are
stated in the individual Specifications.

fh VD'AAf VWW 'A tV(A%YA AW 4, WWWV,. W,,~AwA WY7 '(h'8 AW 6V wwh Nv).<C

~t

r8~
5+'L(c."ov) g3.4. l- 4

(Continued)
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Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 3.6

TRAVELER¹
TSTF-17, Rev. 1

TSTF-30, Rev. A'

~ 9 co~2
TSTF-45, Rev. 1

TSTF<6, Rev. 1

TSTF-51

STATUS

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Not incorporated

DIFFERENCE ¹
3.6-2

3.6C

3.6-5

3.6-7

N/A

COMMENTS

NRC approved.

Not apphcable to Wolf
Creek and Callaway.

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

Not NRC approved as of
traveler cut-off date.

TSTF-52

TSTF-145

834./-6 Incorporated

Not incorporated.

Incorporated

3.6-1

N/A

3.6-11, 3.6-12

zncarpamw cr'ra fq
Rev. '/ r P9.e./-Co

NRC approved as of
traveler cutoff date.

R(c. 9-//

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1





Containment Air Locks .. PS
3.6.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.2.1
1.

-NOTES-
An inoperable air lock door does not
invalidate the previous successful
erformance of the overall air lock
eakage test.

3.6-1

2. Results shall be evaluated against
acceptance ri " ica"'''

'R

3 .1.1 in "cCordanC,
OCO.'YCC: 'wc

i'thHp,'he:,.:',:Co@ . ament.:::Le age
H8.'4 ',,:,'.884 ..g<~~7rOgram.

(P3. co. t-6

Perform required air lock leakage rate testing
in accordance with a~~

'n

accordance
with 4Q-GFR-N-,

L!%ca.~meqKtea agi.*::::%tee":Nit~i~sPj'agrwm<

@peeved
6%emf~Rgg jg

K~<~Wn.!~~eZCm

3.6-1

SR 3.6.2.2

Verify only one door in the air lock can be
opened at a time.

3.6-2

4N-days 24
anth~

OCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-7





B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

8 3.6.1 Containment

BASES

Containment
3.6.1

BACKGROUND The containment consists of the concrete reactor building. its steel liner. and
the penetrations through this structure. The structure is designed to contain
radioactive material that may be released from the reactor core following a

tMkt nchi 11. i «p id Ii ln
from the fission products that may be present in the containment atmosphere9'~'ollowing accident conditions.

The containment is a reinforced concrete structure with a cylindrical wali'flat foundation mat with'Yj',eactor,,;-,caYKfty:-.:.pit:proreitioj. and a sha44ew
hTmispheripl: dome roof. The inside sur'face of"the containment is lined with a
carbon steeT liner to ensure a high degree of leak tightness during operating
and accident conditions.

'7

S n AS AGE drnr masm Cnm.& I m.-
,,I:,,-::II",11::::::!M. ~ t.M,'::::,. sm...,:::,:.!,t.,

iessefg(crine',wal'll.",i@ .

"
o,.-:;%>eland„:wa17)', is required or structural i'n'tegr'i'ty of

the conta>nmennt undei condihornsShe steel liner and its penetrations
establish the leakage miting boundary of the containment. ~Thefeatemenl...",lg'ner,
edditinnal,:j~y...prOyidea::-::S rat':.."and:;,.'annhnrsageu fnr iaafe~yerse,atedr'p'impfngr"::-"aknd
blectrical~r.aceweaj,:;.:,",;"-;::;Nair~iaining the containmen't OPERABLE limits the'Teakage of
fission product r'adioactivity from the containment to the environment.
SR 3.6.1. 1 leakage rate requirements comply with 10 CFR 50, Appendix Jk~option
8 (Ref. 1), as modified by approved exemptions. The isolation devices for""the
penetrations in the containment boundary are a part of the containment leak
tight barrier. To maintain this leak tight barrier:

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident conditions
are either:

1. capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic containment
isolation system, or

2. closed by manual valves'lind flanges, or de-activated
automatic valves secured in their closed positions. except as
provided in LCO 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation Valves"

Each air lock is OPERABLE, except as rovided in LCO 3.6.2,
"Containment Air Locks";

All equipment hatches are close ; and

The pr'-essyrkzed sealing mechanism associated with a penetration
:(e g';~molds::,!Minus:;:;!ormg=::r'fngssg is OPERABLE.
Lgg-g:.B=.ER'.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSIS

The safety design basis for the containment is that the containment must
withstand the pressures and temperatures of the limiting DBA without
exceeding the design leakage rate.

The DBAs that result in a challenge to containment OPERABILITY from high
pressures and temperatures are a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) and a
steam line break aRd-a-red

(Continued

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-i





BASES

Containment
B 3.6.1

(Ref. 2). In addition. release of significant
fission product radioactivity within containment can occur from a LOCA er-
AKA',orpa„".',fEH.~harIdlirlg.::acBderrI!. In the OBA analyses, it is assumed that
the contai'nment is OPER'ABLE such that, for the DBAs involving release of
fission product radioactivity. release to the environment is controlled by
the rate of containment leakage. The containment was designed with an
allowable leakage rate of 0. 1X of containment air weight per day (Ref. 3).
This leakage rate. used to evaluate offsite doses resulting from
accidents, is defined in 10 CFR 50. Appendix J;,':Option."B (Ref. 1). as L,:
the maximum allowable containment leakage rate't-"the"calculated peak
containment internal pressure (P,) resulting from the limiting OBA L'OCA.

. The allowable leakage rate represented by L, forms the basis for the'™"
acceptance criteria imposed on all containment leakage rate testing. L, is
assumed to be 0$0X of,,'conQ>YMTenit-',air.:~Night per day in the safety

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for the
establishment of containment OPERABILITY.

The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of
XOGNSO",'46(cg('z)YAj:::).

LCO

g elrlo~
s&iKk

Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to s 1.0 L,,
except prior to the first startup after performing a required 40-QNN-.
APPe~h Co'rita$ 'reeiitgeakage~kate.'Tes4$ 5ij':Pter am leakage test. At

ii,,':,,,:- i::",,-
i ii!:-:, it: i(

Compliance with this LCO will ensure a containment configuration.
including equipment hatch, that is structurally sound and that wi 11 limit
leakage to those leakage rates assumed in the safety analysis.

Individual leakage rates specified for the containment air 1

(LCO 3.6.2) and(''contafrmIent>purges '1'j':::i'ef-,.exhaNt": "
:;:arid

cont'aitireatKpg:msur'e'/vi5imi';j:eljeg va1 ves w>'th res>1 > en sea s C 3'.6".3)

~(
PR 6./- C

(Continued)
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Containment
8 3.6.1

BASES

result in the containment being inoperable
when the leakage results in exceeding the over'ale%: acceptance criteria of
A

'
1":::,O':.;L',-.

APPLICABILITY In HODES 1, 2, 3. and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive
material i'nto containment. In NODES 5 and 6. the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations of these NODES. Therefore. containment is not
required to be OPERABLE in MODE 5 to prevent leakage of radioactive
material from containment. The requirements for containment during HODE 6
are addressed in LCO 3.9.4. "Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS A. 1

In the event containment is inoperable. containment must be restored to
OPERABLE status within 1'hour. The 1 hour Completion Time provides a
period of time to correct the problem comensurate with the importance of
maintaining containment during MODES 1. 2. 3. and 4. This time period
also ensures that the probability of an accident (requiring containment
OPERABILITY) occurring during periods when containment is inoperable is
minimal.

B. 1 and B.2

If containment cannot .be, restored to OPERABLE status within the required "

Completion Time, the 'plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does
not apply. To achieve this status. the plant must be brought to at least
MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach
the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.1.1 (gg. q)
Maintaining e containment OPERABLE requires compliance with the visual
examinations and leakage rate test requirements asks jei$'f>ed;"".;:4'n'„'the

Conthriae7itj 'eaka je„'RatePesW ry~Peogram:,'+>VX','imisi:ste'nil wi'th;. Beg.''.GNde
X~.".:le."',5.,199K'',:,.!irid."the"::.'.r'ep~i,eiiierifs',~of *10 CFR 50. Appends x J~j>Optime':,'8-

leakage limits specified in the CarkSreerit
'ia:agegateVisKPn'gr',am! does not inval'idate th'
accep'tabi-'laity of these overall leakage determinations unless their
contribution to'overall Type A. B, and C leakage causes that to exceed
limits. As left leakage pr ior to the fir tartu after erformin a
required .. ontainment Lea a e ate es n ro r
leakage test is ree'Iuired to be < . L, or c ine ype an eakage

~ s 0.75" L., for overaTl Type A 1'eakag'e"'gaol.'.1'elfi~an:'5iitage;:.::,Qr,'.'shiite'+~i';.',t'hat.
>nc"::IVd5dgype:::„A'.,RStlAq. At all other "times between requi-rectfeakage ra'te
tests, the'acce'ptance criteria is based on an overa 1 Type A leakage limit
s 1.0 L,. At ~ 1:0 L, the offsite dose consequences are bounded by the
assumptions of the safety analysis. SR 'Frequencies are as reauired by ~@st

QCFRSOQAp,",::0,",-;;:GKfm'~:B.
These periodic testing requirements verify that"the containment 1 =e ra

k safety analysis. zwerw &vie
g3.( ]„r, Notb

S R. 3.4.f. g Should. Have. cpa $ ~0ol< s+vcp os< sl'hc( pp.(,0 Q
no appu cob>~e m pc.pp.

DCP> Na~k-uo of NUREG-143i. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-3
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1.0, Encl 6A

1.1-13

page 3
Insert for Q 3.6.1-6

Traveler TSTF-52, draft Revision 1, deletes the definition of L,. Since L,
is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J and ITS Section 5.5-15,
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program, it is redundant to include L,
as a definition. As described in NUMARC 93-03, "Writer's Guide for the
Restructured Technical Specifications," Specification 1.1 is a list of
defined terms and corresponding definitions used throughout the TS. La
is not used throughout the TS and is defined in Section 5.5-16.

1.0, Encl 6B

1.1-13

page 2

Traveler TSTF-52, draft Revision 1, deletes the definition of L,. Since L,
is defined in 10 CFR 50, Appendix J and ITS Section 5.5-15,
Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program, it is redundant to include L,
as a definition.

Applicability.
DC Yes
CP Yes
WC Yes
CA Yes

3.0, Encl 5B B 3.0-10

Therefore, when a test interval is specified in the regulations, the interval cannot be
extended by the TS, and the SR include a Note in the Frequency stating, "SR 3.0.2 is
not applicable." An example of an exception when the test interval is not specified in the
regulations is the Note in the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program, "SR 3.0.2 is
not applicable." This exception is provided because the program already includes
extension of test interval.

3.6, Encl 5B B3.6-3

Reviewer's Note: Regulatory Guide 1.163 and NEI 94-01 include acceptance criteria for
as-left and as-found Type A leakage rates and combined Type B and C leakage rates,
which may be reflected in the Bases.





Industry Travelers Applicable to CTS Section 6.0/ITS 5.0

TRAVELER¹
TSTF-9, Rev. 1

TSTF-37, Rev. 1

TSTF-52

TSTF45

TSTF-106, Rev. 1

TSTF-118

TSTF-119

TSTF-120

TSTF-121

TSTF-152

TSTF-167

WOG-67, Rev.
1

WOG-72

WOG-85

Proposed
Traveler

STATUS

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Not Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

DIFFERENCE ¹
B-PS

5.6-2

5.5Q

NA

5.5-8

NA

5.2-2

5.6-4

5.7-2

5.6-5

5.5-13

5.5-14

5.5-1

COMMENTS

NRC Approved

DCPP only
lnCOI'Pbf51CCL
$3ig ie 0

Not NRC approved as of traveler
cutoff date

Retain CTS

Retaih CTS

Retain CTS

WOG min-group Action
Item 147

DCPP mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1





Programs and Manuals
5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-8 NO: DC

REQUEST:

ITS B3.6.1 Bases - LCO

The third paragraph of ITS B3.6.1-LCO for Diablo Canyon adds a reference to the
Hydrogen Purge valves. See Comment Number 3.6.8-1 for staff concerns with regards
to the acceptability of the Hydrogen Purge System. Retention of this reference to the
Hydrogen Purge valves willdepend on resolution of Comment Number 3.6.8-1.

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.8-1.

FLOG RESPONSE: The reference to the hydrogen purge valves in the LCO Bases was
included inadvertently, and thus will be removed.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-2

12





Containment
3.6.1

BASES

(Ref. 2). In addition, release of significant
fission product radioactivity within containment can occur from a LOCA er-
RKA';or.::::;.agfoe354Yiidl.:>gggctciderC. In the DBA analyses, it is assumed that
the containmerit is OPERABLE'uch that. for the DBAs involving release of
fission product radioactivity, release to the environment is controlled by
the rate of containment leakage. The containment was designed with an
allowable leakage rate of 0. 1X of containment air weight per day (Ref. 3).
This leakage rate, used to evaluate offsite doses resulting from
accidents. is defined in 10 CFR 50. Appendix J,";g()jti~on'''8 (Ref. 1). as L,:
the maximum allowable containment leakage rate at'the calculated peak
containment internal pressure (P,) resulting from the limiting DBA LOCA.

. The allowable leakage rate represented by L, forms the basis for
'the"'cceptancecriteria imposed on all containment leakage rate testing. L, is

assumed to be 0,':.'',L'QX Of ac'o'n't8'jniiYeik,:~aÃrLwe~e'vhh per day in the safety

Satisfactory leakage rate test results are a requirement for the
establishment of containment OPERABILITY.

The containment satisfies Criterion 3 of
KocfN'o464'~j.<2)Y~NN.

LCO

ski A,

Containment OPERABILITY is maintained by limiting leakage to s 1.0 L,,
except prior to the first startup after performing a required 40-Q'R-SO-,

. Cat&lteeiif!:,\'::ea@ge:::Rite;,ITesf'kg'",:::Piojram 1 eakage test. At

:, ji'Ll'.:: lK 'I .,:i . ii

Compliance with this LCO will ensure a containment configuration,
including equipment hatch, that is structurally sound and that will limit
leakage to those leakage rates assumed in the safety analysis.

Individual leakage rates specified for the containment air l
(LCO 3.6.2) andFjontatreent>'purgeÃsupply~nd(';e'xhaust;",

—'-':"'. iod
eeataaraaemt-':iTa.",esvs'i'ire/v'ariiQii'!relic'fj v'aTves w>'th res%I'>en sea s C 3'.6.3)

aul.
p CPA~ B pS.6./- 4

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.1-10

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.1 Bases - SR 3.6.1.2
ITS B3.6.1 Bases - SR 3.6.1.2

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.0-2.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Q 3.6.0-2

ATTACHED
PAGES'ee

attached pages for response Comment Number 3.6.0-2.
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.2 Containment Airlocks

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-1REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0)
DOC 1-01 LG
DOC 1-05 A
CTS 1.7.c (1.8.c for Diablo Canyon)
CTS 3/4.6.1.1
CTS 4.6.1.1.b
ITS SR 3.6.2.1, SR 3.6.2.2 and Associated Bases

CTS 1.7 (1.8 in Diablo Canyon) defines CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY. A markup of CTS
1.7/1.8 is provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0. DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0) states that
the definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted from the CTS/ITS. DOC 1-01
LG in CTS 3.6 states that the definition requirements have been relocated to the Bases
for ITS 3.6.1. Both of these justifications are incorrect. CTS 1.7.c (1.8.c in Diablo
Canyon) specifies that the airlocks shall be in compliance with the requirements of
specification 3.6.1.3. This requirement has been relocated to the Bases of ITS 3.6.1,
but it is also the Bases for ITS SR 3.6.2.1 and SR 3.6.2.2. No justification is provided
for this Administrative change in CTS 1.0. A similar change made to CTS 4.6.1.1.b is
designated DOC 1-05A which is acceptable.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this Administration change similar
to DOC 1-05 A.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 1-36 A (CTS 1.0) has been added to read:

"CTS 1.7.c (1.8.c for Diablo Canyon) specifies that the airlocks shall be in compliance with
the requirements of CTS 3.6.1.3. This requirement from the definition of CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITYwould be included in the Bases of ITS 3.6.1. The detailed surveillance testing
requirements for the airlocks are further specified in CTS 4.6.1.3. Because meeting
containment airlock requirements would be retained as a direct condition of containment
airlocks OPERABILITYthrough Improved TS SR 3.6.2.1 and SR 3.6.2.2, this change would
be classified as Administrative (A)."

Also, see the FLOG response to Comment 3.6.1-1 regarding the relocation of the
CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYdefinition requirements.

ATTACHED
PAGES'.0

Encl 2
1.0 Encl 3A
1.0 Encl 3B

1-2
5
4
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 1.0

CHANGE
NUMBER

01-26

01-27

01-28

NSHC

~ LG

DESCRIPTION

New Sections 1.2,'1.3, and 1.4 would be incorporated into the ITS to be
consistent with NUREG-1431. Section l.2 provides specific examples of
the use of the logical connectors AND and OR and the numbering
sequence associated with their use in the ITS. Section 1.3 deals with
the proper use and interpretation of Completion Times, and specific
examples are given that willaid the user in understanding Completion
Times. Section 1.4 deals with the proper use and interpretation of
surveillance Frequencies. Specific examples are given that willaid the
user in understanding surveillance Frequencies as they willappear in
the ITS. The proposed changes are administrative in nature and by
themselves are not technical changes, incorporating Travelers WQG-74,
Rey. 1, and WOG-90, Rev. 1.

Not applicable'CPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

01-29 LS3 Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

01-30

01-31

1-32

1-33

A,

Consistent with TSTF-39, Rev. 1, the definitions of COT, [CHANNEL
FUNCTIONALTEST(CFT)), and TRIP ACTUATINGDEVICE
OPERATIONALTEST (TADOT) are expanded to include the details of
acceptable performance methodology. Performance of these tests in a
series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps provides the
necessary asaxance of appropriate operation of tlie entire channel.
This change also makes the COT, [CFT), and TADOTdefinitions
consistent with the CTS and the NUREG-1431 definition of CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONwhich already contains similar wording.

Definitions of specific plant systems which are defined by the plant
design are deleted consistent with NUREG-1431. The definitions
contained in ITS 1.0 are intended for definitions that are necessary for
the understandlg of the specifications and can be generically defined
for most plants. Definitions of systems that are not used in the
specifications, ar are specific to a particular plant (or only a few plants)
are no longer defined in this section. Where necessary, such items are
defined in the Bases for the applicable specifications.

The definitions of CHANNELCALIBRATION,COT, [CFTj, and TADOT
are reworded to be consistent with Industry Traveler TSTF44 to clarify
the phrase "entre channel;" thus reducing the potential for inconsistent
interpretation of the phrase as experienced by a number of plants.

This change revises the CTS definition of CORE ALTERATIONS to
delete "or manipulation" and "conservative" in accordance with
NUREG-1431. The words as used in the definition were redundant and
deleting the words does not alter the meaning of the definition.

A (see Ir5erk Qr Q3.r.3-I)I-36 A „(Se.e Ins~ry ~ q '3.e.a-i )

A (see. Inst) go
DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 5





CONVERSION COMPARISON E - CURRENT TS 1.0 Page

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

01-27
M

DESCRIPTION

The definition of RAFDO is deleted.

DIABLOCANYON

No No

COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK

No

CALLAWAY

Yes, definition only
in Callaway CTS.

01-28
LG

01-29
LS3

01-30
A

01-31
A

01-32
A

01-33
A

The definition of CONTROLLED LEAKAGE is
deleted. The RCP seal water return flow limit is
moved to a licensee controlled document.

Allows measuring QPTR when one or more
excore detector channels are inoperable with
moveable in-core detectors.

The definitions of COT, (CFTJ, and TADOTare
expanded to include the details of acceptable
performance methodology. Performance of these .

tests in a series of sequential, overlapping, or total
channel steps provides the necessary assurance
of appropriate operation of the entire channel.

Definitions of specific plant systems which are
defined by the plant design are deleted.

The definition of CHANNELCALIBRATION,COT,
[CFTj and TADOT are reworded to be consistent
with Industry Traveler TSTF-64. The revised
wording clarifies what is meant by "entire
channel."

This change revises the CTS definition of CORE
ALTERATIONSto delete or manipulation" and
"conservative.

No, see change
number 01-05-A.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, see Change
Number 01-05-A.

Yes, portion of the
definition being
changed is only in
the CPSES CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved to
USAR Section 16.

No

Yes-

No, not in CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes, moved to
FSAR Section
16.4.

No

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

Yes

(See instr+ for. CP g.@,3-f)0I-3'5
A

ot- 3to
A

(sr.e. inset for q S(,.z-l)

(see. <nser4Par 9 >< I-->)ol -'37
A

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS

ep Z ~o.3-l

$ 3.ro.2- I

g9'(.I-3





Insert for 3.6.2-1

1.0 Encl 3A - page 5

01-36-A CTS 1.7.c (1.8.c for Diablo Canyon) specifies that the air locks shall be in
compliance with the requirements of CTS 3.6.1.3. This requirement from
the definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYwould be included in the
Bases of ITS 3.6.1. The detailed surveillance testing requirements for the
air locks are further specified in CTS 4.6.1.3. Because meeting
containment air lock requirements would be retained as a direct condition
of containment air locks OPERABILITYthrough Improved TS SR 3.6.2.1
and SR 3.6.2.2, this change would be classified as Administrative (A).

1.0 Encl 3B - page 4

01-36-A CTS 1.7.c (1.8.c for Diablo Canyon) specifies that the air locks shall be in
compliance with the requirements of CTS 3.6.1.3. This requirement from
the definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYwould be included in the
Bases of ITS 3.6.1.

Applicability:
DC Yes
CP Yes
WC Yes
CA Yes





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-3REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP

DOC 2-02 A
CTS 3.0.3
CTS 3.6.1.1 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.1.2 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.2 ACTIONS

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.1-5.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Comment Number 3.6.1-5.

ATTACHED PAGES:

See attached pages for response Comment Number 3.6.1-5.
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 3-02 A
CTS 3.6.1.3 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.2 ACTIONS Note 2

A Note is added to CTS 3.6.1.3 ACTIONS to permit separate Condition entry for each
airlock. The justification DOC 3-02 A states that the change is an Administrative change
that is consistent with NUREG-1431. Consistency with the NUREG is not a basis for
acceptability of a change. The change must be justified on its own merits based on its
applicability to the unit.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification for this Administrative
change.

FLOG RESPONSE: Section 3.6 DOC 3-02 A has been modified to include the following
information: "ITS 3.6.2 Actions Note 2 provides clarification that, for the purpose of the
associated LCO, 'Separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock.'his is acceptable
because the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate compensatory actions for
each inoperable air lock. Complying with the Required Actions will allow for continued
operation; subsequent inoperable air locks are governed by subsequent Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarification provided by Note 2 is consistent with current application of the
CTS."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A
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~ CHANGE
NUMBER

02-06

NSHC @gal. /-5
onsistent 'thindustry Traveler TSTF 2, the leakage rate eptance

criteria is evised to «0.60 La for Ty B and Type C tests therthan s

0.60 L,. here is no significant di rence between the ex ressions.

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4.6
(Continued)

g~ >++/,~gyp ~ /gpss W4 Conor. Si~ +~P4i <~
7+/4?, f~dscf& 8+) ~

DESCRIPTION

03-01 LG The descriptive information in the LCO regarding OPERABILITYof the

air locks is moved to the Bases 3.6.2. This change is consistent with
NUREG-1431 and the approach of discussing OPERABILITYin the TS

Bases.
*

03-02

03-03

03-04

03-05

LS3

LS4

This Note revises ACTIONS to permit separate Condition entry for each
airlock consistent with NUREG-1431. The Note provides guidance and

'
for use of the TS and is considered administrative is nature.

Kneels+ cP9.4. R-Q
Consistent with NUREG-1431, this Note allows entry and exit into
containment via the air locks for up to 7 days ifboth air locks are
inoperable and administrative controls are provided. With both air locks
inoperable containment entry may be required on a periodic basis to
perform TS surveillances and Required Actions, as well as other
activities on equipment inside containment. This Note provides
allowance for these activities to be performed.

The CTS ACTIONS []are revised to be consistent with NUREG-1431,
LCO 3.6.2, ACTIONS A.1. and A.2. The NUREG-1431 ACTIONS
establish a one hour time limitfor verifying the OPERABLE air lock door
closed. The current requirement does not specify a time for verifying an
air lock door closed.

The allowance to continue operation with one air lock door inoperable
has been modified to remove the restriction which limits this Condition
until the next required overall air lock leakage test. This restriction was
removed because the air lock remains capable of performing its safety
functions with the remaining OPERABLE door. Therefore, continued
operations may proceed indefinitely subject to the other restrictions of
the TS (continuing to meet the ACTIONS and applicable surveillances).
This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

03-06 LS5 Consistent with NUREG-1431, this Note modiTies the requirement to
verify an air lock door locked closed every 31 days. The Note allows the
verification of locked closed air lock doors located in high radiation
areas to be performed by use of administrative means. This change is
less restrictive in that the CTS does not require this exception due to
current design and capability to verify inner door locked from outside of
the containment airlock. Under CTS, ifthe area outside of the airlock
and containment became a high radiation area, we would still be
required to enter the area to verify the closed positions. The ITS would
allow verification of all areas that are high radiation areas or become
high radiation areas by administrative means once they have been
verified to be in the proper position. This is considered acceptable,
since access to these areas is restricted for ALARAreasons. Therefore,
the probability of misalignment of the air lock doors once they have
been initiallyveriTied in the proper position, is small.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





insert for 3.6.2-4

Enclosure 3A - (page 3)

03-02-A ITS 3.6.2 Actions Note 2 provides clarification that, for the purpose of the
associated LCO, 'Separate Condition entry is allowed for each

airlock.'his

is acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition
provide appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable airlock.
Complying with the Required Actions will allow for continued operation;
subsequent inoperable airlocks are governed by subsequent Condition
entry and application of associated Required Actions. This is an
administrative change with no impact on safety because the clarification
provided by Note 2 is consistent with current application of the CTS."





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-5

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

JFD 3.6-1
CTS 4.6.1.1.c (WolfCreek)
CTS 4.6.1.1.d (Callaway)
CTS 3/4.6.1.2 (Diablo Canyon and Comanche Peak)
CTS 4.6.1.3.a
STS SR 3.6.2.1
ITS SR 3.6.2.1 and Associated Bases

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.1-6.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Comment Number 3.6.1-6

ATTACHED
PAGES'ee

attached pages for response Comment Number 3.6.1-6.
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-6

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

JFD 3.6-2
STS SR 3.6.2.2
ITS SR 3.6.2.2 and Associated Bases

STS SR 3.6.2.2 requires verifying only one door in the airlock will open at a time at six
month intervals. The interval is modified in ITS SR 3.6.2.2 from 6 months to 24 months.
This modification is in accordance with TSTF-17; however, the Bases changes are not in
accordance with TSTF-1 7.

Comment: Revise the ITS Bases to be in accordance with TSTF-17 or justify the
deviations.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS Bases for SR 3.6.2.2 has been modified to conform to TSTF-17,
Revision 1, and reads: "..used for entry and exit (procedures require strict adherence to single
door opening), this test is only required to be performed every 24 months. The 24 month
Frequency is based on the need to perform this surveillance under the conditions that apply
during a plant outage and the potential for loss of containment OPERABILITYwhen the
Surveillance is performed with the reactor at power. The 24 month Frequency for the interlock
is justified based on generic operating experience. The Frequency is based on engineering
judgement and is considered adequate given that the interlock is not challenged during the use
of the air lock."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-10

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-9
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Containment Air Locks
8 3.6.2

BASES (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

'CaiihÃi:..meit:l::;:eakagi"::.:RitÃTNfiry!tl?vgjr'am:;:

The SR has been modified by two Notes. Note 1 states that an inoperable air
lock door does not invalidate the previous successful performance of the
overall air lock leakage test. This is considered reasonable since either
air lock door is capable of providing a fission product barrier in the event
of a DBA. Note 2 has been added to this SR requiring the results to be
evaluated against the acceptance criteria of %he!ConCKiimer'k:,.:.L'eatage,,';:Ran

lock leakag'e i's pr'ope'rly"account'ed"for in determining the everM ceil,ried
(7p'pe,:';.'.8:.;::.'.end@ containment leakage rate.

SR 3.6.2.2

The air lock interlock is designed to prevent simultaneous opening of both
doors in a single air lock. Since both the inner and outer doors of an air
lock are designed to withstand the maximum expected post accident containment
pressure, closure of either door will support containment OPERABILITY. Thus,
the door interlock feature supports containment OPERABILITY while the air
lock is being used for personnel transit in and out of the

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases 8 3.6-9





Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE c

retd
s&ire-oui vw vw

.'vv'x '. v vs+ )x'0'tp. ''v«w vd2 @<A. w. «N«v vw/N ( .. c. N)vwF ~ «w / '«5 w «Kxw, «vs«vg . vvh«w*v 7. Q.. wv

:„ is es is on y require to e per orme

p.c.)-6
ontainment. Periodic testing of this interlock demonstrates that the

REQUIREMENTS interlock wil.l function as designed and that simultan o enin of the
inner and outer doors will no inadvertentl occur.

gCAM
S<1 + +k~ vw gv.~vw««wSw«v vow

se~k 8

~w 'wv'4" wt 'w~w ": wRvw;.g v v v'v"F«Nw

;:on enginweer'ivng "judge'menA

vvv«"~~www« ~ WV v

nseM A

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix J!:,:;::;OPtiaeB.

2. FSAR, SectionPP~VBi'-5I2!:::.laird,'46.

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-10
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Insert for 3.6.2-6

Encl 5B - Bases SR 3.6.2.2 (page B3.6-10)

INSERT A

the need to perform this Surveillance under conditions that apply during a plant outage,
and the potential for

INSERT 8

the 24 month frequency for the interlock is justified based on generic operating
experience.

INSERT C

given that the interlock is not challenged during use of the airlock.





Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-7

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 3.6.1.3 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.2 Condition A-RA Note 1ITS 3.6.2 Condition B-RA Note 1

and Associated Bases

The Required Actions (RA) for ITS 3.6.2 Condition A and Condition B have a Note 1

which states: "Required Actions X.1, X.2 and X.3 are not applicable ifboth doors in the
same airlock are inoperable and Condition C is entered." CTS 3.6.1.3 ACTIONS do not
contain such a Note, nor does the CTS markup of CTS 3.6.1.3 show the addition of this
Note. This change would be an Administrative change for Condition A and a More
Restrictive change for Condition B.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show this Note, and provide a discussion and
justification for the addition of this Note to the RA of Condition A and Condition B.

FLOG RESPONSE: CTS LCO 3.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate Required Action A.1,
A.2, and A.3 Note 1 of ITS LCO 3.6.2. This Note states that "Required Actions A.1, A.2, and
A.3 are not applicable ifboth doors in the same air lock are inoperable and Condition C is
entered." DOC 3-14 A was created for adding this Note to the CTS.

DOC 3-08 LS-6 added a new Action to CTS LCO 3.6.1.3 which corresponds to ITS 3.6.2
Condition B. Note 1 of Required Action B.1, B.2, and B.3 was not included in the CTS markup.
Therefore, Note 1 is being added to the new Action to CTS LCO 3.6.1.3 under DOC 3-08 LS-6
since the entire Action is considered a Less Restrictive Change.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B

3/4.6-5
5
3
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

gS c"a-t

ol -OY -A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.1.3 ~ac ;:,the~~ containment air lockm shall be OPERABLE~3
03-02-A

APPLICABILITY: NODES l. 2, 3, and 4.

ACT'ION ~ %~!,:+k":qPkkit
Qs(n.2-7

a. With one oar-".ttarec containment air., lock~rvl, h',"."one'icoRa1nmenh!:::asj'locki
door or.:!'I'i':~.,"hit'e'er..hack:.;:mech~an. sm- inoperab le-dd

1. 'er1+ the OPERABLE air lock door closed
Qfthzn"."f::;:;hop;: and ei'ther restore the inoperable air lock door
to 'GPEORABL'E status within 24 hours or lock the OPERABLE air
lock door closed, and

03%1-LG

0349-LS7

03%3-LS3

OMB-LS6

0345-LS4
."iIer,",)gy,

locked closed ath Oddntd I I kd
least once per 31 days. ++9

3. Otherwise, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.-ae$

03-12-A

0~7-M

03%9-LS7

03-02-A

03-13-A

0~3-LS3

0346-LS5

0~8-LS6
49.~.r-7

a9-f4-A
as ae-use

b. with ahe oiie,';oa,-,moi',e containment air locks Inoperablegor.';:hrteasons

I. k P"i::'t'i'Pt:,!LCO!J!'d!1'i!i:'Pdh 't I p hl
lock door, or",,".in.'~$'nterleck";'iiedhaaM7 ma4R~ yirffIat least one air lock
door closed Witlhin 1".hoaiiii. restore tlie inoperable ai'r* lock to OPERABLE status
within 24 hours or be In at least WOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
CO 0 E Illpd t hi ~ 'EO

;,:::,.-::t:,-':::,',:::,':,E,t.pt:, di, Et::;;i:,::P=, ia -."-."t:P~P, .:::-.Ioitl ..IE ,:t*,aa't"n:::P"
ncllloonen s,

an~~.;„:::„Separate" con Terr::entry~a~;:~ l3on sfop.",'ea 'oa .r o i
edpxkud'.::: '!Eiitera:appipWCable,::::CandJETOne,'.aped,";:,RienjBT'redEACti~yyf,:,';:EDDY';,;BYE'd.

r goiitiinment;"",::,p'when,"a) i1o'ck'! ledkii'iB,";,r'edkiiltshhh'ii:exhrceoeudi'nedthk'e'sioperaa1'1:

cohtnainiiientk4'a~4%"'eh::::r'artoe.,:

:,Fi:":::: Ehipt,:,"::.anud,.::,::;ejit„::::::„BS::,:pehn'aiaS'Sabli.;iiferyg'dapa:;under,.::Adniiiin'iatrati" OuOeikitr51i:.;:..0,''.

'AdlrtaiIIIstfCapt! EIe,illaea Ils:I

w:::i~,'".E~tij-:ankudsnexhhitkof..codnta menteas." ermtssebTe;iinderatheicontno lnofk'6
dedi cia'chad,i'iiid1l'd'i'doi'ia li-;,

nens a I, a o,anck 4 9 a<e ndw affpaoaapa if aain Ji»n" I otpie same.
Id'r8, fnopef'able. 'and Ar*~ h. Is pn4creg.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-5 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

03-12

03-13

g-IM
03- i5
05-01

06-01

NSHC

A

LG

DESCRIPTION

The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is no longer
needed as revised ACTIONS consistent with NUREG-1431 permit
continued operation for an unlimited period of time.

Consistentwith NUREG-1431, a Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter

iflgI 2 7 applicable Conditions and Required ACTIONS of the "Containment"
LCO when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage
rate. This is current operating practice per TS requirement CTS 3.6.1.1.
Therefore, this change is considered an administrative change in format.

ense
The method for calculating containment average temperature and the
locations where measurements are taken are moved to the Bases. This
level of detail in the TS is not consistent with NUREG-1431. The
improved STS Bases is licensee controlled under the Bases Control
Program in the Administrative Controls section of the improved STS.

Not Used.

06%2 The structurali tegrity require nts ofcontainm ntare conta e in
ITS 3.6.1. inspection req rements associ ed with stru ral
integrity of e exposed acce sible interior an exterior con inment
surfaces, contained in pendix J, Optio 8 and in Re latory
Guide ( ) 1.163. The uirement to perf rm visual ins ctions is
ITS S eiilance Requir ent(SR) 3.6.1. which refers t the
con nment Leakage ate Testing Prog m as controlle by ITS
5. . 6.

06<3

06-04

TR2 onsistentwith N EG-1431, the rep rting requireme t is being
deleted, 10 CF 0.72 and 10 CFR .73 establish reporting
requirements.

TheACTIO ismovedtolTS3.6.,ConditionAan B. ThelT
requirem aremoreseverein atonly1hour owedou ctime
(AOT)is dedwhiletheCTS rovidesa24ho rAOT. T eshorter
AOT is table because ac ntainmentwhic ay not b able to a

'as a b ndaryas designed co ld have a signifi ntadvers impact on
the s uences of an acci nt.

07-01 Consistentwith NUREG-1431, the LCO and SRs for containment
ventilation/purge valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
Isolation Valves.

07-02 LS9 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the Required Action for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which exceeds the
acceptance criteria is revised to allow continued operation ifthe
penetration flow path is isolated within 24 hours. This action is in lieu of
requiring a shutdown ifthe valve leakage rate is not restored to an
acceptable value within 24 hours. This is considered acceptable
because with the associated penetrations isolated per the proposed
ACTION requirement, no accident is credible as a result of the leaking
valve.

g~ ~PP!I~ + ZQ P, 5e< C~VC'rSi~ ~P~ri'S
GSI8. (EwlcGu& 3'),

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 3 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

03-07
M

03-08
LS6

03-09
LS7

03-10
LS8

03-11

This ACTION addresses Conditions other than a single
inoperable airlock door or airlock interlock mechanism in
an affected airlock. A new requirement is included to
immediately initiate ACTION to evaluate the overall
containment leakage rate per the containment
OPERABILITYLCO. This change also establishes a
one hour time limitto verify one airlock door closed in
the affected airlock.

Consistent with the ACTIONS and modifying notes
provided for an inoperable airlock door, ACTIONS are
added which allow continued operation when the
personnel airlock is inoperable due to an inoperable
interlock mechanism.

A note is added to allow entry and exit to repair airlock
components in an inoperable airlock.

Consistent with industry Traveler TSTF-17, Rev. 1, the
surveillance frequency on containment airlock interlock
mechanisms is extended from 6 months to 24 months.

Not Used.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIA

03-12
A

03-13
A

05-01
LG

The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is
not needed as revised ACTIONS permit continued
operation for an unlimited period of time.

A Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of the

'Containment'CO

when leakage results in exceeding the overall
containment leakage rate.

The method for calculating containment average
temperature and the locations where measurements are
taken are moved to the Bases.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

o3 i4
J

insert @9, r .2-7
A

in5'er+ qS.(.z -8
CPP Cdhversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for 3.6.2-7

Enclosure 3A, page 5

03-14-A CTS LCO 3.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate Required Action A.1,
A.2, and A.3 Note 1 of ITS LCO 3.6.2. This ITS Note states that
"Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are not applicable ifboth doors in the
same air lock are inoperable and Condition C is entered." The Note
provides explicit instructions for proper application of the actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with ITS 1.3,
"Completion Times," the Condition A Required Actions provide direction
consistent with the intent of the CTS actions for one inoperable air lock
door in the air lock. ITS 3.6.2, Required Action A.1 Note 1 recognizes
that if both doors in the air lock are inoperable (Condition C is entered),
then an "OPERABLE" door does not exist to be closed. Therefore,
Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 cannot be met. This change is an
adminstrative change since it is consistent with the intent of the CTS and
is only provided to ensure the Required Actions are correctly understood.
The change is editorial in nature and does not involve a technical change
to the TS. The change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

Enclosure 3B, page 3

03-14 A CTS LCO 3.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate Required Action A.1,
A.2, and A.3 Note 1 of ITS LCO 3.6.2. This ITS Note states that
"Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are not applicable if both doors in the
same air lock are inoperable and Condition C is entered."

APPLICABILITY: DC Yes
CP Yes
WC Yes
CA Yes





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-8

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

CTS 4.6.1.3
ITS SR 3.6.2.1 Note 1 and 2 and Associated Bases

ITS SR 3.6.2.1 has two Notes associated with it. Note 1 states that an inoperable
airlock door does not invalidate the previous successful performance of the overall
airlock leakage test. Note 2 requires the results of the leakage test be evaluated against
the acceptance criteria of ITS SR 3.6.1.1. CTS 4.6.1.3 does not contain such Notes nor
does the CTS markup of CTS 4.6.1.3 show the addition of these Notes. Based on the
use of the CTS the addition of these Notes is considered as an Administrative change.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show these Notes and provide a discussion and
justification for these Administrative changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: CTS SR 4.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate ITS SR 3.6.2.1 Notes 1

and 2. DOC 3-15 A was created and states: "CTS SR 4.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate
ITS SR 3.6.2.1 Notes 1 and 2. This additional information facilitates the use and understanding
of the intent of the requirements. ITS SR 3.6.2.1 Note 1 states that an inoperable air lock door
does not invalidate the previous successful performance of the overall air lock leakage test.
Since the inoperability affects only one door, the air lock penetration barrel and the other
operable door provides a sufficient containment barrier. Even though the overall test could not
be satisfied, and SR 3.0.1. would normally require declaring the LCO not met and entering ITS
3.6.2 Condition C (CTS Action b), the Note clarifies the intent that the previous test not be
considered 'not met.'TS SR 3.6.2.1 Note 2 ensures that the overall containment leakage is
evaluated against the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program acceptance criteria if an air
lock is inoperable. This change is editorial in nature and does not involve a technical change to
the TS. The change is consistent with NUREG-1431."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B

3/4.6-6
5
3

20





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.3 Each containment air lock shall be demonstrated OPERABLE

a. By verifying leakage rates in accordance with the Containment
Testing Program.

g9.c . z-Z

o8-i5-A

+W fbi'+
Leakage a e

b. At least once per 6 B months by verifying that only one door in each
air lock can be opened at a time.

,~pergylg ply- loUC door- Jd~Q n>+ I~~<~'4 a+
p 8fIDES $UclsSQI p8/'Prmgncg ap ~g 0/pea./I 4lr
/eaeya ~f.
~~ Zurvcl'II~ne 8 rendu lk5 s'hal I bz. agaIun&d. ap'n~
griMr'ia„<pp/ cabfg ~ g, Q,/I.c
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March 1, 1996





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

03-12

03-13

0541

A

LG

The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is no longer
needed as revised ACTIONS consistent with NUREG-1431 permit
continued operation for an unlimited period of time.

Consistentwith NUREG-1431, a Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter

gg( 2 7 applicable Conditions and Required ACTIONS of the "Containment"
LCO when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage
rate. This is current operating practice per TS requirement CTS 3.6.1.1.
Therefore, this change is considered an administrative change in format.

Ddsc'he
method forcalculating containment average temperature and the

locations where measurements are taken are moved to the Bases. This
level of detail in the TS is not consistent with NUREG-1431. The
improved STS Bases is licensee controlled under the Bases Control
Program in the Administrative Controls section of the improved STS.

06%1 Not Used. ~use&
cps o.s-'I

06%2 The structural i tegrity require nts of containm ntare conta e in
ITS 3.6.1. inspection req rements associ ed with stru ral
integrity of e exposed acce sible interior an exterior con inment
surfaces, contained in pendix J, Optio B and in Re latory
Guide ( ) 1.163. The r uirement to perf rm visual ins ctions is
ITSS eilianceRequir ent(SR)3.6.1. whichreferst the
con nment Leakage ate Testing Prog m as controlle by ITS
5. . 6.

06-03

06~

TR2 onsistent with N EG-1431, the rep rting requireme t is being
deleted. 10 CF 0.72 and 10 CFR .73 establish reporting
requirements.

TheACTIO ismovedtoITS3.6.,ConditionAan B. ThelT
requireme are more severe in at only 1 hour owed ou e time
(AOT) is ded while the CTS rovides a 24 ho r AOT. e shorter
AOT is ptable because a c ntainmentwhic ay not b able to a

'as a b ndaiy as designed co Id have a signifi nt advers impact on
the s uences of an acci nt.

07-01 Consistentwith NUREG-1431, the LCO and SRs for containment
ventilation/purge valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
Isolation Vahles.

07-02 LS9 Consistentwith NUREG-1431, the Required Action for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which exceeds the
acceptance criteria is revised to allow continued operation if the
penetration flowpath is isolated within 24 hours. This action is in lieu of
requiring a shutdown ifthe valve leakage rate is not restored to an
acceptable value within 24 hours. This is considered acceptable
because with the associated penetrations isolated per the proposed
ACTION requirement, no accident is credible as a result of the leaking
valve.

Aber updi~ A ~P &it. ~~v'L'i>'~
73018. (En.laSuM 3G),

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 3 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

03-07
M

03-08
LS6

03-09
LS7

DESCRIPTION

This ACTION addresses Conditions other than a single
inoperable airlock door or airlock interlock mechanism in
an affected airlock. A new requirement is included to
immediately initiate ACTION to evaluate the overall
containment leakage rate per the containment
OPERABILITYLCO. This change also establishes a
one hour time limitto verify one airlock door closed in
the affected airlock.

Consistent with the ACTIONS and modifying notes
provided for an inoperable airlock door, ACTIONS are
added which allow continued operation when the
personnel airlock is inoperable due to an inoperable
Interlock mechanism.

A note is added to allow entry and exit to repair airlock
components in an inoperable airlock.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

Yes

03-10
LSB

Consistent with industry Traveler TSTF-17, Rev. 1, the, Yes
surveillance frequency on containment airlock interlock
mechanisms is extended from 6 months to 24 months.

Yes Yes'es
03-11 Not Used. N/A N/A N/A N/A

03-12
A

03-13
A

The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is
not needed as revised ACTIONS permit continued
operation for an unlimited period of time.

A Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of the "Containment"
LCO when leakage results in exceeding the overall
containment leakage rate.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

05-01
LG

The method for calculating containment average .Yes

temperature and the locations where measurements are
taken are moved to the Bases.

Yes Yes Yes

o3 t$
J

in-serf %9, r .2-7
A
3- l5 $ i~gpp+ g9,r..2.-8
CPP C/nversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for 3.6.2-8

Encl 3A - page 5

3-15 A CTS SR 4.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate ITS SR 3.6.2.1
Notes 1 and 2. This additional information facilitates the use and
understanding of the intent of the requirements. ITS SR 3.6.2.1
Note 1 states that an inoperable air lock door does not invalidate
the previous successful performance of the overall airlock leakage
test. Since the inoperability affects only one door, the airlock
penetration barrel and the other operable door provide a sufficient
containment barrier. Even though the overall test could not be
satisfied, and SR 3.0.1. would normally require declaring the LCO
not met and entering ITS 3.6.2 Condition C (CTS Action b), the
Note clarifies the intent that the previous test not be considered
"not met." ITS SR 3.6.2.1 Note 2 ensures that the overall
containment leakage is evaluated against the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program acceptance criteria if an airlock is
inoperable. This change is editorial in nature and does not involve
a technical change to the TS. The change is consistent with
NUREG-1431.

Enci3B- page3

03-15 A CTS SR 4.6.1.3 has been revised to incorporate ITS SR 3.6.2.1 Notes 1

and 2. This additional information facilitates the use and understanding
of the intent of the requirements.

APPLICABILITY: DC Yes
CP Yes
WC Yes
CA Yes





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2.-9

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

STS B3.6.2 Bases BACKGROUND
ITS B3.6.2 Bases - BACKGROUND

The second paragraph in STS B3.6.2 Bases - BACKGROUND states the following:
"During periods when containment is not required to be OPERABLE, the door interlock
mechanism may be disabled, allowing both doors of an airlock to remain open for
extended periods of time when frequent containment entry is necessary." ITS B3.6.2
Bases - BACKGROUND modifies this sentence by deleting the words "when frequent
containment entry is necessary." Since ITS changes to the STS Bases were made
based on changes to the STS, on plant specific system design, or on current licensing
basis as specified in the CTS, the deletion of these words does not seem to fall into any
of these categories. The Staff believes that the deletion changes the meaning of the
statement when one considers the requirements of ITS 3.9.

Comment: Retain the STS wording.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS B3.6.2 Bases - Background have been revised to include the STS
words "when frequent containment entry is necessary."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.6-5
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Containment Air Locks
8 3.6.2

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

B 3.6.2 ~Contain ent Air Locks

BACKGROUND

q3,r.2-9

rer are,
Sb"s ee-Ovk

Containment air locks form part of the containment pressure boundary and
provide a means for personnel access during all ROBES of operation.

T here„: arpeFtwo conttainment; alrTocF sad mgae hThe,,:pe'r'sonnel: :air lock is nominally
a right'i'rcular,cylinder,, 4'0 "acpfpr'o'kimatejj',;9'"ft'"i'n dfameter., with,a,door at
each end,.„...„The'-,herl
jj~t'h~y:.,Pfg"6Fjg:;,'dpi': jt'.»;,.':ea'diiken
'ilier'lOCked t'o p'r'6Ve'r'it"'S'i'm01'taneOUs open'isng".'ucri'n'gm p'e'r'iOds when containment
is not required to be OPERABLE. the door interlock mechanism may be disa ed,
all win both doors of i r lock to remain o en f extended eri

ac air oc oor as een
esigne an es e o cer i y i s a > ity to withstand a pressure in excess

of the maximum expected pressure following a Design Basis Accident (DBA) in
containment. As such, closure of a single door supports containment
OPERABILITY. Each of the doors contains double gasketed seals and local
leakage rate testing capability to ensure pressure integrity. To .effect a

leak tight seal, the ai r lock design uses pressure seated doors (i.e., an
increase in containment internal pressure results in increased sealing force
on each door).

Each personnel air lock is provided with limit switches on both doors that
provide control room indication of door position.

The containment air locks form part of the containment pressure boundary. As
such, air lock integrity and leak tightness is essential for maintaining the
containment leakage rate within limit in the event of a DBA. Not maintaining
air lock integrity or leak tightness may result in a leakage rate in excess
of that assumed in the ~ safety analyses.

APPHCABLE

ANALYSIS

Ai:-'::::MO06-':I'.'-;::.:N~.."'-.4',".;:.:::aijdFA".:,'.:the DBAs. that results in a release of ra ioactive
fit f. I. I tll I f ''I", ld t.

d t '
EPEIIIBE t t I 'f

roducts to the environment is controlled by the rate of containment leakage.
he containment was designed with an allowable leakage rate of O..'lX of

containment air weight per day (Ref. 2). This leakage rate is defined in
10 CFR 50, Appendix JjFQjtj'0iiXB (Ref. 1), as L, - OQX of containment air
weight per day, the max>mum a Ilsowable containment "leakage rate at the
calculated peak containment internal pressure P, - 48-",'4'''47:.''.:,9 psig following a

DBA g4CA. This allowable leakage rate forms the ban%'s fo'r""the acceptance
criteria imposed on the SRs associated with the air locks.

The containment a'ir locks satisfy Criterion 3 of
XQGFN6':.'86;(c)X@K<::iF)'.dwdddddv~~w~dwd~~c %44%

LCO Each containment air,lock forms,part of the containment pressure boundary. As part
of containment j'res'sufi':::.;botjifdayj, the air lock safety function is related to control
of the containmeiit ikdk'age rate resulting from a DBA. Thus. each air lock's
structural integrity and leak tightness are essential to the successful mitigation of
such an event.

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-5





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-12

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.2 Bases - ACTIONS
ITS B3.6.2 Bases - ACTIONS

APPLICABILITY: DC

ITS B3.6.2 Bases - ACTIONS in DCPP modifies the descriptive information on Note 3 in
STS B3.6.2 Bases - ACTIONS. The following words have been added to the first
sentence: "Limitingfor the airlock then the leakage must be evaluated for its effect on
the..." Since ITS changes to the STS Bases were made based on changes to the STS,
on plant specific system design or on current licensing basis as specified in the CTS,
this addition does not seem to fall into any of these categories. The additional wording
does not seem to clarify the sentence and it basically repeats what is already being
stated in the first part of the sentence.

Comment: Delete this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The words "limitfor the airlock then the leakage must be evaluated for its
effect on the..." have been deleted from the Bases text.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-6
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

" Each air lock is required to be OPERABLE. For the air lock to be considered
OPERABLE. the air lock interlock mechanism must be OPERABLE. the air lock must be in
compliance with the Type B air lock leakage test, and both air lock doors must be
OPERABLE. The interlock allows only one air lock door of an air lock to be opened at
one time. This provision ensures that a gross breach of containment does not exist
when containment is required to be OPERABLE. Closure of a single door in each air
lock is sufficient to'rovide a leak tight barrier followinq postulated events.
Nevertheless, both doors are kept closed when the air lock ss not being used for
normal entry into or exit from containment.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4. a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material
to containment. In NODES 5 and 6. the probability and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these
NODES. Therefore, the containment air locks are not required in NODE S to
prevent leakage of radioactive material from containment. The requirements
for the containment air locks during MODE 6 are addressed in LCO 3.9.34.
"Containment Penetrations.'"

ACTIONS The ACTIONS are modified by a Note that allows entry and exit to perform
repairs on the affected air lock component. If the outer door is inoperable.
then it may be easily accessed for most repairs. It is preferred that the
air lock be accessed from inside primary containment by entering through the
other OPERABLE air lock. However, if this is not practicable, or if repairs
on either door must be performed from the barrel side of the door then it is
permissible to enter the air lock through the OPERABLE door, which means
there is a short time during which the containment boundary is not intact
(during access through the OPERABLE door). The ability to open the OPERABLE
door, even if it means the containment boundary is temporarily not intact, is
acceptable due to the low probability of an event that could pressurize the
containment during the short time in which the OPERABLE door is expected to
be open. After each entry and exit, the OPERABLE door must be imaediately
closed. If ALARA conditions permit, entry and exit should be via an OPERABLE
air lock.
A second Note has been added to provide clarification that, for this LCO.
separate Condition entry is allowed for each air lock. This is acceptable.
since the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable air lock. Complying with the
Required Actions may allow for continued operation. and a subsequent
inoperable air lock is governed by subsequent Condition entry and application
of associated Required Actions.
In. the, event the air lock leakage results in exceedin ,the:.

-''overa A

C 'tions and Re uire i f LCO 3 6.1. "Contai ment '
he overa 1

contain en ea age hami s are excee e . 479,i.o-2-
A.l A.2 and A.3

With one air lock door in one or more containment air locks inoperable. the
OPERABLE door must be verified closed (Required Action A. 1) in each affected
containment air lock. This ensures that a leak tight containment barrier is
maintained by the use of an OPERABLE air lock'oor. This action must be
completed within 1 hour. This specified time period is consistent with the
ACTION of LCO 3.6. 1 ~ which requires containment be restored to OPERABLE
status within 1 hour.
In addition. the affected air lock penetration must be isolated by locking
closed the OPERABLE air lock door within the 24 hour Completion Time. The
24 hour Completion

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-6
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.2-14REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC

ITS B3.6.2 Bases - RA C.1, C.2 and C.3

ITS B3.6.2 Bases - RA C.1, C.2, and C.3 for DCPP adds a sentence to the first
paragraph which states: "The airlock operability...under LCO 3.6.1." The addition of this
sentence does not seem warranted based on the fact that this information is not relevant
here and that it is specified in ITS 5.5.16.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this addition.

FLOG RESPONSE: The sentence which states: "The air lock operability ... under LCO 3.6.1."
has been deleted from the Bases section for RA C.1, C.2, and C.3.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-8

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-7
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

Time is reasonable for locking the OPERABLE air lock door, considering the
OPERABLE door of the affected air lock is being maintained closed.

Required Action A.3 verifies that an air lock with an inoperable door has
been isolated by the use of a locked and closed OPERABLE air lock door. This
ensures that an acceptable containment leakage boundary is maintained. The
Completion Time of once per 31 days is based on engineering judgment and is
considered adequate in view of the low likelihood of a locked door being
mispositioned and other administrative controls. Required Action A.3 is
modified by a Note that applies to air lock doors located in high radiation
areas and allows these doors to be verified locked closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by administrative means is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is typically restricted.
Therefore. the probability of misalignment of the door, once it has been
verified to be in the proper position, is small.

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that
only the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition C are
required if both doors in the same air lock are inoperable. With both doors
in the same air lock inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be
closed. Required Actions C. 1 and C.Z are the appropriate remedial actions.
The exception of Note 1 does not affect tracking the Completion Time from the
initial entry into. Condition A; only the requirement to comply with the
Required Actions. Note 2 allows use of the air lock for entry and exit for
7 days under administrative controls if both air locks have an inoperable
door. This 7 day restriction begins when the second air lock is discovered
inoperable. Containment entry may be required on a periodic basis to perform
Technical Specifications (TS) Suryeillances and Required Actions, as well as
other activities on equipment inside containment that are required by TS or
activities on equipment that support TS-required equipment. This Note is not
intended to preclude performing other activities (i.e., non-TS-required
activities) if the containment is entered. using the inoperable air lock, to
erform an allowed activity listed above. This allowance is acceptable due
o the low probability of an event that could pressurize the containment

during the short time that the OPERABLE door is expected to be open.

B. 1 B.2 and B.3

With an air lock interlock mechanism inoperable in one or more air locks'he
Required Actions and associated Completion Times are consistent with those
specified in Condition A.

The Required Actions have been modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that
only the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition C are
required if both doors in the same air lock are inoperable. With both doors
in the same air lock inoperable, an OPERABLE door is not available to be
closed. Required Actions C. 1 and C.2 are the appropriate remedial actions.
Note 2 allows entry into and exit from containment under the control of a
dedicated individual stationed at the air lock to ensure that only one door
is opened at a time (i.e., the individual performs the function of the
interlock).
Required Action B.3 is modified by a Note that applies to air lock doors
located in high radiation areas and allows these doors to be verified locked
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable. since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of the
door. once it has been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

C. 1 C.2 and C.3

With one or more air locks inoperable for reasons other than those described
in Condition A or B, Required Action C.l requires action to be initiated
irmediately to

(Continued)
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Containment Air Locks
B 3.6.2

BASES

$9.(c.D /Q
evaluate previous combined leakage rates using current air lock test results.

WA+VPPPMMl ~ ~ A gPPA'$ g V

':,'..;",:;......."," 5'-.,: .'AQR'~iiChv,":::,:.L40.;P-,"6+.", An"evaluat'i'on is'cceptable,
since"i't Ps overly conservati've to fiimedi'ately 'declare the containment
inoperable if both doors in an air lock have failed a seal test or if the
overall air lock leakage is not within limits. In many instances (e.g.. only
one seal per door has failed), containment remains OPERABLE. yet only 1 hour
(per LCO 3.6. 1) would be provided to restore the air lock door to OPERABLE

status prior to requiring a plant shutdown. In addition, even with both
doors failing the seal test, the overall containment leakage rate can still
be within limits.

Required Action C.2 requires that one door in the affected containment air
lock must be verified to be closed within the 1 hour Completion Time. This
specified time period is consistent with the ACTIONS of LCO 3.6. 1, which
requires that containment be restored to OPERABLE status within 1 hour.

Additionally, the affected air lock(s) must be restored to OPERABLE status
within the 24 hour Completion Time. The specified time period is considered
reasonable for restoring an inoperable air lock to OPERABLE status, assuming
that at least one door is maintained closed in each affected air lock.

'.l

and 0.2

If the inoperable containment air lock cannot be restored to OPERABLE status
within the required Completion Time, the plant must be brought to a MODE in
which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be
brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The
allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience. to
reach the required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly
manner and without challenging plant systems.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.6.2.1

Maintaining containment air locks OPERABLE requires compliance with the
leakage rate test re uirements of

Qii:::,::,Cjnta$%mei~t"::,:L'eakaje::.':RiX(jfjst)ngjPrjjrjm. This SR

reflects the lea age rate testing requi"rements with"'regard-to as r lock
leakage (Type B leakage tests). The acceptance criteria were established
Qthjn.':k'h~:: CNit'afjjmmt'-:.:::L'~aka'ge:R)'t~:.;.fist)jig.;,,Pj,0gi'mp

e
periodic testing requirements verify that the air l'oc "leakag'e oes 'not
exceed the allowed fraction of the overall containment leakage rate. The
Frequency is ylgoPrequired by

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.3 Containment Isolation Valves

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-1REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0)
DOC 1-01 LG
CTS 1.7.a (1.8.a for Diablo Canyon)
CTS 3/4.6.1.1
CTS 4.6.1.1.b
ITS SR 3.6.3.1, SR 3.6.3.2, SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4, SR 3.6.3.8 and Associated
Bases

CTS 1.7 (1.8 in Diablo Canyon) defines CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY. A markup of CTS
1.7/1.8 is provided in the CTS markup of CTS 1.0. DOC 1-04 A (CTS 1.0) states that
the definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITY is deleted from the CTS/ITS. DOC 1-01
LG in CTS 3.6 states that the definition requirements have been relocated to the Bases
for ITS 3.6.1. Both of these justifications are incorrect. CTS 1.7.a (1.8.a in Diablo
Canyon) specifies that all penetrations required to be closed during accident conditions
are either capable of being closed by an OPERABLE containment automatic isolation
valve system or closed by manual valves, blind flanges or deactivated automatic valves
secured in their closed positions. This requirement has been relocated to the Bases of
ITS 3.6.1, but it is also the basis for ITS SR 3.6.3.1, SR 3.6.3.2, SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4
and SR 3.6.3.8. No justification is provided for this Administrative change in CTS 1.0.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup and provide a discussion and justification for this
Administrative change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 1-35 A (CTS 1.0) has been added to read:

"CTS 1.7.a (1.8.a for Diablo Canyon) specifies that all penetrations required to be closed
during accident conditions are either capable of being closed by an OPERABLE
containment automatic isolation valve system or closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or
deactivated automatic valves secured in their closed positions. Consistent with NUREG-
1431, this requirement from the definition of CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYwould be
included in the Bases of ITS 3.6.1 and would be addressed by the combination of
surveillance requirements ITS SR 3.6.3.1, SR 3.6.3.2 (not applicable to CPSES), SR
3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4 and SR 3.6.3.8. This change would be classified as Administrative (A)
because the requirements of CTS 1.7.a/1.8.a would be retained in the combined
surveillance requirements of ITS 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation Valves."

Also, see the FLOG response to Comment 3.6.1-1 regarding the relocation of the
CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYdefinition requirements.
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ATTACHED PAGES:

1.0 Encl 2 1-2
1.0 Encl 3A 5
1.0 Encl 3B 4
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1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1. 01'EFINITIONS

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST .

1.7 A CHANNEL, FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels -. the injection of a simulated oi,actual signal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable to"verify"OPERABILITY
including required alarm and/er- trip functions. or

b. Bistable channels - the injection of a simulated or.;:actual'ignal into
the sensor to verify OPERABILITY including required alarm and/er-trip
functions',';,":or

Digital channels - the injection of a simulated 'or,','a'casual signal into
the channel as close to the sensor input to the 'pr'o'c'es's""r'acks as
'practical to verify OPERABILITY including reqoii.ed alarm and/er-trip
functions.

01@i-A'141-A

0141-A

sequential'=.'','';overlapping';-'.'";or', total."'channel,":::steps",,s'o"!that:.-",the,".eriti'r'e.".channel,'.;:is 0440-A
es e .""
n ~ nm, r ~

q3 s s-I

0.444-+.C

cp3.a. >-I

O~l 5 A--

I@3.4 . 0-I
ai-zr.-a

$ 3.L.I 5

ni

a.S7-A

qadi I-3

Oi-05-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB4.4A

1-2





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 1.0

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01-26

01-27

New Sections 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 would be incorporated into the ITS to be
consistent with NUREG-1431. Section I.2 provides specific examples of
the use of the logical connectors AND and OR and the numbering
sequence associated with their use in the ITS. Section 1.3 deals with
the proper use and interpretation of Completion Times, and specific
examples are given that willaid the user in understanding Completion
Times. Section 1.4 deals with the proper use and interpretation of
surveillance Frequencies. Specific examples are given that willaid the
user in understanding surveillance Frequencies as they willappear in
the ITS. The proposed changes are administrative in nature and by
themselves are not technical changes, incorporating Travelers WOG-74,
Rey. 1, and WOG-90, Rev. 1.

Not applicable'CPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B).

01-28 LG Not applicable lo DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table
(Enclosure 3B}.

01-29

01-30

01-31

1-32

1-33

LS3

A,

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table.
(Enclosure 3B).

Consistent with TSTF-39, Rev. 1, the definitions of COT, [CHANNEL
FUNCTIONALTEST(CFT)), and TRIP. ACTUATINGDEVICE
OPERATIONALTEST (TADOT) are expanded to include the details of
acceptable performance methodology. Performance of these tests in a
series of sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps provides the
necessary askance of appropriate operation of the entire channel.
This change also makes the COT, [CFTJ, and TADOTdefinitions
consistent with the CTS and the NUREG-1431 definition of CHANNEL
CALIBRATIONwhich already contains similar wording.

Definitions of specific plant systems which are defined by the plant
design are deleted consistent with NUREG-1431. The definitions
contained in ITS 1.0 are intended for definitions that are necessary for
the understandeg of the specifications and can be generically defined
for most plants. Definitions of systems that are not used in the
specifications, ar are specific to a particular plant (or only a few plants)
are no longer defined in this section. Where necessary, such items are
defined in the Bases for the applicable specifications.

The definitions of CHANNELCALIBRATION,COT, [CFTJ, and TADOT
are reworded tobe consistent with Industry Traveler TSTFW4 to clarify
the phrase entire channel; thus reducing the potential for inconsistent
interpretation of the phrase as experienced by a number of plants.

This change revises the CTS definition of CORE ALTERATIONS to
delete "or manipulation" and "conservative in accordance with
NUREG-1431. The words as used in the definition were redundant and
deleting the words does not alter the meaning of the definition.

I->5 (see Instr~ ppI-S6 A (se.e Inse<p ~
A (see. Insert ge

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS

CP3 4.3-I)
q s.r.z-i)
Q 3.c I -9)

5
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cp3.r..2- I
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CONVERSION COINPARISOn E - CURRENT TS 1.0 Page 4

TECHNICALSPECIFICATION CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

01-27
M

DESCRIPTION

The definition of RAFDO is deleted.

DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

No

WOLF CREEK

No

CALLAWAY

Yes, definition only
in Callaway CTS.

01-28
LG

01-29
LS3

The definition of CONTROLLED LEAKAGEis
deleted. The RCP seal water return flow limit is
moved to a licensee controlled document.

Allows measuring QPTR when one or more
excore detector channels are inoperable with
moveable inshore detectors.

No, see change
number 01-05-A.

No

No, see Change
Number 01-05-A.

Yes, portion of the
definition being
changed is only in
the CPSES CTS.

Yes, moved to Yes, moved to
USAR Section 16. FSAR Section

16.4.

No

01-30
A

01-31
A

01-32
A

01-33
A

The definitions of COT, [CFT), and TADOT are
expanded to include the details of acceptable
performance methodology. Performance of these
tests in a series of sequential, overlapping, or total
channel steps provides the necessary assurance
of appropriate operation of the entire channel.

Definitions of specific plant systems which are
defined by the plant design are deleted.

The definition of CHANNELCALIBRATION,COT,
[CFT) and TADOT are reworded to be consistent
with Industry Traveler TSTF-64. The revised
wording clarifies what is meant by entire
channel."

This change revises the CTS definition of CORE
ALTERATIONSto delete "or manipulation" and
"conservative."

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not in CTS

Yes

Yes

(see inset+ for cp 9.(o.3-I)o]-as

.ot-3(
A

(sr.e. inset Pai qS(.2-I)

(see. tnserk f'eQ>~ ~ >')ol -37
A

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS
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Insert for 3.6.3-1

1.0 Encl 3A - page 5

01-35-A CTS 1.7.a (1.8.a for Diablo Canyon) specifies that all penetrations
required to be closed during accident conditions are either capable of
being closed by an OPERABLE containment automatic isolation valve
system or closed by manual valves, blind flanges or deactivated
automatic valves secured in their closed positions. Consistent with
NUREG-1431, this requirement from the definition of CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITYwould be included in the Bases of ITS 3.6.1 and would be
addressed by the combination of surveillance requirements ITS SR
3.6.3.1, SR 3.6.3.2 (not applicable to CPSES), SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4
and SR 3.6.3.8. This change would be classified as Administrative (A)
because the requirements of CTS 1.7.a/1.8.a would be retained in the
combined surveillance requirements of ITS 3.6.3, "Containment Isolation
Valves."

1.0 Encl 3B - page 4

01-35-A CTS 1.7.a (1.8.a for Diablo Canyon) specifies that all penetrations
required to be closed during accident conditions are either capable of
being closed by an OPERABLE containment automatic isolation valve
system or closed by manual valves, blind flanges or deactivated
automatic valves secured in their closed positions. Consistent with
NUREG-1431, this requirement from the definition of CONTAINMENT
INTEGRITYwould be included in the Bases of ITS 3.6.1 and would be
addressed by the combination of surveillance requirements ITS SR
3.6.3.1, SR 3.6.3.2 (not applicable to CPSES), SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4
and SR 3.6.3.8.

Applicability:
DC
CP
WC
CA

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 7-03 A
CTS 4.6.1.7.1
ITS SR 3.6.3.1 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.1.7.1 requires the purge valves to be verified locked closed or blank flanged at
least once per 31 days. The CTS has been modiTied to provide an allowance for one
purge valve in the flow path to be open to repair excessive leakage while in the ITS
Action for an inoperable purge valve due to excessive leakage. This change designated
DOC 7-03 A is characterized as an Administrative change. This is incorrect. The CTS
does not currently have this allowance and the change cannot be characterized as
Administrative because of consistency with another Less Restrictive change. The
change is a Less Restrictive change. See Comment Number 3.6.3-5.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 7-03 A has been revised to be DOC 7-03 LS-26 and the discussion
and justification for this Less Restrictive change has been provided.

This Comment is no longer applicable to DCPP based on response to Comment Number 3.6.3-
5.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-5

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

DOC 7-03 A
CTS 4.6.1.7.1
CTS 4.6.1.7.2
STS SR 3.6.3.1 and Associated Bases

DCPP CTS 4.6.1.7.1 verifies that the containment purge supply and exhaust valves and
vacuum/pressure relief isolation valves are closed at least once per 31 days. The CTS
has been modified to provide an allowance for one valve in the flow path to be open to
repair excessive leakage while in ITS ACTION D. This change is designated DOC 7-03
A. The proposed change is associated with STS SR 3.6.3.1 which deals with sealed
closed purge valves. The DCPP ITS markup shows that STS SR 3.6.3.1 is not used. In
addition, the CTS already allows the subject valves to be opened per CTS 4.6.1.7.2.
Therefore, DOC 7-03 A is not applicable to DCPP.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to delete DOC 7-03 A.

FLOG RESPONSE: DCPP CTS 4.6.1.7.1 markup is revised to remove DOC 7-03-A and the
words "except for one valve in a penetration flow path while in the action for 3.6.1.7 for
excessive leakage." This is appropriate since Note 1 in DCPP CTS 3.6.3 (DOC 11-01-LS13)
states: "Penetration flow paths may be opened on an intermittent basis under administrative
control."

ATTACHED
PAGES'nclosure

2
Enclosure 3A
Enclosure 3B

3/4 6-10
6
4

For Information Only Pages:

Enclosure 2
Enclosure 3A
Enclosure 4

3/4 6-15
9
LS13, pages 32 and 33
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

e3.c CI-t

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* g

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4.

ACTION ~ 9l+,.:<'iPig+<:"',,jHc+k

With one or more ef-4''enetf'5tlo~n:;.:,:f3ow)paths;pith'.,:.one isolation valv~
inoperable. maintain at 1"east, one ssolati'on valve OPER'ABLE in each affected
penetration that is open and:

11-12-A

11-16-A

b. Isolate each affected penetration flceigpgh within 4 hours by use of 11-12-A

at least one deactivated automatic valv'e secured in the isolation
position. or

c. Isolate each affected penetration floe.;,p8N within 4 hours by use of
at least one closed manual valve or'hTind flange or,::,::checki'valveiwilth o> os.A
! .:..ow,,::secure .; or

www.w

'.

Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the following 30 hours.

P..:: '::-".-': ~IIIot':%ppj::>c85ke:":.,:',to.".:."NjS'.:.":Ste m,,',,Suety.".".Nl, e~slAH! 1!"", ..".!IIll(!'!!!ll,): .:-!F~ (i::i!i",,1,""v,'""i' ', )! ',;, i'!(ll!ii!!I, '! !~i""""''."";-.".:ahd;':::Atim'sphe'HK

Oi'ip.'.:Valves-:::."(Aggs'Iv~

g3. ('. 3-fo

11-01-LS13

11-05-LS14

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

NDTE41:;":.-~Qj'!„::4* Peeve ratiOn;,,-fkiw,paSs may be
opened on an intermittent basis urideaare admiviiistr'a6ve control.

:(newl,',,'::.N!('th': oner,.Qrj'!more(panetratfgovl+Iflow'%p@lsSi.,fth'v'I!cont'&cement,"gsvolat\on 11~ A
«alVe'a,:."!iioPergble:.,'"."peale'tel!!theiie'flfeCtevi(tgo'n'etsr'a!t'ion'i. lf'vip''i aPt 'h wvvhtvin':;gdho~ur

by";;;!use'$9at'.:..":);east:::.:one.-.'i'fosed:::".','and)'deact1f v'ated(':aiit'orna(ic:-"„:v'alve';"'::,':cTovsed
iiianvual:::.;'valve!'iso'r":,::.::::h1N'nd:,:f!la'n!g~";: or'fr!h'each:„:atggea'st»::, TISTAND i!withiii',: he',::neg '„: .;Iioiiiis

jand!enlCQILD:."'SN QMN':.','wl hvh:;::,the,";-:fci1gmnhg":.';:Ng:!NDUIev:

'(new>!:;,:;Nv! th"-:,one:-.",or! mvorg,::::psenetratlon",:,flowsppa,issvo!fv!tsha:,-;,tp~.:,configured;-:withpgif!

a'nd'xiii QQL'D SNIITDQMN'!with'iii:-::the'„v:folghiing'g,'hours-;

11-06-TR3

11-09-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-15 Amendment Nos. 73 and 72
August 10, 1992





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUNIBER NSHC DESCRIPTION 4Xk.8.5
073

07-04

07-05

07~

077

07-08

LS11

LG

Achanget ]con stentwithNUREG-14 1,SR3.6.3.1,isadde o
provide an allo ance for one isolation Ive in a penetration fl path to
be open whe performing the Requir d Actions for leakage t within
limits. This actually a consistenc change which goes the
revised R uired Actions (see 07 2-LS9 above). The quired Action
allows tinued operation with akage not in limits an this change to
the SR lows a valve to be o ed to re air the exce ive leakage.

Th s ch~ Isnof~jcP4lc,+ KP, &6 $1~ ~ri4~7~
The time limitrestrictions on opening the [containment purge supply andM).
exhaust and pressure/vacuum relief flowpaths] and the requirements to
periodicall accumulate the time that the valves have been open would
be t te to licensee controlled documents. gmoved ~S'il+
Consistent with NUREG-1431, an ACTION is added for two valves
inoperable in one penetration flow path. The change is administrative
since the CTS would have relied on>LCO 3.0.3 which has essentially the
same requirements. )C7$ LCo Z.@.l. 7 AcTtcwcndg

49.~~-/b
This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

07-09

07-10

07-11

08-01

LG

LS9

LS25

LG

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

A Note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is not required for
containment purge valves with resilient seals when the penetration flow
path is isolated by a leak tested blank flange. The purpose of the leak
testing requirement is to ensure containment leakage integrity during an
accident, and thereby limitaccident consequences. Isolation of the flow
path with a leak tested blind fiange accomplishes this safety function
and additional leak testing of the valves in the flow path is redundant
and unnecessary.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the LCO references to suction flowpath
and manual transfer of suction to containment sump have been deleted.
These details are included within the OPERABILITYrequirements of the
containment spray system (CSS) (as required by CTS 4.6.2.1 and as
further described in the Bases). There is no technical change resulting
from this deletion.

07- I3 Insert 43 < >->>

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

11-01

11-02

11-03

11-04

NSHC

LS13

DESCRIPTION

Consistent with NUREG-1431, LCO 3.6.3, a Note is added to the
ACTIONS that apply to all containment isolation valves. The first Note

allows containment isolation valves that are required to be closed [ ] to

be opened under administrative controls. This is acceptable based on

the administrative controls consisting of a dedicated operator at the
valve in continuous communication with the control room. This control

provides protection equivalent to the automatic isolation system. []
Opening on an intermittent basis under administrative controls is

allowed for certain valves by references made from CTS 1;8 and 4.6.1.1

of the CTS. ~9,6.g 4

onsisten th NUREG-1431 L,a Note is added to
ACTION to allow separate C dition entry for each pene on flow
path. T e Note provides gui nce and clarification for the se of TS
and is nsider administrati e in natu

5'A'4
This ote is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable Conditions and
Required ACTION ems made inoperable by containment
isolation valves. Sneer k Cp3.6. 3-7

NUREG-1431 adds a new Condition to the current Containment
Isolation Valve TS to cover the case where two containment isolation
valves in a penetration flow path are inoperable. The CTS addresses
only the condition of one valve inoperable in a penetration flow path. If
two valves were inoperable on the same penetration, LCO 3.0.3 would
be entered. Consistent with NUREG-1431, a completion time of 1 hour
is provided to isolate the penetration flow path. This is the same
amount of time allowed by LCO 3.0.3 before a power reduction ACTION
is specified and is administratively similar to the existing requirements.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COIIPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6
h

Page 4 of12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

06-01 Not used

DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON

N/A

COMANCHE
PEAK

N/A

WOLF CREEK

N/A

CALLAWAY

N/A

06-02
A

06-03
TR2

06-04
M

07-01
A

07-02
LS9

07-03
g z.s2coi

07-04

07-'05

A

The inspection requirements associated with structural
integrity of the exposed accessible interior and exterior
containment surfaces, are contained in Appendix J,
Option 8 and in RG 1.163.

Reporting requirement for containment structural
integrity are deleted.

AOT for containment structural integrity not established
decreased from 24 hours to 1 hour.

The LCO and SRs for containment ventilation/purge
valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
isolation Valves.

The Required Actions for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which
exceeds the acceptance criteria is revised to be stated
on a per penetration flowpath bases.

Clarification is added to allow one isolation valve in a
penetration flowpath to be opened for repairs when
performing the Required Actions for leakage rate not
within limits..

The time limitrestrictions on opening the
[pressure/vacuum reiiefj and the requirements to
periodically accumulate the time that the valves have
been open would beWosate4to licensee controlled
documents. rKovr.'4

An ACTION is added for two valves inoperable in one
penetration flowpath.

s~, SeE
g~p~~pitfS

/go/r/8.~ k r k
gg/cg c/ In C73

Yes

Yes

rub, see,~ // oI-LS]3

Yes, relocated to
an ECG.

@9. r,9- rD

Yes

Yes

Yes

:Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A)3.c. 9-5

No, CPSES does
not have
restrictions on
these valves.

Yes

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, relocated to
. USAR Chapter 16

Yes

No, 3.6.1.6 notin
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, relocated to
FSAR Chapter 16

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS13
10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION

FOR
TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

A Note is added to the ACTIONS in accordance with the NUREG-1431, LCO 3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves
which provides an allowance to open, under administrative controls, containment isolation valves required to be
closed []. This is acceptable based on administrative controls consisting of a dedicated operator at the valve in

continuous communication with the control room. These controls provide for the capability to manually close the
isolation valve should an automatic isolation be required. f ]

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves NSHC. This
determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

"The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the proceduresin 50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license fora facilitylicensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or for a testing facility
involves no significant hazards consideration, ifoperation ofthe facilityinaccordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

Involve a significantincrease in the probability or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

2. Create the possibility ofa new or different kind ofaccident from any accident previously evaluated;

oi'.

Involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety."

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change involves changing the Containment Isolation Valve TS to more closely agree with the
Westinghouse Standard TS (NUREG-1431). The change does not result in any hardware changes. The
isolation valves act to isolate the containment penetrations in the event of a DBAand serve to limitthe
consequences of accidents. The proposed change continues to ensure that the isolation valves will perform
their required function and limitthe consequences of design basis events as described in the FSAR and
that the results of the analyses in the FSAR remain bounding. The proposed change does not impose any
new safety analyses limits or alter the plant's ability to detect and mitigate events. Therefore, this change
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated?

The proposed change involves changing the Containment Isolation Valve TS to more closely agree with the
Westinghouse Standard TS (NUREG-1431) and does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no
new or different type of equipment willbe installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant
operation. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 32





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS13
(continued)

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety'

The proposed change revises the Containment Isolation Valve TS to be consistent with the Westinghouse
Standard TS (NUREG-1431) and does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety. The
proposed change has been developed considering the importance of the containment isolation valves in

limiting the consequences of a design basis event and the concerns for the plant's ability to perform
required operational support functions with necessary systems isolated. The proposed change allows for
protection commensurate with that provided by an automatic isolation system. Considering the probability

of an event that would challenge the containment boundary, the alternative protection provided by this

change and the operational requirements to occasionally open these valves, the proposed change is

acceptable and any reduction in the margin of safety insignificant.

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above evaluation, it is concluded that the activities associated with NSHC "LS13" resulting from the
conversion to the ITS format satisfy the NSHC standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c), and accordingly a NSHC finding is

justified.
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-6

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 11-02 A
CTS 3.6.'I.7 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.3 ACTIONS Note 2

A Note is added to CTS 3.6.1.7 and CTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS to permit separate Condition
entry for each penetration flow path. The justification DOC 11-02 A states that the
change is an Administrative change that is consistent with NUREG-1431. Consistency
with the NUREG is not a basis for acceptability of a change. The change must be
justified on its own merits based on its applicability to the unit. In addition, this change
in CTS markup for Callaway is labeled in "Insert C for page 3/4 6-11" as 11-02 LS; it
should be 11-02A.

Comment:,Provide additional discussion and justification for this Administrative
change, and correct the discrepancy in the CTS markup for Callaway.

FLOG RESPONSE: In response to this comment, revise DOC 11-02-A to read:

CTS LCOs 3.6.1.7 and 3.6.3 have been revised to incorporate ITS LCO 3.6.3 Note 2 to
clarify the Required Actions. Note 2 provides clarification that for the purpose of the
associated LCO, "Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path." This
is acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable Containment Isolation Valve. Complying with the
Required Actions willallow for continued operation. Subsequent Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions govern subsequent inoperable Containment
Isolation Valves. This is an administrative change with no impact on safety because the
ciarifications provided by ITS LCO 3.6.3 Note 2 are consistent with the existing practices of
the CTS. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.

ln addition, the mark-up of CTS 3.6.1.7 for Callaway, labeled "Insert C for pages 3/4.6-11"
as 11-02LS has been changed to 11-02A.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A

28





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4 6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

11-01

11-02

11-03

NSHC

LS13

DESCRIPTION

Consistentwith NUREG-1431, LCO 3.6.3, a Note is added to the
ACTIONS that apply to all containment isolation valves. The first Note
allows containment isolation valves that are required to be closed [ ] to
be openedunder administrative controls. This is acceptable based on
the administrative controls consisting of a dedicated operator at the
valve in continuous communication with the control room. This control
provides protection equivalent to the automatic isolation system. []
Opening on an intermittent basis under administrative controls is
allowed forcertain valves by references made from CTS 1.8 and 4.6.1.1
of the CTS. cp9.4. 9-4.

onsiste th NUREG-1431 L ...a Note is added to
ACTION to allow separate C dition entry for each pene on flow
path. T e Note provides gui nce and clarification for the se of TS
and is nsider administrati e in natur

5&4
This oteis added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable Conditions and
Required ACTION ems made inoperable by containment
isolation valves. Pnsm'r k cp3 c ~ 3-7

11-04 NUREG-1431 adds a new Condition to the current Containment
Isolation Valve TS to cover the case where two containment isolation
valves in a penetration flow path are inoperable. The CTS addresses
only the condition of one valve inoperable in a penetration flow path. If
two valves were inoperable on the same penetration, LCO 3.0.3 would
be entered. Consistent with NUREG-1431, a completion time of 1 hour
is provided to isolate the penetration flow path. This is the same
amount of time allowed by LCO 3.0.3 before a power reduction ACTION
is specified and is administratively similar to the existing requirements.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for 3.6.3-6

Enclosure 3A page 9

11-02-A:

CTS LCOs 3.6.1.7 and 3.6.3 have been revised to incorporate ITS LCO 3.6.3 Note 2 to
clarify the Required Actions. Note 2 provides clarification that for the purpose of the
associated LCO, "Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path."
This is acceptable because the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable Containment Isolation Valve. Complying with
the Required Actions will allow for continued operation. Subsequent Condition entry and
application of associated Required Actions govern subsequent inoperable Containment
Isolation Valves. This is an administrative change with no impact on safety because the
clarifications provided by ITS LCO 3.6.3 Note 2 are consistent with the existing practices
of the CTS. The change is consistent with NUREG-1431.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-7

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

DOC 11-03 A
CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.3 ACTIONS Note 3

A Note is added to CTS 3.6.1.7 and CTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS to entail Applicable Conditions
and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by containment isolation valves.
The justification DOC 11-03 A just states that the Note is added without providing any
additional justification as to why it can be added.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification for this Administrative
change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 11-03 A is revised to add the following justification: "The
requirement to enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions is current operating practice,
as all applicable LCOs must be met. The Note specifically states what is already required by
CTS, and therefore its addition is considered to be an administrative change. This
administrative change is consistent with NUREG-1431."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A

29





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

11-01 LS13 Consistent with NUREG-1431, LCO 3.6.3, a Note is added to the
ACTIONS that apply to all containment isolation valves. The first Note
allows containment isolation valves that are required to be closed ( ) to
be opened under administrative controls. This is acceptable based on
the administrative controls consisting of a dedicated operator at the
valve in continuous communication with the control room. This control
provides protection equivalent to the automatic isolation system. [)
Opening on an intermittent basis under administrative controls is
allowed for certain valves by references made from CTS 1.8 and 4.6.1.1
of the CTS.

11-02

11-03

A onsisten th NUREG-1431 L ., a Note is added to
ACTION to allow separate C dition entry for each pene on flow
path. T e Note provides gui nce and clarification forthe seofTS
and is nsider administrati e in natur

s'er4
This ote is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable Conditions and
Required ACTION ems made inoperable by containment
isolation valves. Znserk g3.6. 3-7

11-04 NUREG-1431 adds a new Condition to the current Containment
Isolation Valve TS to cover the case where two containment isolation
valves in a penetration flowpath are inoperable. The CTS addresses
only the condition of one valve inoperable in a penetration flowpath. If
two valves were inoperable on the same penetration, LCO 3.0.3 would
be entered. Consistent with NUREG-1431, a completion time of 1 hour
is provided to isolate the penetration flowpath. This is the same
amount of time allowed by LCO 3.0.3 before a power reduction ACTION
is specified and is administratively similar to the existing requirements.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for 3.6.3-7

Enclosure 3A page 9

11-03-A The requirement to enter applicable Conditions and Required
Actions is current operating practice, as all applicable LCOs must be
met. The Note specifically states what is already required by CTS,
and therefore its addition is considered to be an administrative
change. This administrative change is consistent with NUREG-1431.





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-8REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 11-09 A
JFD 3.6-7
CTS 4.6.3.3
ITS SR 3.6.3.5 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.3.3 verifies that the isolation time of each power-operated or automatic valve
including check valves is within limits. The CTS is modified to be consistent with TSTF-
46 Rev 1 by deleting the reference to "each power operated" valve, and to limit the
required verification to each automatic isolation valve, including check valves. Even
though TSTF-46 Rev 1 has been implemented properly in ITS SR 3.6.3.5 (See
Comment Number 3.6.3-9), the changes made to CTS 4.6.3.3 are not in conformance
with TSTF-46 and the justifications DOC 11-09 A and JFD 3.6-7 discuss the actual
changes made to CTS 4.6.3.3 and not the TSTF-46 change. The actual change
described above and in DOC 11-09 A would require isolation time testing of all
automatic isolation valves including check valves. TSTF-46 limits isolation time testing
to only automatic power operated isolation valves which excludes check valves. Thus
the change is a combination of Administrative (deletion of power-operated valves) and
Less Restrictive (deletion of check valves).

Comment: Revise the CTS markup of CTS 4.6.3.3 to be consistent with the changes
associated with TSTF-46. Provide additional discussion and justification for these
Administrative and Less Restrictive changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: The markup of CTS 4.6.3.3; the justification of DOC 11-09-A, mark-up of
ITS SR 3.6.3.5 Bases (DCPP only); and the justification of JFD 3.6-7 have been revised to be
consistent with TSTF-46, Rev.1, in using the term "Automatic Power Operated Containment
Isolation Valve." The FLOG believes that this change is an "Administrative" change. The
deletion of check valves from testing under "automatic valves" has always been a part of the
licensing basis. This is specified under "...pursuant to Specification 4.0.5." This Specification
refers to ASME Section XI (now ASME OM-1987, Part 10). The section on testing of check
valves refers to stroke testing but not to time testing. DOC 11-09-A struck this reference to
make the transition to ITS and TSTF-46, Rev. 1, which will specifically call out this exception by
its choice of words.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B
Encl 5B
Encl 6A
Encl 6B

3/4 6-16
11

9
B3.6-24
2
1

30





~ CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
ps.c. a-9
ys.c. 8-Z

11-09-A

II-IQ-A
Q3 iw" '3~le,

11-13-LS22

07-10-LS9

fl-Iq-~
QBc 3->p

pager operAA.o(

4.6.3.3 The isolation time of each testable automatic
containment isolation valve Oat:::::j'i'@Flqcked.'..".aN~ed;."w;,'6therW)se~!secMr'ed shall
be determined to be within its liiiii'b when tested pursuant Wo
'5'! -,-:!f~)::. -::r:: E!0t,w.,,:::,..

4.6.3.4 Each containment ventilation isolation valve, except the air sample
supply and return valves, shall be demonstrated OPERABLE every,':,;:184::::::"days''::.kod

itl i ~ setsm f ~,f, i,, tt
I'%erifying

leakage rates in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. jThisgsuruei1:,fangejisii~ip ':jr:,::ejutrped::;:;wh~lerii:::,he~ipPnet~rehio
>sN ated$ 5 "g%".:3'i'ik::ii."'st%,;,:b3)'haik'-::..:-','fat

-
e';:,

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-16 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

~ CHANGE
NUIIBER

11-09

11-10

NSHC

A

DESCRIPTION @we o~ra~Z aonaln~nt-

Consistent with NUREG-1431 and indu Traveler TSTFA6, Rev. 1,

the isolation time surveillance is revise to delete the reference to
verifying "each power operated" contai ment isolation valve and only
require verification of each "automatic solation valve." Containment
isolation valves which are power operated but do not receive a
containment isolation signal (i.e. can be remotely operated), do not have
an isolation time assumed in the accident analysis since they require
operator action. Therefore, deleting the reference to power operated
isolation valve time testing is a clarification that reduces the potential for
misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while maintaining the
assumptions of the accident analysis.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 38).

/FINS $54.Z-I0
A Note is added to the tainment isolation specifica on that the LCO
is not applicable to main team safety valves (MSSVsJ, main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs), feedwater isolation valves @Vs), [ ] and
atmos eric dum valve (ADVs).

11-12

11-13 LS22

—fuRetlen-. This note is consistent with current licensing bases:

The phase "flowpath" is added for clarification and constancy with
NUREG-1431. This specification is based on GDC 55, 56, and 57
which address the proper isolation for each "line" that penetrates
containment. Licensees have always been required to assure that
proper protection is provided for each line or flow path that passes
through containment even ifmultiple flow paths share the same
penetration. In this specification, the term "penetration" has always
meant each flow path that penetrates containment. Adding the weirds
"flowpath" to the sp

'
rifiie

ant aw lens once eve 72 hours d><i mu+pQaller
This change re ises the DCPP containment ventilation isolation
leak rate surv llance frequency
from 24 hours to 92 days after opening a valve. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431 and NRC resolution of Multi-Plant Action
No. B-20, "Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration." These
valves have a good service record and have consistently met leakage
rate requirements. The revised 92 day frequency still reflects
conservative margin to compensate for degradation of the resilient seats
in these valves.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 314.6 Page 9 of12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

11-04
A

11-05
LS14

11-06
TR3

11-07
LG

11-08
TR1

11-09
A

11-10
A

NUREG-1431 adds a new Condition to the current
Containment Isolation Valve TS to address the case
where two containment isolation valves in a penetration
flowpath are inoperable.

A new Condition is added to the current Containment
Isolation Valve TS to cover the case where one
containment isolation valve is inoperable in a
penetration flow path of the type configured with only
one containment isolation valve and a closed system.
Also, the Completion Time for this Condition allows 72
hours to isolate an inoperable isolation valve associated
with a closed system.

The CTS SR to demonstrate the OPERABILITYof each
containment isolation valve by performance of a cycling
and isolation time test prior to returning the valve to
service after maintenance, repair, or replacement work
on the valve or its associated actuator, control, or power
circuit has been deleted.

The descriptive material regarding the required
containment isolation valve actuation signals in the CTS
SR is moved to the Bases.

The actuation surveillance is revised consistent with
NUREG-1431 to clarify that an actual signal as well as a
test signal may be used to verify actuation.

The isolation time surveillance is revised to delete the
reference to verifying "each power operated"
containment isolation valve and only require verification
of each automati isolation valve."

The note providin a one time test interval extension
that is no longer plicable is deleted.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this Note.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, WolfCreek
does not use GDC
57 valves.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this Note.

Yes

No Caliaway does
not use GDC 57
valves.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this Note.

ogden open"k'd. Canka.nrnen+
@9.c,B-E'

8 ~.
9-5'CPP

Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





BASES

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

ee'c'pww 'Awv&vw

gey"
+os~~

! i!"i I«!!!!! ~ «!! .p
containment isolation valve is within limits is required to demonstrate ~q.~.9
OPERABILITY. The isolation time test ensures the valve will isolate in a
time period less than or equal to that assumed in the safety analyses.
The isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with the

SR 3.6.3.6 NPFgEed

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS ~k-'i@A
(Continued)

SR 3.6.3.7

i-',i !,,!!:,':::,-'!!!':N'i"'!"e='! "":,""'"'!':"',",:,:::"1!!!,%"i""""'i!::,:::"!-
test%ri bey'o'nd the test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. Option'yB is
required to ensure OPERABILITY. Operating experience has demon'st'rat'ed*'that
this type of seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter time period than
do other seal types. Based on this observation and the importance of
maintaining ~ these<penetrations leak tight (due to the direct path
between containment arid the environment). a Frequency of 184 days was
established as part of the NRC resolution of Generic Issue B-20. "Containment
Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration" (Ref. 8 4).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after opening the
valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen recognizing that cycling the valve
could introduce additional seal degradation (beyond that occurring to a valve
that has not been opened). Thus. decreasing the interval (from 184 days) is
a prudent measure after a valve has been opened.

The'":."3'eak"."::.":reste iauuegtaaCe'Cg>teeN:fur':"tafe~COn a~ament Purge':'Suggly."::aa'di!hi'""i'~iiiii~ll:;, ilia';)''i,,!!!!!',:,,::!ii!"
i,':":,,!i,:'!ll"",I,'",ll:,"'ll!"'ccorda'ncsae::.:.wi'thkthre(Contair'iiieriti.L!eak'aje':,::,kati:': Test('nial::Preir'arne';:a

-'"'*''
(Continued)

DC D Park-uo of NUREG->43 . Rev I Bases B 3 6-2~





JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.6

CHANGE
NUMBER

3.6-5

JUSTIFICATION

This change is in accordance with TSTF<5, Rev. 1 and revises SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to

specify that only containment isolation valves that are not locked, sealed, or othenNise secured

are required to be verified closed. The position of the locked, sealed, or otherwise secured

valves was verified before the valves were locked, sealed, or otherwise secured.

3.6W

3.6-7

3.6-8

3.6-9

3.6-10

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compa Table Enclo
wet cper~ con+nInn ~+

This change is in accordance with TSTF-46, ev. an revises 3.6.3.5 to delete the
49.c.8-9

reference to verifying the isolation time of" ch power operated" containment isolation valve and

only require verification of each "automatic solation valve." Valves credited as containment
isolation valves which are power operated (i.e., can be remotely operated) that do not receive a

containment isolation signal do not have as isolation time as assumed in the accident analyses

since they require operator action. Therefore, deleting reference to power operated isolation

valve time testing reduces the potential for misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while

maintaining the assumptions of the accident analyses.

Revises the Completion Time for the restoration of containment pressure from 1 hour to [4]
hours. The [4] hour Completion Time is consistent with the CTS. The [4] hours []allows the

adequate time to take'all Required Actions in a controlled manner.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)
qB.(. 3-ll

Replaces the chemical additive tank volume limits in gallons with a tank level limits in percent [ ].
7/='-2& I

A new Note is added to ITS 3.6.3, Condition A.2 f and C.2] in accordance with eler G-9 .

The additional Note applies to isolation devices that are locked, sealed or otherwise secured in

position and allows these devices to be veriTied closed by use of administrative means. It is
sufficient to assume that initial establishment of component status (e.g., isolation valves closed)
was performed correctly. Subsequently, verification is intended to ensure the component has not
been inadvertently repositioned. Given that the function of locking, sealing, or securing
components is to ensure the same avoidance of inadvertent repositioning, the periodic
reverification should only be a verification of the administrative control that ensures that the
component remains in the required state. Itwould be inappropriate to remove the lock, seal, or
other means of securing the component solely to perform an active verification of the required
state.

3.6-12

3.6-13

3.6-14

3.6-15

3.6-16

3.6-17

Consistent with SR 3.6.3.8, which provides that actuation position testing is not required for
valves locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required position under administrative
control, this change would provide that isolation time testing is not required for automatic
containment isolation valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required
position under administrative control. This change is consistent with WOG-91.

A clarifying note is added to SR 3.6.3.7 that would allow that leakage rate testing for containment

purge valves with resilient seals is not required when the penetration flow path is isolated by a

leak tested blind flange.

This change would incorporate plant specific operability criteria for containment fan cooler units

required to meet design functional requirements. These re uirements are contained in the CTS.
nsepf SZ c . C - p

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison a e (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The ACTIONS and SRs of ITS 3.6.3 are modified to reflect DCPP current license bases
allowance to open at one time any 2 of 3 the DBAqualiflied48 inch purge supply and/or exhaust
flow paths and 12 inch vacuum/pressure relief flow paths.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEFOR CES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.6

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

3.6-1

3.6-2

3.6-3

3.64

3.6-5

3.64

3.6-7

DESCRIPTION

This change supports implementation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B, approved in November 1995.
Testing is performed in accordance with the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program as described in the
Administrative Controls section. This change is consistent
with CTS and is in accordance with Traveler TSTF-52.

This change would extend the testing frequency of
containment air lock interlock mechanisms from 184 days
to 24 months. This change is in accordance with TSTF-
17, Rev. 1.

Consistent with the CTS, a Note has been added to clarify
that the valves listed are not addressed in LCO 3.6.3.
These valves utilize the steam generators and associated
piping as a closed system inside of containment. These
valves also have separate LCOs that provide the
appropriate Required Actions in the event these valves are
inoperable.

This change would extend the Completion Time for a
closed system flowpath with an inoperable isolation valve
to 72 hours. This change is In accordance with TSTF-30,
Rev. 1.

This change would revise SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to
specify that only containment isolation valves that are not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured are required to be
verified closed. This change is in accordance with TSTF-
45, Rev. 1.

Consistent with the current CPSES TS, a note is added to
SR 3.6.3.4 to clarify that the blind flange on thi; fuel
transfer canal need not be verified closed except after
each drainage of the canal.

This change would revise SR 3.6.3.5 to delete the
reference to verifying the isolation time of "each power
operated" containment isolation valve and only require
verification of each "automatic isolation valve." This
change is in accordance with STFA6, Rev. 1.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes, in CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, WC does not
have GDC 57
valves

Yes

No

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes, approved as
Amendment 111

Yes

Yes

No, Callaway does
not have GDC 57
valves

Yes

No

Yes

er C+PrC44'oL Cbn+ nrn<

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-9

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

DOC 11-09 A
JFD 3.6-7
CTS 4.6.3.3
STS SR 3.6.3.5 and Associated Bases
ITS SR 3.6.3.5 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.3.3 requires the isolation time of each power operated or automatic
containment isolation valve be determined to be within limits. STS SR 3.6.3.5 states
basically the same thing but the "or" is changed to "and". STS SR 3.6.3.5 has been
modified by TSTF-46 Rev 1 which clarifies that the SR only applies to automatic power
operated valves. ITS SR 3.6.3.5 and the Associated Bases have been modified to
reflect TSTF-46 Rev 1 as justified by DOC 11-09 A and JFD 3.6-7. The changes made
to DCPP ITS SR 3.6.3.5 are in accordance with TSTF-46 Rev 1, however, the
Associated Bases changes are not in accordance with TSTF-46 Rev 1.

Comment: Revise the ITS Base markup to conform to the approved TSTF-46 Rev 1 or
provide additional discussion and justification for the deviations.

FLOG RESPONSE: Consistent with TSTF-46, Rev.1, the term "automatic containment
isolation valve" has been revised to read "automatic power operated containment isolation
valve." This change was made to CTS SR 4.6.3.3 and the Bases for ITS SR 3.6.3.5. The term
"automatic isolation valve" was revised in the remaining locations to read "automatic power
operated containment isolation valve." This change was also made to the Enclosures 3A and
3B and Enclosures 6A and 6B discussions of DOC 11-09-A and JFD 3.6-7 .

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B
Encl 5B
Encl 6A
Encl 6B

3/4 6-16
11

9
B3.6-24
2
1

31





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
g S'.C. S-9
cPS,c.S-Z

P~~qr OPerPVCO(

463 3 Th I I 4 I,,f...,h ...,bl,~...,,, tt...,
containment isolation valve Qi<:.,':1g,,:not'.,': Lock'Q':::,:>3'ealej>p'i:,'.0th'ewisej'enured shall
b...d, T...d,b...f,t,ttd"'TT"'I't""Th"" ''='t:"d""3 """ 't't""'~
,- 'e':;"':: fYserv)7'e '.,,es:~i7g.:;:::..:.roqTam.

4.6.3.4 Each containment ventilation isolation valve, except the air sample
supply and return valves, shall be demonstrated OPERABLE everj~;::184m!da js"''::'and

th bhb bra 4,,: f ~ aaii' h "I" '.'
by

verifying leakage rates in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
itrogram. Jhisd.!s'ofrtTiio'i!!abase".::;i's'4,:~ot'',,::::raOi'jirasihMiiip thai jaoaOria!'.itoo,::,':i'',;:i'omiOafh"::fs
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3/4 6-16 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4.6
(Continued) qs,c,z-9

PE. ('3-Z
CHANGE
NUMBER

11-09

11-10

NSHC

A

DESCRIPTION Q+~< aP ~

Consistent with NUREG-1431 and indu Traveler TSTF46, Rev. 1,

the isolation time surveillance is revise to delete the reference to
verifying 'each power operated contai ment isolation valve and only
require verification of each "automatic solation valve. Containment
isolation valves which are power operated but do not receive a
containment isolation signal (i.e. can be remotely operated), do not have
an isolation time assumed in the accident analysis since they require
operator action. Therefore, deleting the reference to power operated
isolation valve time testing is a clarification that reduces the potential for
misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while maintaining the
assumptions of the accident analysis.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

IARvs QSC.z-i o
A Note is added to the tainment isolation specifiica on that the LCO
is not applicable to main team safety valves (MSSVsJ, main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs), feedwater isolation valves (AVs), [ ) and
atmos e dum valve (ADVs).

11-12

11-13 LS22

—fuRetieR-. This note is consistent with current licensing bases:

The phase'flow path is added for clarification and constancy with
NUREG-1431. This specification is based on GDC 55, 56, and 57
which address the proper isolation for each line that penetrates
containment Ucensees have always been required to assure that
proper protection is provided for each line or flow path that passes
through containment even ifmultiple flowpaths share the same
penetration. In this specification, the term "penetration has always
meant each flow path that penetrates containment. Adding the

weirds"flowpath to the sp 'ifiie
ant aW leA$ once eve 72 6>Uw ~>«mvgapeClinr

This change re ises the DCPP containment ventilation isolation
leak rate surv Ilance frequency
from 24 hou to 92 days after opening a valve. This change is
consistentwith NUREG-1431 and NRC resolution of Multi-Plant Action
No. B-20, Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration." These
valves have a good service record and have consistently met leakage
rate requirements. The revised 92 day frequency still reflects
conservative margin to compensate for degradation of the resilient seats
in these valves.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.6 Page 9 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

11-04
A

11-05
LS14

11-0S
'R3

11-07
LG

11-08
TR1

11-09
A

11-10
A

DESCRIPTION

NUREG-1431 adds a new Condition to the current
Containment Isolation Valve TS to address the case
where two containment isolation valves in a penetration
flowpath are inoperable.

A new Condition is added to the current Containment
Isolation Valve TS to cover the case where. one
containment isolation valve is inoperable in a
penetration flow path of the type configured with only
one containment isolation valve and a closed system.
Also, the Completion Time for this Condition allows 72
hours to isolate an inoperable isolation valve associated
with a closed system.

The CTS SR to demonstrate the OPERABILITY'ofeach
containment isolation valve by performance of a cycling
and Isolation time test prior to returning the valve to
service after maintenance, repair, or replacement work
on the valve or its associated actuator, control, or power.
circuit has been deleted.

The descriptive material regarding the required
containment isolation valve actuation signals in the CTS
SR is moved to the Bases.

The actuation surveillance is revised consistent with
NUREG-1431 to clarify that an actual signal as well as a
test signal may be used to verify actuation.

The isolation time surveillance is revised to delete the
reference to verifying each power operated"
containment isolation valve and only require verification
of each "automati isolation valve.

The note providin a one time test interval extension
that is no longer plicable is deleted.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this Note.

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

No, WolfCreek
does not use GDC
57 valves.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this Note.

CALLAWAY

Yes

No, Callaway does
not use GDC 57
valves.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this Note.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





BASES

Containment Isolation Valves (

83.6.3

Cgh'PP'W V WP DC C W CD WA WAY V V V VAVWAWDVAWA Y . AD~ AAWPAW~D, WP
:C . CD

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(Continued)

SR 3.6.3.5

I tfffgttttt I Itt t f I~ t tf g...f
containment isolation valve. is within limits is required to demonstrate ~9.~.~ ~
OPERABILITY. The isolation time test ensures the valve will isolate in a

time period less than or equal to that assumed in the safety analyses.
The isolation time and Frequency of this SR are in accordance with theI ttgP I
SR 3.6.3.S gfttUfed

SR 3.6.3.7

testing"bc'eyohnAD the test requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, NCioij~B is
required to ensure OPERABILITY. Operating experience has demonstrated that
this type of seal has the potential to degrade in a shorter time period than
do other seal types. Based on this observation and the importance of
maintaining ~ %hase,.",.:penetrations leak tight (due to the direct path
between containment and the environment), a Frequency of 184 days was
established as part of the NRC resolution of Generic Issue B-20, "Containment
Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration" (Ref. 8 4).

Additionally, this SR must be performed within 92 days after opening the
valve. The 92 day Frequency was chosen recognizing that cycling the valve
could introduce additional seal degradation (beyond that occurring to a valve
that has not been opened). Thus. decreasing the interval (from 184 days) is
a prudent measure after a valve has been opened.

5c'cor'da'r'ice.':w'ith-':.':t'ai'::,:''.,"cojitai'nhmg'eiiti Lceahkagi~i.
DCAPAYAYh TCCYAAAY VAAC~AWAAAAADAI'PADADhWADADCCNICYAPAWADhDP h AAAAIWAVAAAhW,A4DACAD DWW 'IW D

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-24





JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.6

CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.6-5 This change is in accordance withTSTF45, Rev. 1 and revises SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to
specify that only containment isolation valves that are not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
are required to be verified closed. The position of the locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
valves was verified before the valves were locked, sealed, or otherwise secured.

3.64

3.6-7

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compa 'able Enclo
iver oper~ 6on+rinrnM+

This change is in accordance withTSTF46, ev. an revises 3.6.3.5 to delete the
reference to verifying the isolation time of" ch power operated" containment isolation valve and
only require verification of each automatic solation valve.'alves credited as containment
isolation valves which are power operated (i.e., can be remotely operated) that do not receive a
containment isolation signal do not have as isolation time as assumed in the accident analyses
since they require operator action. Therefore, deleting reference to power operated isolation
valve time testing reduces the potential for misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while
maintaining the assumptions of the accident analyses.

3.64

3.6-9

3.6-10

3.6-11

Revises the Completion Time for the restoration of containment pressure from 1 hour to [4]
hours. The [4] hour Completion Time is consistent with the CTS. The [4] hours []allows the
adequate time to take'all Required Actions in a controlled manner.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)

cate./.,

3-/I
Replaces the chemical additive tank volume limits in gallons with a tank level limits in percent [ ].

T/='-2&9
A new Note is added to ITS 3.6.3, Condition A2 [and C.2] in accordance with eler G-9 .

The additional Note applies to isolation devices that are locked, sealed or otherwise secured in

position and allows these devices Io be verified closed by use of administrative means. It is
sufficient to assume that initial establishment of component status (e.g., isolation valves closed)
was performed correctly. Subsequently, verification is intended to ensure the component has not
been inadvertently repositioned. Given that the function of locking, sealing, or securing
components is to ensure the same avoidance of inadvertent repositioning, the periodic
reverification should only be a verification of the administrative control that ensures that the
component remains in the required state. Itwould be inappropriate to remove the lock, seal, or
other means of securing the component solely to perform an active verification of the required
state.

3.6-12 Consistent with SR 3.6.3.8, which provides that actuation position testing is not required for
valves locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required position under administrative
control, this change would provide that isolation time testing is not required for automatic
containment isolation valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required
position under administrative control. This change is consistent with WOG-91.

3.6-13 A clarifying note is added to SR 3.6.3.7 that would allow that leakage rate testing for containment
purge valves with resilient seals is not required when the penetration flow path is isolated by a
leak tested blind flange.

3.6-14

3.6-15

3.6-16

3.6-17

This change would incorporate plant specific operability criteria for containment fan cooler units
required to meet design functional requirements. These uirements are contained in the CTS.

nSer4 43 4 ~ 4 - p
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison a e (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The ACTIONS and SRs of ITS 3.6.3 are modified to reflect DCPP current license bases
allowance to open at one time any 2 of 3 the DBAqualified 48 inch purge supply and/or exhaust
flow paths and 12 inch vacuum/pressure relief flow paths.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLEF 'ERENCES FROM NUREG-1431, SECTION 3.6 pe 1 of3

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

3.6-1

3.6-2

3.6-3

3.64

3.6-5

3.64

3.6-7

This change supports implementation of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B, approved in November 1995.
Testing is performed in accordance with the Containment
Leakage Rate Testing Program as described in the
Administrative Controls section. This change is consistent
with CTS and is in accordance with Traveler TSTF-52.

This change would extend the testing frequency of
containment air lock interlock mechanisms from 184 days
to 24 months. This change is in accordance with TSTF-
17, Rev. 1.

Consistent with the CTS, a Note has been added to clarify
that the valves listed are not addressed in LCO 3.6.3.
These valves utilize the steam generators and associated
piping as a closed system inside of containment These
valves also have separate LCOs that provide the
appropriate Required Actions in the event these valves are
inoperable.

This change would extend the Completion Time for a
closed system flow path with an inoperable isolation valve
to 72 hours. This change is in accordance with TSTF-30,
Rev. 1.

This change would revise SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to
specify that only containment isolation valves that are not
locked, sealed, or otherwise secured are required to be
veriTied closed. This change is in accordance with TSTF-
45, Rev. 1.

Consistent with the current CPSES TS, a note is added to
SR 3.6.3.4 to clarify that the blind flange on the fuel
transfer canal need not be verified closed except after
each drainage of the canal.

This change would revise SR 3.6.3.5 to delete the
reference to verifying the isolation time of "each power
operated'ontainment isolation valve and only require
verification of each 'automatic isolation valve. This
change isin accordancewith STF-46, Rev.1.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes, in CTS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No WCdoesnot
have GDC 57
valves

Yes

No

Yes

Yes, approved as
Amendment 111

Yes

Yes

No, Callaway does
not have GDC 57
valves

Yes

No

Yes

CI Op?IC4E'+
~+en~c'CPP

Conversion Comparison Table - Improved TS

cj84. 3- $
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Enclosure 2
PGSE Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-10REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, WC, CA

DOC 11-11 A
JFD 3.6-3
CTS 3.6.3
STS LCO 3.6.3
ITS LCO 3.6.3 Note and Associated Bases

ITS LCO 3.6.3 contains a Note not contained in CTS 3.6.3 or STS LCO 3.6.3. This Note
states that ITS LCO 3.6.3 is not applicable to the Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs),
Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs), Main
Feedwater Regulation Valves (MFRVs), their associated bypass valves, and
Atmospheric Steam Dump, Relief or Dump Valves. The justifications for adding this
Note (DOC 11-11 A and JFD 3.6-3) state that it is consistent with current licensing
basis, the valves are not considered containment isolation valves, and that they have
separate ITS LCOs that provide appropriate required actions in the event these valves
are inoperable. Nothing in the CTS states or implies that these valves are exempt from
this LCO. Furthermore, the staff considers these valves to be containment isolation
valves. In addition, the proposed change was submitted to the staff as a generic
change to the STS (TSTF-44) and was rejected. The staff considers this change to be a
generic change that is beyond the scope of review for this conversion. See Comment
Number 3.6.3-24.

Comment: Delete this generic change.

FLOG RESPONSE: Diablo Canyon, Callaway, and WolfCreek desire to continue to pursue
this change. The justiTication in DOC 11-11-A and JFD 3.6-3 have been modified to state: "A

Note is added to the containment isolation specification that the LCO is not applicable to main
steam safety valves (MSSVs), main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), main feedwater isolation
valves (MFIVs), and [atmospheric dump valves (ADVs)]. The current licensing basis for these
valves exempts them from playing a role in establishing or maintaining containment integrity.
This is based upon 10 CFR 50.36.c.2 and 3 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. There are no
surveillances associated with LCO 3.6.1.1 or LCO 3.6.3 which are applicable to these valves.[]
This Note is consistent with current licensing basis." The application of LCO 3.6.3 to these
valves (MSSVs, MFIVs, ADVs (DCPP), ASDVs (CA), ARVs (WC), etc.) would result in two
similar LCOs being applicable to the same equipment yet having different ACTION times. The
role of ITS LCOs 3.6.1, 3.6.2, and 3.6.3 are to establish containment leak tight integrity through
the Containment Leak Rate Program and then maintain it during plant operation. These valves
are more complex and have safety functions which require them to be open while containment
integrity is established. The isolation function would be required as a result of conditions
different from those generally requiring containment isolation. The applicable ITS 3.7 LCOs
recognize these conditions and provide appropriate actions. These LCOs require valve
operability and provide ACTIONS similar to containment isolation but more conservative for an
inoperable valve. An inoperable MSSV (normal operable condition is closed) under ITS LCO
3.7.1 would require restoration or a power reduction within 4 hours (valve fails to open). An

32





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

inoperable MSIV under ITS 3.7.2 would require restoration within 8 hours for DCPP and 72
hours for WC and CA or close the valve (in Mode 2) and then proceed to Mode 4. An
inoperable MFIVunder ITS 3.7.3 would require closure within 72 hours for DCPP and 4 hours
for WC and CA and verification every 7 days or the plant would proceed to Mode 4. An
inoperable ADV (DCPP), ASDV (CA), or ARV (WC) (normal operable condition is closed) under
ITS 3.7.4 would require restoration within 7 days (failure to open). The most conservative
applicable operational requirements are found in the associated ITS 3.7 LCO.

DCPP S ecific Discussion:

The only CIV requirements that are applicable relate to their design and installation such that
they are closed or capable of being closed as required by GDC 57. The ITS LCO 3.6.3 Bases
is revised under the discussion concerning the Note to state: "The Containment isolation
function of these valves is associated with their design and installation under GDC 57 as a
second boundary in a closed system (passive) when the containment environment has potential
direct access to the outside environment. The containment isolation valves have no role in
establishing or maintaining containment integrity unless the closed system boundary has been
breached." The containment isolation function is assured as long as the CIVs are OPERABLE.
OPERABILITYis required (both opening and closing) under their respective ITS 3.7 LCOs in
Modes 1, 2, and 3. In Mode 4, these valves are normally closed. The STS 3.7 applicable
Bases Sections cite low energy levels and the general lack of credible transients that may
challenge this boundary which is, at that point, operating well below its design capabilities.
While a release of radioactive material to containment is possible in Mode 4, the passive type A
leak tested boundary of the closed system is adequate. Mode 4 releases of radioactive
materials are more applicable to maintenance of containment integrity for systems with direct
contact with the RCS or containment environment. The added Note provides this clarification to
aid Operations personnel in understanding the licensing requirements. This discussion is
consistent with the following: (1) SER 0, 10/16/74 (states design is consistent with GDC-57),
(2) LA73/72 (relocates containment isolation valve list outside of the TS), (3) FSAR Table 6.2-
39 (Notes that these valves have a safety function to be open in a DBA and that they are
exempt from Type C leak Testing), (4) Containment Leak Rate Program: Type A, B, and C
testing, and (5) IST Plan. The Main Feedwater Regulation Valves (MFRVs) and associated
bypass valves should not be included in the Note added to ITS LCO 3.6.3. They are not under
GDC-57 and are not associated with containment isolation.

Enclosed is the following plant specific documentation to support the above discussion:

FSAR Table 6.2-39
SER 0, 10/16/74
LA 73/72

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2 3/4 6-15
Encl 3A 11

Encl 5A 3.6-8
Encl 5B B3.6-15
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Encl 6A
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.3 CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

43.4.0- 1

3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.* g

APPLICABILITY: MODES l. 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION M;i@+A+.„'",;.HPP+

With one or more ~the jmit'r4tgo'n;"",.;7'l@:;:;pitIIs$@i'4h'::on8 isolation val v~
inoperable. maintain at 'feast one ssoleati'omn van l've"OPERABLE in each affected
penetration that is open and:

11-12-A

11-16-A

11-12-A

11-'12-A

01-03-A

within

11-11-A
g3.(. 3-1 o

b. Isolate each affected penetration Jim,;:pap within 4 hours by use of
at least one deactivated automatic "vsal~vce secured in the isolation
position, or

c. Isolate each affected penetration f1&',".'..:pMh within 4 hours by,use of
at least one closed manual valve or"bl"ind"flange oi!i@i ekc!!'v1a, ve~wjth
:„,: ON!.S"ecTII',vee;

ol'.

Be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

the following 30 hours.

"."',.'"."'".. """"".:: ","-"."%n'O''A~i6heig'c
Os''g im' "'('ADV')''r

iGTC:"::,4':;:>=.,'',-",:-,',.g Penetrate'on,.l f3%;.';.p'a@a may be
opened on an intermittent basis undear"'"aadminisst'ratfve control.

cavd."::,:so';.COL'9!'SHlPQDWH:,:::iithjnsthe.,:.'::"fiilgovIi !gg pheon

11%1-LS13

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

11-06-TR3

'11-09-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-15 Amendment Nos. 73 and 72
August 10, 1992





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUIIBER

11-09

11-10

NSHC

A

DESCRIPTION Powers
oPera+d n+'"~«

Consistentwith NUREG-1431 and indu Traveler TSTFA6, Rev. 1,

the isolation time surveillance is revise to delete the reference to
verifying "each power operated" contai ment isolation valve and only
require verification of each "automatic solation valve. Containment
isolation valves which are power operated but do not receive a
containment isolation signaI (i.e. can be remotely operated), do not have
an isolation time assumed in the accident analysis since they require
operator action. Therefore, deleting the reference to power operated
isolation valve time testing is a clarification that reduces the potential for
misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while maintaining the
assumptions of the accident analysis.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

gFils QS6.9'-Io
A Note is added to the tainment isolation specifica on that the LCO
is not applicable to main team safety valves (MSSVs), main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs), feedwater isolation valves (AVs), [ ] and
atmos heric dum valve (ADVs).

11-12

11-13 LS22

—fueetien-. This note is consistent viith current licensing bases:

The phase'flow path" is added for clarification and constancy with
NUREG-1431. This specification is based on GDC 55, 56, and 57
which address the proper isolation for each "line" that penetrates
containment. Licensees have always been required to assure that
proper protection is provided for each line or flowpath that passes
through containment even ifmultiple flow paths share the same
penetration. In this specification, the term "penetration" has always
meant each flow path that penetrates containment. Adding the

weirds
flow path to the sp 'ifiie

act aw lerv'nce eve 72 haul 4~< mulhple
oilvs

This change re ises the DCPP containment ventilation isolation
leak rate surv llance frequency
from 24 hou to 92 days after opening a valve. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431 and NRC resolution of Multi-Plant Action
No. B-20, Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration." These
valves have a good service record and have consistently met leakage
rate requirements. The revised 92 day frequency still reflects
conservative margin to compensate for degradation of the resilient seats
in these valves.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.3

PS

3.6.3 Containment Isolation. Valves PS
aRd-Quaked

A)3. c.9 lo

$85IVs);::'-;,,;::"Feedw'alai',.',::~.1j'olation):;Va1vesN,,(HF'IVAN),.::":,.,
'" 'iand'.:isAtmaospa jjef',j'ci<ouemp:":ga']:j!esgfADVs)$

~%+IX'"4.'"'.wow""MLe'MQ!ew" w"~~ ""'"*"'"'"""""".".Skew'k"'w'*""'""'e5'i'o'e'ceo

LCO 3.6.3 Each containment isolation valve shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4..

ACTIONS ---- -NOTES-
1. Penetration flow ath(s)

0 ejcePt:„;. nn:,oairo::ethan„.".tweno,aoeg'thnreeer1 onw:, Pnith sforggontaineenat!Pore'e
e'oool j.::::andi!ei'diaostane'ntd>c'on'tainiiie'rtWy)'cYifiiii'loimsi'iiegig!he'i! ioa'tahsWi"t!,one

2. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path.

3.6-17

3. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by
containment isolation valves.

4. Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.6.1, "Containment,"
when isolation valve leakage results in exceeding the overall containment
leakage rate -acceptance criteria.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A ---------NOTE---------
Only applicable to
penetration flow paths
with two containment
isolation valves.

One or more penetration
flow paths with one
containment isolation
valve inoperable exoenp't;
fOr i'a:::;::Ceanetrea

nsaaOLinti .';pwenr0e
'su'ppl j;::',;and;:.'.,:.exhaosZ','~k'3~e

O renew

4gPpSp":,"~,:.pl".'8SSQr8i,.„V'al'QUN
remi ei!'~Pai pewiea'tep~6~i"oE
w'ithi'ii::..'::Iiiait.

A. 1 Isolate the affected
penetration flow path by
use of at least one closed
and de-activated automatic
valve, closed manual valve,
blind flange, or check
valve with flow through the
valve secured.

AND

4 hours

B-PS

(continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3. 6-8





BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

I LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment boundary. The
containment isolation valves'afety function is related to minimizing the
loss of reactor coolant inventory and establishing the containment boundary
during a DBA. The automatic power operated isolation valves are required to
have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an automatic isolation

val ves'"i'iidl'%hi";;""Pr''esses'ur'8'l Vicu'usm'.,':::.,::.RM,:jef~yal,ver:::must"'be=

-E These blocked ~ge valves also actuate on an automatic Lsolation signal.
The valves covered by this LCO are listed along with theii ass'ociated

CAD,'3a'DC1a'x".-w - —6- s(R- fS4',c:53)-ce'-cma4-Ax-aha>-eaece4ri-'" —'"%<%Axe@

W

~ Normally closed pass'ice;.";eonhai7ii'iieot33isolation valves/de]ces are
considered OPERABLE wfien manual" vae"I ves" are closed, automatic" val'ves are
de-activated and secured in their closed osition. blind flanges are in
place and

S s Ad-cS
48. S. 9 ddddd

Crrndteerrmnent>rrrrrrrdeAS@~,,I7.:anif",:eaherret„:;;,:rsrrrr1'tree!,::::.err'..LY6tainmenf

iiiust meet additional leakage rate SUPveg~l!38AC88jVreqQ&gcg
requirements. The other containment isolation valve leakage rates aie"
dd d 3 CCC 3.6.3. "C t. 3 t."~

This LCO provides assurance that the containment isolation valves end-tfg
Aw 'Av+dvAwdAA tee vA' dwArAw ww AvAdwAvAv rvAwv Aww ~ ' w ' wsv v r}v 636wA~v ed w v w A'w' ' r»wwA

...6.

~:: .sdve:: '%, "6,'".X,et:: S,r '.i i:. 'a,.ASdw.dAdwgwdwr 'dvvAwAACSvA'de '. vdcdawm .'.6" Adc: e .Vd: w' 6 AoddAcAevf r
td

func6osn to m>nimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory and establish the
containment boundary during accidents.

i%rAe,,-:,CCO;;:,->i SAmsedii!redid«",,a<~HO%.;:,St~j,gag,thvet"'.":ic,heej

,:',.
"""""";,'„. ',:"':",:;.i':.",::L%0:''.3.:!'":7:';:4

""'r'st'idrdrns"..",:4'n':.".thded"err'ednt,::: htees:errrArirsreisidieee,,.':i nbkp~iibl~h'i ~„ss,+ q=8=r s ro.-
APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2. 3. and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive

material to containment. In NODES 5 and 6 ~ the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations of these NODES.

(Continued)
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.6

This Enclosure contains a brief discussion/justification for each marked-up technical change to NUREG-1431, to

make them plant-specific or to incorporate generic changes resulting from the Industry/NRC generic change

process. The change numbers are referenced directly from the NUREG-1431 mark-ups (Enclosure 5A). For

Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B text in brackets "f ]" indicates the information is plant specific and is not common

to all the JLS plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may have plant specific information in that

location.

CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.6-1 This change supports implementation of the 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B, for
performance based leakage rate testing Option B by referencing the Containment

Leakage Rate Testing Program described in the Administrative Controls section. This

change is consistent with the CTS and Traveler TSTF-52.

3.6-2

(l
3.6-3

3.6Q

'

Consistent with Traveler TSTF-17, Rev. 1, this change would extend the testing

frequency of containment air lock interlock mechanisms from 184 days to 24 months and

delete the SR note per implementation ofAppendix J, Option B. SR 3.6.2.2 would be

revised to require testing of the air lock door interlocks at an interval of 24 months.

Typically, the interlock is installed after each refueling outage, verified OPERABLE with

this surveillance and not disturbed until the next refueling outage. Ifthe need for
maintenance arises when the interlock is required, the performance of the interlock
surveillance would be required following the maintenance. In addition, when an air lock
is opened during times the interlock is required, the operator firstverifies that one door is

completely shut and the door seals pressurized before attempting to open the other
door. Therefore, the interlock is not challenged except during actual testing of the
interlock. Consequently, it should be sufficient to ensure proper operation of the
interlock by testing the interlock on a 24 month interval.

Consistent with the CTS, a Note has been added to clarify that the valves listed are not
addressed in LCO 3.6:3. These valves utilize the steam generators and associated-
piping as a closed system inside of containment These valves have separate LCOs

that provide the appropriate Required Actions in e e nt these valves are inoperable.
Knsmq . 43,/.3-IO

Consistent with traveler TSTF-30, Rev. 1, this change credit for a closed system
for isolating a failed containment isolation valve. The change would extend the
Completion Time for a closed system flowpath with an inoperable isolation valve to 72
hours. General Design Criteria 57 allows the use of a closed system in combination with

a containment isolation valve to provide two containment barriers against the release of
radioactive material following an accident. Currently, LCO 3.6.3 does not allow the use

of a closed system to isolate a failed containment isolation valve even though the closed

system is subjected to Type A containment leakage testing, is missile protected, and is

seismic Category I piping. Aclosed system also typically has flow through it during
normal operation such that any loss of integrity could be continually observed through a

leakage detection system within containment and during routine system walkdowns for
closed systems outside containment. As such, the use of a closed system is no different
from isolating a failed containment isolation valve by use of a single valve as specified in

Required ACTIONA.1. Therefore, LCO 3.6.3, Required ACTION C.1 is revised to allow
72 hours to isolate a failed valve associated with a closed system. This 72 hour period
provides the necessary time to perform repairs on a failed containment isolation valve
when relying on an intact closed system. A Completion Time of 72 hours is considered
appropriate given that certain valves may be located inside containment, the reliabilityof
the closed system, and that 72 hours is typically provided for losing one train of
redundancy throughout the NUREG-1431. Ifthe closed system and associated
containment isolation valve were both inoperable, the plant would be in LCO 3.0.3 since
there is no specific Condition specified.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS
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Insert for 3.6.3-10

Encl 3A - page 11, insert for DOC 11-11-A:

A Note is added to the containment isolation specification that the LCO is not applicable
to main steam safety valves (MSSVs), main steam isolation valves (MSIVs), main
feedwater isolation valves (MFIVs), and [atmospheric dump valves (ADVs)]. This is

based upon 10CFR50.36.c.2 and 3 and 10CFR50, Appendix J. There are no
surveillances associated with LCO 3.6.1.1 or LCO 3.6.3 which are applicable to these
valves. []This Note is consistent with current licensing basis.

Encl 5B, page B3.6-15 insert:

The Containment isolation function of these valves are associated with their design and
installation under GDC 57 as a second boundary in a closed system (passive) when the
containment environment has potential direct access to the outside environment. They
have no role in establishing or maintaining containment integrity unless the closed
system boundary has been breached.

Encl 6A - page 1, insert JFD 3.6-3:

The current license bases exempts these valves from containment integrity
requirements. This is based upon 10CFR50.36.c.2 and 3 and 10CFR50, Appendix J.
There are no surveillances associated with LCO 3.6.1.1 or LCO 3.6.3 which are
applicable to these valves. []
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Figure
6.2-19 Valse Oper- Count Appil.

Pcntr System (Safety Sbea Vlr Type ator Locat. cable
Nos. Prh 3 No. Ltr Val IDNumber 30 1 2 GDC

ODC Control Nonaal Power Trip
Coafor- PO/kE Room Pot Iden Fall. On
manes 0 ladcm Posldoa

Used Post-
After lOCh
IDCA Posldon FtuM Temp

24 Notes

I, 2, F«cdw¹cr
3, 4 (NE/SA)

IOD A
B

FCV<33,439,440,441
FW-1 40,147,153,1$ 1

Gte
Gte
Ch

Mtr 0 $1
Maa 0 51

I 57

Ycs
(7)
Yes

4

C Ya
D No
D

0
0

Ash
Ash

(I) N
Y
Y

C
0

W

W

Hoc 1,26
Hoc '7,16,8
Hoc 2

$ . g Mah steam

(NE/SA)
Ig) E

F
G
H

FCVAI,44
FCV-22,2$
PC V-19,22
MS Lhc Safctks

(3) hlr 0 57
Gib Air 0 57
Glb hlr 0 51
Rlf Spr 0 51
Cls - I $1

Ycs
Ya
(5)
(6)
Ya

D Ya
C Ya
D Ya
D No
D

0
C
C
C

Ash
Closed
Closed
Chscd

(4) N
(4) N
(5) N

N
N

C
C
C
C

6
6
0
6
G

Hoc 3.4,26
Hot 4,26
ICoc S,26
Hot 6,16
Hoc 2

6, 1 Mah seam
(NE/SA)

9.13 Component
coolhg w¹er to
faa cookrs (SA)

14- Ib Compoa eat
coolhg water
from faa cookrs
(SA)

2O) A
B
C
D
E

H

3(V) H

3(VQ I

FCV-42,43
FCV-23,24
PC V-20,21
MS Lhe Safcdcs
FCV.31,33

MS.5444,5445

CCW-1 69.177,469.
417,135

CCW-176.134,416,
484.192

(3) Alr 0 57
Glb hlr 0 57
Gib Alr 0 51
Rlf Spr 0 57
Gte Mtr 0 57
Cls - I 57
G lb Man 0 51

But Maa 0 57

Cb - I 51

But Man 0 51

Cb - I 57

Yes
Ya
(5)
(6)
Ya
Ya
Ya

Ya

Ya

D Ya
C Ya
D Ya
D No
D Ycs
D
D No

'D No

D

D No

D

0 Ash
C Closed
C Closed
C Closed0, Ash

C

0

0

(4) N
(4) N
(5) N

N
R.M Y

Y
N

(7) Y

Y

(7) Y .

Y

C
C
C
C
0

C

0

0

0
6
0
6
6
6
6

Hoc 3,4.26 i
Hoc 4,16
Hoc $ .26
Hot 6,16
)Cot 26
Iloc 2
Hot 26

CoM 7,26,d

CoM

CoM 7,26,g

CoM

19 Component
coolhg water to
reactor eoolaat

pumps (ES)

20 Component
coolhg water
from reactor
coolant pumps
(ES)

21 Component
cooling water
from reactor
coohnt pumps
(ES)

4 (0 A FCV-356
B CCW.53$

4 OIQ F FCV-363
E FCV-149
H CCW-53 I

4 OD C FCV-7$0
D FCV-351
6 CCW.670

But Mtr 0 55
Chk - I 55

But Mtr 0 55
But Mtr I $5
Cbk - I 55

Glb Mtr I 5$
Glb Mtr 0 55
Cbk - I 5$

Ya
Yes

Ycs
Ya
Yes

Ya
Ya
Ya

h Ya 0
A No 0

A Ya 0
h Ya 0
A No 0

h Yes 0
h Yes 0
h No 0

As b P N C W — CoM
N 0 W Cold

As b P N C W Cold
As h P N C V/ Cold

N 0 W Cold

As h P N C W Hot
As h P N C W lloc

N 0 W Hot

u3

(d
1

O

Revision 11 November 1996
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Pcntr
Nos.

Flgme
6.2-19

System (Safety Shecc Vlv
Pr)o 3 No. Ixr Va)ve ID Number

Valve Oper- Cnunt
Type ator Loeat.

3 1 2

Appll-
cabh
GDC

ODC Control Normal Power Trip
Confor- PO&E Room Positn Fall. On
manee 0 Indem 3 Posha

Used
After
LOCA

3

Pst-
LOCA
Poslm Ftuw

23
Temp

Noces

22 Com)onent
coolhg water
to cxcas 1st-
down heat

exchanger
(NE)

4 QV) I CCW49$ Chk 0
Cb I

$7
51

(8)
Ya

C No 0 N
N

0 W
W

Component
coolhg water
from excess
letdown heat
exchanger (NE)

J FCV-361 But hlr 0
Ch I

51
$1

Ya
Ycs

C Ya 0 C)oscd T N
N

C W
W

CoM
Cold

24 Raldual heat 5 (0
ranoval No. I
Cold Leg
lnJecdon (SA)

A bb lbA
B 8818 B
C bd09A
M 8885A

Chk
Chk
Gtc
Olb
Cb

Mtr
Alr

I
I
0
I
0

5$
$5
55
55
5$

Yes
Yes

(9)
Ya
Yes

D
D
D
E
D

No
No
Ya
Ya

0
0
0
C

hah
Closed

R-M

Y
Y
Y
N
Y

0
0
C
C

W
W
W
W
W

Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot

26
26
7,9,26
22
10

Residual heat 5 (QQ
removal No. 2
Cold Leg
hiJeedon (SA)

I
I
K
L

blllC
88)bD
8885B
bd09B

Chk
Chk
Glb
Gtc
Cb

Alr
Mtr

I
I
I
0
0

55
$$

55
$5
$5

Ycs
Yes
Yes
(9)
Ycs

D
D
E
D
D

No
No
Ycs
Ya

0
0
C
0

C)md
As b R-M

Y
Y
N
Y
Y

0
0
C
C

W
W
W
W
W

Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot
Hoc

26
26
22
7,9,26
10

26

27

Raldua) heat 5 OQ
removal Hoc
Leg bJeedon
(SA)

Reactor 6Q
eoohnt system
Loop 4
reclreuhdon (SA)

Containment 6 (0)
sump teclreu-
hdon (SA)

D
E
F
0
H

A
B
C
D

8116A
HCV 610
874)
8716B
8703

8701
8980
8100A
8100B

8982A

G»
'al

0»
G»
Gtc
Cb

G»
Gtc
Gte
Gtc

G»
Ch

Mu'
Air 0
Msn 0
Ma 0
Mtr I

0

Mu'
Mu 0
Mu 0
Mu'

Mu'
0

55
55
$5

$5
$$

55

55
55
$5
55

56
S6

(9)
(9)
Ycs
(9)
(11)
Yes

(11)
(11)
(II)
(11)

(12)
Yes

D
D
E
D
D
D

D
D
D
D

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Ycs
Y«s
Ycs

0
0
C
0
C.

0
0
0
0

Ash
Open

Ash
Ash

Ash
Ash
Ash
As b

Ash

R-M
RM

RM
R-M

. R.M
R-M
R.M
R.M

(12)

Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y

C
C
C
0
0

C
C
C
C

W
W
W
W
W
W

W
W
W
W

W
W

Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot
Hoc

Hoc
Hot
Hoc
Hoc

Hot
Hot

7,9,26
9,'26
27
7,9,26
7,11,26
10

1.
1,27
1,27
1,11,21

10

29 Contahunent 6')
sump rcclreu-
bt)on (SA)

8982B Mu'
0

(12)
Ya

D Ya C
D

As b (12) 0 W
W 10

Containment 1 (0
spray system
(Sh)

A
B
C
D

90) IB
9001B
CS-32
9003B

Chk
Gtc
Glb
G»

I
Mu'
Man 0
Mtr 0

$6 Ya
56 (II)
56 =- Ya
56 (11)

D No 0
D Yes C
D No C
D Ya C

Ash

Ash

(13)

(7)

Y
Y
N
Y

0
C
C
C

W
W
W
W

Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold

ll 13 I

7,11

Revision 11
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TABLE6.2-39
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Figure
6.2.19 Valve Oper- Cnnnt

Pcntr System(Safety Sbcct Vlv Type ator Loca!.
Nos. Prlo 3 No. Ixr Valve IDNumber 3 1

GDC
Confor-

Used
Control Normal Power Trip Alter

PO&E Room Foehn FaIL On LOCA
0 Inde m Posltn

Tetnp
4 Notes

31 Contahmcnt 1 (0) E 9011A Cbk I
spray systcnl F 9003 h Gtc Mtr 0
(SA) G 900lh Gtc Mtr 0

H CS.31 Glb Man 0

56
56
56
56

Ya
(11)
(11)
Yes

D
D
D
D

No 0
Ya „C As Is
Ya C hs Is

No C

Y
(1) Y
(13) Y

N

0
C
C
C

W
W
W
W

CoM
Cold
CoM
CoM

7.11
11,13

32 Spare

33 Safety btjcctkat 8 G)
system (SA)

34 Safety
btJecdon system
(SA)

A 8819A,$ 819B,$ 819C,
8$ 19D

B 8835
G SS23

C $820
D 8801A. 8801B

H $ 843
I 8969

Glb
Glb

Alr I
Man 0

Chk - '

Mtr 0
hlr I

Chk I
Gte Mtr 0

55

55
55

55
55

55
55

Yes

(II)
Ya

Ya
(II)

Ycs
Ya

D
D

No

Yes
Ya

No
Ya

Ya
No

0

N
N

C
C

Y 0

(7) Y C
N C

Y 0
RM Y 0

W
W

W
W

CoM
CoM

CoM
Cold

21

7,11

21

22

Rcgcneradve
beat exchanger
to ktdown heat
exchanger
(NE)

h 8149A
B $ 149B
C $ 149C
D $ 152
0 $ 117

Olb
Glb
Glb
Glb
Rlf

Alr I
hlr I
hlr I
Alr 0
Spr I

55
55
55
55
55

Ycs
Ya
Ycs
Ycs
Ya

A
A
A
A
h

Yes
Ya
Ycs
Ya
No

0
0
0
0
C

Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed
Closed

N
N
N
N
N

W
W
W
W
W

Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot
Hot 20

36 Normal chargbtg 9 gn
to Regenerative
beat exchanger
(5AN34)

E 8318 C

F 8107 Mtr 0

55

55

Ya

Ya

No

Ya N

0 CoM

31, Steam generator I GH)
38 blowdoun (NE)
39,
40

41, Reactor coohnt 10 G)
42. pump seal water
43 supply (ES)
44

I FCV
151 ~ 154,157.160

I FCY-
760,761,762,763

A $368A.83QB,83QC,
83QD

Alr 0

hlr I

0

57

57

55

55

Ya

(15)

Ya

Ya

No

0

Closed T

Closed (4) N C

Y 0

W

Hot

Hot

CoM

26

4,16

10

45 Reactor coobnt 10 GD
pump seal water
rerum (NE)

B $ 112
C 8109
D 8100

. Gte
Cbk
Gte

Mtr I
I

Mtr 0

55
55
55

Ya
Yes
Yes

A
h
A

Ya
No
Ycs

0
0
0

N
Y
N

C
0
C

W
W
W

CoM
Cold
CoM

46 Rcfuelbtg canal 3 GD
tecbeuladon (NE)

47 Rehelhg canal 3 OY)
rcnnn (NE)

4$ Spare

49 Contahnnent 3 (0
sutnp discharge

C $196
D 8787

F S795
G $767

A FCV-500
B FCY-501

Dla
Dla

Man I
Man 0

Man I
Man 0

Bal Alr I
Bal hlr 0

56
56

56
56

56
56

Ya
Yes

Ya
Ycs

Ya
Ya

A
h

No
No

No
No

Ya 0
Yes 0

Closed T N Cc~ 'r N C
W
W

CoM
CoM

Cold
CoM

CoM
CoM

tS

VJ
\

0
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Pcntr
Nos.

Flbure Used Pst-
6.2.19 Valve Oper- Cnunt AppE- GDC Conaol Normal Power Trip After LOCA

System (Safety Sheet Vlv Type ator Locat. eabh Confor- PO&E Room Poslm Fall. On MCA Poslm Fhw Temp
Prh 3 No. Ltr Valve ID Nurober I 2 ODC mancc 0 Indcm 3 Posbn 4 Notes

51

51

Reactor coolant
drsh tank
dbcbarbc (NE)

Reactor coobnt
drah tank
vent (NE)

Reictor coolant
drah tank to Sas
analyzer (NE)

12 OV)

12 OQ

12 OIQ

0 FCV-254
H FCV-253

C FCV-256
D FCV-25S

E FCV-251
F FCV-2$8

M Alr 0 55 Ycs h Y«s 0
M Alr I 55 Ycs A Ycs 0

M Alr 0 $$ Yes h Ya 0
M Alr I 55 Ycs A Yca 0

M hlr 0 $$ Ycs A Ycs 0
Bal Alr I 55 Ycs A Ycs 0

Chscd N C W Hot
Chsed T N C W Hot

Chscd T N C G Cold 17
Chscd T N C 0 Cold

Closed T N C W Cold 17

Closed T N C W Cold

51

51

Safety h)ec-
tion system
test lhe (NE)

Nluoben supply
beader to
aecumuhfoh
(NE)

A 8871
B 8883
C 8961
D SF&61
E 8880
F 8916

Glb Alr I $5 Yes A Ya C
Glb hlr 0 $$ Yes A Ycs C
Olb hlr 0 $$ Yes A Ycs C
Glb Man 0 5$ Ycs E No C
Glb Alr 0 55 Yes A Ya 0
Cbk - I 55 Ycs A No 0

Chsed
Closed
Chscd

Chscd

N
N
N
N
N
N

C
C
C
C
C
0

W
W
W

0
0

Cow 17

Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold 17

Cold

52

52

52

eessutlzer reEef
tank nltrobcn
supply (NE)

Pecssurlzer reEef
tank makeup (NE)

Reactor coolant
drain tank
nltroben supply
(NE)

14 (0)

14 pig

12 g)

C 8047
D 8045

E 8029
F 8046

h FCY-MO
B LWS-60

Cbk - I 55 Yes A No 0
D'a Alr 0 55 Ya A Ya 0

". M Alr 0 $$ , Yes A Ycs 0
Cbk - I 55 Ycs A No 0

M Alr 0 55 Yes A Ya 0
Cbk - I 5$ Ycs A No 0

Chscd

Closed

Closod

N 0
T . N C

T N C
~ N 0

T N C
N 0

W
W

Cold 17
Cold I

Cold 11

Cow

Cold 11
Cold

52 Stcam Sencrator
nltroben supply
(NE)

F MS 902
G MS 5200

Gte Man
Cbk

$6 Yes E No
56 Ycs E No

N C G Cold 17,26
N 0 0 Cold

$2

52

52

Conudnment Ht

Contahmcnt H
tnonltor renun
(NE)

Contahment
(2 pressure lhes)
(Sh)

24 g) A FCV.235

B FCV-236

15 (0 h Scded Belhus
B Scskd huuument

24 (O) C FCY-237

D VAC-252

Olb Sol

Glb Sol

Glb Sol

Cbk

Sbl
Sh

56 (28) E Yca

56 (28) E Yes

56 (28) E Yes

56 Yes E No

56 Ya E
56 Ya E

0

Chscd (28) Y 0

Chsed (2b) Y 0

Chsed (28) Y 0

Y 0

Y
Y

Cold 28,11.
29

Cold LV

16, 17

16 43
t
o

Cold
CoM

0 Cold 28 ~ 17,
29

G Cold 28 I

$3 Steam Senetator I (IV) K FCV 244,246 Glb Alr 0 51 Yes C Ya 0 Chscd T N C Hot 26 1

Revision 11 November 1996
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Pentr
Nos.

Figure Used
6.2-19 Valve Oper- Count AppB. GDC Control Normal Power Trip Alter

Sysum (Safety Sheet Vlv Type ator Locat. cabk Confor- PO&E Room Foehn FalL On IDCA
Mo 3 No. Ltr Valve IDNumber 3 I 32 GDC mance 0 Indctn Poshn

Pa-
IOCA
Foehn Fhdd Temp

23 14 Notes

(4 bbwdown
sampk Ihe) (NE)

248.250 Cb - I 57 Yes C N W Hot 2

hstnunent air 16 (0 A AIR.587
bcadcr (NE) B FCV-584

E AIR-58S

Spare

Cbh - I 56 Yes A No 0
Bal Alr 0 56 Yes A Yes 0
Dh Man 0 56 Ycs E No C

N 0
Cbsed T N C

N C

0 CoM
G CoM
0 Cold

57

Servbe air 16 (0)
header (NE)

Contahment 24 OIQ
external Ht
recomb hers (SA)

Mhd-Etptlpmcnt
Hateb (NE)

C AIR.114
D AIR-200

E FCV-669
F FCV-659

Not ~ plphg
penetration

Gte
Gte

Mtr 0
Mtr I

56
56

(2d) E Yes C
(2$) E Yca C

Cbh - I 56 Yes E No 0
Bal Man 0 56 Yes E No C

N 0
N C

As b (28) Y(3d) C
As Is (28) Y(38) C

G CoM
0 CoM

G Cold 28
0 CoM 2$

59

59

59

59

Pressutltcr 17OD
liquid sampk (NE)

Hot kg 17 (IIB
sample (NE)

Accumulator 17 OV)
tempi» (NE)

Contahment (2) 15 (0
pressure Hoes)

(SA)

Reactor vessel (3 25 0)
level
hslnnncntathm
lhes) (SA)

C 9355A
D 9355 B

E 9356A
F 9356B

0 9357A
H 9357B

A Sealed lnstnunent

B Scaled Bclbws

A Scaled Bellows

B, Hydraulk Isohtors

Olb
Glb

Olb
Glb

Oh
Olb

Hys

I
0

I
0

I
0

0

0

55
55

55
55

55
55

56

55

55

Yes
Yes

Yes
Ycs

Yes
Yes

Ycs

Yes

Yes

Yes

A Ycs 0
A Yes 0

A Ycs 0
A Yes 0

A Yes 0
A Yes 0

E

N
N

C
C

C
C

W Hot
W Hot

W Hot
W Hot

W Cold
W CoM

NA CoM 16,17,
29

Cold 16

Cold 16,17,
29

Cold 16

61

61

Mhl-Equlpmcnt
Hatch (NE)

Contahment Id (0)
purge supply
(NE)

Containment ld (OD
purge exhaust
(NE)

Not a plphg
peneuatlon

D FCV-660
E FCV.661

F RCV-11
G RCV.12

But Alr I 56 Yes A Yes 0
But Air 0 56 Yes A Yes 0

Alr I 56 Yes A Yes 0
Alr 0 56 Ycs A Ycs 0

Cbscd (I8) N C
Cbscd (18) N C

Closed (I8) N C
Cbsed (Id) N C

0
G

CoM ld
Cold 18

G Cold IS
0 CoM 18

Contahmcnt 18 0)
prcssure and
vacuum relkf
(NE)

A FCV-661
B FCV-663
C FCV-664
I Spcctaclc Flange

But
But
But
Spf

I
0
0
0

56
56
56
56

Ycs
Yes
Yes
Yes

A
A
A
A

Ycs
Ycs
Yes

0
0
0
NIA

Cbscd (18) N C
Cbscd (I8) N C
Closed (18) N C

NfA N/A

0
G
0
0

CoM 1$ (9
Cold 1$ I
CoM 18

CoM O
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Pcntr
Nos.

FSAR UPDATE

6.2.39

FlSure Used
6.2.19 Valve Oper- Cntmt hppB- GDC Control Normal Power Trip After

System (Safety Sheet Vlv Type ate r Lncat. cab k Confor- POStE Room Poslm FalL On IDCAMo 3 No. Ltr Valve ID Nmnber I 2 GDC mance 0 Indcca Posht

Sleet 6 o! 11

Pst-
IDCA
Posltn Fbdd Temp

3 4 Notes

Foci transfer tube
(NE)

PcrsonneI batch
(NE)

SOIB E BlhdFbmSe

Not a plph8
pcnctrathn

Not a plph8
pcnctratkn

Blf (19) A NIA N/A NIA - 19

67

69

70

Conte hmcnt
air sampk (NE)

Contahmcnt .

air sampk (NE)

Not a plph8
penetration

19 (G) C FCV-679
D FCV-678

19 (0 A FCV-681
B VAC-21

20 g) A AXS.26
B AXS-208

M hlr 0 56 Yes A Ya 0M Alr I 56 Ya A Ya 0

M Alr 0 $6 Ya A Yes 0
Cbk I 56 Ya A No 0

Gm Man 0 $6 Yes E No C
Cbk - I 56 Ya E No 0

Closed (18) N C
(IS) N C

(18) Y C
Y 0

N C
N 0

G
0

Cold IS
Cold IS

Cold 18
Cold

71

72,
73
74

Relkfvalve
(NE) bcadcr

Spare

14 QV) 0
H
I

8028
Varkus Relkf Viva
RCS-512

Spare
Spare

Man

I
0
0

5$ Ycs A No
$5 Yes h No
55 Yes E No

0
C
C

N 0
Cksed - N C

N C

G Hot
0 Hat 20
0 Hot

7$ Safety hjcc-
tlon system
Pump 2 dbcbarSe
(SA)

21 g) A 8802B
B 8824
C 8905C
D 8905D

Gt«Mtr 0 55 (II) D Ycs C
Glb Alr I 55 Yes E Ya C
Check - I 55 Yes D No 0
Cbeck - I 55 Yes D No 0

As b (7) Y 0
Chscd -- N C

Y 0
Y 0

W Cold 7,11
W Cold 22
W Cold 27
W Cold 27

76

76

76

76

Spare

Pressurizer
relkf tank Sas
analyzer (NE)

Dead wclSbt
tcstcr (NE)

Contahrnent
prcssure (Sh)

Unit 2 Only - Capped I'lpc
14 (0 h 8034B Glb

B 8034A Olb

22 g) A Sealed Bclkws Sbl
B 8085B Glb

15 (0 h Scakd Bc!kws Sbl
B Seakd Insnument Sh

Man

0
I

I
0

55 Yes A Yes
55 Yes A Ya

55 Yes E
$5 Ya E

56 Yes E
56 Ya E

0
0

N
W Cold 16.17
W Cold

Y Nh Cold 16,17
Y Nh Cold 16

Closed T N C 0 Cold 17
Chscd T N C 0 Cold

76

76

Pressurizer
stcam sampk (NE)

Spare instrument
test Ihe

17 g) A 9354h
B 9354B

II GIQ Spare

Glb
Olb

I
0

Ya A Yes
55 Ya A Ya

0
0

W
W

Hot
Hot

E

\
0
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Pena
Nos.

TABLE6.2-39

Fldute Used Pst-
6.2.19 Valve Oper- Cnunt App5. GDC Contml Normal Power Trip After lQCA

System (Safety Sheet Vlv +pe ator Locat. cabk Confor. PG&E Room Poslm Fall. On IOCA Poshn
Prb 33 No. Qr Valve ID Number 30 31 32 GDC mancc G Indcm Foehn

Sbcct 7 of II

Fbdd Temp
23 24 Notes

17 Safety hjcc- 21 (D)
tbn systcul
Pump I dhcbardc
(SA)

E $ $ 02A Gte Mtr 0
F d905A Cbk I
G $ 905 Cbk - I
B

55
55
55

(II)
Ycs
Ya

D
D
D

Ya
No,
No

C
0
0

As h (7) Y 0 W CoM 7,11
Y 0 W CoM 27
Y 0 W CoM 27

1d

7d

7$

7$

1$

Contahment 15 g)
prasure (SA)

Contahmcnt 24 Q
Ht monitor
supply (Sh)

Contahmcnt 24 (0)
Ht monhor
taurn (Sh)

Spate

Spate hsuumcnt 11 (GQ
tat lhc

A Scakd Bellows Sbl - I
B Scakd lnsuumcnt Sh - 0

h FCV-238 Gib Sol I

B FCV.239 Gib Sol 0

C FCV-240 Gib Sol 0

D VAC-253 Cbk - I

5 Capped I'ipes - Unh 2, 4 Capped 1 Pipes - Unh I

Unh I Only

Ya
Yes

(2$)

(28)

Ya

No

C

0

Cbsed (2$) Y

Cbsed (2$) Y

Cbscd (2$) Y

Y

0

0

Nh
NA

Cold 16.17
Cold 16

CoM 17,28,
29

Cold I

Co M 17,28,
29

CoM

19

80 Spate hsttumcnt 11 (O)
(2 lhcs) test lhc

Spate hsmuncnt II GH)
test lhe

A FCV433 Gib
B FP-1-180, FP.2.867 Cbk

Air 0
I

Ya
Ya

A
h

Ycs
No

0
0

Cbscd T N C W Co M
N 0 W CoM

$ 0

Reactor vessel 25 (0
(3 lhes) level
hsuumcnta don
(SA)

Contaimncnt 15 9)

ptasure (Sh)

Contahmcnt 24 GIB
cstcmal Hs
rccombhcts (Sh)

A Scaled Bclbws Sbl

B Hydraulk Isolator Hys

A Scaled Bcibws Sbl

B Scakdlnsnuncnt Sh

E FCV468 Gtc
F FC V%58 Gte

I

0

I

0

Mtr 0
Mtr I

55

55

Ya

Ya

Ya

Ya

(2$)
(2$ )

Ya
Ya

C
C

hah
hab

Y

Y

(28) Y(38) C
(2li) Y(38) C

Nh Co M 16, 11.
29

Nh Cold 16

NA Co M 16,17,
29

Nh Co M 16

0 Cold 28
0 CoM 28

$ 2

$ 2

Post.MCA 25 (O)
samplhd system
contabuncnt air
supply (NE)

C FCV498

D FC V@99

Post.IOCA 25 (IIQ E FCV.700
samplhd system
contahmcnt air F VAC-116
rcnun (NE)

Sol I 56 (2$) A ya

5ol 0 56 (28) A Yes C

Gib Sol 0 56 (28) h Ya C

Cbk I 56 Yes A No 0

Closed (28) Y C 0

Cbsed (28) Y

Y 0

Cbsed (2S) Y C G 11,28,
29
17,28,
29

CQ

E

17,2$ ,
29
11,29
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6.2-39

Sbcetgotll

Figure
6.2-19

Pcntr Sy¹em (Safety Sheet
Nos. Mo 3 No.

Used P¹-
Valvc Oper- Count AppB. GDC Connol Normal Power Trip Alter MCAVlv Type ator Locat. cable Conlor. PGdtE Room Poslm FalL On I@CA Poskn FhM TempQr Valve ID Number 30 31 2 GDC manee 0 lndem 35 Poshn 23 24 Notes

82 Post.LOCA 25 GV)
sampltng system
reactor cavity
cutup (NE)

82 Chllkd water 7 (HQ
supply (NE)

82 Spare hntnnncnt 11 GIB
tc¹ lhc

83 ChHkd water 7 gV)
renun (NE)

83 Hydrogen purge 11 (0
supply (NE)

84 Spare

0 FCV-697

H FCV.696

I FCV-654
I FCV-655

K FCV.656
L FCV.657

A VAC-200,201
B VAC-I,2

8ol 0 56 (28) A Yes C

8ol I 56 (28) A Ycs C

Alr 0 57 Yes A Ycs C
Alr I 57 Ycs A Ycs C

7

Bal Alr 0 57 Ycs A Yes C
Bal Ah' 57 Ycs A Ycs C

Chtt - I 56 Yes E No 0
0 e Man 0 56 Y«s E No C

Closed T N C W Cold
Uosed T N C W Cold 17

Closed
Chscd

T N C W Cold 17
T N - C W Cold 17

Y(38) 0 G Cold
Y(38) C 0 CoM

Cksed (28) Y C 0 Cold 17.28,
29

Cased (28) Y C 0 Cold

a) Arabk numbers h parentheses hdkatc notes at the end or the tabk.
K4.2 (3))

(3)
t

O
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DCPP UNH'S 1 &2 FSAR UPDATE

TABLE 6.2-39
Sheet 9 of 11

Notes:

I. Trip on feedwater isolation. (See Table 6.2M, Item 4.)

2. Steam generator secondary side is missile-protected closed system.

3. Reverse check (main steam isolation).

4. Trip on steam line isolation. (See Table 6.2-40, Item 3.)

5. Safety-related function. Valve trip is related to systems safety function.

6. PG&E considers the five re!ref valves to be isolation valves.

7. Safety-related function demands that this valve not isolate.

8. Valve does not meet 1971 GDC but does meet the 1968 GDC which was applicable at time of
construction commitment.

9. This valve is not considered as the automatic isolation bamer. The barrier is provided by the closed
system. The valve does have provision for remote manual isolation should the situation require it.

10. PG&E considers the closed system outside containment as an automatic isolation barrier.

11. Provision for remote manual isolation exists should the situation require it. Safety-related function
demands that this valve not isolate. It conforms with the intent of the GDC as it affects maintenance of
the containment boundary.

12. The protective chamber is considered outside containment. The motor-operated valves are the isolation
valves outside containment.

13. Valve opens on containment spray signal.

14. Valve opens on SIS signal.

15. This valve is redundant in that for a closed system inside containment, no inside isolation valves are
required. It is not tested.

16. Containment isolation effected by completely sealed instrument system. This penetration is not leak
tested.

17. Multiple penetration number usage results from several small pipes routed through single penetrations.

18. Containment vent isolation trip. (See Table 6.240.)

Revision 11 November 1996
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TABLE6.2-39
Sheet 10 of 11

9 (y,3 /0

Notes (Continued)

19. The fuel transfer tube is not considered to be a piping penetration, but rather a Type B test penetration.
The quickwpening hatch is double gasketed with a test connection allowing pressurization between the
gaskets for Type B testing. The, portion of the transfer tube inside the containment is considered to be
part of the containment liner; the portion of the transfer tube outside the containment is not considered to
be part of the containment boundary.

20. The reliefvalves are considered as normally closed containment isolation valves.

21. Deleted.

22. Administratively controlled valve with main control board indication which is treated in the same manner
as a sealed closed valve.

23. W-Water; G-Gas

24. Hot - over 200'F; Cold - 200'F or less

25. R-M - Remote Manual; S = Safety Injection; T = Containment Isolation Signal, Phase A; P =
Containment Isolation Signal, Phase B.

26. Testability not required by Appendix J to 10 CFR 50.

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~ ~

~

27. Airtesting of this valve is not practical.

28. This device is used for postaccident monitoring or control and must not be isolated by a containment
isolation signal.

29. This penetration has multiple tubes running though the guard pipe (see Note 17).

30. The followingabbreviations are used:
Gte = Gate Cls = Closed system
Glb = Globe Chk = Check
Rlf = Relief Dia = Diaphragm
But Butterfly Bal Ball

Sbl Sealed bellows
Blf = Blind flange
Sin = Sealed instruments
Hys Hydraulic isolators

Spf = Spectacle flange

I

31. The followingabbreviations are used:
Man ~ Manual Mtr Motor
Air = Air E/H = Electrohydraulic
Spr Spring Sol = Solenoid

32. 'I" is used for inside and "0" for outside.

Revision 11 November 1996
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TABLE 6.2-39
Sheet 11 of 11

Notes (Continued)

33. Safety-related priority designation for each penetration per Section 6.2.4.2.1 is as follows:
ES = Essential SA = Safety
NE ~ Nonessential

34. Penetration 36 is not used by a safety system for accident mitigation. However, flow through this
Penetration may be required to achieve safe shutdown following a Hosgri earthquake or an Appendix R
fire.

35. "Normal Position" column:
(A) C = Closed, 0 = Open
(B) For check valves, position is always stated as open.
(C) "Normal" configuration applies to the followingplant conditions:

(a) Modes 1-4, applicable T.S. 3/4.6.1 and 3/4.6.3.
(b) Mode 6, applicable T.S. 3/4.9.4.

(D) Ifvalve is normally open or periodically opened for fulfillmentof its function during the
"Normal" plant configurations, then an "Open" designator is used.

(E) Ifvalve is normally closed and opened only in support of testing, under administrative
control per T.S. 3.6.3, or for stroke testing of the valve itself, then a "Closed" designator is
used.

(F) Relief valves are assigned a ",Closed" designator.

"Used After LOCA" column:
(A) N = NO, Y = Yes

(B) For check valves, ifvalve passes flow at any point following the accident, then a "YES"
designator is used.

(C) For valves that change position on a safeguards signal, this change is not considered a use,
that is, the time the safeguards signal is received is not considered after the accident.

(D) Use is principally an indicator ofa valve passing flowat any point after the accident.

37. "Post-LOCA Position" column:
(A) C = Closed, 0 Open
(B) The column pertains to a post accident condition, long term core cooling.
(C) The assumed accident is a primary system LOCA with Containment isolation Phase A and B

signals generated, system depressurization below 150 PSIG, corresponding to a RHR pump
injection flowofgreater than 200 GPM. The accident is assumed to progress through
injection, cold leg recirculation, and to hot leg recirculation for the long term.

(D) The hot leg injection flowpath is injection to RHR hot legs 1 &2, SI pump hot legs 1,2,3, &
4, and Charging cold legs 1,2,3, &4; the condition established by EOP E-.1.4, (no RNOs
entered).

(E) Containment temperature has been reduced to near ambient conditions.
(F) Containment pressure has been reduced to near atmospheric conditions.
(G) Primary system/containment recirculation sump temperature has been reduced to below

200F.
(H) Although used periodically, PASS valves are considered to be normally closed.

38. Valve may be used followinga LOCA only in the event of a failure of both internal hydrogen
recombiners.
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solution by the spray additive system to enhance the iodine scrubbing

function of the system. The spray additive system consists of the spray

additive tank, eductors, valves and connecting piping.

A sufficient quantity of NaOH will be injected to raise the equilibrium

pH in the containment sump to a minimum value of 8.5. We have evaluated

the containment spray and spray additive systems and found them effective

for removal of elemental iodine, and iodine absorbed on airborne particulate

matter. The first order removal coefficients for elemental and particulate

iodine are 10 and 0.45 (hrs" }, respectively, in an estimated effective

volume of 2.16 x 10 ft . The minimum sump pH of 8.5 is considered ade-6 3

quate to achieve and maintain a decontamination factor (DF) of 100 for

'
(

the elemental iodine.

We have reviewed the containment air purification and cleanup systems

for conformance with AEC General Design Criteria Nos. 41, 42, 43, and 46,

and have found them to be acceptable.

6.2.4 Containment Isolation S stems

The containment isolation systems are designed to isolate the contain-

ment atmosphere from the outside environment under accident conditions.

Double barrier protection, in the form of closed systems and isolation

valves, is provided so that no single. valve or piping failure results in

loss of containment integrity. Reactor building penetration piping up,

to and including the external isolation valve is designed to Seismic

Category I requirements, and is protected against missiles that could

be generated under accident conditions.
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Reactor building isolation will occur automatically upon receipt of

a containment isolation signal. All fluid penetrations not required for

operation of the engineered safety features equipment will be isolated.

Remotely operated isolation valves will have position indication in the
'I

'control room.

We have reviewed the containment isolation systems for conformance

with AEC General Design Criteria Hos. 55, 56 and 57, and have found them

to be acceptable.

6.2.5 Combustible Gas Control S stems

Following a LOCA, hydrogen may accumulate inside the containment.

The major sources of hydrogen generation include.'(1) a chemical reaction

between the zirconium fuel rod cladding and water; (2) corrosion of mater-

ials of construction; and (3) radiolysis of aqueous solutions in the

reactor core and the containment sump. 'The applicant's analysis of post-

LOCA hydrogen generation, which is consistent with the guidelines of

Regulatory Guide 1.7, "Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in

Containment Following a Loss-Of-Coolant Accident," indicates that the

hydrogen concentration in the containment would not reach the lower

flammability limit of 4 volume percent (v/o) until about 40 days after

the. postulated LOCA. We have performed a similar analysis of hydrogen

generation in the containment following a LOCA and our results are in

agreement with the applicant's.

The containment fan cooler system will provide mixing of the con-

tainment atmosphere following a LOCA so as to prevent possible problems
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associated with hydrogen stratification. The containment hydrogen purge

system, consisting of two redundant purge supply routes, is provided to

limit the hydrogen concentrations to below the guideline values given in

Regulatory Guide 1.7. The system incorporates several design features

that are intended to assure the capability of the system to be operable.

in the unlikely event of an accident. These features include Seismic

Category I design, and redundance to the extent that no single component

failure disables the system. Redundant monitoring systems are provided

to allow periodic sampling and analysis of the hydrogen concentration in

the containment.

Based on our review of the systems provided for combustible gas

control following a postulated LOCA, we conclude that these systems will
, meet the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.7, are in conformance 'with

AEC General Design Criteria Nos. 41, 42 and 43, and are, therefore,

acceptable.

6.2.6 Containment Leaks e Testin Pro ram

The proposed containment design includes provisions and features

to permit leakage testing in accordance with the requirements of Appendix

J of 10 CPR Part 50. The design of containment penetrations and isolation

valves permits individual periodic leakage rate testing at 'the pressure

specified in Appendix J. Included are those penetrations that have resil-

ient seals and expansion bellows, i.e., airlocks, emergency hatches, re-

fueling tube blind flanges, hot process line penetrations, and electrical

penetrations.
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The proposed reactor containment leakage testing program complies

with the requirements of Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50. Such compliance

provides adequate assurance that containment leaktight integrity can be

verified periodically throughout service lifetime on a timely basis to

maintain such leakages within the limits of the technical specifications.

Maintaining containment le'akage rates within such limits provides

reasonable assurance that, in the event of any radioactivity releases

within the containment, the loss of the containment atmosphere through

leak paths will not be in excess of acceptable limits specified for the

site. Compliance. with the requirements of Appendix J constitutes an

acceptable basis for satisfying the requirements of AEC General Design

Criteria Nos. 52, 53, and 54. ~

6.3 Emer enc Core Coolin S stem ECCSQ

6.3.1

The Diablo Canyon ECCS has been designed to provide emergency core

cooling during those postulated accident conditions where it is assumed

that mechanical failures occur in the reactor coolant piping resulting

in loss of coolant from the reactor vessel greater than the available

coolant makeup capacity using normal operating equipment. The ECCS is

also designed to provide cooling in the event of a main steam line break.

The design bases are to prevent fuel cladding damage that would

interfere with adequate emergency core cooling and to mitigate the amount

of clad-water reaction for any size bieak up to and including a double

ended rupture of the largest primary coolant line. These requirements





VALVE NO.

1. Phase "A" Isolation Valves

TABLE 3.6"1

CONTAItNENT ISOLATION VALVES

FUNCTTOM

ISOl.ATION TINE

FCV-1510

FCV-1548

FCV-15M

FCV-1600

FCV-2440

FCV-2468

FCV-24M

FCV-2504

FCV-253

FCV-254

FCV-255

FCV-256

FCV-257

FCV-25B

FCV-260

FCV-3&1

FCV-500

FCV-501

FCV-584

FCV-633

FCV-654

FCV-655

Steaa Generator Ho. 1 Bleeder OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 2 Blcwdom OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 3 B'lmldown OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 4 Slowdown OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 4 Sawple OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 3 Sisple OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 2 Sajsple OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 1 Sajsple OC

Reactor Coolant Or. Tk. PP Disch. Isol. IC

Reactor Coolant Or. Tk. PP Oisch. OC

Reactor Coolant Dr. Tk. Vent. Isol. IC

Reactor Coolant Dr. Tk. Vent. Isol. OC

Reactor Coolant Dr. Tk. Sample to GA OC

Reactor Coolant Di. Tk. Saaple to GA IC

Reactor Coolant Or. Tk. N2 Supply OC

CCM Return froa Excess Letdown HX OC

Containaent Seap Discharge Isolation IC

Containment Suep Discharge Isolation OC

Containment Instrument Air Supply OC

Containment F ire Mater Isolation OC

Incore Cooler Chilled H 0 Supply OC
2

Incore Cooler Chilled 8 0 Supply IC .
2

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

'<10
< 10

< 10

10

< 10

10





TABLE 3.6-1 Continued

I
C)

-c VALVE NO.
C)

FUNCTION

1. Phase "A" Isola
FCV-656

FCV-657

8029

8034A

80348

8045

8149A

81498

8149C

8152

8871

8880

8883'961

9354A

93548

9355A

93558

9356A

93568

9357A

tion Valves (Continued)

Incore Cooler Chilled H20 Return OC

Incore Cooler Chilled H20 Return IC

Primary H 0 Supply to Pressurizer Relief Tk. OC

Pressurizer Relief Tk. to GA IC

Pressurizer Relief Tk. to GA OC

Pressurizer Relief Tk. H2 Supply OC

Letdown Orifice RO-27 Outlet IC

Letdown Orifice RO-28 Outlet IC

Letdown Orifice RO-29 Outlet IC

Letdown Line Isolation OC

ECCS Check Valve Test Line IC

Accumulator N2 Fill OC

KCCS Check Valve Test Line OC

ECCS Check Valve Test Line 00

Pressurizer Steam Space Sa'iaple IC

Pressurizer Steam Space Sample OC

'Pressurizer Liquid Space Sample IC

Pressurizer Liquid Space Sample OC

RCS Hot Leg Sample IC

RCS Hot Leg Sample OC

Accumulator Sample IC

ISOLATION TIHE
Seconds

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

< 10

lo
< l0
< 10

Q



0



TABLE 3.6-1 Continued

VALVE NO. FUNCTION
ISOLATION TINE

Seconds

1. Phase "A" Isolation Valves (Continued)
93578 Accmulytor Saiple OC

8100 RCP Seal Mater Return OC

8112 RCP Seal Mater Return IC

< 10

< 10

< 10

2. Phase "B"

FCV-356

FCV-357

FCV-363

FCV-7I9

FCV-750

0

Isolation Valves

CCM Supply to RCP's and Support Coolers OC

RCP Theraal Barrier CCM Return OC

RCP Oil Cooler/Support Cooler CCM Return OC

RCP Oil Cooler/Support Cooler CCM Return IC

RCP Theil Barrier CCM Return IC

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

3. Containaent Ventilation
FCV-6QNN

FCV-661H

FCV-662

FCV-663

FCV-66i

FCV-678

FCV-679

FCV-681

RCV" 1lNN

RCV-l2NN

Isolation Valves

Containaent Purge Supply IC

Containeent Purge Supply OC

Containment Vacua/Pressure Relief IC

Contai~nt Pressure Relief OC

Containaent Vacua Relief OC

Containeent Air Sajiple Supply IC

Containiient Air Saaple Supply OC

Contairment Air Samiple Return OC

Containaent Purge Exhaust IC

Containoent Purge Exhaust OC

2

2

5

5

5

< 10

< 10

< 10

2





TABLE 3.6-1 Continued

VALVE NO.

4. Manual Valves

AIR-I-585~

AIR-S-200*

ANS"26"

CS-31

CS-32

FM-1408

FW-14M

FM-153!

FM-157N

HS-9020

RCS"512*

SI"161"

VAC"1A

VAC-2*

8767

8787

FUNCTION

Instrw.nt hir Supply to Containacnt
(FCV-584 Bypass) OC

Service Air Supply to Containaent OC

Aux. Steam Supply to Containaent OC

Containment Spray to Misc. Equipocnt Drain
lank OC

Containeent Spray to Misc. Equipment Drain
Tank OC

Auxiliary Feithetcr to Stw. Gen. No. 1 OC

Auxiliary Feaster to Stm. Gcn. No. 2 OC

Auxiliary Feedwater to Sta. Gcn. Ho. 3 OC

Auxiliary Feedwater to Sta. Gen. No. 4 OC

Nitrogen to Steaa Generators OC

'iscellaneous Equipeent Drain Tank Isolation Valve OC

Isolating Valve FI-927 OC

Containacnt Hydrogen Purge Supply Fan No. 1 and
External H2 Rccowbiner to Containoent OC

Containeent Hydrogen Purge Supply fan No. 2 and

External H Recoabinet to Containoent OC
2

Refueling Cavity to Refueling Mater
Purification Puep OC

Refueling Mater Purification Puap to
Refueling Cavity OC

ISOLATION TINE
Seconds

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N. A.

N.A.

H. A.

N. A.

N.A.

N.A.





TABLE 3.6-1 Continued

VALVE NO. FUNC7ION
ISOLATION TIHE

Seconds

4. Manual Valves (Continued)

B795 Refueling Cavity to Refueling Mater
Purification Pump IC

8796 Refueling Mater Purification Pump to
Refueling Cavity IC

8969N Charging Pump to S. I. Test Line OC

PEN-65A~N Main Airlock Equalizing Valve to Atmosphere

PEH-65B*$ Main Airlock Equalizing Valve to Containment

PEN-66A*f Emergency Airlock Equalizing Valve to Ataosphere

PEN-66B*N Emergency Airlock Equalizing Valve to Containlent

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

5. Power-Operated Valves

FCV-220

FCV-238

FCV-240

FCV-250

FCV"370

FCV-380

FCV-410

FCV-420

FCV-43N

FCY-441

Ho. 4 Sto. Gen. Mn. Steaa Isol. Valve Bypass OC

Ho. 3 Ste. Gen. Mn. Steaa Isol. Valve Bypass OC

No. 2 Ste. Gen. Hn. Steam Isol. Valve Bypass OC

No. 1 Sbi. Gen. Hn. Steam Isol. Valve Bypass OC

Auxiliary FWP Turb. Steam Supply S/G No. 2 OC

Auxiliary FQP Turb. Steam Supply S/G No. 3 OC

No. 1 Sba. Generator Hn. Steam Isol. OC

No. 2 Stm. Generator Hn. Steam Isol. OC

No. 3 Stm. Generator Hn. Steam Isol. OC

No. 4 Sto. Generator Hn. Steam Isol. OC

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.

< 5

< 5





TABLE 3. 6-1 Continued

VALVE NO. FUNCTION
ISOLATION TINE

Seconds

Power-Operated

FCV-235*

FCV-236"

FCV-237*

FCV-238+

FCV-239"

FCV-24O~

FCV-658

FCV-668

FCV-659

FCV-669

FCV-7600

FCV"76lt
FCV-762N

FCV-7630

FCV-696*

FCV-697"

Valves (Continued}

Containment H2 Sample Supply IC

Containment H2 Sainple Supply OC

Containment H2 Sample Return OC.

Containment H2 Sample Supply IC

Containment H2 Sample Supply OC

Containment H2 Sample Return OC

Containment Purge to Aux. Bldg. Filters/
Ext. H2 Recombiners Supply'IC

Containment Purge to Aux. Bldg. Filters/Ext.
H Recombiner Supply OC

Containment Purge to Purge Systei Filters/Ext.
H2 Recombiners Supply IC

Containment Purge <o Purge System Filters/Ext.
H2 Recombiners Supply OC

Steam Generator No. 1 Blowdown IC

Steai Generator No. 2 Blowdo;cn IC

Steai Generator No. 3 Blowdown IC

Steam Generator No. 4 Blowdown IC

Reactor Cavity Sump Sample (Post LOCA) Supply IC

Reactor Cavity Sump Sample (Post LOCA) Supply OC

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.h.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.





TABLE 3.6-1 Continued

VALVE HO. FUNCTION
ISOLATION TINE

Seconds

CT
5

Dt

'c

CTI

C)

5.

\

Pmer-Ope

FCV"698*

FCV-699+

FCV-700*

PCV-19'CV-N

PCV-2lt

PCV-22'1078

8700M

8700BN

87018

87030

8716)0

8716'801At

8801M

8802M

880280

8809M

8809BO

88230

rated Valves (Continued)

Contafnaent Air Saiple (Post LOCA) Supply IC

Contafraent Air Saaple (Post LOCA) Supply OC

Contafneent Air Saaple (Post LOCA) Return OC

Steam Generator Ho. 1 10K Abaosphere Steam Duap OC

Steaa Generator No. 2 1'taosphere Steaa Duep OC

Steae Generator Ho. 3 10K Abaosphere Steaa Dulp OC

Steaa Generator Ho. 4 le Ataosphere. Steaa Ouap OC

Charging Line Isolation OC

RCS Hot Leg to RHR Pusp I OC

- RCS Hot Leg to RHR Puep 2 OC

RCS Loop 4 Hot Leg to RHR IC

RHR to RCS Hot Legs 1 and 2 IC

RHR to RCS Hot Legs OC

RHR to RCS Hot Legs OC

Charging In)ection OC

Charging Injection OC

Safety In5ectfon to RCS Hot Legs OC

Safety In)ection to RCS Hot Legs OC

Residual Heat Reaeval to RCS Cold Legs 1'nd 2

Resfdual Heat Reaoval to RCS Cold Legs 3 and 4

Safety In)ectfon Check Valve Test Line IC

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.





P

C)

n

VALVE NO.

5. Power-Operated

88240

~ 88430

y 88350

8885'88580

8982M

898288

89800

9001A

9001B

90031M

9003 Bf

6. Check Valves

.

TABLE '3. 6-1 Continued

FUNCTION

Valves (Continued)

Safety In)ection Check Valve Test Line IC

Charging Injection IC

Safety Injection to RCS Cold Legs OC

RHR to Cold Leg Test Line IC

RHR to Cold Leg Test Line. IC

Contaireent Suep to Residual Heat Removal Train 1 OC

Containment Suap to Residual Heat Reeoval Train 2 OC

Refueling Water Storage Tank to RHR OC

Contaimmt Spray Pump No. 1 Isolation OC

Containetnt Spray Puep No. 2 Isolation OC

Residual Heat Removal to Containment Spray OC

Residual Heat Removal to Contairment Spray OC

ISOLATION TIHE
Seconds

H.A.

H.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.

N.A..
N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Tl
ID
CT

C

gal

CL
B
A7

rt
O

Vl

CL

8028

8046

8047

8109

8368A thru
83680

8916

Relief Valve Outlets to Pressurizer Relief Tank IC

Priaary Water to Pressurizer Relief Tank IC

Nitrogen to Pressurizer Relief Tank IC

Seal Water Return IC

Seal Mater to Reactor Coolant Pueps IC

Nitrogen Supply to Acceaulators IC

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

H.h.





-
C)

Q7
I
Cl

C)
VALVE NO. FUNCTION

TABLE 3. 6-1 Continued

ISOLATION TIHE
Seconds

?:

C/l

a.

es6. Check Valv

9011A

90118

CCM-585

CCM-581

CCW-670

HS"52008

CCM-695

VAC-200

VAC-201

VAC-116

LWS-eo

AIR-I"587

AIR-S-114

VAC-21

AXS-208

FP-180

FP"867

VAC-252

VAC-253

(Continued)

Contafnsent.Spray IC

Contafnment Spray IC

,CCM Supply to RCP IC

CCM Return froa RCP (FCV-749 Bypass) IC

CCM Return from RCP (FCV-750 Bypass) IC

Nitrogen Supply to Stw. Gen. IC

CCM Supply to Excess Letdmm Heat Exchanger OC

Containment Hydrogen Purge Supply IC

Cantainaent Hydrogen Purge Supply IC

Contafnwent hfr Saaple (Post LOCA) Return IC

. Nitrogen Supply to Reactor Coolant Drain Tank IC

Instruaent Air Supply IC

Service Air Supply IC

Contafnwent Air Sample Return. IC

Auxiliary Ste. Supply to Contafnaent IC

Contafnnent Fire Mater IC - Unit 1 only
Containment Fire Mater IC - Unit 2 only
Containment H2 Sample Return IC

Containment H2 Sample Return IC

H.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H.A.

N.A. ~ -.:

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

"Hay be opened on an intermittent basfs under administrative control (Horaally closed manual or remotely
OPERABLE valves only)

NNot subject to Type C leakage tests
NNfhe provisions of Specification 3.0.4 are not applicab1e.





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-11

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 11-14 A
DOC 1-06 LS-19
DOC 11-07 LG
JFD 3.6-11
JFD 3.6-12
CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS
CTS 4.6.3.3
ITS 3.6.3 RAA.2 Note 2, RA C.2 Note 2, RA D.2 Note 2, SR 3.6.3.5 and
Associated Bases

CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS, CTS 3.6.3 ACTIONS, ITS 3.6.3 RA A.2, ITS 3.6.3 RA C.2 and
ITS 3.6.3 RA D.2 have been modified by a Note that states the following: "Isolation
devices that are locked, sealed or otherwise secured may be verified by administrative
means". CTS 4.6.3.3 and ITS SR 3.6.3.5 have been modified by the phrase "that is not
locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position" to clarify which valves require isolation
time testing. These changes are characterized in JFD 3.6-11 and JFD 3.6-12 as a
generic change designated WOG-91. The staff has not received this change through
the STS generic change process (TSTF) and therefore considers this change to be
beyond the scope of review for this conversion. See Comment Number 3.6.3-12.

Comment: Delete this generic change. See Comment Number 3.6.3-12.

FLOG RESPONSE: WOG-91 has recently been designated TSTF-269. While we recognize
that this is a generic change to the STS, the change was approved by the Westinghouse
Owners Group over 18 months ago and was expected to have been approved by this time. We
expect the TSTF committee to forward TSTF-269 to the NRC in the very near future. We
believe the technical merits of the change which supports NRC approved TSTF-45, Rev. 1, by
providing additional clarification should justify rapid approval by the NRC. This TSTF is of
sufficient value in precluding confusion, LERs, and inspection findings that should we be
required to remove it from our submittal, an LAR would be submitted upon NRC approval of the
TSTF. We believe that it would be cost effective for all concerned to retain this change within
the submittal pending NRC review of TSTF-269.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5A Traveler Status Page, 3.6-13
Encl 6A 2
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Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 3.6 ~

TRAVELER¹
TSTF-17, Rev. 1

STATUS

Incorporated

DIFFERENCE ¹
3.6-2

COMMENTS

NRC approved.

TSTF-30, Rev. A' Incorporated
VR ECo~Z

3.6Q Not applicable to Wolf
Creek and Callaway.

TSTFQ5, Rev. 1

TSTF<6, Rev. 1

TSTF-51

TSTF-52

TSTF-145

Incorporated

Incorporated

Not incorporated

4'~~/ ~ Incorporated

Not incorporated.

3.6-5

3.6-7

N/A

3.6-1

N/A

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

Not NRC approved as of
traveler cutof date.
g~fPo&H dr 4 fg
Rev. / r 49 C . I- C

NRC approved as of
traveler cutof date.

-We~ em=-zC.9 Incorporated 3.6-11, 3.6-12

R4o. 9-//

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1



0



Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.3

PS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.4 -NOTE--------------
Valves and blind flanges in high radiation
areas may be verified by use of administrative
means. 3.6-5

Verify each containment isolation manual valve
and blind flange that is located inside
contai nment h7id;:not~:::,9mked',::Oz7@Ie'd..:";,,or,.'.",::!Othe5tise

d
"""d t b "I d'"diecujed an require' e c ose 'uring

accident conditions is closed, except for
containment isolation valves that are open
under administrative controls.

Prior to
entering MODE 4
from MODE 5 if
not performed
within the
previous 9Z days

SR 3.6.3.5 Verify the isolation time of each-@wer-
t ti

ainment isolati

w in imi s.

In accordance
with the
Inservice'esting

Program
er-92-4ays

3.6-'7

'3.6«12

'B-PS-

SR 3.6.3.6

B-PS

(continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-13





JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROM NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.6

CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.6-5 This change is in accordance with TSTF-45, Rev. 1 and revises SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to
specify that only containment isolation valves that are not locked, sealed, or otheiwise secured
are required to be verified closed. The position of the locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
valves was verified before the valves were locked, sealed, or otherwise secured.

3.6

3.6-7

3.6-8

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compa Table Enclo
wer cper~ 6onwinmm+ P3G.P-f

This change is in accordance withTSTF46, ev. an revises 3.6.3.5 to delete the
reference to verifying the isolation time of" ch power operated" containment isolation valve and
only require verification of each "automatic solation valve." Valves credited as containment
isolation valves which are power operated (i.e., can be remotely operated) that do not receive a
containment isolation signal do not have as isolation time as assumed in the accident analyses
since they require operator action. Therefore, deleting reference to power operated isolation
valve time testing reduces the potential for misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while
maintaining the assumptions of the accident analyses.

Revises the Completion Time for the restoration of containment pressure from 1 hour to [4]
hours. The [4] hour Completion Time is consistent with the CTS. The [4] hours []allows the
adequate time to take'all Required Actions in a controlled manner.

3.6-9

3.6-10

3.6-11

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B)
q3./. 3-//

Replaces the chemical additive tank volume limits in gallons with a tank level limits in percent [ ].
z/='-2r i

A new Note is added to ITS 3.6.3, Condition A.2 [and C.2] in accordance with eler G-9 .

The additional Note applies to isolation devices that are locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position and allows these devices Io be verified closed by use of administrative means. It is
sufficient to assume that initial establishment of component status (e.g„ isolation valves closed)
was performed correctly. Subsequently, verification is intended to ensure the component has not
been inadvertently repositioned. Given that the function of locking, sealing, or securing
components is to ensure the same avoidance of inadvertent repositioning, the periodic
reverification should only be a verification of the administrative control that ensures that the
component remains in the requimf state. Itwould be inappropriate to remove the lock, seal, or
other means of securing th'e component solely to perform an active verification of the required
state.

3.6-12

3.6-13

Consistent with SR 3.6.3.8, which provides that actuation position testing is not required for
valves locked, sealed, or otheiwise secured in their required position under administrative
control, this change would provide that isolation time testing is not required for automatic
containment isolation valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required
position under administrative control. This change is consistent with WOG-91.

A clarifying note is added to SR 3.6.3.7 that would allow that leakage rate testing for containment
purge valves with resilient seals is not required when the penetration flowpath is isolated by a
leak tested blind flange.

3.6-14

3.6-15

3.6-16

3.6-17

This change would incorporate plant specific operability criteria for containment fan cooler units
required to meet design functional requirements. These uirements are contained in the CTS.

@See $ 83 ( ~ Co- P
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison a e (Enclosure 6B).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 6B).

The ACTIONS and SRs of ITS 3.6.3 are modified to reflect DCPP current license bases
allowance to open at one time any2 of 3 the DBAqualified 48 inch purge supply and/or exhaust
flow paths and 12 inch vacuum/pressure relief flowpaths.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-12

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

DOC 11-14 A
DOC 11-07 LG
CTS 4.6.3.3

DCPP CTS 4.6.3.3 has been modified by the phrase "that is not locked, sealed or
otherwise secured in position" to clarify which valves require isolation time testing. The
change seems to be labeled DOC 11-07 LG. DOC 11-07 LG has nothing to do with this
particular change. The change should be labeled DOC 11-14 A.

Comment: Correct this discrepancy. See Comment Number 3.6.3-11.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 11-07-LG has been removed from the CTS SR 4.6.3.3 markup and
replaced with DOC 11-14-A.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2 3/4 6-16

.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
ps.c, a-9
ys.c. s-Z

11%9-A

II-IV-4
Q3 iw ~ 3-las

11-13-LS22

07-1 0-LS9

d-Iq-4,
cga(.p tp

povIer opercMcA
.6.3.3 Il

therinaersVj~CeSTeSfing Pi,Ograii.

4.6.3.4 Each containment ventilation isolation valve. except the air sample
supply and return valves, shall be demonstrated OPERABLE e'very;,.",184~~diysFand

hatt au 92,:dv.: ft ~i i t
't-

verifying leakage rates in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Pragram. Iihia.".Sersei;',i,:lasso&::ietnet.'=:reJulref!'When;,":,:thayPenitTatlOn:";,flaW."gathT S
isolated';h j!:,:a'": 1e'ok''iteasateer'Wl'ank'::„-:rg linage'::

'IABLO

CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-16 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 110
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 109

March 1, 1996





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-15

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

DOC 7-04 R
CTS 3.6.1.7 (DCPP)
CTS 3.6.1.7.b (Callaway and WCGS)
CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONs (DCPP)
CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTION b (Callaway and WCGS)
CTS 4.6.1.7.2 (DCPP)
CTS 4.6.1.7.3 (Callaway and WCGS)

CTS 3.6.1.7, CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS and CTS 4.6.1.7.2 for DCPP and CTS 3.6.1.7.b,
CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTION b, and CTS 4.6.1.7.3 for Callaway and WCGS specify the
cumulative time purge valves, vacuum/pressure relief valves and mini-purge valves may
be opened per calendar year. The CTS markup shows these items as being relocated
and justifies the relocation in DOC 7-04 R. The "R" designation is for technical
specifications which do not meet the criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) which applies to
entire specifications, not individual LCO, ACTIONS or SRs. Based on Enclosure 3B
"Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS 3/4.6," the change for Callaway and WCGS
would be a Less Restrictive - Generic (LG) change since the information is relocated to
the Safety Analyses Report; for DCPP the change would be either Less Restrictive-
Generic (LG) or Less Restrictive - Specific (LS) depending on whether the "ECG" is
controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 or not controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 respectively. The DCPP
document "ECG" is not defined in the submittal. In addition, no justification is provided
as to why this information can be relocated.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show this change as a Less Restrictive change
and provide additional discussions and justification for this Less Restrictive change. The
justification should include the reasons the individual items can be relocated. For DCPP
describe the document "ECG" and the document change control process.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 7-04-R is revised to 7-04-LG since this information is being moved
to a licensee-controlled document (Callaway to FSAR, WolfCreek to USAR, and Diablo Canyon
to ECG). DOC 7-04-LG has been modified to further clarify why containment purge supply and
exhaust flow paths and for DCPP pressure/vacuum relief flow paths and the requirements to
periodically accumulate the time the valves have been open can be moved to a licensee-
controlled document. This is possible since DBA calculations assume the purge function may
be in service at the start of the accident. Closure is assured by the redundance of these valves
and that they are designed to close against DBA conditions. This combined with the low
probability of a DBAwhile this flow path is in service makes the total risk very small.

Diablo Canyon has Equipment Control Guidelines (ECGs) that are controlled by DCPP
Department-Level Administrative Procedure (DLAP) OP1.DC16, "Control of Plant Equipment
Not Required by the Technical Specifications." DCPP ECGs are similar to other

plants'echnical

Requirement Manual (TRM). Changes to ECGs are made under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.59, as required by DLAP OP1.DC16 and FSAR Chapter 16. The NRC has

37





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

accepted ECGs as a licensee-controlled document. This is confirmed most recently in License
Amendment 120/118 dated 2/3/98, page 2 of the NRCs safety evaluation report.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B

3/4 6-10
6
4

38









DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION &&85
07<3

07-04

07-05

07-06

07-07

07-08

07-09

07-10

07-11

08-01

LS 2&

LS11

LG

LG

LS9

LS25

LG

Achange[)con stentwithNUREG-14 1,SR3.6.3.1,isadde o
provide an all nce for one isolation Ive in a penetration fl path to
be open whe performing the Requir d Actions for leakage t within
limits. This actually a consisten change which goes 'he
revised R uired Actions (see 07 2-I.S9 above). The quired Action
allows tinued operation with akage not in limits an this change to
the SR laws a valve to be op ed to re air the exce ive leakage.
~»s ca~ gs~o~li~c,& tZ'P, &6 aim crn~rizgn ~~(~

The time limitrestrictions on opening the [containment purge supply and N).
exhaust and pressure/vacuum relief flowpaths] and the requirements to
periodical accumulate the time that the valves have been open would
be I to licensee controlled documents. g~CXt nS~r+
Consistentwith NUREG-1431, an ACTION is added for two valves
inoperable in one penotration flowpath. The change is administrative
since the CTS would have relied on LCO 3.0.3 which has essentially the
same requirements. (C7$ LC0 9. 6,/. 7 Ac'r/anal end/

43.~ ~-/b
This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enchsure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enchsure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enchsure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

A Note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is not required for
containment purge valves viith resilient seals when the penetration flow
path is isolated by a leak tested blank flange. The purpose of the leak
testing requirement is to ensure containment leakage integrity during an
accident, and thereby limitaccident consequences. Isolation of the flow
path with a leak tested blind flange accomplishes this safety function
and additional leak testing of the valves in the flow path is redundant
and unnecessary.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enchsure 3B).

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the LCO references to suction flowpath
and manual transfer of suction to containment sump have been deleted.
These devils are included within the OPERABILITYrequirements of the
containment spray system (CSS) (as required by CTS 4.6.2.1 and as
further described in the Bases). There is no technical change resulting
from this deletion.

07- I3 Insert

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for 3.6.3-15

Encl 3A - page 6

Insert for 07-04-LG:

This is possible since DBA calculations assume the purge function may be in service at
the start of the accident. Closure is assured by the redundancy of these valves and that
they are designed to close against DBA conditions. This combined with the low
probability of a DBA while this flow path is in service makes the total risk very small.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page4of12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

06-01 Not used

DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON

N/A

COMANCHE
PEAK

NIA

WOLF CREEK

NIA

CALLAWAY

N/A

06-02
A

06-03
TR2

06-04
M

07-01
A

07-02
LS9

07-03
gas2( i

07-04

07-05
A

The inspection requirements associated with structural
Integrity of the exposed accessible Interior and exterior
containment surfaces, are contained in Appendix J,
Option B and in RG 1.163.

Reporting requirement for containment structural
integrity are deleted.

AOT for containment structural integrity not established
decreased from 24 hours to 1 hour.

The LCO and SRs for containment ventilation/purge
valves are now Included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
Isolation Valves.

The Required Actions for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which
exceeds the acceptance criteria is revised to be stated
on a per penetration flowpath bases.

CIariTication is added to allow one isolation valve in a
penetration flowpath to be opened for repairs when
performing the Required Actions for leakage rate not
within limits..

The time limitrestrictions on opening the
tpressure/vacuum relief and the requirements to
periodically accumulate the time that the valves have
been open would beWosated to licensee controlled
documents. l7)OVEcf

An ACTION is added for two valves inoperable in one
penetration flowpath.

s
~~ SOB
g~p~~dilfS

/8o//j8. ~ Cu / @

gy /u 8f'n cd

Yes

Yes

Yes.
W, see,
nv II or-LSj3

Yes, relocated to
an ECG.

+9.4.9- /9

Yes

Yes

Yes

'es

Yes

Yes

Yes

CQ3.4. 3-5-

No, CPSES does
not have
restrictions on
these valves.

Yes

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, relocated to
USAR Chapter 16

Yes

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

No, 3.6.1.6 not in
CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, relocated to
FSAR Chapter 16

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current 1 S





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-16REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC

DOC 7-04 R
CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.3 ACTIONS A and B

DCPP CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS requires that with a containment purge supply and/or
exhaust isolation valve open or with the vacuum pressure relief isolation valves open
beyond 50, the open isolation valve(s) be closed or the penetration be isolated within 1

hour. The CTS markup shows that the conditions for valves open have been relocated
and the ACTION modiTied to conform to ITS ACTION B (two valves in a penetration
inoperable). This is incorrect. The correct change is that the above two conditions are
retained as ITS 3.6.3 ACTION A and the allowed outage time is increased from 1 hour
to 4 hours. This is a Less Restrictive change. ITS 3.6.3 ACTION B is a new condition,
which is considered as an Administrative change. The CTS does not have a provision
for two valves in the same penetration inoperable, thus, CTS 3.0.3 is entered.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to reflect the actual changes made and provide the
appropriate discussions and justifications.

FLOG RESPONSE: The DCPP CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTION requires two things. First, ifthe
penetration flow paths have accumulated more than 200 hours open (two valves must be open
to accumulate hours against the flow path), then declare all of the containment purge isolation
valves inoperable (the flow paths are inoperable) and isolate the flow paths within 1 hour. This
item has been relocated to an ECG under DOC 7-04-LG (revised from DOC 7-04-LG, see
3.6.3-15 Response). Second, If the vacuum/pressure relief flow path is open and the
vacuum/pressure relief isolation valves (two valves) are open more then 50', the valves are to
be declared inoperable and the flow path isolated within 1 hour. ITS LCO 3.6.3 ACTION B (two
valves inoperable), was written as an administrative change reflecting the action of LCO 3.0.3.
This item was retained and moved to ITS LCO 3.6.3 ACTION B (valves not meeting ITS SR
3.6.3.10) under DOC 7-05-A. DOC 7-05-A has been revised to reflect this DCPP specific
information.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

3A

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 2 3/4 6-10
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION dZ.g.8-~
07%3

07-04

07-05

07-06

07-07

07-08

07-09

07-10

07-11

08-01

t.S

2'S11

LG

LG

LS9

LS25

LG

Achange[)con stentwithNUREG-14 1,SR3.6.3.1,isadde o
provide an allo nce for one isolation Ive in a penetration fl path to
be open whe performing the Requir d Actions for leakage t within
limits. This actually a consistenc change which goes 'he
revised R uired Actions (see 07 2-LS9 above). The quired Action
allows tinued operation with akage not in limits an this change to
the SR laws a valve to be op ed to re air the exce ive leakage.
~is catnap. is rep~lia4lc+v KP, &6 isja nnpcrrgcm ~~g(~/,

The time limitrestrictions on opening the tcontainment purge supply and~).
exhaust and pressure/vacuum relief flow paths] and the requirements to
periodical accumulate the time that the valves have been open would
be I t to licensee controlled documents. g

pox)vied nor+
Consistentwith NUREG-1431, an ACTION is added for two valves
inoperable in one penetration flowpath. The change is administrative
since the GTS would have relied oniLCO 3.0.3 which has essentially the
same requirements. 'gCV.~ L.Co S.e.i.7 Z~~~~~g

43.~~-/S
This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison.
Table (Endosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

A Note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is not required for
containment purge valves with resilient seals when the penetration flow
path is isolated by a leak tested blank flange. The purpose of the teak
testing requirement is to ensure containment leakage integrity during an
accident, and thereby limitaccident consequences. Isolation of the flow
path with a leak tested blind flange accomplishes this safety function
and additional leak testing of the valves in the flow path is redundant
and unnecessary.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

Consistentwith NUREG-1431, the LCO references to suction flowpath
and manual transfer of suction to containment sump have been deleted.
These details are included within the OPERABILITYrequirements of the
containment spray system (CSS) (as required by CTS 4.6.2.1 and as
further described in the Bases). There is no technical change resulting
from this deletion.

d7- I3 Instr 4

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-17REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 7-06 LS-11
DOC 11-13 LS-22
JFD 3.6-18
JFD 3.6-19
CTS 4.6.1.7.2
CTS 4.6.1.7.3
CTS 4.6.1.7.4
CTS 4.6.3.4
ITS SR 3.6.3.6, SR 3.6.3.7 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.1.7.2, 4.6.1.7.3, 4.6.1.7.4 and 4.6.3.4 require a leak rate test for the various
types of containment purge valves with resilient seals at various specified frequencies.
In converting to the ITS these frequencies have been modified. In some cases, the
frequency change is a Less Restrictive change (i.e., 24 hours to 92 days), while in
others the change is More Restrictive (i.e., 24 months to 184 days), or Administrative
(92 days to 92 days of opening valve). Considering the whole change, the staff cannot
conclude that the preponderance of the changes would result in the change being
classified as Less Restrictive as specified in DOCs 7-06 LS-11 and 11-13 LS-22, rather
than More Restrictive or Administrative. The converse is also true. In order to more
accurately reflect the changes made, each individual CTS should be reevaluated with
regard to the changes and marked accordingly (Administrative, Less Restrictive or More
Restrictive). See Comment Numbers 3.6.3-17, 3.6.3-18, 3.6.3-1 9, 3.6.3-20 and 3.6.3-
21 for additional specific concerns with regards to this change.

Comment: Revise the CTS as specified and provide the appropriate discussions and
justifications for the Administrative, Less Restrictive and More Restrictive changes. See
Comment Numbers 3.6.3-18, 3.6.3-19, 3.6.3-20, 3.6.3-21 and 3.6.3-22.

FLOG RESPONSE: This comment deals with current surveillance requirements 4.6.1.7.2,
4.6.1.7.3, 4.6.1.7.4, and 4.6.3.4. The proposed changes associated with these surveillances,
which deal with testing of valves with resilient seals, are addressed and justified as follows:

4.6.1.7.2- For DCPP, this item is not applicable because it is not a leak test surveillance.
For CPSES, the proposed changes delete STAGGERED TEST BASIS for the 184-day
surveillance and add a new requirement to test within 92 days of opening the valve. The
DOCs that support these changes are discussed in the response to Comment Number
3.6.3-19. In this response, CPSES has developed additional DOCs 7-14-M and 7-15-A and
modified DOC 7-06 LS-11. For Callaway and WolfCreek, the proposed changes involve
allowing testing of the containment shutdown purge isolation valves with or without blank
flanges installed. The DOC supporting the proposed changes (DOC 7-11 LS-25) is
discussed in the response to Comment Number 3.6.3-21 and 3.6.3-24. To further support
the Callaway and WolfCreek changes, DOC 7-11 LS-25 has been modified to employ the
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Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL 98-087

NUREG-1431 test frequencies of 184-day and within 92 days of opening as mitigating
factors in the overall relaxation of test requirements for the containment shutdown purge
isolation valves.

4.6.1.7.3 - For DCPP, this item is not applicable because it is not a leak test surveillance.
For CPSES, the proposed changes revise the testing frequency for pressure relief valves
from 92 days to 184 days and within 92 days of opening a valve. The DOCS that justify
these changes are discussed in the response to Comment Number 3.6.3-20. In responding
to Comment Number 3.6.3-20, DOC 7-06 LS-11 was used and new DOC 7-16-A was
prepared. For Callaway and Wolf Creek, this item is not applicable because it is not a leak
test surveillance.

4.6.1.7.4 - For DCPP and CPSES, this is not applicable because this surveillance is not
used. For Callaway and WolfCreek, the proposed changes revise the testing frequency for
the mini-purge valves from 92 days to 184 days and within 92 days of opening a valve. The
same DOCS (7-06 LS-11 and 7-16A) discussed in the response to Comment Number 3.6.3-
20 also are applicable to the proposed changes for Callaway and WolfCreek.

to Comment Num

ATTACHED PAGES:

4.6.3.4- For all the FLOG plants except DCPP, this surveillance is not used. For DCPP,
the proposed changes revise the frequency of testing ventilation isolation valves from every
72 hours and within 24 hours of cycling a valve to every 184 days and within 92 days of
opening a valve. The DOC supporting the proposed changes is addressed in the response

ber 3.6.3-1 8.

None
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Enclosure 2
PGSE Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-18 APPLICABILITY'C

REQUEST:

DOC 11-13 LS-22
CTS 4.6.3.4
ITS SR 3.6.3.7 and Associated Bases

DCPP CTS 4.6.3.4 leak rate tests the containment ventilation isolation valves within 24
hours after each closing of the valve except when the valve is being used for multiple
cycling then the frequency is at least once per 72 hours. DCPP ITS SR 3.6.3.7 changes
the CTS frequencies to 184 days and within 92 days after opening the valve. DOC 11-
13 LS-22 states that the leakage rate tests go from 30 months to 184 days (a More
Restrictive change) and 24 hours to 92 days (a I ess Restrictive change). DOC 11-13
LS-22 does not address the change or deletion of the 72 hour frequency. The CTS
does not specify a frequency of 30 months.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup accordingly and provide additional discussion and
justification on where the 30 month frequency is located in the CTS and on the
change/deletion of the 72 hour frequency.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 11-19-M has been issued to address the more restrictive change of
containment ventilation isolation valve leak testing frequency every 30 months to every 184
days. This change has been added to the CTS markup of CTS SR 4.6.3.4.

The CTS 30 month testing frequency is provided under the Containment Leak Rate Testing
Program (CTS SR 4.6.1.2 changed by LA 120/118 to CTS SR 4.6.1.1.c) which is committed
under 10 CFR 50, App J, Option B to Reg. Guide 1.163 (see para. C.2 for guidance of the
containment ventilation isolation valves which are good performing valves). This allows for a
maximum 30-month frequency. The DCPP license for the containment ventilation isolation
testing was based upon a plant specific resolution of the valve reliability issue addressed by
Generic Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration." The CTS addresses
seal deterioration by requiring testing within 24 hours if the valve has been opened and at least
once every 72 hours upon multiple cycling. This more restrictive change adopts the resolution
of Generic Issue B-20 as reflected in NUREG-1431.

DOC 11-13-LS22 has been revised to remove the "every 30 months to every 184 days"
information. The phrase "...and at least once every 72 hours during multiple cycling..." has
been added to the description of DOC 11-13-LS22 and LS-22. The justification is based upon
the good performance record of these valves.

ATTACHED PAGES

Encl 2 3/4 6-16
Encl. 3A 11, 12
Encl 3B 10
Encl 4 46, 47
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

11-09

11-10

NSHC DESCRIPTION Qnr8r dna~< a~«~" ~

Consistentwith NUREG-1431 and indu Traveler TSTF46, Rev. 1,

the isolation time surveillance is revise to delete the reference to
verifying "each power operated'ontai ment isolation valve and only
require verification of each "automatic solation valve. Containment
isolation valves which are power operated but do not receive a
containment isolation signal (i.e. can be remotely operated), do not have
an isolation time assumed in the accident analysis since they require
operator action. Therefore, deleting the reference to power operated
isolation valve time testing is a clarification that reduces the potential for
misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while maintaining the
assumptions of the accident analysis.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 38).

gFiv's @$ 6.3-go
A Note is added to the tainment isolation specifiica on that the LCO
is not applicable to main team safety valves (MSSVs), main steam
isolation valves (MSIVs), feedwater isolation valves (%Vs), [ ] and
atmos heri dum valve(ADVs).

8)~ese.

11-12

11-13 LS22

—fuRe5en-. This note is consistent with current licensing bases:

The phase flowpath's added for clarification and constancy with
NUREG-1431. This specification is based on GDC 55, 56, and 57
which address the proper isolation for each line" that penetrates
containment. Licensees have always been required to assure that
proper protection is provided for each line or flow path that passes
through containment even ifmultiple flowpaths share the same
penetratim. In this specification, the term "penetration has always
meant each flow path that penetrates containment. Adding the

weirds"flowpath to the sp
'

rifiie
aalu. ay gens once ~e 72 bout d>«&uhbpp

CIIns
This change re ises the DCPP containment ventilation isolation
leak rate surv Ilance frequency
from 24 hou to 92 days after opening a valve. This change is
consistentwith NUREG-1431 and NRC resolution of Multi-Plant Action
No. B-20, Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration. These
valves have a good service record and have consistently met leakage
rate requirements. The revised 92 day frequency still reflects
conservative margin to compensate for degradation of the resilient seats
in these valves.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3I4.6
(Continued)

~ CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

11-14

11-15

11-16

11-17

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the phrase "that is not locked, sealed, or
otherwise secured in position" is added for clarification in regard to
which valves require isolation time testing. Valves that are secured in

place, are secured in the position required to meet their safety function.
The isolation time testing ensures that valves can respond to the
position that meets their safety function in the time assumed in the
safety analysis. Ifthe valves are secured in the position that meets their
safety function, no testing is necessary.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

Even though it is not specified in ITS 3.6.3 Required Actions, the
ACTION to restore the inoperable valve stated in CTS 3.6.3.a is
understood as always the primary objective and a continuous option to
be performed during any Completion Time.

Not Used

11-18

Il-J9
12-01

12-02

LG This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Tab Enclosure 3B).
2nser cpP. c. 9'- /p
Consistent with NUREG-1431, the hydrogen monitoring specification is
moved to improved STS Section 3.3.3 concerning Post Accident
Monitoring (PAM) Instrumentation.

Consistent with the MODE of Applicabilityfor PAM instrumentation in
NUREG-1431, the MODE ofApplicabilityfor the hydrogen monitors is
extended to MODE 3.

12-03

12-04

LS15 Consistent with NUREG-1431 the ACTION is revised to require a
special report be submitted within 14 days in lieu of being in HOT
STANDBYwithin 6 hours, ifone train of hydrogen monitoring cannot be
restored to operable within 30 days. This is acceptable because the
report is required to identify alternative methods for monitoring and
plans and schedule for restoring the instrumentation before a loss of
functional capability occurs. (See ITS LCO 3.3.3 and 5.6.8)

Adds the requirement to be in HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours ifboth
trains of hydrogen monitoring are inoperable and one train was not
restored within 72 hours. This is a more restrictive requirement than is
currently applied and is being done to be consistent with the PAM
requirements in NUREG-1431.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 12





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 10 of12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

11-11
A

DESCRIPTION

A note is added to the containment isolation
specification that the LCO is not applicable to MSSVs,
MSIVs, FIVs, []and ADVs.

DIABLOCANYON

'es

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, already part of
CTS.

WOLF CREEK

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

11-12
A

11-13
LS22

11-14
A

11-15
A

11-16
A

11-17

The phase "flowpath" is added for clarification and
consistency with NUREG-1431.

This change revises the DCPP containment ventilation
isolation valve surveillance frequency from 30 months to
every 184 days and from 24 hours to 92 days after
opening a valve.

The phrase 'that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position" is added for clarification in regard to
which valves require isolation time testing.

A Callaway specific note to 3.6.3 regarding testing is
deleted based on ITS LCO 3.0.5.

Even though it is not specified in ITS 3.6.3 Required
Actions, the ACTION to restore the inoperable valve
stated in CTS 3.6.3.a is understood as always the
primary objective and a continuous option to be
performed during any Completion Time.

Not Used.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

12-01
A

//-/9
Af

The Cailaway specific words "during the COLD

Qaeee: rn cTS SR 4 &.3.g nr e, delved.,

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the hydrogen monitoring
specification is moved to ITS Section 3.3.3, concerning
PAM instrumentation.

nScr

No

Yes Yes

No

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

Yes

No, CTS hydrogen
monitoring
requirements are
not in this Section.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for 3.6.3-18

Encl 3A - page 12

11-19-M This DCPP plant specific change addresses the more restrictive change
of containment ventilation isolation valve leak testing frequency every 30
months revised to every 184 days. The DCPP license for the
containment ventilation isolation testing was based upon a plant specific
resolution of the valve reliability issue addressed by Generic Issue B-20,
Containment Leakage Due to Seal Deterioration." This provided for a
testing frequency no different from any other valve as provided for in the
Containment Leak Rate Testing Program (CTS SR 4.6.1.2 changed by
LA 120/118 to CTS SR 4.6.1.1.c) which is committed under 10 CFR50,
App J, Option B to Reg. Guide 1.163 (see Par C.2 for guidance of the
containment ventilation isolation valves which are good performing
valves). The Containment Leak Rate Testing Program provides for a
maximum 30 month frequency. The CTS addresses seal deterioration by
requiring testing within 24 hour if the valve has been opened (at least
once every 72 hour upon multiple cycling). This more restrictive change
adopts the resolution of Generic Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Due
to Seal Deterioration" as reflected in NUREG-1431.

Encl 3B - page 10

11-19-M This DCPP plant specific change addresses the more restrictive change
of containment ventilation isolation valve leak testing frequency every 30
months revised to every 184 days.

Applicability: DC YES
CP NO
WC NO
CA NO





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

Cl
NSHC LS22

10 CFR 50.92 EVALUATION
FOR

TECHNICALCHANGES THAT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE
REQUIREMENTS WITHINTHE TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONS

)Ond ak Ia<5+ ance dVeiy 72, hours during ~u/Pp/< 0/a'in/ 43r.s-ig
This change r vises the containment ventilation isolation valve leakage surveillance frequency after opening a valve
from 24 hours o 92 days. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431. These valves have a good service record
and have consistently met leakage rate requirements. The revised 92 day frequency still reflects conservative
margin to compensate for degradation of the resilient seats in these valves.

-restriebve-eh
~sed —.

This proposed TS change has been evaluated and it has been determined that it involves NSHC. This
determination has been performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92 (c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a ffnal determination, pursuant to the proceduresin 50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license fora faci%ty licensed under 50.21 (b) or 50.22 or fora testing facility
involves NSHC, ifoperation ofthe faci%tyin accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

1. Involve a significantincreasein the probability or consequences ofan accident previously
evaluated; or

Create the possibility ofa new or differen kind ofaccident from any accident previously evaluated;
or

3. Involve a significant reductionin a margin ofsafety.".

The following evaluation is provided for the three categories of the significant hazards consideration standards:

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated'

These valves fullymeet the requirement of the Branch Technical Position CSB 6Q (except for their larger
size). The ten year service records for these valves show that they consistently meet their leakage rate
limits. The revised surveillance frequency still retains the NRC recommended adequate margin to
'compensate for the fact that these valves are resilient seated valves. Therefore, the proposed change to
surveillance frequency does not effect the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. 'oes the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated'?

The proposed change to the surveillance frequency does not involve a physical alteration to any plant
equipment, causes no change in the method by which any safety related system performs its function, and
does not alter the manner in which any safety system is operated. Therefore, the proposed change would
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident.

Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

These valves fullymeet the requirement of the Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4 (except for their larger
size). The [nine] year service records for these valves show that they consistently meet their leakage rate
limits. The revised surveillance frequency still retains the NRC recommended adequate margin to
compensate for the fact that these valves are resilient seated valves. Therefore, there is no significant
reduction in the margin of safety.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 46





IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS22
(Continued)

NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based upon the preceding information, it has been determined that the proposed changes associated with NSHC
"LS22" do not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated,
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated, or involve a

significant reduction in a margin of safety. Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed change meets the
requirements of 10 CFR 50.92 (c), and does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 47
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ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-23REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 7-10 LS-9
JFD 3.6-13
CTS 4.6.1.7.2
CTS 4.6.1.7.3
CTS 4.6.1.7.4
CTS 4.6.3.4
STS SR 3.6.3.7 and Associated Bases
ITS SR 3.6.3.7 and Associated Bases

A Note has been added to CTS 4.6.1.7.2, 4.6.1.7.3, 4.6.1.7.4, 4.6.3.4 and STS SR
3.6.3.7 to clarify that leakage rate testing is not required for containment purge valves
with resilient seals when the penetration flow path is isolated by a leak tested blank
flange. The staff position is that the valve would still need to be leak tested since the 10
CFR 50 Appendix J requires both isolation devices in the containment penetration to be
tested except for GDC 57 penetrations. In addition, because the CTS does not currently
contain this exception, the staff considers this change to be a beyond scope of review
item for this conversion, as well as a generic change to the STS.

Comment: Delete this generic change.

FLOG RESPONSE: While we recognize that this is a generic change to the STS, the change
was sent to the Westinghouse Owners Group for consideration during their June 1998 meeting.
We believe the technical merits of the change should justify rapid approval by the WOG, TSTF,
and the NRC. We request that the NRC keep this as an open item under the assumption that it
will be approved prior to issuance of the SER. This change is of sufficient value in precluding
confusion, LERs, and inspection findings that should we be required to remove it from our
submittal, an LAR would be submitted upon NRC approval of the TSTF version of the change.
We believe that it would be cost effective for all concerned to retain this change within the
submittal pending NRC review of this proposed TSTF.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one
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ADDITIONALINFORINATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-27

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 11-08 TR-1
CTS 4.6.3.2
ITS SR 3.6.3.8 and Associated Bases.

CTS 4.6.3.2 requires that each automatic containment isolation valve actuates to its
isolation position on a specified test signal. In converting the CTS requirements to ITS
SR 3.6.3.8 the CTS is modified to allow credit to be taken for an actual as well as a
simulated (test) signaI. DOC 11-08 TR-1 does not provide sufficient information to
justify allowing the use of an actual signal.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification to allow the use of an actual
signal to meet this surveillance requirement.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS requires the use of a test signaI for initiation of valid tests. The
unintentional result was to require the reperformance of the verification even ifan actual signal
had already verified proper operation of the equipment. TR1 allows either an actual or test
signal. DOC 11-08 TR-1 has been revised to provide additional discussion and justification to
allow the use of an actual signal to meet this surveillance requirement.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

3A 10
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 314.6

(Continued)

~ CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

11-05 LS14 A new Condition is added to the current Containment Isolation Valve TS
to cover the case where one containment isolation valve is inoperable in

a penetration flowpath of the type configured with only one containment
isolation valve and a closed system. General Design Criteria (GDC) 57

allows the use of a closed system in combination with a containment
isolation valve to provide the two containment barriers against the
release of radioactive material following an accident. Traveler TSTF-30,
Rev. 1, provides the basis for extending the Completion Time for this
Condition to allow 72 hours to isolate an inoperable isolation valve
associated with a closed system. The CTS, LCO 3.6.3, does not allow
the use of a closed system to isolate a failed containment isolation valve
even though the closed system is subjected to a Type A containment
leakage test, is missile protected, and is seismic Category I piping.
Also, a closed system typically has flow through it during normal
operation such that any loss of integrity could be observed through
leakage detection systems within containment and system walkdowns
for closed systems outside containment. As such, the use of a closed
system is equivalent to isolating a failed containment isolation valve by
use of a single valve as specified in NUREG-1431, Required ACTION
A.1. The 72 hours provides the necessary time to perform repairs on a
failed containment isolation valve when relying on an intact closed
system. A Completion Time of 72 hours is considered appropriate given
the reliability of the closed system and that 72 hours is typically provided
for losing one train of redundancy throughout the NUREG. Ifthe closed
system and associated containment isolation valve were both
inoperable, the plant would be in LCO 3.0.3 since there is no specific
Condition specified.

11-06

11-07

11-08

TR3

LG

TR1

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the CTS SR to demonstrate the
OPERABILITYof each containment isolation valve by performance of a

cycling and isolation time test prior to returning the valve to service after
maintenance, repair, or replacement work on the valve or its associated
actuator, control or power circuit has been deleted. Any time repairs,
maintenance or modifications have affected the OPERABILITYof a
system or component, post-maintenance testing is required to
demonstrate operability of the system or component. Particular SRs
needed to demonstrate OPERABILITYof the system must be evaluated
for each maintenance or modification performed. Explicit post-
maintenance and modification TS SRs have therefore been deleted
from the ITS because these requirements are inherent in the LCO
OPERABILITYrequirements.

Consistent with the NUREG-1431 level of detail, the descriptive material
regarding the required containment isolation valve actuation signals in

the CTS surveillance requirement is moved to the revised expanded
Bases. This is acceptable as the requirement to verify actuation of the
valves is retained in the TSs while the identification of the applicable
actuation signal is moved to the Bases.

The actuation surveillance is revised consistent with NUREG-1431 to
clarify that an actual signal as well as a test signal may be e to verify
actuation. The actuation signal is moved to the Bases. g~p~g

4$ Ca. 3-P7

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 10





Insert for 3.6.3-27

Encl 3A - page 10

Insert for 11-08-TR1:

In several specifications throughout the TS, OPERABILITYof certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs it safety function upon receipt of
a simulated test signal. The intent of a 'simulated'ignal was to be able to perform the
required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an actual signal generating
event. However, the unintended effect was to require the performance of the
surveillance (using a test signal) even ifan actual signal had previously verified the
operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be taken for actual events
when the required equipment actuates successfully.

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment is
undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a better
demonstration of its OPERABILITYthan an actuation using a test signal. Thus the
change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also
improves plant safety by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of
service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event and by
reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing.
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-28

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 1-01 LG
CTS 3.6.1.1 ACTIONS
CTS 4.6.1.1.a
ITS 3.6.3 ACTIONS
ITS SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.1.1.a verifies that all penetrations not capable of being closed by OPERABLE
automatic isolation valves and required to be closed during accident conditions are
closed by valves, blind flanges, or deactivated automatic valves secured in their
positions. The corresponding ITS SRs for this CTS surveillance are ITS SR 3.6.3.3 for
valves outside containment and ITS SR 3.6.3.4 for valves inside containment. IF CTS
4.6.1.1.a cannot be met, the ACTIONS of CTS 3.6.1.1 are entered which require
restoration of valve OPERABILITYwithin 1 hour or shutdown within the following 36
hours. If ITS SR 3.6.3.3 or ITS SR 3.6.3.4 cannot be met, the ACTIONS of ITS 3.6.3
are entered which allows for one valve inoperable between 4 hours and 72 hours
depending on the type of penetration to restore valve OPERABILITYbefore shutdown
commences. This Less Restrictive change to the CTS is not justified.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show this Less Restrictive change and provide
the appropriate discussions and justifications.

FLOG RESPONSE: Diablo Canyon, Comanche Peak, WolfCreek, and Callaway have
evaluated this issue and have concluded that no change in requirements occurred. The content
of CTS SR 4.6.1.1a. was moved to ITS SR 3.6.3.3 and ITS SR 3.6.3.4 with the Required Action
time being moved to ITS LCO 3.6.3 ACTION B (see DOC 01-02-A). Additionally, implicitvalve
OPERABILITYaspects of CTS SR 4.6.1.1.a were combined with CTS LCO 3.6.3 ACTION and
are now shown as ITS LCO 3.6.3 ACTION A, B, and C for DCPP. CTS SR 4.6.1.1.a was
written to provide assurance that "all penetrations not capable of being closed ... are
...secured." Containment OPERABILITYis associated with penetration flow paths per the CTS
Bases 3/4.6.1.1 which states "CONTAINMENTINTEGRITYensures that releases ... will be
restricted to those leakage paths ... assumed in the safety analysis." The flow path
(penetration) must be unsecured for the condition of CTS SR 4.6.1.1.a to not be met. Under
CTS LCO 3.6.3- ACTION, one inoperable containment isolation valve (a valve unsecured/out
of position for a penetration "not capable of being closed during an accident") would provide 4
hours to restore the valve or secure the flow path. This was not changed under ITS 3.6.3
ACTION A. One "penetration" not meeting the conditions of CTS SR 4.6.1.1.a (two valves
unsecured/out of position in the same flow path) would provide 1 hour to secure one valve
closed in order to restore containment OPERABILITY. This was also retained under ITS 3.6.3
ACTIONS B.

DOC 01-02-A will be revised to read "....Conditions A, B, and C and Surveillance
Requirements (SR) 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4."
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ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6

This Enclosure contains a brief description/justification for each marked-up change to existing current plant
Technical Specifications (CTS). The changes are keyed to those identified in Enclosure 2 (mark-up of the CTS).
The referenced No Significant Hazards Considerations (NSHC) are contained in Enclosure 4. Allproposed
technical changes to the CTS are discussed below; however, some administrative changes (i.e., format,
presentation, and editorial changes made to conform to the Improved Technical Specifications (ITS)) may not be
discussed. For Enclosures 3A, 3B, 4, 6A, and 6B, text in brackets "f]'ndicates the information is specific and is not
common to all the Joint Licensing Subcommittee (JLS) Plants. Empty brackets indicate that other JLS plants may
have plant specific information in that location.

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

01-01

01-02

01-03

01-04 LS1

Wnseek q3.s./- I

Consistent with NUREG-1431, this requirement to verify the penetration
flow path is isolated is now addressed by improved Technical g,an
Specification (ITS) 3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves, Condition A~g and Surveillance Requirements (SR) 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4.

gs c'3-7.It
The ACTION statements are revised to incorporate the NUREG-1431
alternative isolation method of a "check valve with the flow through the
valve secured." This isolation method is provided in NUREG-1431 and
is considered an acceptable variation of a de-activated automatic valve.

A Note is added to valve and blind flange SRs consistent with NUREG-
1431. The Note allows verification of valves, flanges, and isolation
devices located in high radiation areas to be verified by use of
administrative means. This change is less restrictive in that the CTS SR
4.6.1.1 has an exception to valves, blind flanges, and deactivated
automatic valves which are located inside containment and are locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in the closed position. These valves shall
be verified closed during each COLD SHUTDOWN. However, under
CTS, ifan area outside of containment becomes a high radiation area,
we would still be required to enter the area to verify the closed positions.
The ITS would allow veriTication of all areas that are high radiation areas
or become high radiation areas to be verified by administrative means
once they have been verified to be in the proper position. This is
considered acceptable, since access to these areas is restricted for
ALARAreasons. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
devices, once they have been initiallyverified in the proper position, is
small.

01-05 A Consistent with NUREG-1431, this requirement is addressed by SR
3.6.2.1 in ITS 3.6.2, Containment AirLocks Required Actions.

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-29REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 2-05 LG
JFD 3.6-1
CTS 4.6.1.2c and 4.6.1.2.d (CPSES)
CTS 4.6.1.7.2
CTS 4.6.1.7.3
CTS 4.6.1.7.4
CTS 4.6.3.4
ITS SR 3.6.3.6, SR 3.6.3.7 and Associated Bases.

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.1-6.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response for Comment Number 3.6.1-6.

ATTACHED PAGES:

See attached pages for response Comment Number Q 3.6.1-6.
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-34

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, CA

JFD 3.6.3-5
STS SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3A and Associated Bases
ITS SR 3.6.3.3, SR 3.6.3.4 and Associated Bases

STS SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 have been modified by TSTF-45 Rev. 1. While ITS SR
3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 have incorporated the changes associated with TSTF-45 Rev. 1,
the Bases for ITS SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 do not fully incorporate all of the Bases
changes associated with TSTF-45 Rev. 1.

Comment: Revise the Bases for ITS SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to incorporate the
Bases changes associated with TSTF-45 Rev. 1 or provide additional discussion and
justification for the deviations.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS Bases SR 3.6.3.3 and Bases SR 3.6.3.4 have been revised to be
consistent with TSTF-45, Rev.1. The following statement has been added to both Bases
sections:

"This SR does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in the
closed positions, since these were verified to be in the correct position upon locking,
sealing, or securing."

This question is not applicable to Callaway since the ITS Bases for SR 3.6.3.3 and 3.6.3A
already contain this statement.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-23

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B ~ B3.6-22 and 24
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I BASES

SURVE IL'LANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

mop include

~g use. oP /octal

or rcrnok <noIic'owner

P9(,p g p

Containment Isolation Valves (

~ B3.6.3r<~ ~kc,-ocrf

that post accident 1|,akage of radioactive fluids or gases outside of the
containment boundary is within design limits. This SR does not re uire an
testin or valve manipulation. Rather. it involves verificatio .

that those containment isolation valves outside con ainment
an ca a e o eing mispositioned are in the correct position. Since
eri ica ion of valve position for containment isolation valves outside

containment is relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency is based on engineering
judgment and was chosen to provide added assurance of the correct positions.
The SR specifies that containment isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls are not required to meet the SR during the time the
valves are open.

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas
and allows these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically restricted during
MODES 1, 2 ~ 3 and 4 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves'nce they have been
verified to be in the proper position. is small

7hss SR ops ~~~>y + solves ~~oire lowed,seofs c(, or
Ah8ruo$6 secured in p clafedioc i+on, since. W~se ~re.

SR 3.6.3.4 ywrg>ed'e, in ~e enyo'asiYian i/~ loci- n ill+0/

This SR requires verification that each containment isolation manual valve
and blind flange located inside containment in'~ Ajt"„','3acke~iealed~XA"
0t'heKiise",:::;:ieeu'r,.'..ed and required to be closed during acciderit con'dstions is
closed. The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive
fluids or gases outside of the containment boundary is within design limits.
For containment isolation valves inside containment, the Frequency of "prior
to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within the previous 92 days"
is appropriate since these containment isolation valves are operated under
administrative controls and the probability of their misalignment is low.
The SR specifies that containment isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls are not required to meet the SR during the time they
are open.

This Note allows valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas to
be verified closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, for ALARA reasons.
Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these containment isolation
valves, once they have been verified to be in their proper positions is
small.

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-23
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-35 APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

REQUEST:

CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTION a and b
ITS 3.6.3 ACTION A

CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTION a and CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTION b (CPSES) specifies that with a
containment purge valve inoperable for reasons other than leakage, the valve shall be
closed or the penetration isolated within 4 hours. ITS 3.6.3 ACTION A in addition to
isolating the penetration within 4 hours requires verifying that the penetration is isolated
on a specified frequency. This is not reflected in the CTS markup of CTS 3.6.1.7
ACTIONS a and b.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to reflect the actual changes to be made and
provide the appropriate discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive change.

FLOG RESPONSE: This comment also applies to ACTION c for WolfCreek, Callaway and
Comanche Peak. Diablo Canyon has determined that this comment is applicable to them.

The ITS requirements to verify penetration isolation have been added as necessary to the
appropriate CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS. The addition of this wording to the CTS is considered a
more restrictive change. DOC (07-13- M) justifies the wording changes to the CTS.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl. 2 3/4 6-10
Encl. 3A 6
Encl. 3B 5
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT VENTILATION SYSTEM

. LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

eS ~.O-I
dn -O'7- A

07-01-A

3.6.1.7 One purge supply line and/or one purge exhaust line of the Containment
Purge System may be open or the vacuum/pressure relief line may be open —. The

provided the vacuum/pressure relief
isolation valves are blocked to prevent opening beyond 50'90's fully open).
Operation with any two of these three lines open is permitted.

PS.C.
S~5'7~

APPLICABILITY: MODES l. 2. 3, and 4.

ACTION.
M:<4+@'1-02-A

03-13-A

07~- . LG
Cp3die. 3» f5

07<5-A

etadhauSt;:Vg)pveS",,Our,::::: 'satuum/preaauie„'reYiefssaI'Vena,:,Oii:",.thi.',"::iaiiie:-::pelietrggnnn 11-12-A
O~iTojejable~foi'::,-'."r'earn%'8th'eI':ith'i''53eaka'ji, Bose -the open isolation
valve&s'r isolateeeie penePrabon(s) f)owpat5(s)': within I hour:
otherwise. be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN

within the following 30 hours.

:t t::::::,.Pi:, '!t,t,: Tt, ktdl!P tl t ldll: b,':.,P . dk, t P, tbd td,:,:
v'acti'uv'm/pri.sasu rishi:i1,i:8'f,-'ya'l
Nithfnj> 4)hours'.-.:',-.'$'so)'ati
l.'e'a st

'p'8r<'.",::31!':(lays:

O)hand:;itQ::Onep))p!V'dt~hi'this!ggeglllTled"":Autgnn3149 'll'pfnneevpervtbg2.'.!dBQS''7-l3- AA

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.1.7. 1 The position of the containment purge supply and exhaust isolation
valves and the vacuum/pressure relief isolation valves shall be determined closed 07 3-A

at east once ocr avs. '"..', „, '. „.. ',;.,—,,"'";, ";,.;,"*
II

07-04- LCi
ff)3 (.3-15

4.6.1.7.3 The 3'2"-,~och~dvacuum/pressure relief isolation valves shall be verified
b Pt kd '"'"

p t b dtT tt
egvueiddlds duraeuAL

)vs~Ipse 'i'n~ davTses:::iri~high.-;tradiadionlareas may.-'.he-veri fdedmvTeuse:;of
Bdllllfllstrad).Ye ieeauns:.

.i."'::!~By,, t:::d dtdt.:::.:: t Pip,: k 'td~~d,'. HP t:, ~, kdt..'.P ttp.

~~~jgunter.'::,:app)voab)e:,:,Counditi~n~~an5,'geguvrauedvads one )ofnvthe,",~hintainueenti ALCg
N~ien':::i)ledkage1),"rupeuSult'S';:::"Nn:u":,e")laueed)ing'gthe.'".,TOVeerial:lgcniitairiiiieantigeakeage':,i'ruate9

ED

DC-ALL-Ool
01~LS1

11-02-A

03-13-A

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-10





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4 6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION 4S (j.9.5
07-03

07-04

07-05

07-06

07-07

LS 2&

LS11

LG

Achange [)con stentwith NUREG-14 1, SR 3.6.3.1, isadde o
provide an allo nce for one isolation lve in a penetration fl path to
be open whe performing the Requir d Actions for leakage t within
limits. This actually a consisten change which goes 'he
revised R uired Actions (see 07 2-LS9 above). The quired Action
allows tinued operation with akage not in limits an this change to
the SR laws a valve to be op ed to re air the exce ive leakage.
'This cp~ ls nrf4~/iGG4lC, W 1X'P, &6 ~slw ~pc'r<4'i'n 7~le/~/,

The time limitrestrictions on opening the [containment purge supply and~).
exhaust and pressure/vacuum relief flow paths] and the requirements to
periodicall accumulate the time that the valves have been open would
be I t to licensee controlled documents. g

IY)OV<d nSer+
Consistentwith NUREG-1431, an ACTION is added for two valves
inoperable in one penetration flowpath. The change is administrative
since the CTS would have relied on~LCO 3.0.3 which has essentially the
same requirements. fC rD / C 0 9. 4„/. '7 AcNcvVend/

4.'9C 2-/b
This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Encfosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

07-08

07-09

07-10

LG

LS9

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

A Note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is not required for
containment purge valves with resilient seals when the penetration flow
path is isolated by a leak tested blank flange. The purpose of the leak
testing requirement is to ensure containment leakage integrity during an
accident, and thereby limitaccident consequences. Isolation of the flow
path with a leak tested blind flange accomplishes this safety function
and additional leak testing of the valves in the flow path is redundant
and unnecessary.

07-11 LS25 This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

08-01 LG Consistentwith NUREG-1431, the LCO references to suction flowpath
and manual transfer of suction to containment sump have been deleted.
These details are included within the OPERABILITYrequirements of the
containment spray system (CSS) (as required by CTS 4.6.2.1 and as
further described in the Bases). There is no technical change resulting
from this deletion.

07- l3 Insert

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION CONIPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.6 Page 5 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

07-06
LS11

07-07
LG

07-08
M

DESCRIPTION

The leakage rate testing frequency for containment
isolation valves with resilient seals is revised to 184
days and testing on a staggered test basis is no longer
required. A new requirement is also added to perform a
leakage test within 92 days of opening the valves.

The leakage rate test acceptance criteria for
containment isolation valves with resilient seals is
moved to the Bases.

Adds new requirement to perform a 31 day surveillance
to verifyclosure of the 18-inch the mini-purge valve.

DIABLOCANYON

No, see 11-13-
LS22.

No, criteria already
moved from CTS.

No, CTS already
contains this
requirement

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

No, CPSES does
not have
restrictions on
these valves..

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

Yes

07-09
LG

Details regarding the valve size and isolation
requirements have been moved to the ITS Bases.

No, this detail is not
in the CTS.

No, this detail is not Yes
in the CTS.

Yes

07-10
LS9

07-11
LS25

08-01
LG

A note is added to clarify that leakage rate testing is not
required for containment purge valves with resilient
seals when the penetration flowpath is isolated by a
leak tested blank flange.

Removes the requirement to blank flange the
containment shutdown purge supply and exhaust
isolation valves and revises the SR for verification of
closed shutdown purge valves and flanges inside
containment.

The LCO references to suction flow path and manual
transfer of suction to containment sump have been
deleted. These details are included within the
OPERABILITYrequirements of the CSS as described in
the Bases.

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this
requirement.

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
contain this
requirement.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

07-13
nh

nSeek

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for 3.6.3-35

Encl 3A - page 6

7-13 M This change adds verification requirements for the containment
purge supply and exhaust valves to CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS [J.

The required actions for inoperable containment ventilation
isolation valve(s) (CIV) are revised to verify the penetration flow
path isolated once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment and prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 ifnot
performed within the previous 92 days for isolation devices inside
containment. This is an option not explicitly available in the
current TS. These verifications result in the addition of ACTIONS
to the CTS. The addition of these more stringent requirements is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

Encl 3B - page 5

07-13-M - This change adds verification requirements for the containment purge supply
and exhaust valves to CTS 3.6.1.7 ACTIONS []. The required actions for inoperable
containment ventilation isolation valve(s) (CIV) are revised to verify the penetration flow
path isolated once per 31 days for isolation devices outside containment and prior to
entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 ifnot performed within the previous 92 days for
isolation devices inside containment

Applicability
DCPP Yes
CSES Yes
WC Yes
CA Yes
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-38

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

CTS 4.6.3.4
ITS SR 3.6.1.1 and Associated Bases
ITS SR 3.6.3.7 and Associated Bases

DCPP CTS 4.6.3.4 veriTies the leakage rates for each containment ventilation isolation
valve in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program, except for
the air sample supply and return valves. The wording of CTS 4.6.3.4 implies that the air
sample supply and return valves are part of the Containment Ventilation System, yet no
description of these valves can be found in the Bases for ITS 3.6.3. In addition, two
other implications can be deduced from the wording of CTS 4.6.3.4. Since CTS 4.6.3.4
is converted to ITS SR 3.6.3.7 it is implied that the air sample valves do not have
resilient seals. It can also be implied that the air sample valves are exempt from all
leakage test requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J. However, this exemption is not
listed in CTS 6.8.4.j/ITS 5.5.16. or ITS SR 3.6.1.1 and its associated Bases.

Comment: Provide the following:

a. Revise ITS B3.6.3 Bases to provide a description of the Containment Ventilation
System air sample valves.

b. Indicate whether these valves have resilient seals.

c. Provide a discussion on whether these valves are exempt from just the leakage tests
for resilient seals or all Appendix J leakage tests. Provide the reference in which the
staff approved the exemption.

d. If they are exempt from all Appendix J tests, revise the CTS/ITS markups of
CTS4.6.3.4, ITS 5.5.16 and ITS B3.6.1 Bases SR 3.6.1.1 to show that the
exemption is being relocated from CTS 4.6.3.4 to at least ITS 5.5.16 and possibly
ITS B3.6.1 Bases SR 3.6.1.1 in accordance with the 11/2/95 letter to NEI on
Appendix J Option B and TSTF-52 as modiTied by the staff. Provide the appropriate
discussions and justifications for this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: No changes. The ITS SR 3.6.3.7 expression "...valves with resilient
seals..." provides the same exemption that the CTS SR 4.6.3.4 expression "...except the air
sample supply and return valves..." does. The CTS does not contain the concept of "resilient
seals," rather it used system function (containment ventilation isolation valves) to identify them.
The air supply and return valves are not resilient seated and do not provide a direct path to the
environment, but they do receive the containment ventilation isolation signal. For these
reasons they were exempt from the 24 hours and at least every 72 hours leak testing after
opening requirement of CTS SR 4.6.3.4. This was intended to eliminate any possible confusion
that these valves might be subject to the resilient seat leak testing requirements rather then
containment isolation valve Type C teak testing. The air supply and return valves are classified
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as containment isolation valves and are Type C leak tested in accordance with 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 2 3/4 6-16
Encl 5A 3.6-14
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)
yr.c. a-9
CP3. la. 9-Z

11-09-A

II-IQ-A
Q3im ~ 3 lg,

11-13-LS22

07-1 0-LS9

Pa 3-tp

pa~er opercwco(

4.6.3.3 Tl 1 I 1 i,,f ...3,,131...,.

4.6.3.4 Each containment ventilation isolation valve, except the air sample
supply and return valves, shall be demonstrated OPERABLE ev'ei','.,j,",:F18'4l'"Bayi~@nd

ll-l 33m TI f ~::, Ti',il::,' 'I" ".

verifying leakage rates in accordance with the Containment Leakage Rate Testing
Program. ghiÃ,::::„.ji'irjpi:1::I'amfggi'.,:::;:ia::::,,.:"ooi

i'aol aa=d"ia""":."a":3"--k::::0'a"amii:'b1ma "k':'fi'a"" "'"
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-39

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

ITS SR 3.6.3.10 and Associated Bases

DCPP ITS SR 3.6.3.10 verifies that each 12 inch containment vacuum/pressure relief
valve is blocked to restrict the valve from opening >50 to ensure that the valves will
close within the times assumed in the safety analyses. DCPP ITS B3.6.3 Bases-
BACKGROUND states the following for the Containment Purge System: "The 48 inch
Containment Purge valves are qualified for automatic closure from their open position
under DBA conditions. Therefore, the 48 inch Containment Purge supply and exhaust
isolation valves must be blocked to prevent opening more than 80 in MODES 1, 2, 3 and
4 to ensure closure within 2 seconds under DBA conditions (in order to support the
required containment ventilation isolation time) and to ensure that the containment
boundary is maintained." Based on this statement and a similar statement in ITS B3.6.3
Bases - LCO, the staff requires that a surveillance similar to ITS SR 3.6.3.10 for the 48
inch containment purge valves be included in the ITS to ensure that facility operation will
be within safety limits.

Comment: Revise the CTS/ITS markup to include a SR similar to ITS SR 3.6.3.10 for
the 48 inch containment purge valves, and provide the appropriate discussions and
justifications for this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The bases for the current license come from SSER 9, para. 6.2.3 (June
1980) which required a 50'lock on the 12 inch vacuum/pressure relief valves. No requirement
for the 80'lock has ever been present in the DCPP license. The 80'imit is an administrative
limit resulting from the actual value used in the design calculations and was added to the ITS
Bases to better describe the system for operations personnel. It does not represent a licensing
basis, and therefore the ITS LCO 3.6.3 Bases, BACKGROUND for the Containment Purge
System (48 inch purge valves), has been revised to delete the 80'imit .

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-1 2

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5A
Encl 5B

3.6-14
B3.6-25
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Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

BASES

BACKGROUND personnel access. The sup ly and exhaust lines each contain two isolation
(Continued) valves.

'
TThe 49 inch CarrjreejtiPurge valves

1tft 1 f tl" 1
'f,"="tl""1,

1
position under DBA conditions. Therefore, the 48 inch Coflt8wmerif Purge
supp, y;;~:ao:,:,:,, alJs,:::.-'~iso,.at';,5n va ves'. '.,;;,,=,„,,: in MODES 1, 2 3, and 4 ensure

en'sure,'."" a":i '

Cnrntalnmerit hniindary iS maintained. ~Tti'e Seiuai'~4e'iiiYi ~bi.: apeiied'lax'S,ineeeSSartj
, '9"ijx~t
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>'. ~i":,"'::;:::::';::.::„'':.";;:l'.""::4';:.'""'@Kedruce)floDle ':9888$ !8j'TA)flixonTB)TINCT:,':.Dv'4of4TO iBflQgGUlgfig:.',!GBT'Gollflel"}kg!,:::::,::::,:::::~.::;:,flcu<seroth......,.or!~i .:.:Titn:...::::..:. T;.::,,.....T:,::to,:,::f er'.:t ..uto..::::,,:,::,.:oe...;r„,,„:„II

5'cyc8$ $::iF@4X'Xt Cmrv<aaevh

efre~'t:"thee:ihtaxbl'ti'ib'i:, sty

o'rudrre";itvliaiiS2gg$h<uhura::"::.'Oei.!:Cess'1 enYCaMr,"."::yevaxr.".:::

v<raIMAXAMwhMrvA v<<M+Mf
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%i86 rattan'a'v'e's

The 'Co5tai~TImen...:pPressurefgacuum::,'Rely.elva',:IVR"::"::aTe o 7;.ate'd
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as:.::::::wcessirj to:

a. Reduce the concentration of noble gases within containment prior to and
during personnel access, and

5qualize FontYjn~pN internal and external pressures.

1 tl X':1!2„:.:::;:,:..:.'1,:-.",<Yrwt:! ...mll::,: .„:,,::,11. %fit t.":::,. <t" 're "designed to meet"the rheILu'Irements for automatic
COntainment,iSOlatian C<atuee I'TYIth'i<not-.:,j',:;::Seen<ntdSXlf!mmeohanl'Cai:::biOCta::;::,are
5ogtalg::ed:,:~Co'."jYr.,;5vir7t,:;:,'j)peiYiffj.:'.':IIIa'i%',::'.:ithunn'.:,":50,'::s, Cheese "va i ve's may"bex opened as

(Continued)
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Containment Isolation Valves

3.6.3

.PS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.3.7
Thl",i";j0'r',,''i']'.:1':
s r

e

ee
h

e

o

e
"-"etp'at'100',,::.,fjfoYjp8045$",.)8018t86kbyj8'".,::,leak,
.

emend.:;bl'ank'goal'a'nje",::::,."".;.'.-'-,.".'-„";.„';-"-',"-„:.=".."-:.'.'~—':—"'„'-"'.":,':;".'-:„—, ';-"'-.:;,',-.:;-',
)mp Cr'""'S"%"~~o'"Sx~

g'~"'g'~Num/hmo~oMAm$

Perform leakage rate testing for containment
purge ~supp,.y,:,:.,:,an5:::,::exhausst~irid~@aciium/pi assure
rWe,)efpv'a1ves wi'th resi'1"ierit seals

jn''uo

ortiance pii't'ai.;":the',:;:Contagium'east!:teakage, jlt'e
Lei@nmg'.! prjg're'm".

3.6-13

184 days

AND

Within 92 days
after opening
the valve

3.6-17

SR 3.6.3.8 Verify each automatic containment isolation
valve that is not locked, sealed or otherwise
secured in position, actuates to the isolation
position on an actual or simulated actuation
signal.

months
g-ALL-~I

SR 3.6.3.9

B-PS

SR 3.6.3. 10 Verify,each K'2 inch containment
vicv@nfpressui';e.'.:~r4 i,.if, val ve is locked to
restrict the valve from opening > 695.

g months

B-PS

(continued)
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BASES

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

,
SR 3.6.3.8 CofRc l4~AQ i 50LLhcA fS (.o-Z,

Automatic containment isolation valves close on a ghaseiA'lI::,::.phase:,:8~!@r7~CV]l

signal to prevent leakage of radioactive material from conntasnment following
a DBA. This SR ensures that each automatic valve will
actuate to its isolation position on a containment isolation signal. This
surveillance is not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otgerwise
secured in the required position under administrative controls. The (N'onth
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the 2'0
conditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential for an
unplanned transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at
power. Operating experience has shown t t these components usually pass
this Surveillance when performed at the month Frequency. Therefore. the
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

SR 3.6.3.9 Hog:,;":!Used
gq ~-AU.-mi

SR 3.6.3.10

Verifying that each 949Xg inch containment ptege ~~pr8886iYfyhcUV~m".:.t'el)R
valve is blocked to restr'ict opening to ~6034 59,'is erequi'red 'to ensur'e
that the valves can close under DBA conditions wTCNin the times assumed in
the analyses of References I and 2. If a LOCA occurs. the pangs conteinmentr
pressukreftvxcuum!!I',el'ief@valves must close to maintain containment 'leakage
within the vaTues assumed in the accident analy'sis.

The month Frequency is
appropriate because the blocking devices are riit typica y removed eely

escegt'fd'uring matntewnraTcd. 2< a Au ccu

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-40

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CA

STS B3.6.3 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

The third paragraph of STS B3.6.3 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES
describes the DBA analysis assumptions with regards to containment isolation-
response times and what is included in the total response time. This paragraph is
deleted in ITS B3.6.3 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. Since ITS changes
to the STS Bases were made based on changes to the STS, on plant specific system
design, or on current licensing basis as specified in the CTS, with the exception of the
specific response time, the deletion of the paragraph does not seem to fall into any of
these categories. The staff believes that this paragraph provides useful information
necessary for the understanding of the ITS.

Comment: Retain this paragraph modified by plant specific information or provide a
discussion to justify its deletion.

FLOG RESPONSE: The paragraph was deleted because it implies that the 60 second isolation
time is a specific assumption in the DBA dose analysis. The paragraph was replaced with the
sentence immediately following that paragraph which contains the applicable plant specific
assumption. It is obvious that for the assumed leakage to be achieved, containment isolation
must occur in some reasonable length of time. Hence, it is true that containment isolation is
inherently assumed in the dose analysis. The paragraph will be reinstated, but the discussion
of the 60 second isolation time will not be included since this time is not a specific assumption
in the DBA dose analysis. The reinstated paragraph will read: "The DBA analysis assumes
that containment isolation occurs and leakage is prevented except for the design leakage rate,
L,."

Callaway will retain the third paragraph of STS B 3.6.3 Applicable Safety Analysis which
describes the DBA assumption response times.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-14
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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES
(continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

~ B3.6.3
~e g~ ynplqSIS f"$$4'/77ES ~ c~4fnvpselt& /Sd/&~cvl Occam/'S

and Aada5K ISpreVen~ e'~e/+ ~r &8 dv >t>~n peamgdf p ~/QC.
PS,C.9'-ddt

dier'at)'oi);.,.',.of,"the::.:'.„a'ir)derit:,-,':.;':-
"'"' '"

".

e«< ed+m4''mama» j'rt>>">w''«....,<w p<h<«<O>pxe w> '''-:.Sd eqt>p><w< "S<.S;p>spr< ':~a: U '>C x>art ~ d<....zp<<aa''p<>e: w:sjwd r!< 4"r ..a<."<.'p>wd;.< '<<..S<v

ma'rr'">mr ."a":.,<.:".:'.,',.~;,e....".re;d;;>;.<i>:Sr.;wpp>;;. S:.~ <<Sa.,':h''a,.;:W,"~"k.>P;><1 >:S."...,:.'<„.,: ..Iip<viikia ","'..<:>'" ',,,"1m+em»'...< ':.::: 1<.k~>~<><

.:w".;.'pi:errk;''<i.;:p m,"e<w '.;;.':,:,v.e!2> Sped> d>S««e<„pi>. '." wk>>::: e:~"„:."''See kva:;::,<'ve':;>r'da>ws >>p4>d>@ca><aviv<'«>da<

The single failure criterion required to be imposed in the conduct of plant
safety analyses was considered in the original design of the 48:,":.::gogh

C!o<'ntaanlentppr mrs ssudr.:efV <scum~i'!Repl'1'oflgva lve's. Tw'o val've's in series en-each
i>eng~e prov>de. assui"ance tliat >hr eth the
~$f&'::,":jathsYcan',"':he isolated even if a single failure occurred. The inboard

d tl di lt t,~ p idd tddi p
sources, and ere:;"'.Ipneumatically operated spring closed-.

1't:::, ! 1W!mill!>i.i":::::.I:,; -1'""em:edmt.,:„'::i:: 't:::::.ii "-',i,,:,:.:„-",'!,. ll

tu'o

ChagQ
4U,(,9- q/

<
et>,;-,-"'","-'"Akim...-::-'-''"-'--"""':,"-T,""i-""--"'-::::lp'-"':!!!N!"1 '"'"'--':--1!'ll'!-""t- -'1**"

the environment''olTowing a LOCA. Therefore, each of,the Cental'nvmemntiridp.iitge

d>tmi de<,- dl:: d.":.~ 1! tm=:,4'it,, >pi'".""";".'-!!ll'll',"r

year!'while "e'>~1m d>>p<<TQ HOOES 1, 2",'"3, vend a. '"'', " *

Addit>nna I":.,ly.,:::;::::; on!~y,:,:.tWO„,:."of!'the!thrice:::;;fdorWSPithe:,:!(Cornta'T'nwsienut';:Purhge.;,;s7uPPly:-,:and

compromising the containment boundary as long as the system is operated in
accordance with the subject LCO.

The containment isolation valves satisfy Criterion 3 of
sea~~~ gi)6FR50:.,",8'eject'(g)';0'%5.

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO' 3.6.3-41REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC, CA

STS B3.6.3 Bases -APPLICABLESAFETY ANALYSES
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

The second from last paragraph in STS B3.6.3 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY
ANALYSES contains the following sentence: "In this case, the single failure criterion
remains applicable to the containment purge valves due to failure in the control circuit
associated with each valve." This sentence is deleted in ITS B3.6.3 Bases-
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. Since ITS Changes to the STS Bases were made
based on changes to the STS, on plant specific system design, or on current licensing
basis as specified in the CTS, the deletion does not seem to fall into any of these
categories. The Staff believes that this statement provides useful information necessary
for the understanding of the ITS.

Comment: Retain the deleted sentence or provide a discussion justifying its deletion.

FLOG RESPONSE: The paragraph in NUREG-1431 containing this sentence is in brackets
indicating plant specific information may be inserted.

Plant S ecific Discussion

For Diablo Canyon, since the subject valves are environmentally qualified for post-accident
conditions and are not required to be sealed during power operation, this paragraph is not
applicable, and was appropriately modified to make it plant specific.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.6-14 (indicates no change)
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BASES

Containment Isolation Valves (

~ 83.6.3
~~ g~ ynalqsis casumes ~ c~f"/n~n+ isola~~ ckcurs

'ndlare~e. /s prau~nM erst+ g/ we df-»~~n /edNp i cK., L,a..

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANAI YSES
(continued)

~ 4,.
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The single failure criterion required to be imposed in the conduct of plant
safety analyses was considered in the original design of the 48.'':-.'>@eh
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flow!.."paris,-::ceo~he isolated even if a single failure occurred. The inboard
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'Addi'tYondaIlly,'".',~oolj.':;CwoFgf:..=::,t+gtvh7'eeYff ow::,''.patrie::.-...(conta'i@i7er'it;;: purge';supply',/and
elhxhaust':."ll'a'nd)'ioiitai~it',",".va'crIumI!p're'ssur'e
Th 's E >$ ~„'QUEST':..Z I 0 I T I T: 'e'jvsysAtem ',:ji',~ignaemii:::.:i'O preclude a si<nvgle Tai'iure Trom
compromising the containment boundary as long as the system is operated in
accordance with the subject LCO.

The containment isolation valves satisfy Criterion 3 of
SCe~eae f;0CFRBD:86K".H2:) (~Xi -.
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-42

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

STS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO and REFERENCES

The third paragraph of STS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO deals with those containment isolation
valves that are required to be closed during an accident and are in the closed position
during normal operation. The last sentence in this paragraph states that these passive
isolation valves/devices are listed in a plant specific document(s). This sentence has
been deleted from ITS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO. Since ITS changes to the STS Bases were
made based on changes to the STS, on plant specific system design, or on current
licensing basis as specified in the CTS, the deletion does not seem to fall into any of
these categories. This statement directs the operator/inspector to those documents
which list these passive devices similar to the document that lists the automatic valves.
The staff requires that this statement be retained.

Comment: Revise the ITS markup to retain this statement modified to include specific
plant documents containing the listing of the passive isolation valves/devices or if the
listing of the document is extensive, a general description of the type of documents.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS Bases markup is revised to reference the plant specific
document(s) containing the listing of passive isolation valves.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B 3.6-15
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Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

BASES (Continued)

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment boundary. The
containment isolation valves'afety function is related to minimizing the
loss of reactor coolant inventory and establishing the containment boundary
during a DBA. The automatic power operated isolation valves are required to
have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an automatic isolation
si gna 1, The 48 inch Cbiifaiament~,&urge)'sipvplp,"'::,'and'::.:.e7diatust":.~k"~@

, dlltdll,
" '',,",'ll"..."p'ill'I,",:,ll',"'!,: '"'ll"""'t'I

+ These blocked -page valves also actuate on an automatic Iisjlatj'oii signal.
The v'alves covered by this LCO are listed along with their"'"ass'ociated

stro e ime: -

.

""'. '-",,,':.":,.: vari ':;,rtoce Ijre
DCPv«v

~ ' . '(R «f6 d«)CV)
)

d,vtvAVt«««6 ««v«4Y«3«d VV«36333!VV4* ««33!i>d'«iVA'vdd«VVC nvi« 3

CVd««««CVd«d«« ~ ~V«««3«V«V«tddVd«Cy.CV«C VV

~ Normally closed p@iiv~e.'.,contaTrimen~it'isolation va1 vesTdevices are
considered OPERABLE when manual valves are closed. automat'ic'aTves are
de-activated and secured in their closed osition. blind flanges are in
place and

I Ctree'4- S i «e-g
333> I'. 9 -dd'Z

t d I 3
I I I t,,- !111 —,:.3--6—3.

requirements. The other containment isolation va!lve leakage "rates""ar'e'
Ctl 3.6.. "C

This LCO provides assurance that the containment isolation valves aa4-')4e

function to minimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory and establish the
containment boundary during accidents.

The,;:i;":CC;:lvi~jedj74edl::by,";,,:a:<NRe.,'.:sta6gg:;::that7NeYBa~ap,:Steattt";.SKfety~Nl ves.~;::Hai'nv

St'edam'> I'SO)'it)'OII':;..:VaT:VeS.',":peed''a
Val ves'-,:ar'i„':.not:,a'ddres's'ed<4j-;:thi's'."LICop:,''SThest'he".

heim(jenerjtari:<and",;.pippin'g;-':irisi'de'.;:cont«'a)nment'~as. a':",cor
b«arvr>erc;:,,:.;(i .8,".,'',-,':,clot«s@;:,sos!te9",..."~~7hevse.va3vevs«Ya«re":.addressed".:by„-';.Lco,"-.,3.',7/1~4;"! Nain
Stevadm!'.;::Safectdj':Va'lv'es",,(NSSVs')';"j<::LCOJ3'.-'.7,:24",Ha)i7 SteamyIsolatj on',',",Va'ives

l,«t!,"'I:-:,::,,"-:-':,tdd!!3!3!i!I!ii3 ""i,:!3:""«'",3",",'::::ll""vt '!I,,":,",I,:"""'!!l,l!I,'3!!~i.::",i .
"

.-"':Atmospher'ice:,0'ump';.",Val'v'es';:i'(AQVs)',:,,~jiwdh'>'ih)prvow'de'~the'5a 'rvopri at'e:-:,Re'oui;r'ed
Ait'iO'nS;:::iiiI~ith'estd'tiiit„:::;thdd'S~VValitii:;ii'n'i,;:,:::i''j~iii'ibid!::~»~,+

' "qir.Z ddd-
APPLICABILITY In NODES I, 2. 3. and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive

material to containment. In NODES 5 and 6, the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations of these NODES.

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-43

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

The fifth paragraph of STS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO states the following: "This LCO
provides assurance that the containment isolation valves and the purge valves will
perform their design safety functions..." ITS B3.6.3 Bases - LCO deletes the words "and
purge valves" from this sentence. Since ITS changes to the STS Bases were made
based on changes to the STS, on plant specific system design, or on current licensing
basis as specified in the CTS, the deletion does not seem to fall into any of these
categories. In addition, the staff believes the change is a potential generic change.

Comment: Delete this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: CPSES has three kinds of valves that fit the ITS category of "purge"
valves (described in CTS 3.6.1.7): containment purge supply and exhaust isolation valves,
hydrogen purge supply and exhaust isolation valves, and the containment pressure relief
discharge isolation valves. Since the containment pressure relief discharge isolation valves do
not contain the word "purge" in their name and since all three categories are containment
isolation valves, deletion of the word "purge" was considered a clarification to ensure that the
containment pressure relief discharge isolation valves were not excluded. To further clarify the
applicable "purge" valves, the Bases is revised to specifically include the containment purge
valves, hydrogen purge valves, and the containment pressure relief valves.

For DCPP, both the CTS and the STS and ITS LCO make no distinction between containment
isolation valves and purge valves. The scope of containment isolation valves governed by both
the DCPP CTS and the STS and ITS LCO already includes purge valves. Ifcontainment
isolation valves must be OPERABLE, then so must purge valves since they are containment
isolation valves. DCPP believes that the separate distinction of purge valves in this sentence in
the ITS Bases is confusing and misleading because it can give the impression that purge valves
are somehow not containment isolation valves, and hence require separate mention. Either all
the different types of containment isolation valves should be mentioned in this sentence or none
of them. Not speciTically mentioning the purge valves in this sentence certainly could not be
considered to be a generic change. The wording of the 3.6.3 LCOs on containment isolation
valves in the CTS and ITS are identical. There is no implication anywhere that it does not apply
to purge valves. Not mentioning purge valves separately in the ITS Bases sentence could not
possibly be construed to imply that the LCO does not apply to purge valves, any more that it
could be construed to imply that it does not apply to other types of containment isolation valves
that are not specifically mentioned. To avoid the possible source of confusion raised by
separately distinguishing purge valves in the subject ITS Bases sentence, and because it is
unnecessary and redundant to do so, DCPP prefers to delete the phrase "and purge valves"
from the sentence.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-44

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.3 Bases - ACTIONS
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - ACTIONS

APPLICABILITY: DC

The first sentence in the first paragraph of STS B3.6.3 Bases - ACTIONS states the
following: "The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow paths,
except for [42] purge valve penetration flow path, to be unisolated intermittently under
administrative controls." DCPP ITS B3.6.3 Bases - ACTIONS modifies this sentence to
limit the penetration flow paths to those that are normally isolated by locked or sealed
closed valves or valves that do not receive a containment isolation signal. The intent of
the STS Note is to allow any closed containment isolation valve except certain purge
valves to be opened under administrative controls which may be Less Restrictive than
current requirements. The CTS/ITS markup and CTS DOCs indicate that the STS
ACTIONS Note 1 was being implemented as modified by the plant specific purge valve
opening limitation of CTS 3.6.1.7, and was not being limited as specified by the ITS
Bases discussion. If it is DCPP's intent to limit the extent of ITS 3.6.3 ACTIONS Note 1

as specified in the Bases discussion, then the Note itself, the CTS markup and
associated DOCs need to be modiTied. Ifthat is not DCPP's intent then the STS Bases
wording should be used as modiTied by the limitation specified in CTS 3.6.1.7.

Comment: Revise the CTS/ITS markup of STS 3.6.3 ACTIONS Note 1 to reflect either
DCPP's intent as specified in the ITS Bases discussion or the STS intent as modified by
the limits of CTS 3.6.1.7. Provide additional discussions and justifications as necessary.

FLOG RESPONSE: DCPP is revising the ITS B 3.6.3 Bases - ACTIONS first paragraph to
reflect the ITS 3.6.3 ACTIONS Note 1. This will be accomplished by using the STS Bases
wording as modified by CTS 3.6.1.7 (retain strike out of ", except for 48 inch purge valve
penetration flow path,"). The Bases text will read:

"The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow paths to be unisolated
intermittently under administrative controls. The intended scope of this Note is penetrations
that are normally isolated by locked or sealed closed valves or valves that do not receive a
containment isolation signal. These administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicated
operator at the valve controls, who is in continuous communication with the control room. In
this way, the penetration can be rapidly isolated when a need for containment isolation is
indicated."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-16
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Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

APPLICABILITY Therefore, the containment isolation valves are not required to be OPERABLE
(continued) in MODE 5. The requirements for containment isolation valves during MODE 6

are addressed in LCO 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations."

ACTIONS
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consist o s a ioning a de icate opera or a the valve controls, who is in
continuous communication with the control room. In this way, the penetration
can be rapidly isolated when a need for containment isolation is indicated.
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A second Note has been added to pr'ovide clarification that, for this LCO,
separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path. This is
acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable containment isolation valve.
Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued operation, and
subsequent inoperable containment isolation valves are governed by subsequent
Condition entry and application of associated Required Actions .

The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which ensures appropriate
remedial actions are taken, if necessary, if the affected systems are
rendered inoperable by an inoperable containment isolation valve.

In the event the ~~ok ecjtaiwerit%<,, ~@it>ao::;.vi],vj leakage results in
exceeding the overall containment leakage 'rate Bccept~abee::,crj'tepj$ , Note,4
directs entry into the applicable Conditions and"'Requ'ired Act'ions of
LCO 3.6.1.

A.l and A.2

(Continued)
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Insert for 3.6.3-44

ITS 83.6.3 - ACTIONS (page 83.6-16)

The ACTIONS are modified by a Note allowing penetration flow paths to be unisolated
intermittently under administrative controls. The intended scope of this Note is
penetrations that are normally isolated by locked or sealed closed valves or valves that
do not receive a containment isolation signal.
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ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-48REQUEST'PPLICABILITY'C
STS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2
STS B3.6.3 Basis-B.1
STS B3.6.3 Basis-C.1 and C.2
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2
ITS B3.6.3 Bases- B.1
ITS B3.6.3 Bases- C.1 and C.2

The first sentence in STS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2 states the following: "In the event
one containment isolation valve in one or more penetration flow paths is inoperable
[except for purge valve or shield building leakage not within limit,] the affected
penetration flow path must be isolated." DCPP ITS B3.6.3 Bases A.1 and A.2 modifies
this sentence as follows: adds the words "requiring isolation following a DBA" after "one
or more penetration fiow paths," and deletes reference to purge valve and shield
building leakage not within limits. ITS B3.6.3 Bases-B.1 and ITS B3.6.3 Bases-C.1 and
C.2 make the same addition - requiring isolation following a DBA - to their first sentence.
While the deletion of shield building leakage is acceptable, the other two changes
change the meaning and intent of the statements. The addition of the words "requiring
isolation following a DBA" to the Bases for A.1 and A.2, B.1, and C.1 and C.2 could be
interpreted to limit the Condition to only automatic valves or only those valves required
to be closed and not inoperable containment isolation valves that are required to remain
open following a DBA. The latter valves have two safety functions, one to remain open
in an accident situation and the other an isolation function when required to be closed.
The second change - deletion - deletion of purge valve leakage exception - makes the
statement inconsistent with ITS 3.6.3 Condition A which exempts purge valves
inoperable due to leakage. The intent of the Condition is that it applies to all
containment isolation valves except purge valves declared inoperable due to leakage
not within limits.

Comment: Delete these changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS Bases for DCPP is revised to include the parenthetical statement
"(except for Containment Purge supply and exhaust valves and Containment PressureNacuum
Relief valves)." The discussion in the Bases for Action D covers the excepted valves.

In the phrase "requiring isolation following a DBA," the word "DBA"is changed to "LOCA." This
phrase was added because the sentence indicates that the affected flow path must be isolated.
Flow paths that must remain open to perform a safety function following a LOCA should not be
isolated since that would create an unsafe condition by disabling one train of a system required
for accident mitigation. This situation is covered by Note 3 of the Action statement, which
states: "Enter applicable Conditions and Required Actions for systems made inoperable by
containment isolation valves." Ifa valve that happens to be a containment isolation valve by
virtue of its position in a piping system, but which must remain open following a LOCA,
becomes inoperable, the appropriate action statement to be entered is the one for the system
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requiring operability of the valve to perform its safety function, not the containment isolation
valve Action statement. Since the subject condition is already addressed by Note 3 of the
Action statement, and since isolating the penetration would create an unsafe condition, PG8E
believes that inclusion of the phrase "requiring isolation following a DBA" or an equivalent
phrase is appropriate and necessary for clariTication to prevent creation of an unsafe condition.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.6-17

For information only pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-16, 18, and 19
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consist o s a ioning a de icate opera or a the valve controls, who is in
continuous communication with the control room. In this way, the penetration
can be rapidly isolated when a need for containment isolation is indicated.
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APPLICABILITY Therefore. the containment isolation valves are not required to be OPERABLE
(continued) in MODE 5. The requirements for containment isolation valves during MODE 6

are addressed in LCO 3.9.4, "Containment Penetrations."
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A second Note has been added to provide clarification that, for this LCO,
separate Condition entry is allowed for each penetration flow path. This is
acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition provide appropriate
compensatory actions for each inoperable containment isolation valve.
Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued operation, and
subsequent inoperable containment isolation valves are governed by subsequent
Condition entry and application of associated Required Actions.

The ACTIONS are further modified by a third Note, which ensures appropriate
remedial actions are taken, if necessary, if the affected systems are
rendered inoperable by an inoperable containment isolation valve.

In the event the asn-leek containgjentj~so:at's'on:::ya1,:vise leakage results in
exceeding the overall contalnmenWeakage rate acC'esgtaxnoe>Cjii~teraa. Note 4
directs entry into the applicable Conditions and"Req»ui»re Actions of
LCO 3.6.1.

A.l and A.2

(Continued)
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B3.6.3
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method of isolation must inc'lude the use of at least one isolation barrier
that cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation re~w
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated1,ti,1 ...1, d 1 1 ':(t'hi':;:::::.*:!:"i!:.,:!p,

c'kieraflti.'..':.'~~'lveY'NÃgghrp~r,.':,.'rlnoveg':,a blind flange, and"a" check'"v'alve with
'ffow tTir'ough the val've secured.'or a penetration flow path isolated in
accordance with Required Action A. 1, the device used to isolate the
penetration should be the closest available one to containment. Required
Action A. 1 must be completed within 4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the time required to isolate the penetration and the
relative importance of supporting containment OPERABILITY during HODES 1, 2.
3 ~ and 4.

uhes may lneluae,
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For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored to.OPERABLE

status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action A. 1, the affected penetration flow paths must
be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated following an accident
and no longer capable of being automatically isolated will be in the
isolation position should an event occur. This Required Action does not
re an testin or device mani ulation. Rather, it involves
verificatio . that those isolation devices outside
containment an a e o eon itioned are in the correct position.

e omp etion Time o once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the devices are
operated under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. For the isolation devices inside containment, the time
period specified as "prior to entering NODE 4 from HODE 5 if not performed
ithin the previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is

considered reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices
and other administrative controls that will ensure that isolation device
misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this Condition is
only applicable to those penetration flow paths with two containment
isolation valves. For penetration flow paths with only one containment
isolation valve and a closed system. Condition C provides the appropriate
actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note I that applies to isolation devices
located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
devices once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

(Continued)
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83.6.3

'to

ACTIONS
(continued)

B.l

With two containment isolation valves in one or more penetration flow paths
'reqbi7~gg':,".ii67'at'joA~-:„::,foal.:,l'o@ng".;:.',i,'.:984'4inoperabl e, the a ffected penetration flow
path must be"i"so1ated"we"ith'in'""haour. The method of isolation must include
the use of at least one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected
by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are
a closed and de activated automatic valve, a closed manual valve:(thfs

event the affected penetration is isolated in accordance with Required
Action B. 1. the affected penetration must be verified to be isolated on a

periodic basis per Required Action A.2, which remains in effect. This
periodic verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of containment
and that penetrations requiring isolation following an accident are isolated.
The Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying each affected
penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate considering the fact that
the valves are operated under administrative control and the probability of
thei r misalignment is low.

Condition B is modified by a Note indicating this Condition is only
applicable to penetration flow paths with two containment isolation valves.
Condition A of this LCO addresses the condition of one containment isolation
valve inoperable in this type of penetration flow path.

C.l and C.2

With one or more penetration flow paths vpqÃ$Y~in. <:;i'::sNNYion:-:.'.t'o1::1owing~aKDBA"
with one containment isolation valve inoperable,-'tdhe inoperable valve fl'ow
path must be restored to OPERABLE status or the affected penetration flow
ath must be isolated. The method of isolation must include the use of at
east one isolation barrier that cannot be adversely affected by a single

active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and
de-acti vated automatic val ve, a closed manual-valve ~gt~hls ~ingLudes'-.'.poker>
0 er,'.atef;,~~l'veR,:ufthgye~gr,':::::,~r'eeoved);:, and a blind flange. A check valve may
not be used to isolate the af'fectecf penetration flow path. Required
Action C.l must be completed within the P3 72 hour Completion Time. The
specified time period is reasonable considering the relative stability of the
closed system (hence, reliability) to act as a penetration isolation boundary
and the relative importance of maintaining containment integrity during
NODES I, 2, 3, and 4:ESi%aFSARi: 6lea:;:,E!-::2!39VGDC=::6P~valyes3:.In the :event
the affected penetrat'~on flow path

(Continued)
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B3.6.3

ACTIONS
(continued)

is isolated in accordance with Required Action C.l. the affected penetration
flow path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This periodic
verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of containment and that
containment penetrations requiring isolation following an accident are
isolated. The Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying that each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate because the valves
are operated under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this Condition is only
applicable to those penetration flow paths with only one containment
isolation valve and a closed system. The-.Hosed,'::Ysyigem~Ni7sT,";.mFeX&5e
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t.',cqQfT'cRMtSWOI!R8f8r8nc@:;:4,:.'., This Note is necessary since tnis Conaition is
written'"to s'pecigfgti"caTly""ahdd'ress those penetration flow paths in a closed
system.

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note i that applies to valves and blind
flanges located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be
verified closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable. since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
valves, once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is s~all.
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(Continued)
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-49

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2

APPLICABILITY: DC, CA

The first paragraph of STS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2 states the following: "Isolation
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and deactivated automatic containment
isolation valve, a closed manual valve..." ITS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2 deletes the
words "automatic containment." While deletion of the word "containment" may be
acceptable, the deletion of the word "automatic" changes the meaning and intent of the
statement. It could be interpreted to mean that for manual valves the hand wheel must
be removed. In addition, the deletion makes the statement inconsistent with the wording
of ITS 3.6.3 RA A.1.

Comment: Delete the change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS B3.6.3 Bases - ACTIONS A.1 and A.2 will be revised to include
the word "automatic" in the first paragraph.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B 3.6-17
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method of isolation must include the use of at least one isolation barrier
that cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation refrodu
barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated Str'm-vptlf.
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flow"through! the val've secured. For a penetration flow path isolated in
accordance with Required Action A. 1, the device used to isolate the
penetration should be the closest available one to containment. Required
Action A.l must be completed within 4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time is
reasonable, considering the time required to isolate the penetration and the
relative importance of supporting containment OPERABILITY during MODES l. 2,
3, and 4.

For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored to.OPERABLE
status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action A. l. the affected penetration flow paths must'e verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated following an accident
and no longer capable of being automatically isolated will be in the
isolation position should an event occur. This Required Action does not
re an testin or device mani ulation. Rather. it involves
verificatio . that those isolation devices outside
containment an a e o eon itioned are in the correct position.

e omp etion Time o once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the devices are
operated under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. For the isolation devices inside containment. the time
period specified as "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed
ithin the previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is

considered reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices
and other administrative controls that will ensure that isolation device
misalignment is an unlikely possibility.

Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this Condition is
only applicable to those penetration flow paths with two containment
isolation valves. For penetration flow paths with only one containment
isolation valve and a closed system, Condition C provides the appropriate
actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note 1 that applies to isolation devices
located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable. since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
devices once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

(Continued)
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-52

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

STS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2
STS B3.6.3 Bases - E.1 and E.2
STS B3.6.3 Bases - SR 3.6.3.3
STS B3.6.6.A Bases - SR 3.6.6A.1
STS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.1
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - A.1 and A.2
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - C.1, C.2 and C.3
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - D.1, D.2 and D.3
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - SR 3.6.3.3
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - SR 3.6.6.1
ITS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.1

A number of STS Required Actions (RA) and SRs require verification that certain valves
be verified in the correct position. The Bases for these RAs and SRs state that the RA
or SR do "not require any testing or valve manipulation." Rather, it involves verification,
through a system walkdown, that those valves and/or isolation devices outside
containment and capable of being mispositioned are in the correct position. The ITS
has modiTied the statements to either delete the "system walkdown" verification or
added a verification "by other approved means." It is the staffs position at this time that
the only acceptable way to perform this verification is through a system walkdown. The
deletion of the phrase "through a system walkdown" leaves the interpretation of the
verification open to any method which may meet the intent of the RA or SR. The
addition of the phrase "by other approved means," is too ambiguous and leads to
questions such as who approves the method; and how is the approval done. In
addition, the staff believes this proposed change is associated in part with WOG-91
(See Comment Number 3.6.3-11). Therefore, the staff considers this total change to be
generic and beyond the scope of review of this conversion.

Comment: Delete this generic change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The deletion of the words "through a system walkdown," and the addition
of the phrase "or other approved means" (WC only), was intended to allow for use of either
local or remote indicators to determine valve position (e.g., control board valve position
indications). This is particularly true for valves inside containment. The walkdowns performed
for the corresponding CTS requirements have always been performed using local and remote
indicators and we consider it to be a part of our current licensing basis. However, to remove
the ambiguity of what constitutes an acceptable verification method, the phrase "through a
system walkdown" is restored but is modiTied by "(which may include the use of local or remote
indicators)" and for WolfCreek, the phrase "or other approved means" is deleted.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B 3.6-17, B 3.6-20, B 3.6-23, B 3.6-41, B 3.6-48
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BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

49.s.

s-8g'eam

&'i!M-ouf

r-~ n ~i Zdg-CV.

In the event one containment isolation valve in one or more penetration flow
!th.:.xiii';-::!':"I"i!i:.if:!I,i'1!'"':.iiim!i! p, h!~
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method of isolation must include the use of at least one isolation barrier
that cannot be adversely affected by a single active failure. Isolation rer vdc

barriers that meet this criterion are a closed and de-activated Sh ~ KcMIJf'

tf 1 . 1 d 1 1 'it!the',-,:",,-\ "d 'P,,:
d'oerated"'valves!QTth~powersrmaoved),a blind flange'. anhd

"da" check""v'al ve with
'flow through"the valve secur~ed. For a penetration flow path isolated in
accordance with Required Action A. 1 ~ the device used to isolate the
penetration should be the closest available one to containment. Required
Action A. 1 must be completed within 4 hours. The 4 hour Completion Time is
reasonable. considering the time required to isolate the penetration and the
relative importance of supporting containment OPERABILITY during MODES 1. 2.
3, and 4.

f em~iQ chJ+

Phys red'ncluclg
&e.use Q /of:4
of y-f'.rrifo&

India pftors

$9,G,3-5Z
Condition A has been modified by a Note indicating that this Condition is
only applicable to those penetration flow paths with two containment
isolation valves. For penetration flow paths with only one containment
isolation valve and a closed system, Condition C provides the appropriate
actions.

Required Action A.2 is modified by a Note 1 that applies to isolation devices
located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified
closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable. since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore. the probability of misalignment of these
devices once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

(Continued)

For affected penetration flow paths that cannot be restored to.OPERABLE
status within the 4 hour Completion Time and that have been isolated in
accordance with Required Action A. 1, the affected penetration flow paths must'e verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated following an accident
and no longer capable of being automatically isolated will be in the
isolation position should an event occur. This Required Action does not
re 'n testin or device mani ulation. Rather. it involves
verif>cat>o . that those isolation devices outside
containment an a e o eon itioned are in the correct position.

e omp etion Time o once per 31 days for isolation devices outside
containment" is appropriate considering the fact that the devices are
operated under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low. For the isolation devices inside containment. the time
period specified as "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed
ithin the previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is

considered reasonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices
and other administrative controls that will ensure that isolation'device
misalignment is an unlikely possibility.
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Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

BASES (Continued)

ACTIONS
(continued)

ester imeduced to within limits, or the affected yenetrataiomn flow path must

i.ej'iii:ti."::::eV'Ill)ti:ou,'','.,:pk'i
be" by"'the'use""of at'ie'aust'"oane iswoloamtTon barrie'i. that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a -E closed and de-activated automatic valve, closed manual
va1 ve:.'(fb>R~~)rieludei joe'r.';;'."::0jer.',;ated$ I ~]:,vest"w>fh."',power,:.'::,",reloved):, or bl i nd
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jfdmb

'
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$
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u'tiTized to satisfy"Required"'Action R. 1 must have been demonstrated to meet
the leakage requirements of SR 3.6.3.7. The specified Completion Time is

11. fd tgttt ~ 1 1 1 d
that a gross breach of. containment does not exist.

9 9.&.3"55
In accordance with Required Action @.2, this penetration flow path must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. The periodic verification is
necessary to ensure that containment~(:,'"'"f11 tg fd t. ~gjVd&

crave

uAfW m~ inane
Muse. + /cea,l
sf r revtgtsltdv IfldI~ds

43.(.3 -57

C(3, k.3-5(c)
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invo ves veri ica ion that those isolation
d es outside containmen ca a e o sitioned are in the correct
position. For the iso a ion devices inside containment, the time period

w

m
ecified as "prior to entering NODE 4 from NODE 5 if not performed within
e previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is considered

easonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
dministrative controls that will ensure that isolation device misalignment

is an unlikely possibility.

For the Containment Purggjs~qlyjfand%eexlsgsfg g... ',,, ..",'Ruri,":Can&emment

in accordance with Required"ActionY6~1. SR 3.6.3.7 must be performed at
least once every 92 days. This assurses that degradation of the resilient
seal is detected and confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge
valve does not increase beyond!4!:he:;.llimitswduring the time the penetration is
isolated. The normal Frequency for SR"3.6.3.7, 184 days, is based on an NRC
initiative, Generic Issue B-20 (Ref. 3 II). Since more reliance is placed on
a single valve while in this Condition, "it is prudent to perform the SR more
often. Therefore, a Frequency of once per I days was chosen and has been

hown o be acceptable based on operating experience.
nSer
-:.1 and F-'..2

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met, the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status, the plant must be brought to at least NODE 3 within 6 hours and
to MODE 5

(Continued)
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BASES

Containment Isolation Valves (
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SURVEIL'LANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

that post accident leakage of radioactive fluids or gases outside of the
containment boundary is within design limits. This SR does not re uire an
testin or valve manipulation. Rather, it involves ver ificatio,

that those containment isolation valves outside con asnment
an ca a e o eing mispositioned are in the correct position. Since
eri ica ion of valve position for containment isolation valves outside

containment is relatively easy, the 31 day Frequency is based on engineering
judgment and was chosen to provide added assurance of the correct positions.
The SR specifies that containment isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls are not required to meet the SR during the time the
valves are open.

The Note applies to valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas
and allows these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative
means. Allowing verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically restricted during
MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4 for ALARA reasons. Therefore, the probability of
misalignment of these containment isolation valves, once they have been
verified to be in the proper position, is small %3rd, g-+

7hss SR ops ~~/o>y 4 ueligq.'s W~c/re locNol,seo/frd, ///-
Oiheru//Se. ~enured /n Ct CIA'gd~rYrdn, S~nCe MSd uere.

SR 3.6.3.4 yerfgied+o bds /n ~g ccrc//m pcs/sag'sgn d/~ /o~rg,~su<~,o/ Seeuri

This SR requires verification that each containment isolation manual valve
and blind flange located inside containment y~d!not;::,4o~kee!@calmed.":,>,:,;:,ors
'et%Wee!Secured and required to be closed diiring accide'iit condlt>ons is
closed. The SR helps to ensure that post accident leakage of radioactive
fluids or gases outside of the containment boundary is within design limits.
For containment isolation valves inside containment. the Frequency of "prior
to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within the previous 92 days"
is appropriate since these containment isolation valves are operated under
administrative controls and the probability of their misalignment is low.
The SR specifies that containment isolation valves that are open under
administrative controls are not required to meet the SR during the time they
are open.

This Note allows valves and blind flanges located in high radiation areas to
be veritied closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted during MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, for ALARA reasons.
Therefore. the probability of misalignment of these containment isolation
valves, once they have been verified to be in their proper position, is
small.

o"',: ".".; a> a> g.".">k .::.:.:.Nu..'. as>.-...;>.mx., >',;: slam: i',q... S':;:a>;"d>e >s;b > ax.,::.;.>we ..': ~ 8 .";:: ".;;,. e .> .4> as '.,>S

.'; "",m c,'::.'::t>8a >u'Ss:m %(,'."'',~sr.'e,a,'<ra'"s ja: 1e.,: .as..'.euu> .... ';;: sas:sr.;:NMg" "'yu ''.pcs: "e ',':;% > vg

(Continued)
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
8 3.6.6A

BASES (Continued)

, Ilii!1::,,."-,:':, i!!.,:,.!!!.:;,::,,:,,t'",:!,,!!!!!!Y!W,':,,!! ll B::::

j'',h's't'!!i,'e:.::bi'i'i

corn'ponent's jkiiia54'0're,.'.m~OPE'RABLiE".':;:it'i4usj'i'n"tKfs degraded "condi'tion provide
iodine removal capabili'ties and are capable of providing at least 100X of
the heat removal needs after an accident. The 72 hour Completion Time was

developed taking into account the redundant heat removal capabilities
afforded by combinations of the Containment Spray System and Containment
Cooling System, the iodine removal function of the Containment Spray System,
and the low probability of DBA occurring during this period.

ACTIONS
(continued)

E,1 and E.2

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition C or D of
this LCO are not met, the plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO

does not apply. To achieve this status. the plant must be brought to at
least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and
without challenging plant systems.

F.1 q /pgg ~my eve. DRAM~
With two co tainment s ray trains orp

Age,-":.'O'CAN.Mf88AW''$PNag,"'$f'ap.A
wopeiabl:,aiidkiW:-CFCU;:::t'i'a1'iisSiaj7era'ble<lsujh:

that'",:eii-:-,ii':1'equi'i'CFCU~)'ii'mi'i'herefor'e.

LCO 3.0.3 must be entered iranediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3. 6. 6A. 1

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic
valves in the containment spray flow path provides assurance that the proper
flow paths will exist for Containment Spray System operation. This SR does
not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in
osition, since these were verified to be in the correct position prior to
ocking. sealing, or securing. This SR does not re ui e an testin or valve

manipulation. Rather, it involves verificatio
that those valves outside containment (only check va ves are ansi e
containment) and capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the
correct position. ~ i' tncfede Ac us'e

/~A/ or vPfnb~ >nuit'dfdrd

4)s, 4. B-S'2

(Continued)
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Spray Additive System
83.6.7

BASES

NCE
NTS

d)

SURVE ILLA
REQUIREME
(continue

assurance that the system is able to provide additive to the Containment
Spray System in the event of a DBA. This SR does not apply to valves that
are locked, s'ealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these valves were
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing, or
securing. This SR does not requi r n testing or valve manipulation.
Rather, it involves yerificatio , that those
valves outside containment and apa e o po en ia y eing mispositioned are
in the correct position. <P3 |'o 3-52

C.~YA OM w t~ ~ inclMe ~h'R

3.6.7.2 US4 Of lalC& oi tr177OCC.
nP'sQ,~/4

To provide effective iodine removal, the containment spray mus n

alkaline solution. Since the RWST contents are normally acidic, the volume
of the spray additive tank must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive
to adjust pH for all water injected. This SR is performed to verify the
availability of sufficient NaOH solution in the Spray Additive System. 7fN
reuua i:ed:;:Velugp,:~~,::.,beauti fVelit'lead<uSipg!.;au„

change in tank volume occurring during the SR interval (the tank is isolated
during normal unit operations). Tank level is also indicated and equfjpe'd
fifth>a,log:,,'.!1~vejgalarm in the control room, so that there is high confidence
%ha't a level be:; outgo.";aooepNb'ii),'::va~luejwould bedlzo.7-
detected.

SR 3.6.7.3

This SR provides verification of the NaOH concentration in the spray additive
tank and is sufficient to ensure that the spray solution being injected into
containment is at the correct pH level. The 184 day Frequency is sufficient
to ensure that the concentration level of NaOH in the spray additive tank
remains within the established limits. This is based on the low likelihood
of an uncontrolled change in concentration (the tank is normally isolated
and the probability that any substantial variance in tank volum
detected. In~n+~dC~crn a
SR 3.6.7.4

Z'f jx-AQ.-M~

This SR provides verification that each automati valve in the Spray Additive
System flow path actuates to its 'correct position This urveillance is not
required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwi e secured in the
required position under administrative controls. The month Fr equency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded
to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

2Q
(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-55

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

STS 83.6.3 Bases - E.1, E.2 and E.3
ITS 83.6.3 Bases - D.1, D.2 and D.3

The second sentence in the third paragraph of STS 83.6.3 Bases - E.1, E.2 and E.3
states the following: "The periodic verification is necessary to ensure that containment
penetrations required to be isolated following an accident, which are no longer capable
of being automatically isolated, will be in the isolation position should an event occur."
DCPP ITS 83.6.3 Bases - D.1, D.2 and D.3 modiTies this sentence as follows: "The
periodic verification is necessary to ensure that containment leak rate following an
accident, will not exceed the limit assumed in the offsite dose analysis." This modified
statement is not entirely correct. The containment leak rate involves more than just this
inoperable valve and the statement could allow leakage but not require isolation. The
STS statement more accurately reflects the intent of the ACTION which is to ensure that
the penetration is isolated.

Comment: Delete this change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The proposed change to ITS 83.6.3- D.1, D.2, and D.3, will be deleted
and the wording returned to that in the STS: "The periodic verification is necessary to ensure
that containment penetrations required to be isolated following an accident, which are no longer
capable of being automatically isolated, will be in the isolation position should an event occur."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 58 83.6-20

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 58 83.6-19
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BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

ACTIONS
(continued)

is isolated in accordance with Required Action C. l. the affected penetration
flow path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This periodic
verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of containment and that
containment penetrations requiring isolation following an accident are
isolated. The Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying that each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate because the valves
are operated under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this Condition is only
applicable to those penetration flow paths with only one containment
isolation ya1 ve and a closed system. g.'h~eil,'os&5 jsZ@ii".:'::,:ieXt.'.;.'Ne@~the

wr'ittenn"to "spec'i'foal'lyCaddsress those penetration flow paths in a closed
system.

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note 1I that applies to valves and blind
flanges located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be
verified closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable. since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of these
valves, once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is small.

v'dssmeosovnsPmintedvhasibeen, :addevd,"„-bo:.~equ red.Aobdon,':,C "2"::eo::,:isrvovvi~e„:,o ar'f1!S~atTon

So'!b'es1n::-,;Sb'e,:oomi~ir'a'ob'."'os'idioms:.jirior:„Sn..l'mko, ndi~.--'eeslaiC 'i)n''i,'.,:."':r:; evs"o.um'3rr,si

N.l N.2 and N.3

In the event one or more Containment Purge„zopplyjaod:;:,exhv™Buffs::„:".'.„-:Hydeegs8.

~e or:::.":;:Contsgament>!PriisuoreEiia~cium:,iiel~0$ fiisol'st'ioii valves in"amore"or more

leakage must be

(Continued)
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BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

, 83.6.3

ACTIONS
(continued)

res4eved iceduced to within limits, or the affected yenetratwion flow path must
be isol ateII."For<this;-:ACTION.':-„'-'the:.".,leaking''.~hli't',:ji:,'::as","',Sgecj,':f i'ed.::ader ~tip
Coiitai'r.merit''::i";eakag'e.:,:;:,Rate
"r'eju~i e,.'::evoaluati'o'n'.",',@r'„:,"Not'8,":;:4,;Unded"r'(GCO'<3.':;::."6".-':3~i:,..YjThe method"of' sol at'ion must
be'by the use of at'least'"one issolagti'on barri'er that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active failure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a -E closed and de-activated automatic valve. closed manual
va 1 ve,:(this~Qclade's-.;:podwer,„".:,aper,ated;<~Pal:vest>',th'ipowerjremoved);, or bl ind
,,gW'. 2 W,t,"'-2'i,,'"'-'-%!Ia::2 .;:ii,"di si'" 2!',-":2'i':,"2~ii:,:

Contai'nment:;:: .Pi',,..essur'e/Vacusuysm:;Relief,: isdtolahi'oi valve wi'th resilli'ent seals
uti'Tized to satis'fy Required ANion R. I must have been demonstrated to meet
the leakage requirements of SR 3.6.3.7. The specified Completion Time is

21. id ig 2 ~" 1 1 1 d
that a gross breach of, containment does not exist.

ge,t'd. 3-55'n

accordance with Required Action K9.2, this penetration flow path must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. The periodic verification is
necessary to ensure that containment~i","' 11 1 g id t. Lf~d&

invo ves veri ica ion that those isolation
d s outside containmen ca a e o sitioned are in the correct
position. For the iso a ion devices inside containment, the time period

w

m

ecified as "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within
e previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is considered

easonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other
dministrative controls that will ensure that isolation device misalignment

is an unlikely possibility.

NhfCh Fag~ >«pff/6~ US4a Cj- /CCD I
fyr reryTOV4 /nba

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met, the
plant must be brought to a NOOE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status. the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and
to MODE 5

d3.(.Z -SZ
For the Containment Purge~supp ya'and eshaus~t:::;=,-::...:,:!or,,:.:;:Conitainmerit

iri"accordance wivth Required AcFion 69.1, SR 3,6.3.7 must be performed at
least once every 92 days. This assur'es that degradation of the resilient
seal is detected and confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge
valve does not increase bey'oTN6%he::::iiliiiit'S'Fduring the time the penetration is
isolated. The normal Frequency for SR 3.6.3.7, 184 days, is based on an NRC
initiative. Generic Issue 8-20 (Ref. 3 4). Since more reliance is placed on
a single valve while in this Condition. it is prudent to perform the SR more
often. Therefore, a Frequency of once per &2 days was chosen and has been

hown o be acceptable based on operating experience.
Q3, F~,g -g( nSer~2

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.3-56

REQUEST:

B3.6.3 Bases - E.1, E.2, and E.3
ITS B3.6.3 Bases - D.1, D.2, and D.3

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

STS B3.6.3 Bases - E.1, E.2 and E.3 does not provide a description of the Note
associated with RA E.2. ITS B3.6.3 Bases - D.1, D.2, and D.3 also does not provide a
description of the Note associated with RA D.2. The Callaway and WCGS ITS markups
provide this description.

Comment: Revise the ITS markup to provide this description.

FLOG RESPONSE: A description of Notes 1 and 2 for Required Action D.2 has been added to
the appropriate Bases section.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-20

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-19, 21
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BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

83.6.3

ACTIONS
(continued)

is isolated in accordance with Required Action C. 1. the affected penetration
flow path must be verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. This periodic
verification is necessary to assure leak tightness of containment and that
containment penetrations requiring isolation following an accident are
isolated. The Completion Time of once per 31 days for verifying that each
affected penetration flow path is isolated is appropriate because the valves
are operated under administrative controls and the probability of their
misalignment is low.

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that this Condition is only
applicable to those penetration flow paths with only one containment
isolation valve and a closed system. The!cllosed.system",:."aeTst:-'meet,",:the
reqnsrem~wsjof~:KfeÃncef8$ This Note >st necessary since this condition is
written'o speciffca1'ly address those penetration flow paths in a closed
system.

Required Action C.2 is modified by a Note ! that applies to valves and blind
flanges located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be
verified closed by use of administrative means. Allowing verification by
administrative means is considered acceptable, since access to these areas is
typically restricted. Therefore. the probability of misalignment of these
valves. once they have been verified to be in the proper position, is s~all.

'!::: WÃ!;-! ',-.:!:! d'!Ãl! i!@WE!'AEI.. C% 0!!!i.,: ! I'tl'!v.
trhat",::

sealed "':w:""'"Othefyi$8~88cured"'~4NS":"js".accept'8N8-since"these'vteP8=ver> f'~Cd
!'::-:I---::i!::'!!"-'-:*":!!,,v: -'-i'!x!.'-lL!"-".:-::;:::;i"'i'I-4'!hajj-:::,::::.-ii''!!iq':-::.".": '::ll:""::-:!aa-

N. 1 N.2 and N.3

In the event one or more Containment Purge.„-'s pplypsn~e aust:.:;;':.-.::::gydeegsH .

Nenes! or! Containmenvt Pressure life cem"::,ae)N'47.'.%s o h'it'oij'a ves in "oiie-or more'-'" "! '!! !! "! !!!
v+4e leakage must be

(Continued)
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BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

ACTIONS
(continued)

~ePed imedvced to within limiits. or the affecte~denetration flow~ath must
be isol ated. Fii'~thisgACTIOH'.-'<he:;,.1eaka je'::~liimit~~sjas':,:specjfied,.under3the
Cbrit'aireeiit'':Le'aking'e:;Roti';,';Te'seiig'P'r,
i''e'qu)'re'reialih tiion.".,.:pe'r,:;::;::Haiti.,''".4:-::u@e j.',':iLCO'5,',."6.":.3,'-'.'-„':.,'.':jThe meth'od of isolati on must
be by the 'use of"at least one isolation"barrier that cannot be adversely
affected by a single active fai lure. Isolation barriers that meet this
criterion are a -E closed and deA-activated automatic valve, closed manual
valve ",(Xhn':;:;:;:>roc'luded:,:power,:,-'.'opei'aA't'ed:,".;":jul:ver'Hath",: powder,: rdedmoyed)'., or blind
!,,gW, "2'ine 2'" 2" ",,",'I'""Ai!P!",:2"";::,,"-"edit''2imd i-","2'"""'2!~i"";"',":",:

Contains''.otal'gr!ess'urne'/0) cuum-.',Pil;i'jf,'::,'i:sol iC'roti v'al ve wigtTt res'i lni'entA seals
utili"zed"to satisfy Remqui're'dg"Acti'on 'R. 1 must have been demonstrated to meet
the leakage requirements of SR 3.6.3.7. The specified Completion Time is

21. td tgtg ~ 1 1 1 d
that a gross breach of. containment does not exist.

g3,s,>-55
In accordance with Required Action 93.2, this penetration flow path must be
verified to be isolated on a periodic basis. The periodic verification is
necessary to ensure that containment~211 2 2 Ag.~+

uhlch ng~ I«
MUSC. + /acCL I
sr mmes In'~

43. (,Z -SZ.

C(3. r~.3 -5(o

a % Apgw . AAPA AA "A AAAP tta m mr .A
m

.m wpp v pe pp pAde w.+Ap t'' t AdgA -%dd A . ep," pv

Re u "d A t '
d'oes nAot re uire an=testin'r valve m'ani ulation= Rather

invo ves veri ica ion that those isolation
d es outside containmen ca a e o sitioned are in the correct
position. For the iso a ion devices inside containment, the time period
pecified as "prior to entering MODE 4 from MODE 5 if not performed within
he previous 92 days" is based on engineering judgment and is considered
easonable in view of the inaccessibility of the isolation devices and other

a dministrative controls that ~ill ensure that isolation device misalignment
is an unlikely possibility.
For the Containment merge.-:,:s~tyi~gg':,:px/anat"';!:' '"'.-::orggp~fginamnt

in'ccordance wi'th Requir'ed Action @.1, SR 3.6.3.7 must be performed at
least once every 92 days. This assures that degradation of the resilient
seal is detected and confirms that the leakage rate of the containment purge
valve does not increase bejoniÃth'e;:...:lXiiiit's.:;;during the time the penetration is
isolated. The normal Frequency "for SR"3.6.3.7, 184 days. is based on an NRC
initiative. Generic Issue S-20 (Ref. 3 4). Since more reliance is placed on
a single valve while in this Condition, it is prudent to perform the SR more
often. Therefore. a Frequency of once per 92 days was chosen and has been

2

~

hown o be acceptable based an operating experience.
nSer

d:.2
If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met. the
plant must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve
this status. the plant must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and
to MODE 5

(Continued)
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Insert for 3.6.3-56

Bases page B3.6-20 - Insert for RA D.1, D.2, and D.3:

Required Action D.2 is modified by a Note 1 that applies to valves and blind flanges
located in high radiation areas and allows these devices to be verified closed by use of
administrative means. Allowing verification by administrative means is considered
acceptable, since access to these areas is typically restricted. Therefore, the probability
of misalignment of these valves, once they have been verified to be in the other position,
is small.

A second Note has been added to Required Action D.2 to provide clarification that the
action to periodically verify the affected penetration flow path is isolated does not apply
to manual valves and blind flanges that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured. This
is acceptable since these were verified to be in the correct position prior to locking,
sealing, or securing.





BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable. based on
operating experience. to reach the required, plant conditions from full power
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.5 Containment AirTemperature

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.5-1

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 5-01 LG
CTS 4.6.1.5
ITS B3.6.5 Bases - SR 3.6.5.1

CTS 4.6.1.5 specifies the method for calculating the containment average air
temperature and the locations where the temperature measurements are to be taken.
These items have been relocated to ITS B3.6.5 Bases -SR 3.6.5.1. DOC 05-01 LG
justifies the relocation based on the level of detail in the TS not being consistent with
NUREG 1431. Consistency with NUREG-431 is not an acceptable justification for
relocating material from the CTS to a licensee controlled document.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive
change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 05-01-LG was revised to add the following wording: "These details
are not necessary to ensure that the containment air temperature is maintained within limits.
The requirements of ITS Specification 3.6.5, 'Containment AirTemperature,'nd ITS SR
3.6.5.1 are adequate to ensure the containment air temperature is maintained within the limit."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

3A

64





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

03-12

03-13

05-01

06-01

06-02

A

A

LG

The statement that Specification 3.0.4 does not apply is no longer
needed as revised ACTIONS consistent with NUREG-1431 permit
continued operation for an unlimited period of time.

~ESPY~
a3 e.s-l

Not Used.

The structural i tegrity require nts of containm nt are conta e in
ITS3.6.1. Th inspectionreq rementsassoci edwithstru ural
integrity of t e exposed acce sible interior an exterior con inment
surfaces, re contained in pendix J, Optio B and in Re latory
Guide ( ) 1.163. The r uirement to perf rm visual ins ctions is i

ITS S eillance Requir ent(SR) 3.6.1. whichreferst the
con nment Leakage ate Testing Prog m as controlle by ITS
5. . 6.

Consistent with NUREG-1431, a Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter

ggg 2 7 applicable Conditions and Required ACTIONS of the "Containment"
LCO when leakage results in exceeding the overall containment leakage

NSYk rate. This is current operating practice per TS requirement CTS 3.6.1.1.
Therefore, this change is considered an administrative change in format.$6$P,q)g ( 2 8
The method for calculating containment average temperature and the
locations where measurements are taken are moved to the Bases. This
level of detail in the TS is not consistent with NUREG-1431. The
improved STS Bases is licensee controlled under the Bases Control
Program in the Administrative Controls section of the improved STS.

06-03

06-04

TR2 Consistent with N EG-1431, the rep rting requireme t is being
deleted. 10 CF 0.72 and 10 CFR .73 establish reporting
requirements.

The ACTIO is moved to ITS 3.6., Condition A an B. The IT
requireme are more severe in at only 1 hour owed ou e time
(AOT) is videdwhile the CTS rovidesa24ho rAOT. T eshorter
AOT is eptable because a c ntainment whic ay not b able to a
as a b ndaiyas designed co ld have a signifi ntadvers impacton
the se uences of an acci nt.

07-01 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the LCO and SRs for containment
ventilation/purge valves are now included in ITS 3.6.3 for Containment
Isolation Valves.

07-02 LS9 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the Required Action for a containment
ventilation/purge valve with a leakage rate which exceeds the
acceptance criteria is revised to allow continued operation ifthe
penetration flow path is isolated within 24 hours. This action is in lieu of
requiring a shutdown ifthe valve leakage rate is not restored to an
acceptable value within 24 hours. This is considered acceptable
because with the associated penetrations isolated per the proposed
ACTION requirement, no accident is credible as a result of the leaking
valve.

p~ ~~/~ ~ ~p @~ gonver.si~ ~pari's~
Table(M(@sun'3').

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS
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Insert for 3.6.5-1

Encl 3A - page 5

Insert for DOC 05-01-LG: These details are not necessary to ensure that the
containment air temperature is maintained within limits. The requirements of ITS
Specification 3.6.5, "Containment AirTemperature," and ITS SR 3.6.5.1 are adequate to
ensure the containment air temperature is maintained within the limit.





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.5-3

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

STS 3.6.5 Bases - APPLICABLESAFETY ANALYSES
ITS B3.6.5 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

ITS B3.6.5 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES makes a number of changes to
the fourth paragraph of STS B3.6.5 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES. in
particular, the end of the paragraph starting at "the maximum peak containment air
temperature..." is deleted. Since ITS changes to the STS Bases were made based on
changes to the STS, on plant specific system design, or on current licensing basis as
specified in the CTS, the deletion does not seem to fall into any of these categories.
The staff believes that the deleted information provides useful descriptive information
necessary for the understanding of the ITS.

Comment: Retain these deleted STS sentences or provide a discussion justifying their
deletion.

FLOG RESPONSE: This paragraph addresses how a containment temperature envelope is
applied in the environmental qualification of safety-related equipment inside containment. The
STS statements are too general for CPSES. The plant specific environmental qualification
packages use the appropriate accident temperature envelope and the various techniques
allowed by NRC Reg. Guide 1.89 and IEEE-323, 1974, as described in the FSAR and
environmental qualification calculations. The various techniques used by CPSES are too
complex and detailed to add to the Bases and are replaced with the new sentence which was
added to this paragraph.

Similarly, the specific methodology described in the ITS Bases is too limiting for DCPP. While
that methodology was one of those used in the DCPP EQ evaluations, it is not necessarily the
only one. Inclusion of this description in the ITS Bases implies that this was the only
methodology used, and could be interpreted to mean that it was used to the exclusion of other
methodologies. DCPP believes it is inappropriate to include a detailed discussion of speciTic
EQ methodologies in the TS Bases; thus a more general discussion was added to replace it.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-33
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Containment Air Temperature
B 3.6.5A

BASES (Continued)

(Ref. 1) is $20'F.

TThe,:;eeutes! meiitYdeds! gn:,:,tejipeiehtu~ve',:1s,::271::,,Fd.:,'.".,The:,.eontjifime
5IIjl':jied;:„;,tO,'.::4'i'th)t'ind';"-.the:::.':maximu'ii'i''„..

.:.:.'',;:..';: ',, "";:..;::,,"..".';:,', "",'" '. ""."'- ""',;;,",iIIh'i,'ch':w'e're,":::::Jabot::':..coAs:i'di,"red:::i'desi''ii""
"

bat'is".:,.':~oi'":,';:.::.'coIIiaiji'tije'ii'K:',''":stro'ci'::ui'',iX"':'.~es'ijA';.,"

Tl dt','i't,i'dtd,'h':::,."- ...":::i "T' d t t tii h th
environmenhtaI quaTification operating envelope ~ inside containment. L7he
FnilysVs'ghe~e:,:%%@the-::j%ik'::.."::CotiVainmKAt@t'empt atFiik'::j's,:::::;:326-F:„',".';"(j.'@per;j'ence'd

8""i)'j""i/i'eri.."",', " ".-';,'"'",,:.''."'.""","."",'.". '"',"'."""".'."',,'.'.""""„',,'";,':j,:,-j.'::i"cia':"U'i"'i"'a"a'„:-,ns.

th!s! ejei;„'eti'iigdiehiieleji~i:"to:,.::cuss!LTe'lb~hi !e'j''u'tjQi'i't~iieehiji'rfo
xiii'ct!ub",:-,:(Ref~Pit!

Th,t,d,,t ititi i di th ~t,t,i,,
eating:,'i%a~1':<p'fessors analyses to ensure that the minimum pressure lidmit is
maintained following an inadvertent actuation of the Containment Spray System
(Ref. 1).

The containment pressure transient is sensitive to the initial air mass in
containment and, therefore, to the initial containment air temperature.

e-4QGA-. The temperature imit is used in this analysis to ensure that in
the event of an accident the maximum containment internal pressure will not
be exceeded. Containment average air temperature satisfies Criterion 2 of

tOC FR%',86:k:).'(':iN!)::.
W v~~~)vA'~NN4c!

LCO :amtYN~ogghe containment average air
t d t i th d'itTi'L't'dt d t

egTvr',88~hat::,:::,~t&Mniti51.::.vonta3rmn4.'t8pperKfUr8";%si9med

APPLICABILITY In NODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material
to containment. In MODES 5 and 6, the probabi lity and consequences of these
events are reduced due to the pressure and temperature limitations of these
NODES. Therefore, maintaining containnent average air temperature within the
limit is not required in MODE 5 or 6.

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.5-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC

STS B3.6.5 Bases - LCO
ITS B3.6.5 Bases - LCO

ITS B3.6.5 Bases - LCO makes a number of changes to the STS B3.6.5 Bases - LCO.
Since the ITS changes to the STS Bases were made based on changes to the STS, on
plant specific system design or on current licensing basis as specified in the CTS, the
changes to STS B3.6.5 Bases - LCO do not seem to fall into any of these categories.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for these changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: No change. The ITS B3.6.5 Bases - LCO changes were made to reflect
the WolfCreek and Diablo Canyon plant specific design, analysis, and terminology details. The
STS Bases statement addresses only the containment design temperature which is considered
to be the structural design temperature. In accordance with 10 CFR 50.49, the basis for
containment temperature is to ensure the performance of safety-related equipment. Thermal
analyses indicated that the time interval during which the containment air temperature exceeds
the containment design temperature was a short duration such that the equipment surface
temperature (including the structure) remained below the containment design temperature. The
statement in the STS Bases - LCO is not strictly true. WolfCreek and Diablo Canyon still
desire to pursue this change.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-33
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.6 Containment Spray and Cooling Systems

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-2REQUEST'PPLICABILITY DC

DOC 8-10 A
JFD 3.6-14
CTS 3.6.2.1 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTIONS
STS 3.6.6 ACTION F
ITS 3.6.6 ACTION F and Associated Bases

DCPP CTS 3.6.2.1 ACTIONS provide remedial actions to be taken ifone Containment
Spray System is inoperable. Iftwo Containment Spray Systems are inoperable, no
ACTIONS are provided in CTS 3.6.2.1, therefore, CTS 3.0.3 is entered. Likewise, CTS
3.6.2.3 ACTIONS do not provide remedial actions to be taken when one Containment
Spray System and two CFCU trains are inoperable such that one or less CFCUs remain
OPERABLE or one of less CFCUs are OPERABLE. Thus, CTS 3.0.3 is entered. STS
3.6.6 ACTION F has been modified in ITS 3.6.6 ACTION F to address the above loss of
functions. The CTS markup and the ITS Bases markup of STS 3.6.6 ACTION F are not
consistent with ITS 3.6.6 ACTION F.

Comment: Revise the CTS and ITS markups to be consistent. Provide any
additional discussion and justification, as necessary, for this Administrative change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS 3.6.2.3 markup and ITS LCO 3.6.6, ACTION F, Bases have
been revised to add the third condition: "or one or less CFCUs are OPERABLE."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

2 3/4 6-13
Encl 5B B3.6-41
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

g3.v.o- ~

ol 01-e
0$44A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.3 The Containment Cooling System shall be OPERABLE with either:

a. At least four containment fan cooler units (CFCUs). or

b. -. At least three CFCUs, each of the three supplied from a different vital bus.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2. 3, and 4

smACTION: +

cd.s.~-z

4.6.2.3 Each containment fan cooler unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by:

1) Starting each. containment fan cooler unit and verifying that each
containment fan cooler unit operates for at least 15 minutes.

08-11- 2

49<.c- 9
a. With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, but at least

two CFCUs OPERABLE and both Containment Spray Systems OPERABLE, restore the
Containment Cooling System 'to OPERABLE status within 7 days. otherwise be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

b. With the requirements of the above specification not 'satisfied and one
Containment Spray System inoperable, but at least two CFCUs OPERABLE, restore

'the inoperable Containment Spray System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the Containment Cooling System
to OPERABLE status within 7 days of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY

the next 6 hours and in COLD SWUTDDWN within the following 3D houcs
neer ai3.s,'a.in. 'm is xf--

:"(n~j:::::::,,f,,:;.,ane,::,.Co~nment Snrway„„SaxsTemypnd~pjegpy,„;~less'::CFCDs...ogerasle:: oa.io At~c~1'""""'"ll'5".k!R~!--'""":-"'ibl-'-"'l'l!:'ie'::::Hi-Ils4ei:

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS g

~F::-:.:;:--::-.~A'iB)t~OneTl~";:y~p~letiTcwaane..kaietafrdw'D...dtaySgiim.'ChaeaVery,:if:"'-faiguea4%
ametxthe oondit! onxsi'ofj3!'6 f2~1!4 ader 3!6,:: 3''."

08-11-

PS.a,d,-g

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-13 Amendment Nos. 89 and 88
March 2. 1994









Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-3

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 8-03 TR-1
DOC 9-05 TR-1
CTS 4.6.2.1.c
CTS 4.6.2.3.b
ITS SR 3.6.6.5
ITS SR 3.6.6.6
ITS SR 3.6.6.7

CTS 4.6.2.1.c requires that each automatic valve in the Containment Spray System flow
path actuates to its correct position and the containment spray pump starts on a
specified test signaI. CTS 4.6.2.3.b requires the containment cooling fans start on a
specified test signal. In converting these CTS requirements to ITS SRs the CTS is
modified to allow credit to be taken for an actual as well as a simulated (test) signal.
DOCs 8-03 TR1 and 9-05 TR-1 do not provide sufficient information to justify allowing
the use of an actual signal.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification to allow the use of an actual
signal to meet these surveillance requirements.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS requires the use of a test signal for initiation of valid tests. The
unintentional result was to require the reperformance of the verification even ifan actual signal
had already verified proper operation of the equipment. TR1 allows either an actual or test
signal. DOC 8-03 TR1 (which is not applicable to DCPP) and DOC 9-05 TR1 have been
updated to provide additional discussion and justification to allow the use of an actual signal to
meet these surveillance requirements.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A

68
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUINBER

09-02

NSHC

LG *

DESCRIPTION

The descriptive information in LCO 3.6.2.2 regarding OPERABILITYof
the spray additive system is contained within the definition of
OPERABILITYas described in the ITS 3.6.7 Bases. This is consistent
with NUREG-1431 and is acceptable because while the descriptive
detail has been moved to the Bases, the basic requirement is retained in
the LCO.

09-03

09-04

09-05

09-06

TR1

LG

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the ACTION statement is revised by
deleting the reference to restoring the spray additive system to
OPERABILITY within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours. The revised ACTION statement contains a
requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78 hours. The time
allowed to be in COLD SHUTDOWN has not changed. As discussed in
the Bases, the interval to reach COLD SHUTDOWN allows 48 hours for
restoration of the system OPERABILITYand an additional 36 hours to
achieve COLD SHUTDOWN.

Consistent with NUREG-1431, adds the phrase 'that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position with regard to which valves
require actuation testing. This change is merely a clarification. Valves
that are secured in place, are secured in the position required to meet
their safety function. The actuation testing ensures that valves can
move to the position that meets their safety function. Ifthe valves are
secured in the position that meets their safety function, no testing is
necessary. cr+ryk".in~1 spew/ ~D4dn

.'7-(o
The specific actuation signal (a fafety injectio est signal) for e
surveillance was replaced with a generic words that allow credit for an
actual or si d actuation. Identification of the signal is moved to the
Bases. XnSer 3.c,( -3

his chan is not applicable to CPP. See Conversi Compari n
bie E losure 3B

097

10-01

10-02

10-03

LG

LG

LG

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the surveillance is modified to require
demonstration of flow through each solution flowpath. This assures
that all spray additive flowpaths are clear.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The DCPP specific Note cautioning that containment fan cooling unit
(CFCU) flow rate may not be achieved during Section XI testing and
residual heat removal.(RHR) operation is relocated to the Bases. This
level of detail is not required in the TS.

6'on>IS+a+ MIW +U<~"l l~l44$pec'pic, dHdilS in Wg
Survc'i llano@ reguirenii'n+ Q g are, r emnwg

de~4~<- 4<c. nouns i'andri".rnid in +jr'ug'.
<~eP~~ble bere~:e ~e >@sic. 0's+'~~uiremen+ IS
red4incd i'n VhC ~

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for 3.6.6-3

Encl 3A - page 8

Insert for 09-05-TR1:

In several specifications throughout the TS, OPERABILITYof certain equipment is
demonstrated by ensuring that the equipment performs it safety function upon receipt of
a simulated test signal. The intent of a 'simulated'ignal was to be able to perform the
required testing without the occurrence (or without causing) an actual signal generating
event. However, the unintended effect was to require the performance of the
surveillance (using a test signal) even ifan actual signal had previously verified the
operation of the equipment. This change allows credit to be taken for actual events
when the required equipment actuates successfully.

While the occurrence of events that cause actuation of accident mitigation equipment is
undesirable, the actuation of mitigation equipment on an actual signal is a better
demonstration of its OPERABILITYthan an actuation using a test signal. Thus the
change does not reduce the reliability of the equipment tested. The change also
improves plant safety by reducing the amount of time the equipment is taken out of
service for testing and thereby increasing its availability during an actual event and by
reducing the wear of the equipment caused by unnecessary testing.





Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

DOC 8-11 LS-2
CTS 3.6.2.1 ACTIONS
CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.6 ACTIONS A and C and Associated Bases

The Completion Times for one Containment Spray System and/or one Containment
Cooling System inoperable in CTS 3.6.2.1 ACTIONS and CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTIONS have
been modified by an additional Completion Time of "and 10 days from discovery of
failure to meet the LCO." DOC 8-11 LS-2 states that this change is a Less Restrictive
change in that the 10 days is greater than the CTS 7 day AOT. This is incorrect. The
intent of the Completion Time of "10 days from discovery of failure to meet the LCO" in
ITS 3.6.6 ACTIONS A and C is to prevent the unit from operating indefinitely with a
Containment Spray System and/or Containment Cooling System inoperable. Based on
the structure and application of the remedial measures specified in the CTS ACTIONS,
the CTS would allow indefinite operation with an inoperable Containment Spray System
and/or Containment Cooling System. Thus the change is a More Restrictive change
rather than a Less Restrictive change.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this More Restrictive change.

FLOG RESPONSE: Section 3.6 DOC 8-11 LS-2 has been changed to DOC 8-11 M and
revised to read: "CTS LCO 3.6.2.1 Actions and CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 Actions have been modified
in converting to ITS LCO 3.6.6 Actions by the additional requirement to perform the action
within '10 days from discovery of failure to meet the LCO.'his requirement is established to
limit the maximum time allowed for any combination of containment spray trains and
containment cooling trains to be inoperable during any single contiguous occurrence of failing to
meet the LCO. The purpose of the second Completion Time (i.e., 10 days from discovery) in
the ITS LCO 3.6.6 Actions is to prevent alternating between Conditions in such a manner that
operation could continue indefinitely without ever restoring systems to meet the LCO. As
discussed in Section 1.3, 'Completion Times,'he Completion Time allows for an exception time
to the normal 'time zero'or beginning the allowed outage time 'clock.'his will result in
establishing the 'time zero't the time the LCO was initially not met, instead of the time
Condition A was entered. The 10 day Completion Time is an acceptable limitation on this
potential to fail to meet the LCO indefinitely." The CTS markups were revised to indicate that
the 10 day Completion Time is applicable to both CTS LCO 3.6.2.1 and 3.6.2.3, as these are,
separate specifications in the CTS.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B
Encl 4

3/4 6-11, 8 13
7
7
1,16,8 17
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CONTAINM NT SYSTEMS

3/4,6.2 DEPRE SURIZATION ANO COOLING SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

oa.!o.o -!
ol-o'7-A

0$44A

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.1 Two Containment Spray Systems shall be OPERABLE

&01-LG

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1. 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION; f,

With one Containment Spray System inoperable, restore the inoperable Spray System
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6
hours,
hem~ and be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following QO 78 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREN"NTS

08-11- 2

0842-A

4.6.2.1 Each Containment Spray System shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power operated
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed. or otherwise secured
in position, is in its correct position:

b. By verifying that '
each pumgs developsed:',,::head 08~8 LG

5CYthe:-f~loWiteSt~pofiff:.;",,f8 'reater than or
'eequa to OON-psad "thud":;rddedqut~eIIddeueIoppIl ead when tested pursuant to

. "td"id'""":!'*:':::.!"-tt!!a'i",.'
ZC-ALJ:<I

c. At least once t:
1) Verifying that each automatic valve in the flow path actuates to its

correct position on an actual or simulated actuation signal, and

2) Verifying that each spray pump starts automatically on an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

At least once per 10 years by
verifying each spray nozzle is

unobstructed.

08<6-LG

:,:.:::::%:::,.!!::::.!ddut:"...'I!!EI,-:i!"ui!8!.,';,di,ii,. etdll!1 d r.'. 'df "'.:tt:,:'!fin!d"'i'':t"
meet"-':the
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CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-11 Unit 1 - Amendment No. 402 114
Unit 2 - Amendment No. 4R 112





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM 054@A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.6.2.3 The Containment Cooling 'System shall be OPERABLE with either

a. At least four containment fan cooler units (CFCUs), or

b. At least three CFCUs, each of the three supplied from a different vital bus.

ACTION: ~@

b. With the requirements of the above specification not"satisfied and one
Containment Spray System inoperable, but at least two CFCUs OPERABLE, restore

'the inoperable Containment Spray System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the Containment Cooling System
to OPERABLE status within 7 days of initial loss or be in at least'HOT STANDBY

the next 6 hours and in COLD SNUTDQNN within the following 30 houcs
neer P3,C,'(. Ia aB-i2.-Pf

Eneml!!I::,l:, „:x.OinB::.:",CxOndtaxinmdent!~PPigjSg~SSm',:a!nd@QQ;..':~Pgeaai'OFCVS."!OPedraGle'i Oa iO.A
.
"I'::eM'h '"."'1!D!: eeim~t-:"':::::t-"'""",:"Ill"ii!:t :!LCO!!"3!"8!!!

RVE II I ANCE REOD IRENENT

cpZ.c t -z

4.6.2.3 Each containment fan cooler unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by:

1) Starting each. containment fan cooler unit and verifying that each
containment fan cooler unit operates for at least 15 minutes,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
08-11- 2

a. With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, but at least
two CFCUs OPERABLE and both Containment Spray Systems OPERABLE, restore the
Containment Cooling System to OPERABLE status within 7 days. otherwise be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

m,::;-::;;,.:,"„::„'Adjitionalg~y,::,:-:,e,-::cxoxomPD etwPP~Pe:::,:of tcgrdays~ftceIT dleoouer3=" f;.:,::ofLTuire.:to
08-11-
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DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 in 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-13 Amendment Nos. 89 and BB
March 2. 1994
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

08-02 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the ACTION statement is revised by
replacing the reference to restoring the CSS to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30

hours, with the requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78
hours. The time allowed to be in cold shutdown has not changed. The
requirements of the action statement have also not changed, since as
discussed in the Bases, the extended interval to reach COLD
SHUTDOWN allows 48 hours for restoration of the system
OPERABILITYand an additional 36 hours to achieve COLD
SHUTDOWN.

08-03

08-04

08-05

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

TR1

LS12

LG

LG

LG

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The LCOs for containment spray system and containment coolers are
combined into one LCO per NUREG-1431.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The details on flow testing for nozzle obstructions and specific actuation
signals that apply for automatic actuations are moved to the Bases. This
is acceptable as the requirement to test remains in the Technical
Specification and this level of detail is not contained in NUREG-1431.

Not Used.

The specific pump discharge re sure value would be moved to the
MnSe~l cP9 4- Co-8

Ckxs6s
This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

08-10 ITS Condition F. specifies two containment spray trains or any
combination of three or more trains inoperable to enter 3.0.3. Even
though this condition is not specified in the CTS, 3.0.3 would be
entered.

08-11

ga- i2.
09-01

A"from iscovery o ailure to meet the L 0 provision" has be n added
to the ompletio ime for one train of ntainment spray/co ing
syst s inope le. This change is c nsidered less restri ive in that
the Odaysal wedinthelTSnotto eettheLCOisgre erthanthe
C S would ow.

nS f g3. i' 4- I?
T e PP units for the spray additive tank volume limits are changed
from gallons to percent.

~/nor 4

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3I4.6 Page 7 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

08-10
A

08~11

09-01
A

09-02
LG

09-03
A

DESCRIPTION

ITS Condition F. specifies two containment'spray trains
or any combination of three or more trains irioperable to
enter 3.0.3. Even though this condition is not specified
in the CTS, 3.0.3 would be entered.

from discov o aiure om e prov'on"
has been ad d to the Comple on Time for on ain of
containme spray/cooling s ems inoperab . This
change i considered less strictive in th he 10 day
allowe in the ITS not to eet the LCOi ter than

e S would allow. /q~p
The units for the spray additive tank volume limits are
changed from gallons to percent.

The OPERABILITYof the spray additives educators is
contained within the definition of OPERABILITYfor the
spray additive system as described in the Bases.

This change revises the ACTION statement by replacing
the reference to restoring the spray additive system to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours, with the
requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78
hours.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, CPSES has
only two
containment spray
trains covered by
this specification.
Loss of both of
these trains is
outside the CTS
and 3.0.3 is
automatically
invoked.

No, CPSES CTS
does not have a
curtailment cooler
specification.

No

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

GALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

09-04
A

This change adds the phrase "that is not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured in position" with regard to which
valves require actuation testing.

Yes Yds No, current practice No, current practice
per CTS SR per CTS SR
4.6.2.2. 4.6.2.2.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for 3.6.6-4

Encl 3A - page 7

08-11-M CTS LCO 3.6.2.1 Actions and CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 Actions have been
modified in converting to ITS LCO 3.6.6 Actions by the additional
requirement to perform the action within "10 days from discovery of
failure to meet the LCO." This requirement is established to limit the
maximum time allowed for any combination of containment spray trains
and containment cooling trains to be inoperable during any single
contiguous occurrence of failing to meet the LCO. The purpose of the
second Completion Time (i.e., 10 days from discovery) in the ITS LCO
3.6.6 Actions is to prevent alternating between Conditions in such a
manner that operation could continue indefinitely without ever restoring
systems to meet the LCO. As discussed in Section 1.3, "Completion
Times," the Completion Time allows for an exception time to the normal
"time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time "clock." This will result
in establishing the "time zero" at the time the LCO was initially not met,
instead of the time Condition A was entered. The 10 day Completion
Time is an acceptable limitation on this potential to fail to meet the LCO
indefinitely.

Encl 3B - page 7

08-11-M CTS LCO 3.6.2.1 Actions and CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 Actions have been
modified in converting to ITS LCO 3.6.6 Actions, by the additional
requirement to perform the action within "10 days from discovery of
failure to meet the LCO."

APPLICABILITY: DC - Yes
CP - No - CPSES current TS does not have a containment

cooler specification.
WC - Yes
CA Yes
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IV. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC L
10 CFR 50.92 ALUATION

R
TECHNICALCHANGES AT IMPOSE LESS RESTRICTIVE

REQUIREMENTS WIT THE TECHNICALSPECIFICATI S

A provision, "within 10 days from discovery failure to meet the LCO," has been ded to the Completion Time for
the ACTIONS with the "Containment Co

'
System" inoperable. The CTS, "C tainment Spray," and

"Containment Cooling," systems requ'estoring the inoperable system to 0 RABLE status within 72 hours. The
CTS limits the inoperability of any bination of these two systems to 72 urs or it provides a maximum of 7 days
for restoring one group of cooli ns to OPERABLE status when eve ing else is OPERABLE. NUREG-1431

provides a maximum of 10 d s for not meeting the LCO. The 10 da rovision in the Completion Time i

considered appropriate b d upon engineering judgment conside g the low probability of coincident tiy into
two Conditions in this s cifiication coupled with the low probabili of an accident occurring during th'me.

This proposed T hange has been evaluated and it has be determined that it involves NSH . This
determination s been performed in accordance with th riteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c s quoted below:

e Commission may make a final determi ion, pursuant to the proceduresin 0.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license for a f ilitylicensed under 50.21 (b) or 50 2 or for a testing facility
involves no significant hazards conside ion, ifoperation of the facilityina ordance with the proposed
amendment would not:

1. Involveasignr'ficantinc sein theprobabilityorconseque esofanaccidentpraviously
evaluated; or

2. Create the possib'y ofa new or different kind ofacci ent from any accident previously evaluat
of

3. Involve a s'ificant reductionin a margin ofs ty."

The following evaluatio is provided for the three categoric of the significant hazards consideration s dards:

1. Does the ange involve a significant increas in the probability or consequences of an a ident previously
evaluate

'The roposed change involves a provi ', "within 10 days from discovery of failure meet the LCO,"
b

'
added to the Completion Time r the ACTIONS with the "Containment Coo

'
System" inoperable.

e CTS, "Containment Spray," a "Containment Cooling," systems require re oring the inoperable
system to OPERABLE status wi in 72 hours. The CTS limits the inoperability fany combination of these
two systems to 72 hours or it ovides a maximum of 7 days for restoring ops group of cooling fans to
OPERABLE status when ev rything else is OPERABLE. NUREG-1431 pufvides a maximum of 10 days for
not meeting the LCO. T 10 day provision in the Completion Time is cdnsidered appropriate based upon
engineering judgment nsidering the low probability of coincident en into two Conditions in this
specification couple 'th the low probability of an accident occurrin during this time. Therefore, this
change does not i olve a signiTicant increase in the probability or nsequences of an accident previously
evaluated.

Does the c nge create the possibility of a new or different ind of accident from any accident previously
evaluate

The roposed change does not necessitate a physi alteration of the plant (no new or different type of
eq ipment willbe installed) or changes in paramet governing normal plant operation.

The proposed change willmake a provision fo maximum 10 day allowance for not meeting the LCO. The
provision takes into account the capability of e remaining systems based upon the applicable Conditions
entered. Thus, this change does not crept the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 16





W. SPECIFIC NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

NSHC LS2
(continued)

3. Doesthischange involve ignificantreductioninamarginof et+

Analysis shows that [ e train of the containment cooling ether with one train of contain t spray] can
provide 100 percen f the required peak cooling capac'uring the post accident Conditi s. The
provision to allow 0 days not meeting the LCO for o containment spray train inopera e, or one train of
the required co inment cooling trains inoperabl s acceptable taking into account e low probability of
coincident e into two Conditions coupled wi he low probability of an accident curring during this
time. The ovision also takes into account capability of the remaining syste based upon the
applicab Conditions entered. Thus, the oposed change does not involve a gnificant reduction in a

margi of safety.

NO SIGNIFICANT AZARDS CONSIDERATION DETE INATION

Base on the above evaluation, it is c eluded that the activities associated th NSHC "LS2" resulting from the
co ersion to the ITS format satis e NSHC standards of 10 CFR 50.9 c), and accordingly a NSHC finding is

j tified.

DCPP No Significant Hazards Evaluations 17





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-5REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, WC, CA

DOC 8-08 LG
CTS 4.6.2.1.b
ITS SR 3.6.6.4 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.2.1.b specifies that the Containment Spray Pump shall be tested at a specific
pump discharge pressure. ITS SR 3.6.6.4 specifies that the Containment Pump shall be
tested but does not specify a specific pump test pressure. This information has been
relocated to the Inservice Testing Program. DOC 8-08 LG justifies the relocation based
on consistency with NUREG-1431. Consistency with NUREG-1431 is not an acceptable
justification for relocating material from the CTS to a licensee controlled document.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive
change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The Containment Spray Pump descriptive information has been added to
the Bases of ITS SR 3.6.6.4 instead of being relocated to the Inservice Testing Program. This
is consistent with the treatment of other pump descriptive information found throughout the ITS.

In response to this comment, DOC 8-08-LG has been enhanced by the following:

"Moving these details to the Bases is consistent with other requirements specified in
NUREG-1431, Rev. 1. The STS typically locate details such as specific flow rates and
system operational modes in the Bases for the applicable requirement. This change
moves to the Bases details that are not necessary to provide operational safety while
retaining in technical specifications the basic requirements for maintaining
OPERABILITY."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

3A
Encl 3B
Encl 5B

7
6
B 3.6-42

70





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4 6
(Contiiiued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

08-02 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the ACTION statement is revised by
replacing the reference to restoring the CSS to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours, with the requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78
hours. The time allowed to be in cold shutdown has not changed. The
requirements ofthe action statement have also not changed, since as
discussed in the Bases, the extended interval to reach COLD
SHUTDOWN allows 48 hours for restoration of the system
OPERABILITYand an additional 36 hours to achieve COLD
SHUTDOWN.

08-03 TR1 This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

08-04

08-05

08-06

LS12

LG

The LCOs for containment spray system and containment coolers are
combined into ane LCO per NUREG-1431.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The details on Ihw testing for nozzle obstructions and specific actuation
signals that appty for automatic actuations are moved to the Bases. This
is acceptable as the requirement to test remains in the Technical
Specification and this level of detail is not contained in NUREG-1431.

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

LG

LG

A

Not Used.

The specific pump discharge re sure value would be moved to the
MnSera eP9.4. C ~~8S

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

ITS Condition F specifies two containment spray trains or any
combination ofCree or more trains inoperable to enter 3.0.3. Even
though this condition is not specified in the CTS, 3.0.3 would be
entered.

08-11

~9- i2.
09-01 A

A"from iscovey o ilure to meet the L 0 provision" has beyn added
to the ompletio ime for one train of ntainment spray/co 'ling
syst s inope le. This change is c nsidered less restri ive in that
the 0 days al din the ITS not to eet the LCOis gre er than the
C S would ev.

nS ri gZ. C. 4 - I2
T e PP units for the spray additive tank volume limits are changed
from gallons to percent.

~/nor i

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





Insert for 3.6.6-5

Encl 3A - page 7

Insert for 08-08-LG:

Moving these details to the Bases is consistent with other requirements specified in
NUREG-1431, Rev. 1. The ISTS typically locate details such as specific flow rates and
system operational modes in the Bases for the applicable requirement. This change
moves to the Bases details that are not necessary to provide operational safety while
retaining in technical specifications the basic requirements for maintaining
OPERABILITY.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 6 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

08-02
A

08-03
TR1

08-04
A

08-05
LS12

08-06
LG

08-07

DESCRIPTION

This change revises the ACTION statement by replacing
the reference to restoring the CSS to operable status
within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours, with the requirement to be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within 78 hours.

The actuation surveillance is revised to clarify that an
actual signal as well as a test signal may be used to
verify actuation. The specific actuation signals that
apply for automatic actuation are moved to the Bases.

The LCOs for CSS and containment coolers are
combined into one LCO per NUREG-1431.

This CPSES specific change revises the frequency of
the surveillance to verify unobstructed spray nozzles,
from every 5 years to every 10 years.

The details on flow testing for nozzle obstructions and
specific actuation signals that apply for automatic
actuations are moved to the Bases.

Not used.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

No, LA114/112
made this part of
CTS.

Yes

No

Yes

NIA

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes

No, CPSES CTS
does not have a
containment cooler
specification.

Yes

Yes

N/A

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

'es

N/A

CALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

08-08
LG

08-09
LG

The specific pump discharge pressure value would be
moved to the

pctSe&

Moves the requirement that the 18 month verification of
automatic containment spray actuation and containment
spray pump actuation be performed during shutdown
(plant outage) to the Bases.

Yes

No, CTS does not
require during
shutdown.

No, containment
spray pump
parameters were
moved to the TRM
in LA37/23.

No, CTS does not
require during
shutdown.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
B 3.6.6A

BASES (Continued)

SR 3.6.6A.2

Operating each-frequire CLOI for
~ 15 minutes ensures that all trains are OPERABLE and that al1 associated
controls are functioning properly. It also ensures that blockage. fan or
motor failure. or excessive vibration can be detected for corrective action.
The 31 day Frequency was developed considering the known reliability of the
fan units and controls, the two train redundancy available, and the low
probability of significant degradation of the C~FCIJs

occurring between surveillances. It has also been shown to be acceptable
through operating experience.

SR 3.6,6A.3SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued) Verifying that each required

assumed in the savfety analyses will be achieved (Ref,,R 4),, l'ecompanegt,

ejgpllllCnteeatnd.'"!tbe!";Ittenat tx <;":fp~f4: ny~$1ntIieiiatte~Vee::. e:::,.LTfe+

.'!"'":,::i""'"!'"""e !i'i''jj:,""""""::,-'i:,"Ti'::""-'!::'':"'i"""'-'---'::-,'::'-""'-"'!-s:',:-::.'-"'tl

Lt~~a'.,'~The Frequency was developed considering the known reliability of the Cooling
Water System, the two train redundancy available, and the low probability of
a significant degradation of flow occurring between surveillances.

09 4.c -8
SR 3.6.6A.4

(peg MzDg
Verifying each containment spray pump's developed head at the flow test point
is greater than or equal to the required developed head nsures that spray
pump performance has not degraded during the cycle. Flow and differential
pressure are

(Continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-42





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-7

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

DOC 10-01 LG
CTS 3.6.2.3
ITS B3.6.6 Bases

CTS 3.6.2.3 specifies what constitutes an OPERABLE Containment Cooling System.
This information has been relocated to ITS 3.6.6 Bases. DOC 10-01 LG justifies the
relocation based on consistency with NUREG-1431. Consistency with NUREG-1431 is
not an acceptable justiTication for relocating material from the CTS to a licensee
controlled document. See Comment 3.6.6-8 for additional concerns in this area for
DCPP.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justiTication for this Less Restrictive
change. See Comment Number 3.6.6-8.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 10-01 LG was revised to add the following wording: "The definition
of OPERABILITYand ITS LCO 3.6.6, 'Containment Spray and Cooling Systems,'re sufficient
to describe the levels of equipment required for safe operation of the plant. As such, these
details on the number of containment cooling fans are not required to be in the TS." The
OPERABILITYdetails are moved to the Bases LCO Section.

For Callaway and Wolf Creek, ITS 3.6.6 Bases was revised to read: "A containment cooling
train typically includes cooling coils, dampers, two fans, instruments, and controls to ensure an
OPERABLE flow path."

See DCPP response to Comment 3.6.6-8 for applicability of DOC 10-01 LG.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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Enclosure 2
PGRE Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-8

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

DOC 10-01 LG
JFD 3.6-14
CTS 3.6.2.3
STS LCO 3.6.6
ITS LCO 3.6.6 and Associated Bases.

DCPP CTS 3.6.2.3 specifies what constitutes an OPERABLE Containment Cooling
System. An OPERABLE Containment Cooling System consists of either at least four
containment fan coolers (CFCUs) or at least three CFCUs, each of the three supplied
from a different vital bus. STS LCO 3.6.6 is modified in ITS LCO 3.6.6 to conform to the
CTS. This deviates from NUREG-1431 and the industry's Writer's Guide in which the
LCO describes as simply as possible the lowest functional capability of the system and
relegates the details of what constitutes an OPERABLE system to the Bases. JFD 3.6-
14 does not adequately justify this deviation. In addition, DOC 10-01 LG also applies
since this information is also relocated to the Bases. See Comment Number 3.6.6-7.

Comment: Revise the CTS and ITS markups to show that this level of detail is
relocated to the Bases. See Comment Number 3.6.6-6. Otherwise, provide additional
discussion to justify the deviation from the STS and Writer's Guide.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 10-01-LG was not used in the DCPP markup because it is believed
that the number of CFCUs is important to retain in the LCO. The DCPP plant design uses five
CFCUs distributed on three vital buses. While a train is two functional CFCUs, the concept of
trains was not used in the CTS. Instead, the CTS listed two conditions which reflect a fully
OPERABLE system; any four CFCUs or three CFCUs, each on a different vital bus. This
description allows the use of the five CFCUs and the three vital buses to achieve greater
operational flexibility. Single failure analysis shows that no single failure will result in less than
the required two fully functional CFCUs. The use of a simple two train description would be a
more restrictive change.

JFD 3.6-14 has been revised to add the following discussion: "The DCPP design provides five
CFCUs positioned on three vital electrical buses. This arrangement is such that two conditions
reflect a fully OPERABLE system: 1) any four CFCUs; or 2) three CFCUs, each on a different
vital bus. This description allows the use of five CFCUs and the three vital buses to achieve
greater operational flexibility. Single failure analysis shows that no single failure will result in
less than the required two fully functional CFCUs."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 6A 2

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 3B page 8

72





JUSTIFICATION FOR DIFFERENCES FROII NUREG-1431

NUREG-1431 Section 3.6

CHANGE
NUMBER JUSTIFICATION

3.6-5 This change is in accordance with TSTF-45, Rev. 1 and revises SR 3.6.3.3 and SR 3.6.3.4 to
specify that only containment isolation valves that are not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured
are required to be verified closed. The position of the locked, sealed, or otheiwise secured
valves was verified before the valves were locked, sealed, or otheiwise secured.

3.6W

3.6-7

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Compa 'able Enclo
wer cper~ ean+n,inn ~+ PZC 3-f

This change is in accordance withTSTF46, ev. an revises 3.6.3.5 to delete the
reference to verifying the isolation time of" ch power operated" containment isolation valve and
only require verification of each automatic solation valve." Valves credited as containment
isolation valves which are power operated (i.e., can be remotely operated) that do not receive a
containment isolation signal do not have as isolation time as assumed in the accident analyses
since they require operator action. Therefore, deleting reference to power operated isolation
valve time testing reduces the potential for misinterpreting the requirements of this SR while
maintaining the assumptions of the accident analyses.

3.6-8

3.6-9

3.6-10

3.6-11

Revises the Completion Time for the restoration of containment pressure from 1 hour to [4]
hours. The [4] hour Completion Time is consistent with the CTS. The [4] hours []allows the
adequate time to take'all Required Actions in a controlled manner.

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68)
cqB.C. 3-//

Replaces the chemical additive tank volume limits in gallons with a tank level limits in percent [ ].
7 i- - 2(a9

A new Note is added to ITS 3.6.3, Condition A.2 [and C.2] in accordance with eler G-9 .

The additional Note applies to isolation devices that are locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position and allows these devices to be verified closed by use of administrative means. It is
sufficient to assume that initial establishment of component status (e.g., isolation valves closed)
was performed correctly. Subsequently, verification is intended to ensure the component has not
been inadvertently repositioned. Given that the function of locking, sealing, or securing
components is to ensure the same avoidance of inadvertent repositioning, the periodic
reverification should only be a verification of the administrative control that ensures that the
component remains in the required state. Itwould be inappropriate to remove the lock, seal, or
other means of securing the component solely to perform an active verification of the required
state.

3.6-12 Consistent with SR 3.6.3.8, which provides that actuation position testing is not required for
valves locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required position under administrative
control, this change would provide that isolation time testing is not required for automatic
containment isolation valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in their required
position under administrative contmL This change is consistent with WOG-91.

3.6-13 A clarifying note is added to SR 3.6.3.7 that would allow that leakage rate testing for containment
purge valves with resilient seals is not required when the penetration flow path is isolated by a
leak tested blind flange.

3.6-14

3.6-15

3.6-16

3.6-17

This change would incorporate plant specific operability criteria for containment fan cooler units
required to meet design functional requirements. These uirements are contained in the CTS.

eSerf SS C . ( - P
Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison a e (Enclosure 68).

Not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 68).

The ACTIONS and SRs of ITS 3.6.3 are modified to reflect DCPP current license bases
allowance to open at one time any 2 of 3 the DBAqualifie 48 inch purge supply and/or exhaust
flow paths and 12 inch vacuum/pressure relief flowpaths.

DCPP Description of Changes to Improved TS





Insert for 3.6.6-8

Encl 6A- page 2

Insert for 3.6-14:

The DCPP design provides 5 CFCUs positioned on three vital electrical buses. This
arrangement is such that two conditions reflect a fully OPERABLE system: 1) any four
CFCUs; or 2) three CFCUs, each on a different vital bus. This description allows the
use of 5 CFCUs and the three vital buses to achieve greater operational flexibility.
Single failure analysis shows that no single failure will result in less than the required
two fully functional CFCUs.





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 8 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

09-05
TR1

09-06
LG

09-07
M

10-01
LG

10-02
LG

10-03
LG

11-01
LS13

11-02
A

11-03
A

DESCRIPTION
or Cerate(nrncnf

The specific actuation signal (a fSI actuation test signal)
for the surveillance was replaced with a generic words
that allow credit for an actual or simulated actuation.

This change removes specific details in the SRgith
regard to verifying flow path and the RWST water flow

CeeHeepe-,and adds a general requirement to verify flow
capability through each eductoQr.

The surveillance for DCPP is modified to require
demonstration of flow through each solution flow path.

Moves details regarding the number of fans in each
cooling system train to the Bases.

Details regarding the automatic functions to be tested
and the cooling water flow rate would be moved to the
Bases.

The DCPP specific Note cautioning that CFCU flow rate
may not be achieved during Section XI testing and RHR
operation is relocated to the Bases.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to allow
containment isolation valves that are required to be
closed, []to be opened intermittently under
administrative controls.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to allow separate
Condition entry for each penetration flow path.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable
Conditions and Required ACTIONS for systems made
inoperable by containment isolation valves.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

)E5~ avrv eill~~
d'ego /S P~
Q~c P~~S ~

Yes

No, CTS based on
different design.

No, CTS does not
have this detail.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes, surveillance
detaiks are moved
to the Bases.

No

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

No

Yes

Yes

No, a cautionary
note is already part
of CTS.

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes, surveillance
details are moved
to the Bases.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CALLAWAY

No, CTS does not
have this system.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-11

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC

DOC 10-02 LG
JFD 3.6-21
CTS 4.6.2.3.b
ITS SR 3.6.6.8 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.2.3.b requires at least once per 18 months by verifying that on a safety injection
test signal the Containment Cooling System fans start in slow speed or ifoperating, shift
to slow speed. DOC 10-02 LG relocates the requirements to start in slow speed or if
operating shift to slow speed to ITS B3.6.6 Bases SR 3.6.6.8. WCGS ITS B3.6.1 Bases
SR 3.6.6.8 does not show that the CTS requirement has been incorporated. WCGS ITS
B3.6.6 Bases - SR 3.6.6.8 states that the "SR requires verification that each required
containment cooling train activates or shifts speed...". This statement does not meet the
current licensing basis. The train could start on high speed or ifoperating in slow
speed, shift to high speed and still meet the SR.

Comment: Revise the ITS Bases markup to conform to the CTS requirements.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS B3.6.6 Bases Background states: "In post accident operation
following an actuation signal, the Containment Cooling System fans are designed to start
automatically in slow speed ifnot already running. If running in high (normal) speed, the fans
automatically shift to slow speed." With the information in the Background Section and the ITS
SR 3.6.6.7 Bases wording for verification that each fan in the containment cooling train actuates
upon receipt of an actual or simulated safety injection signal, it was believed that sufficient
wording was in the ITS Bases to conform to the CTS requirements. To ensure clarification of
the CTS surveillance requirements, the ITS SR 3.6.6.7 Bases will be revised to specifically
incorporate the CTS SR 4.6.2.3.b wording.

For DCPP, DOC 10-02 LG is not applicable. See Enclosure 3B, "CTS does not have this
detail." This question does not apply to DCPP.

ATTACHED PAGES

None
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-12

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

JFD 3.6-14
CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTION b
ITS 3.6.6 ACTIONS A, B, C, D, E and Associated Bases.

DCPP CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTION b specifies the remedial measures to be taken with one
Containment Spray System inoperable and two CFCU OPERABLE. Based on the
structure and application of the ITS, CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTION b is encompassed by ITS
3.6.6 Actions A, B, C, and E. ITS 3.6.6 ACTION D also seems to address this condition
of one inoperable Containment Spray and at least two CFCUs OPERABLE. However,
the Required Actions and Completion Times of ITS 3.6.6 ACTION D cannot be found in
CTS 3.6.2.3 ACTIONS, and are More Restrictive changes to the CTS and ITS.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show the addition of ITS 3.6.6 ACTION D and
provide the appropriate discussion and justification for this More Restrictive change.

FLOG RESPONSE: The CTS markup of LCO 3.6.2.3 has been revised to add a new ACTION
reflecting ITS LCO 3.6.6 ACTION D. DOC 08-12 M has been added to Enclosures 3A and 3B
to describe and justify this addition.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B

3/4 6-13
7
7

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5A 3.6-18, 19
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

r

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

g3.f.o- ~

ol -o 1-0

08-04-A

3.6.2.3 The Containment Cooling System shall be OPERABLE with either:

a. At least four containment fan cooler units (CFCUs), or

b. At least three CFCUs, each of the three supplied from a different vital bus.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4.
08-11- 2

ACTION: (
a. With the requirements of the above, specification not satisfied, but at least

two CFCUs OPERABLE and both Containment Spray Systems OPERABLE. restore the
Containment Cooling System to OPERABLE status within 7 days, otherwise be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

b. With the requirements of the above specification not 'satisfied and one
Containment Spray System inoperable, but at least two CFCUs OPERABLE. restore
the inoperable Containment Spray System to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
otherwise be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD

SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. Restore the Containment Cooling System
to OPERABLE status within 7 days of initial loss or be in at 'least HOT STANDBY

the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours
nsor+ cpÃc,o. Io, as ls si--

":(n~~)'e >,,,:;::,:rene!'ConKirasweent::::iggray@ygtem~adnd~age":o'I!i ess',,:,:CkCUs:,::-:;oii~erISe::: oe ip.A
two:-,: CxowntainTseirit'::.':: SjSrja:i'Sj~steKifi1i 'o 'era""6T ',ll(e'n:.uthersCLTD3!! !D0

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
or one. or less CFCLis cFUe'Aistd

cPZ.c.v-z

4.6.2.3 Each containment fan cooler unit shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by:

1) Starting each containment fan cooler unit and verifying that each
containment fan cooler unit operates for at least 15 minutes,

aTeet!';:theLoofidl t1'ansi:::ofii'9!6';:::2!!T'iianedSh!8.,:6!!2::3'.":

08-11-

P9.S.C-g

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-13 Amendment Nos. 89 and 88
March 2, 1994





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 314.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

08-02

NSHC DESCRIPTION

Consistent with NVREG-1431, the ACTION statement is revised by
replacing the reference to restoring the CSS to OPERABLE status
within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30
hours, with the requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78
hours. The time allowed to be in cold shutdown has not changed. The
requirements of the action statement have also not changed, since as
discussed in the Bases, the extended interval to reach COLD
SHUTDOWN allows 48 hours for restoration of the system
OPERABILITYand an additional 36 hours to achieve COLD
SHUTDOWN.

08-03

08-04

08-05

08-06

08-07

08-08

08-09

08-10

08-11

ga- i2.
09-01

TR1

LS12

LG

LG

LG

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The LCOs for containment spray system and containment coolers are
combined into one LCO per NUREG-1431.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The details on flow testing for nozzle obstructions and specific actuation
signals that apply for automatic actuations are moved to the Bases. This
is acceptable as the requirement to test remains in the Technical
Specification and this level of detail is not contained in NUREG-1431.

Not Used.

The specific pump discharge ressure value would be moved to the
WnSer4 cp9.4. g ~~89

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

ITS Condition F. specifies two containment spray trains or any
combination of three or more trains inoperable to enter 3.0.3. Even
though this condition is not specified in the CTS, 3.0.3 would be
entered.

A"from iscovery o ilure to meet the L 0 provision" has begari added
to the ompletio ime for one train of ntainment spray/co 'ling
syst s inope le. This change is c nsidered less restri ve in that
the Odaysal vedinthelTSnotto eettheLCOisgre erthanthe
C S would ow.

nS ri g9. C,G -/2
T e PP units for the spray additive tank volume limits are changed
from gallons to percent.

~Insert

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 7 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIABLOCANYON COMANCHE
PEAK

WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

08-10
A

08-11

09-01
A

09-02
LG

09-03
A

09-04
A

ITS Condition F. specifies two containment spray trains
or any combination of three or more trains inoperable to
enter 3.0.3. Even though this condition is not specified
in the CTS, 3.0.3 would be entered.

"fromdiscov o aiure om e Oprov'on
has been ad d to the Compie on Time for on train of
containme spray/cooling sy ems inoperab . This
change i considered less strictive in th he 10 day
allowe in the ITS not to eet the LCOi ter than

e S would allow. /q~p
The units for the spray additive tank volume limits are
changed from gallons to percent.

The OPERABILITYof the spray additives educators is
contained within the definition of OPERABILITYfor the
spray additive system as described in the Bases.

This change revises the ACTION statement by replacing
the reference to restoring the spray additive system to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours, with the
requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78
hours.

This change adds the phrase "that is not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured in position" with regard to which
'valves require actuation testing.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CPSES has
only two
containment spray
trains covered by
this specification.
Loss of both of
these trains is
outside the CTS
and 3.0.3 is
automatically
invoked.

No, CPSES CTS
does not have a
curtailment cooler
specification.

No

Yes

Yes

Yds

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, current practice
per CTS SR
4.6.2.2.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, current practice
per CTS SR
4.6.2.2.

Q3-l2. /6Ser4 epR4.( -/g.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Insert for 3.6.6-12

Encl 2 - page 3/4 6-13

CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 (new) ACTION

With one required containment spray train and one required CFCU train inoperable such
that a minimum of two CFCUs remain OPERABLE, restore one required train of
containment spray to OPERABLE or restore one required train of CFCU to OPERABLE
such that four CFCUs or three CFCUs each powered by a separate vital bus are
OPERABLE within 72 hours.

Encl 3A - page 7

08-12-M A new ACTION is added to CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 which reflects the
combination of containment fan cooling and containment spray into a
single LCO for DCPP. Consistent with NUREG-1431, this adds a more
restrictive ACTION for the condition in which one train of containment
spray is inoperable and one train of containment fan cooling inoperable
(such that at least two CFCUs are OPERABLE). This change provides
limits for the time that both elements of containment cooling maybe
degraded.

Encl 3B - page 7

08-12-M A new ACTION is added to CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 which reflects the
combination of containment fan cooling and containment spray into a
single LCO for DCPP. Consistent with NUREG-1431, this adds a more
restrictive ACTION for the condition in which one train of containment
spray is inoperable and one train of containment fan cooling inoperable.

APPLICABILITY: DC Yes
CP No
WC No
CA No
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3.6. 6A

PS

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

d3.6.6A Containment Spray and Cooling Systems PS

'CO 3.6.6A

3.6-14

shall be OPERABLE.

Two containment spray trains and two containment fan cooling UN%'-:."'.(CFCUj

trains Ijh';ejitherq

e;::-,:::::-.::,:;:„:;.":::,."::Fp~tir! 'CFC9s;!o~r

b:.:::;::,::.".-.:.",::.':,,Three..:,:;CLCUs-:,::;.::,::eaih.:;.::5f;:=."'Ne.:thr.;..~e.,::,::: U,h::,,ed::::,'gram,-.,

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 ~ and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One containment spray
train inoperable.

A. 1 Restore containment spray
train to OPERABLE status.

72 hours

AND

10 days
from'iscovery of

failure to meet
the LCO

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A not
met.

B. 1 Be in MODE 3.

AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

84 hours

d. d i:d,i'i. d
ee~g"'CALCU train

"reiiiaiii'.,':,OPERABL'E;""
CWA%YAVXWNWWM%WV dddd

C. 1 Restore Lequijed
gagtrain to OPERABLE status.

7 days

AND

3.6-14

10 days from
discovery of
failure to meet
the LCO

(continued)

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-18





Containment Spray and Cooling Systems PS

3.6. 6A

F

ACTIONS (Continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

D. ~ On8:.':~f;;6gUl,f.:':8d

containment ~~9
4PcRR& SPY,",ay'.,'CrPalA
inoperabl e "a'nd':;:;:on'

eeq(~,red!iCFCU,:-: ti:;.:"a')p, „„
1j)j'er'abl'j:.;.',;soch:.",:::th'a4„:;:":.$

jii):IijmIIik',ot:.:::::t~.".CFCUs'.'msmsiii:.::BPERABL'K'. " ""

D. 1 Restore one rpqiii:red
containment efeAkg spray,:
train to OPERABLE status",

D.2 Restore one CFCU train to
OPERABLE status such that
four CFCUs or three CFCUs,
each supplied by a
different vital bus. are
OPERABLE.

72 hours

3.6-14

72 hours

g6d I in~

gg.k.o-2.

E. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition C or D
not met.

E.l Be in MODE 3.

~ND

E.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

36 hours

$
1

F. Two containment spray
trains inoperable.

OR

F.l Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately

'3.'6-14

, On.e
eon 'aTnmenj;:.,::j'pray.:.:,:train
ijopimei,abler:;::!and-:'::t~'::CFCU
tra'1,ps~<1;nopef.'.a5lpii.sQch
mbst".:ice!hi!',:ll'ms's i'CEBBs
remlii'ikOPRERABBgP

gR

One:;:*mt;"„:,:l.'mss::::CFCUE

Ol!ERABL'E

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-19





Enclosure 2
PGSE Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-13

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

CTS 4.6.2.3a.1
ITS SR 3.6.6.2 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.2.3.a.1 verifies that containment cooling fan units are started and operated for
at least 15 minutes at least once per 31 days. The corresponding ITS surveillance is
ITS SR 3.6.6.2. The CTS and ITS are not consistent with each other. CTS 4.6.2.3.a.1
for Callaway and WCGS requires the CTS surveillance be performed on "each non-
operating fan group" while ITS SR 3.6.6.2 requires the SR be performed on "each
required containment cooling fan" for WCGS and "each containment cooling fan" for
Callaway. CTS 4.6.2.3.a.1 for DCPP requires the CTS surveillance be performed on
each CFCU while the ITS requires it be performed on each required CFCU. Based on
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - Background description of the Containment Cooling System, the
CTS to ITS conversion for this SR would be a More Restrictive change for WCGS and
Callaway (CTS testing only non-operating to ITS testing of all fan units) and a Less
Restrictive change for DCPP (CTS testing all CFCUs to ITS testing of a minimum of
three CFCUs). No justifications are provided for these changes.

Comment: Revise the ITS markup to conform to the CTS, or provide discussions and
justifications for these Less Restrictive or More Restrictive changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: WCGS has reviewed the ITS and Bases and determined that the
bracketed ([])word "required" can be deleted since the LCO requires all components to be
OPERABLE.

CTS 4.6.2.3.a.1 states: "Starting each non-operating fan group from the control room, and
verifying that each fan group operates for at least 15 minutes." For WCGS and Callaway, the
CTS SR 4.6.2.3.a.1 is performed by starting any non-operating fan unit and ensuring that it runs
for greater than 15 minutes. For those fan units that are already operating when the SR is
performed, surveillance procedures require that the operating fan units be verified that they are
running for greater than 15 minutes. This is equivalent to the ITS SR 3.6.6.2, which would
require starting any non-operating fan and verify operating for greater than 15 minutes and the
operating fans are verified operating for greater than 15 minutes. Therefore, CTS SR
4.5.2.3.a.1 is considered equivalent to the ITS SR 3.6.6.2 and no justifications are needed.

For DCPP, no change in the ITS is necessary. The CTS LCO 3.6.2.3 states: "at least four
containment fan cooler units (CFCUs), or at least three CFCUs, each of the three supplied from
a different vital bus" shall be OPERABLE. There are five installed CFCUs at each of the Diablo
Canyon Units. The DCPP license has always implicitlycontained the concept of "required."
See response to 3.6.6-8 for description of changes made to JFD 3.6-14 which clarify and justify
this arrangement.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-15

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

STS B3.6.6A Bases - BACKGROUND
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - BACKGROUND and REFERENCES

STS B3.6.6 Bases - BACKGROUND states that the Containment Spray and Cooling
Systems are designed to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43 or other documents that were appropriate at the time of licensing. ITS
B3.6.6 Bases - BACKGROUND deletes a number of the GDCs. Since ITS changes to
the STS Bases were made based on changes to the STS, on plant specific system
design, or on current licensing basis as specified in the CTS, the deletions do not seem
to fall into any of these categories based on the particular STS selected. The staff
believes that these GDCs provide a useful description of the system design. See
Comment Number 3.6.6-16.

Comment: Revise ITS B3.6.6 Bases - BACKGROUND to retain the deleted GDCs or
provide a discussion and justification for their deletion. See Comment Number 3.6.6-16.

FLOG RESPONSE: The subject sentence in the ITS Bases will be revised to retain the listing
of the GDCs in the original STS wording, but the sentence/discussion will be revised
appropriately to explain individual plant exceptions to those GDCs.

Plant S ecific Res onse: For Diablo Canyon, the sentence will be revised to read:

The Containment Spray and Containment Cooling systems are designed to meet the
requirements of AEC 1967 GDC 37, "Engineered Safety Features Basis for Design"; GDC
49, "Containment Design Basis"; GDC 52, "Containment Heat Removal Systems"; GDC 58,
"Inspection of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems"; GDC 59, "Testing of Containment
Pressure-Reducing Systems Components"; GDC 60, "Testing of Containment Spray
Systems"; GDC 61, "Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment Pressure-Reducing
Systems"; GDC 62, "Inspection of AirCleanup Systems"; GDC 63, "Testing of AirCleanup
Systems Components"; GDC 64, "Testing AirCleanup Systems"; and GDC 65, "Testing of
Operational Sequence of AirCleanup Systems.

As discussed in FSAR Appendix 3.1A, the designs of these systems conform to the intent of
10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 1), GDCs 38, "Containment Heat Removal"; GDC 39,
"Inspection of Containment Heat Removal Systems"; GDC 40, "Testing of Containment
Heat Removal Systems"; GDC 41, "Containment Atmosphere Cleanup"; GDC 42,
"Inspection of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems"; and GDC 43, "Testing of
Containment Atmosphere Cleanup Systems."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-35
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
B 3.6.6A

8 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

~ B 3.6.6A Containment Spray and Cooling Systems

BASES

BACKGROUND

Ense'3.c.t.-i5

The Containment Spray and Containment Cooling systems provide containment
atmosphere cooling to limit post accident pressure and temperature in
containment to less than the design values. Reduction of containment
pressure and the iodine removal capability of the spray reduces the release
of fission product radioactivity from containment to the en onment in the
event esi n Basis Accident DBA). to within limit The Con inmen

pray and Cont nmen oo .sng systems re essgne o meet the re i rements
of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 38, "C tainment Heat Removal," GD 39,
"Inspection f Containment Heat Rem val Systems." GDC 40 'Tes ng of
Containmen Heat Removal Systems,"
GDC 42, "I spection of Containme Atmosphere Cleanup Syste ," and GDC 43,

g f C t i At pt C1 p Sy t " (R f,

The Containment Cooling System and Containment Spray System are ~
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems. They are,g4:-',g designed to ensure
that the heat removal capability required during the post accident period can
be attained. The Containment Spray System and the Containment Cooling System
provide m~ke4 diverse methods to limit and maintain post accident
conditions to less than the containment design values.

Containment S ra S stem

The Containment Spray System consists of two separate trains of equal
capacity. each capable of meeting the design bases. Each train includes a

containment spray pump, spray headers, nozzles, valves, and piping. Each
train is powered from a separate ESF bus. The refueling water storage tank
(RWST) supplies borated water to the Containment Spray System during the
injection phase of operation. In the recirculation mode of operation,
containment spray~ i,:*,,::,:,::- ppt,:,,'",e'1- ...,-,,:,:I,:,:,:,,:,::i..0 "='t'ai:::fbi.::-:::..!I. -!„:-:::;.

"t
reiiiovil"=,':<RHR)::,:,:.jiffy::„''if44t':-,ill'ii:.::RMST!"::iS~i:

""tji: '

The Containment Spray System provides a spray of cold borated water mixed
with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) from. the spray additive tank into the upper
regions of containment to reduce the containment pressure and temperature,
and to reduce fission products from the containment atmosphere during a DBA.

The RWST solution temperature is an important factor in determining the heat
removal capability of the Containment Spray System during the injection
phase. In the recirculation mode of operation, heat is removed from the

P

(Continued)
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Insert for 3.6.6-15

ITS B3.6.6 - BACKGROUND (page B3.6-35)

The Containment Spray and Containment Cooling systems are designed to meet
the requirements of AEC 1967 GDC 37, "Engineered Safety Features Basis for
Design;" GDC 49, "Containment Design Basis;" GDC 52, "Containment Heat
Removal Systems;" GDC 58, "Inspection of Containment Pressure-Reducing
Systems;" GDC 59, "Testing of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems
Components;" GDC 60, "Testing of Containment Spray Systems;" GDC 61,
"Testing of Operational Sequence of Containment Pressure-Reducing Systems;"
GDC 62, "Inspection of AirCleanup Systems;" GDC 63, "Testing of AirCleanup
Systems Components;" GDC 64, "Testing AirCleanup Systems;" and GDC 65,
"Testing of Operational Sequence of AirCleanup Systems.

As discussed in FSAR Appendix 3.1A, the designs of these systems conform to
the intent of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A (Ref. 1), GDCs 38, "Containment Heat
Removal;" GDC 39, "Inspection of Containment Heat Removal Systems;" GDC
40, "Testing of Containment Heat Removal Systems;" GDC 41, "Containment
Atmosphere Cleanup;" GDC 42, "Inspection of Containment Atmosphere
Cleanup Systems;" and GDC 43, "Testing of Containment Atmosphere Cleanup
Systems."





Enclosure 2
PGBE Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-17

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

STS B3.6.6A Bases -APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

The second paragraph in STS B3.6.6A Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES describes
briefly the containment pressure and temperature limits used to design the Containment Spray
and Cooling Systems. A statement in the paragraph refers the users to the Bases for LCO
3.6.4 "Containment Pressure" and LCO 3.6.5 "Containment Temperature" for a more detailed
discussion. DCPP ITS B3.6.6 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES deletes this referral
statement. Since ITS changes to the STS Bases were made based on changes to the STS, on
plant specific system design, or on current licensing basis as specified in the CTS, the deletion
does not seem to fall into any of these categories. The staff believes the statement provides
the user with the location of additional useful information.

Comment: Retain the deleted STS sentence.

discussion has been a

ATTACHED PAGES:

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS B3.6.6 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIShas been
revised. The STS statement in the second paragraph referring to Bases for LCO 3.6.4,
"Containment Pressure," and LCO 3.6.5, "Containment Temperature," for a more detailed

dded to the ITS text.

Encl 5B B3.6-37
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
8 3.6.6A,

BASES (Continued)

8
BACKGROUND
(continued)

pressurizer compartment, pactor,,'cooja@jpTmps. and
outside the secondary. shield in the lower areas of contai'nment.

During normal operation, three, CFCUs are operating. The
fans are normally operated at high speed with E4M CCM supplied to the cooling
coils. The

CFCUs~'are designed
to limit the ambient containment air temperature during normal unit operation
to less than the limit specified in LCO 3.6.5. "Containment Air Temperature."
This temperature limitation ensures that the containment temperature does not
exceed the initial temperature conditions assumed for the DBAs.

id t p t,',, i hi t t ti ig t. th
CFCOsw are designed to start automatically in slow speedif not already running", ',If running in high (normal) speed. the fans

automatically shift to slow speed. The fans are operated at the lower speed
during accident conditions to prevent motor overload from the higher mass
atmosphere. The temperature of the KQ4 CCM is an important factor in the
heat removal capability of the fan units.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

- The Containment Spray System and Containment Cooling System
limits the temperature and pressure that could be experienced following a
DBA. The limiting DBAs considered are the loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
and the main steam line break (NSLB). The LOCA and MSLB are analyzed using
computer codes designed to predict the resultant containment pressure and
temperature transients. No DBAs are assumed to occur simultaneously or
consecutively. The postulated DBAs are analyzed with regard to containmentttg,p...,,, t, g th~,.- ...:*ti:,,.:!:."..i.',g1:!!P,:",i',:, ', '~i:, "::.

rvYrv'.:hh ~
" .'wdv'roy/cyvea~y~ rcvdvc'oyycv acct" cvSccar wryrdhchcr'yrv'hca'vNwN c,'~'y vwv'ciC%4v hn:.c'inc''hirncv .r*v '>hrvy rr vv ~

Ivyv 'r tv SQS @AN:4 4v *M444rh

Mr„-':.st::%angl'e~fpf.",lu

thi."..".".f$)'luY%':-".0'fggne':",:.NSIVgt'o!il'os'e~4i th'::6'6";:::CSP. 'a%id";trhree.::FCFC0~s-"'operate rig~
The analysis and evaluation show that under the worst case scenario, the

y a
y

~

highest peak containment pressure is 46-.48 42::.„26 psig (experienced during an~&A- HSLB;";at'"::,3N~;powder) myiared!-;:,to,:.''an:;-.::~lilowab3e.-,:41'sig. The ana lysi s shows that
the pe™ak contiainment temperature is™Q'4%$ 826'F ('experienced during an NSwLB

q3.(.o-2- Kt:-'":7QC)jacet)~and~yi~sol",compare ~t~o,the':environiizntal':-"".::jualj7icatf" '';Of'::: 1'awnwt--""""'-' 'B"'tl'-' -l' -- —"-~-'~-"f-~ch—d--- m-'"—
e ana yses an eva e a un' eci i ower level

O 400 1024):::,.tnnCthegt0$ A',:,m@VOne:;::::,nnnwvtharnment::!SPmPNrainrand';"tWO,''':.CFCUS
opeiiitT ng'!'ll:::. Thee'-,':: ldiiiiti ng'i'ase!NSLB~iiiiiluses':;::hacnyd;eaal'nhta't'l'nines=""'" '="""'

thtgS

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-19REQUEST'PPLICABILITY'C
STS B3.6.6A Bases - LCO
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - LCO

STS B3.6.6A Bases - LCO describes what constitutes an OPERABLE Containment
Spray System. The description includes the automatic transferring of the pump suction
from the RWST to the containment sump. At DCPP this transferring of the pump
suction is done manually, which is acceptable. However, ITS B3.6.6 Bases - LCO
deletes all mention of this capability. The staff requires that this be retained in ITS
B3.6.6 Bases - LCO because the ability or capability to transfer the pump suction
constitutes part of the description of system OPERABILITY.

Comment: Retain the STS wording modified by DCPP plant speciTic design features.

FLOG RESPONSE: The requested change for DCPP would be technically incorrect. The
DCPP design provides for the spray rings being aligned to an available RHR pump. The
decision to do so is one made by the Technical Support Center. Issues associated with this
transfer are the subject of LAR 98-03 (3/18/98). This LAR also submitted wording changes to
the ITS LCO 3.6.6 Bases (Background and Applicable Safety Analysis Section) providing DCPP
plant specific wording associated with this transfer. The following wording is currently under
staff review as part of LAR 98-03:

Background: Containment Spray is not required to be actuated during recirculation phase
of a LOCA, but may be actuated at the discretion of the Technical Support Center. During
the recirculation phase of a LOCA, the Containment Spray System must be capable of
transferring the spray function to an RHR System taking suction from the containment
sump. OPERABILITYof valves 9003A and B, and the capability to close valves 8809A and
B to divert water from the RCS to the spray headers, will ensure that this capability exists.

Applicable Safety Analysis: Analyses and evaluation show that containment spray is not
required during the recirculation phase of a LOCA (Ref. 7). Ifonly one RHR pump is
available during the recirculation phase of a LOCA, it may not be possible to obtain
significant containment spray without closing valves 8809A or B. If recirculation spray is
used with only one train of RHR in operation, ECCS flow to the reactor will be reduced, but
analysis has shown that the flow to the reactor in this situation is still in excess of that
needed to supply the required core cooling.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one

78





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-20REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC

STS 3.6.6A Bases - APPLICABILITY
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - APPLICABILITY

The second paragraph of STS B3.6.6.A Bases - APPLICABILITYdescribes why the
Containment Spray and Cooling Systems are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES
5 and 6. DCPP ITS B3.6.6 Bases - APPLICABILITYdeletes the reference to
Containment Cooling Systems from this paragraph. Thus, no reason is provided in the
Bases as to why the Containment Cooling System is not required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 5 and 6. In order for the Bases to be complete, this reference should be
retained.

Comment: Revise the ITS markup to retain the reference to Containment Cooling
System not be required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6.

FLOG RESPONSE: The words in the second paragraph of STS B3.6.6.A Bases-
APPLICABLITY("...and the containment cooling system are...") have been added to the DCPP
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - APPLICABLITYtext, and the word "is" has been removed.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-39
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Containment Spray and Cooling Systems
8 3.6.6A

BASES (Continued)

LCO During a DBA AVOCA, a minimum of two":,GFCUs::„.-:and

one containment "spray. train are required to maintain the containment pe'ak
pressure and temperature below the design limits (Refs. 7p). Additionally,
one containment spray train is also required to remove iodine from the
containment atmosphere and mainta ncentrations below those assumed in the
safety analysis. To ensure tha hese requirements are met, two 43~0-2
containment s ra trains and two 'FCO trains cons$ sfjqg
et

eys4e+ Of.":,roMFMment~sprep'':anCh":;:ooi:::@raw,-".',of: CFQhY4bi%6FCK)': operate.

S~em traj.n typically includes a spray pump. spray headers. nozzles, valves,
piping,'instruments'nd controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path capable of
t. Rf tf f th RRRT p ERF t ...f ,,!g,,f,~

y.. p p ~" .Rt

'''ach

CPCU24y~~ inc u es dem~rs-, cooling
coils, dampers, fans, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow
path.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4, a DBA could cause a release of radioactive material
to containment and an increase in containment pressure and temperaturettt h p htf fth tf t p t t d~

tptt .

In MODES 5 and 6, the probability and consequences of these events are
reduced due to the pressure and temperat e limitations of these MODES.
Thus, the Containment Spray System
not required to be OPERABLE in MODES an re~a S+r'~-ogf

ACTIONS A,l
gp.c.4 -zo

With one containment spray train inoperable, the inoperable containment spray
train must be restored to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. In this
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE spray and cooling trains are Q-adequate to
perform the iodine removal and containment cooling functions. The 72 hour
Completion Time takes into account the redundant heat removal capability
afforded by the Containment Spray System, reasonable time for repairs'nd
low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.

(Continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-22 APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.6A Bases - SR 3.6.6A.1
ITS B3.6.6 Bases SR 3.6.6.1

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.3-52.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Comment Number 3.6.3-52

ATTACHED PAGES:

See attached pages for response Comment Number Q 3.6.3-52.
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Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.6-24REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP

STS B3.6.6A Bases - SR 3.6.6A.5 and SR 3.6.6A.6
ITS B3.6.6 Bases - SR 3.6.6.5 and SR 3.6.6.6

STS B3.6.6A Bases - SR 3.6.6A.5 and SR 3.6.6A.6 justifies the 18 month frequency for
these SRs in part "on the need to perform these Surveillances under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient ifthe
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power." ITS B3.6.6 Bases - SR 3.6.6.5
and SR 3.6.6.6 deletes this part of the 18 month frequency justification. Since ITS
changes to the STS Bases were made based on changes to the STS, on plant specific
system design, or on current licensing basis as speciTied in the CTS, the deletion of this
frequency basis does not seem to fall into any of these categories. The staff believes
that these SRs should not be performed at power but during a plant outage.

Comment: Retain the deleted STS sentences or provide a discussion justifying their
deletion.

FLOG RESPONSE: For DCPP, CTS SR 4.6.2.1.c has never specified the tests be performed
during shutdown. DCPPs current practice is to isolate these pumps and valves from
containment while testing. LAs 119/117, dated 4/14/97, evaluated certain SR frequencies for
extension from 18 to 24 months. CTS SR 4.6.2.1.c was revised at that time to the extended
frequency. "During shutdown" was not specified in the NRC SE associated with LAs 119/117.

The original version of the CPSES Surveillance Requirement 4.6.12.1c (the CTS counterpart to
ITS SRs 3.6.6.5 and 3.6.6.6) required that the SRs be performed every 18 months during
shutdown. CPSES License Amendment 32/18 deleted the "during shutdown" requirement.
These surveillances are currently allowed to be performed during any Mode. Therefore, the
removal of the "during shutdown" wording in the ITS Bases is consistent with the current
licensing basis for CPSES .

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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Enclosure 2
PGRE Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.7 Spray Additive System

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-1REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC

DOC 9-03 A
CTS 3.6.2.2 ACTIONS
ITS 3.6.7 ACTIONS and Associated Bases.

DCPP CTS 3.6.2.2 ACTIONS specifies the remedial actions to be taken when the Spray
Additive System is inoperable. The CTS markup of the ACTION statement does not
show any changes, however, DOC 9-03 A justifies the Administrative changes made to
the ACTION in converting from the CTS to ITS 3.6.7 ACTIONS.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show the Administrative changes.

FLOG RESPONSE: DCPP CTS 3.6.2.2 ACTIONS have been marked up to reflect the
changes proposed by DOC 9-03-A and to be consistent with ITS 3.6.7 REQUIRED ACTIONS.

ATTACHED PAGES

Encl 2 3/4 6-12

For Information Only Pages:

Enc 5A 3.6-22
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

es.4 e-I
op-0'1-A

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE ~
a. A spray additive tank with a contained volume of between WN-and

PP!2'idio(!,3!ifdgiihgg f b 3II d 323 b Igh gll
solution, and

0541&

0942-LG

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable. restore the system to OPERABLE status
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANOBY within the next 6 hours: restore the

be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the followingM hours. 'an<

78
SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall'e demonstrated OPERABLE:
f

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated.
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked. sealed. or otherwise secured
in position. is in its correct position:

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1) Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank. and

2) Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical analysis.
dl pC-Au,-oo Ib, Iflg«h y

At least once per 5 years by verifying both spray additive and RWST

ff 'Ihii~h':: ":h";- I df":ifd"ig 'fll,l
Sp dpi I '3

d

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 Im 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-12





3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.7 Spray Additive System
QteQ

Spray Additive System

3.6.7

PS

PS

LCO 3.6.7 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY:

ACTIONS

CONDITION

MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Spray Additive System
inoperable.

A.l Restore Spray Additive
System to OPERABLE status.

72 hours

B. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time not met.

B.l Be in MODE 3.

AND

8.2 Be in MODE 5.

6 hours

84 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.7. 1 Verify each spray additive manual. power
operated, and automatic valve in the flow path
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise
secured in position is in the correct position.

31 days

(continued)
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Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC

DOC 9-04 A
CTS 4.6.2.2.c
ITS SR 3.6.7.4

CTS 4.6.2.2c requires that each automatic valve in the Spray Additive System flow path
activates to its correct position on a specified test signal. ITS SR 3.6.7.4 performs this
same CTS surveillance except that it exempts those valves which are locked, sealed or
otherwise secured in position. The CTS markup and the DOCs (Enclosure 3A) for
DCPP adds the exemption to CTS 4.6.2.2.c and justifies this change as an
Administrative change (Doc 9-04 A) which is acceptable. However, the conversion
comparison Table (Enclosure 3B) shows that this change does not apply to DCPP since
this condition is already in the CTS. The CTS markup for WCGS does not show this
change; DOC 9-04 A states that it is not applicable to WCGS and the Conversion
Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B) states that the change is current practice per CTS
4.6.2.2.c at WCGS. The staff position is that this is a change from the CTS
requirements and it is applicable.

Comment: For DCPP correct the Conversion Comparison Table (Enclosure 3B) to
show that the change is applicable. For WCGS, revise the CTS markup to show this
Administrative change, provide the appropriate discussion and justification, and change
the Conversion Comparison Table accordingly.

FLOG RESPONSE: The DCPP submittal correctly shows that DOC 9-04-A Enclosure 3B for
ITS 3.6 is applicable. Enclosure 3B for WCGS incorrectly stated DOC 9-04-A was not
applicable to DCPP. WCGS has revised the CTS markup to include DOC 9-04-A and considers
the description of the change adequate.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None

For information only:

Encl 2 3/4 6-12
Encl 3B 7
Encl 5A 3.6-23
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

yS.t .e-l
O2-2T2-A

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE 44k:

a. A spray additive tank with a contained volume of between KÃ~d
HHHHHHH 99!9!H!i 933933392 I 9 39 9 323 9 I 3 II HH

solution, and

b.

0~1&

09-02-LG

APPLICABILITY: MODES l. 2. 3. and 4.

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable, restore the system to OPERABLE status 0~~
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANOBY within the next 6 hours; restore the

be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the followingM hours. ( an< es ~.7- I

78

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall'e demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated.
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked. sealed, or otherwise secured
in position. is in its correct position:

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1) Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank. and

2) Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical analysis.
R~EUQ6 l gn~At QC-A.u,-ool

At least once by verifying that each automatic valve in
the flow~ath tnt'.is~.'not-:.:'.',::locked~ sea ed":.~or:-".,otoerunse,';,secured't

least once per 5 years by verifying both spray additive and RWST

full flow Chr56gh"'..each=,.i'oTiXi'on,.-:.',.fl&~aUi$ in om7-M
the Spray Additive System.

Pz b.j-f

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-12





I

CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 7 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

08-10
A

08-11

09-01
A

09-02
LG

09-03
A

09-04
A

DESCRIPTION

ITS Condition F. specifies two containment spray trains
or any combination of three or more trains inoperable to
enter 3.0.3. Even though this condition is not specified
in the CTS, 3.0.3 would be entered.

"fromdiscov o aiure om e Oprov'on"
has been ad d to the Comple on Time for on train of
containme spray/cooling sy ems inoperab . This
change i considered less strictive in th e 10 day
allowe in the ITS not to eet the LCOi terthan

e S would allow.

The units for the spray additive tank volume limits are
changed from gallons to percent.

The OPERABILITYof the spray additives educators is
contained within the definition of OPERABILITYfor the
spray additive system as described in the Bases.

This change revises the ACTION statement by replacing
the reference to restoring the spray additive system to
OPERABLE status within 48 hours or be in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours, with the
requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78
hours.

This change adds the phrase "that is not locked, sealed,
or otherwise secured in position" with regard to which
valves require actuation testing.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMANCHE
PEAK

No, CPSES has
only two
containment spray
trains covered by
this specification.
Loss of both of
these trains is
outside the CTS
and 3.0.3 is
automatically
invoked.

No, CPSES CTS
does not have a
curtailment cooler
specification.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, current practice
per CTS SR
4.6.2.2.

GALLAWAY

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No, current practice
per CTS SR
4.6.2.2.

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





0
Spray Additive System

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

SURVEILLANCE

3.6.7

FREQUENCY

PS

SR 3.6.7.2 Verify spray additive tank solution volume is
*t2N&NA!5!!Rl d BNN~ &I"SR,

184 days

3.6-10

B-PS

SR 3.6.7.3 Verify spray additive tank NaOH solution
concentration is ~ 80K and s 32K by weight.

184 days

B-PS

SR 3.6.7.4 Verify each spray additive automatic valve in
the flow path that is not locked. sealed, or
otherwise secured in position, actuates to the
correct position on an actual or simulated
actuation signal.

g months

24'";B
X-Au-coi

SR 3.6.7.5 Verify spray additive flow ~4e3 from each
solution's flow path.

5 years

.B-PS

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 3.6-23





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-4

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

DOC 9-07 M
CTS 4.6.2.2.d
ITS SR 3.6.7.5 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.2.2d requires the verification of both spray additive and RWST full flow from the
test valve in the Spray Additive System. In converting to ITS SR 3.6.7.5 this SR is
modified in the CTS markup by the addition of the words "through each solution flow
path." This change is designated DOC 9-07 M. Based on the CTS wording, the staff
believes that the change is an Administrative change rather than a More Restrictive
change. Insufficient information is provided in DOC 9-07 M to justify a More Restrictive
change.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification to support the designation of
a More Restrictive change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DCPP considers DOC 9-07 to be a more restrictive change since
downstream of test valve 8993 are parallel, redundant, motor-operated valves 8994A and
8994B and flow must be independently verified through each.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one

84





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-5

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC

DOC 9-05 TR-1
CTS 4.6.2.2.c
ITS SR 3.6.7.4 and Associated Bases

CTS 4.6.2.2.c requires that each automatic valve in the Spray Additive System flow path
actuates to its correct position on a specified test signal. In converting to ITS SR 3.6.7.4
the CTS is modiTied to allow credit to be taken for an actual as well as a simulated (test)
signal. The identification of the specified signal has been moved to the Bases. DOC 9-
05 TR-1 does not provide sufficient information to justify allowing the use of an actual
signal. In addition, the specified actuation signal has not been relocated to the Bases of
ITS 3.6.7. See Comment Number 3.6.7-6.

Comment: Revise ITS B3.6.7 to specify the specified actuation signal (See Comment
Number 3.6.7-6.) and provide additional discussion and justification to allow the use of
an actual signal to meet the surveillance requirements.

FLOG RESPONSE: ITS Bases B3.6.7 has been revised to specify the speciTied actuation
signal and DOC 9-05 TR-1 has been updated to provide additional discussion and justification
to allow the use of an actual signal to meet the surveillance requirements (see Comment
Number 3.6.6-3).

Additional changes were made to DOC 9-05-TR1 for Callaway, WolfCreek, and Diablo Canyon
in response to Comment Number 3.6.7-6.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.6-48
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Spray Additive System
83.6.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

assurance that the system is able to provide additive to the Containment
Spray System in the event of a OBA. This SR does not apply to valves that
are locked. sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these valves were
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking. sealing, or
securing. This SR does not requir an testing or valve manipulation.
Rather. it involves yerificatio . that those
valves outside containment and apab e o po en ia y eing mispositioned are
in the correct position. g3 t'-52

f8'C
Ku -O~ unicef ~ inDua'e. ~

uS4 Q lseW or ran 0LC.
ndlg ~f'g

To provide effective iodine removal ~ the containment spray mus n
alkaline solution. Since the RMST contents are normally acidic, the volume
of the spray additive tank must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive
to adjust pH for all water injected. This SR is performed to verify the
availability of sufficient NaOH solution in the Spray Additive System. The

,fe'i;:
Ia'xi'imam'iiki7iiitsYdj'is'iedLc'ons'ervat~$ 5y',"""f'~j':.-'';instr'uig'~R~™icc~iic'y,of& .:;:-.

'

change in tank volume occurring during the SR interval (the tank is isolated
during normal unit operations). Tank level is also indicated and equi'pped
Q'>thra-':,."lm::~level~~~alarm in the control room. so that there is high confi'dence

SR 3.6.7.3

This SR provides verification of the NaOH concentration in the spray additive
tank and is sufficient to ensure that the spray solution being injected into
containment is at the correct pH level. The 184 day Frequency is sufficient
to ensure that the concentration level of NaOH in the spray additive tank
remains within the established limits. This is based on the low likelihood
of an uncontrolled change in concentration (the tank is normally isolated)
and the probability that any substantial variance in tank volum
detected. gn pm in'+~
SR 3.6.7.4

Z'f ~-Au.-00 ~

This SR provides verification that each automati valve in the Spray Additive
System flow path actuates to its correct position This urveillance is not
re uired for valves that are locked sealed or otherwi e secured in theq
required position under administrative controls. The month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore. the Frequency was concluded
to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. ~-AU.-oo I

2g
(Continued)

DCPP Mark-uo of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3,6-48





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-6

REQUEST:

DOC 9-05 TR-1
CTS 4.6.2.2.c

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

DCPP CTS 4.6.2.2.c requires that each automatic valve in the Spray Additive System
flow path actuates to its correct position on a Containment Spray Actuation test signal.
DOC 9-05 TR-1 for DCPP specifies that this signal is a safety injection test signal. Note
the safety injection signal is correct for the change associated with CTS 4.6.2.3.b which
also used DOC 9-05 TR-1.

Comment: Correct this discrepancy.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 9-05-TR1 was revised to list the appropriate actuation test signal for
CTS 4.6.2.2.c and 4.6.2.3.b.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A 8
Encl 3B 8

For Information Only pages:

Enclosure 2 page 3/4 6-12 and 3/4 6-14
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 314.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

09%2

NSHC

LG

DESCRIPTION

The descriptive information in LCO 3.6.2.2 regarding OPERABILITYof
the spray additive system is contained within the definition of
OPERABILITYas described in the ITS 3.6.7 Bases. This is consistent
with NUREG-1431 and is acceptable because while the descriptive
detail has been moved to the Bases, the basic requirement is retained in
the LCO.

09-03 Consistent with NUREG-1431, the ACTION statement is revised by
deleting the reference to restoring the spray additive system to
OPERABILITY within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours. The revised ACTION statement contains a
requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78 hours. The time
allowed to be in COLD SHUTDOWN has not changed. As discussed in

,the Bases, the interval to reach COLD SHUTDOWN allows 48 hours for
restoration of the system OPERABILITYand an additional 36 hours to
achieve COLD SHUTDOWN.

09M

09-05

09-06

TR1

LG

Consistent with NUREG-1431, adds the phrase 'that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position with regard to which valves
require actuation testing. This change is merely a clarification. Valves
that are secured in place, are secured in the position required to meet
their safety function. The actuation testing ensures that valves can
move to the position that meets their safety function. Ifthe valves are
secured in the position that meets their safety function, no testing is
necessary. oi +~g~iif gag AohlCNdrl

~ Q. 7
The specific actuation signal (a safety injectio est signal) for e

'urveillance was replaced with a generic words that allow credit for an
actual or sim actuation. Identification of the signal is moved to the
Bases. WnS e r Z.c.@-3

his chan is not applicable to CPP. See Conversi Compari n
ble E osure 3B

09-07

10-01

1042

1043

, M

LG

LG

LG

Consistentwith NUREG-1431, the surveillance is modified to require
demonstration of flow through each solution flow path. This assures
that all spray additive flow paths are clear.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

a

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Endosure 3B).

The DCPP specific Note cautioning that containment fan cooling unit
(CFCU) flowrate may not be achieved during Section XI testing and
residual heat removal,(RHR) operation is relocated to the Bases. This
level of detail is not required in the TS.

6'OnSi5k'n+ uzi+ Al>~E -lil3l~gcifbi„ddt '/g in
Survrillc+ce r~puirei>ir~ f Q are i pmiAg ~>+hg pygmy

~p 4'- c'«o~ c,ondcinig i'n W4 pggi ~

<eeplcyle b8c'c~-< ge gcsic. ps-. ri»ci,rirri -~~

pe 4c inc Z '" ~ii c ~
P2.c.a-9

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 8 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER

09-05
TR1

09-06
LG

09-07
M

10-01
LG

DESCRIPTION
'

C

oc C~inmdnj
Spz'he

specific actuation signal (a [Sl actuation test signal)
for the surveillance was replaced with a generic words
that allow credit for an actual or simulated actuation.

This change removes specific details in the SR with
regard to verifying flow path and the RWST water flow
rates

nd adds a general requirement to verify flow
capability through each eductor.

The surveillance for DCPP is modified to require
demonstration of flow through each solution flow path.

Moves details regarding the number of fans in each
cooling system train to the Bases.

DIABLOCANYON

Yes

~n-this-detaiI-.
YE5 svfv Pi ll~~

Jp g~( /J p~ ~PA
+inc ~~$ .

Yes

No, CTS based on
different design.

COMANCHE
PEAK

Yes

Yes, surveillance
detaihs are moved
to the Bases.

No

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

WOLF CREEK

Yes

Yes, surveillance
details are moved
to the Bases.

No

Yes

CALLAWAY

No, CTS does not
have this system.

No

Yes

10-02
LG

Details regarding the automatic functions to be tested No, CTS does not
and the cooling water flow rate would be moved to the . have this detail.
Bases.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

Yes Yes

10-03
LG

11-01
LS13

The DCPP specific Note cautioning that CFCU flow rate
may not be achieved during Section XI testing and RHR
operation is relocated to the Bases.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to allow
containment isolation valves that are required to be
closed, [] to be opened intermittently under
administrative controls.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

11-02
A

11-03
A

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to allow separate
Condition entry for each penetration flow path.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable
Conditions and Required ACTIONS for systems made
inoperable by containment isolation valves.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, a cautionary
note is already part
of CTS.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

cga.4 0-I
ol-Qn -A

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE ~
a. A spray additive tank with a contained volume of between RQS-and

dddtthtt 3'l.l*',3"'i dtii'fti f 3 3II d 333 3 iih lht
solution. and

b.

0541&

0942-LG

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4.

ACTION

With the Spray Additive System inoperable, restore the system
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next

SHUTDOWN within the followingM hours.
78

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

to OPERABLE status 0~~
6 hours; restore the

be in COLD'an< gz 4.7-/

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall'e demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual. power-operated.
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked, sealed. or otherwise secured
in position. is in its correct position:

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1) Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank, and

2) Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical analysis.
I QC-ALL Odl,,3, i,i,,hfl p it', iiit 'i',u)'l"'at diiii "i',dl'i',i

t"'t

least once per 5 years by verifying both spray additive and RWST
full flow t'h'dhi " '3"": This""!33 33ii"'tliii
the Spray Additive System.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 5 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-12





CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued

2) Verifying a cooling water flow rate of greater than or equal
to 1650~ gpm to each cooler, and

10-03-LG

3) Verifying that each containment fan cooler unit starts on low speed.~ E~u&IM6 rn~vAL +-ALL&oI
At 1 t ~t ify gtt t t ti tf
cooler unit starts automatically on Ia~adu~l.
nn:.::,siK:a edwntiTatinii signal.

1043-LG

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 It 2
TAB13. 4A

3/4 6-14 Amendment Nos. 89 and 88
March 2, 1994





Enclosure 2
PG8E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-9

REQUEST'OC
9-06 LG

CTS 4.6.2.2.d
ITS SR 3.6.7.5 and Associated Bases

APPLICABILITY'C

DCPP CTS 4.6.2.2.d verifies both spray additive and RWST full flow from the test valve
8993 in the Spray Additive System. DOC 9-06 LG in the other FLOG CTS relocates the
details of CTS 4.6.2.2.d to the Bases. The DCPP DOC Enclosure 3A specifies that
DOC 9-06 LG is not applicable to DCPP. This is incorrect. The specific details of CTS
4.6.2.2.d such as flow path and test valve 8993 have not been specified in the
corresponding ITS SR 3.6.7.5 but have been moved to ITS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.5.

Comment: Revise the CTS markup to show that these items have been relocated to
the Bases and provide the appropriate discussion and justification for DOC 9-06 LG.

FLOG RESPONSE: DCPP has adopted DOC 9-06-LG to track the relocation of the details in
SR 4.6.2.2.d to the ITS Bases SR 3.6.7.5. Specifically, the phrase "from the test valve 8993"
has been struck-through and DOC 9-06-LG referenced.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 2
Encl 3A
Encl 3B

3/4 6-12
8
8

87





CONTAINM NT SYSTEMS

SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

cpS.r .o-I

3.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall be OPERABLE ~
a. A spray additive tank with a contained volume of between %26-ae$

ggNHNll hing'i!3::ii g'iigt::::::gg f b 311 3 323 b lb II gll
solution. and

0~1&

0942-LG

APPI ICABII ITY: MODES 1. 2, 3. and 4

ACTION:

With the Spray Additive System inoperable, restore the system
within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next

SHUTDOWN within the followingM hours.
78

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

0~3%to OPERABLE status
6 hours; restore the

be in COLD

(an< ps&.7 I

4.6.2.2 The Spray Additive System shall'e demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve (manual, power-operated.
or automatic) in the flow path that is not locked. sealed. or otherwise secured
in position, is in its correct position:

b. At least once per 6 months by:

1) Verifying the contained solution volume in the tank. and

2) Verifying the concentration of the NaOH solution by chemical analysis.
hl QC-A.u-oo I

2 I,, b, lfl g 1, h

At least once per 5 years by verifying both spray additive and RWST

full flow hh",'Iiihi: "3 "3":: .Igh. '.t~l" I" th:,
the Spray Additive System. I'-i

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-12





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER

09-02

NSHC

LG

DESCRIPTION

The descriptive information in LCO 3.6.2.2 regarding OPERABILITYof
the spray additive system is contained within the definition of
OPERABILITYas described in the ITS 3.6.7 Bases. This is consistent
with NUREG-1431 and is acceptable because while the descriptive
detail has been moved to the Bases, the basic requirement is retained in
the LCO.

09-03 A Consistent with NUREG-1431, the ACTION statement is revised by
deleting the reference to restoring the spray additive system to
OPERABILITY within 48 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours. The revised ACTION statement contains a
requirement to be in COLD SHUTDOWN within 78 hours. The time
allowed to be in COLD SHUTDOWN has not changed. As discussed in
the Bases, the interval to reach COLD SHUTDOWN allows 48 hours for
restoration of the system OPERABILITYand an additional 36 hours to
achieve COLD SHUTDOWN.

09-04

09-05

09%6

TR1

LG

Consistent with NUREG-1431, adds the phrase 'that is not locked,
sealed, or otherwise secured in position with regard to which valves
require actuation testing. This change is merely a clarification. Valves
that are secured in place, are secured in the position required to meet
their safety function. The actuation testing ensures that valves can
move to the position that meets their safety function. Ifthe valves are
secured in the position that meets their safety function, no testing is
necessary. ~>~in~nf- spraj a~gyny.

~ Q.1 -e
The specific actuation signal (a safety injectio est signal) for the
surveillance was replaced with a generic words that allow credit for an
actual or sim d actuation. Identification of the signal is moved to the
Bases. XnSc'i z.c,( -3

his chan is not applicable to CPP. See Conversi Compari n
ble E losure 3B

09%7

10-01

~ M

LG

Consistent with NUREG-1431, the surveillance is modified to require
demonstration of flowthrough each solution flow path. This assures
that all spray additive flow paths are clear.

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

10-02

10-03

LG

LG

This change is not applicable to DCPP. See Conversion Comparison
Table (Enclosure 3B).

The DCPP specific Note cautioning that containment fan cooling unit
(CFCU) flowrate may not be achieved during Section XI testing and
residual heat removal.(RHR) operation is relocated to the Bases. This
level of detail is not required in the TS.

ConS(5k'n+'ui+ AIUHE5-/93/~~pp(, f)(. gpgyg/g /fp

svfvtl lldn(e r'(quid c'~~r'~ f Q (i<c l P~4Ag ~> ~d 7+$ 7
dr ': '(- ~w (.only'in'(/ in +P)c gpgpc' ~is

anep/cdle be(c~-6 +he b~slc. A~ rp2LI ~err.'1-
ls'e44int'Z/i. ->sC '75

DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS





CONVERSION COMPARISON TABLE- CURRENT TS 3/4.6 Page 8 of 12

TECH SPEC CHANGE APPLICABILITY

NUMBER DESCRIPTION
49 c.7-. t

at Ccn",ctnrnenf
Spa'IABLO CANYON COMANCHE

PEAK
WOLF CREEK CALLAWAY

09-05
TR1

09-06
LG

09-07
M

10-01
LG

10-02
LG

10-03
LG

11-01
LS13

11-02
A

11-03
A

The specific actuation signal (a [Sl actuation test signal)
for the surveillance was replaced with a generic words
that allow credit for an actual or simulated actuation.

This change removes specific details in the SR with
regard to verifying flow path and the RWST water flow

~

~

rates
nd adds a general requirement to verify flow

capability through each eductor.

The surveillance for DCPP is modified to require
demonstration of flow through each solution flow path.

Moves details regarding the number of fans in each
cooling system train to the Bases.

Details regarding the automatic functions to be tested
and the cooling water flow rate would be moved to the
Bases.

The DCPP specific Note cautioning that CFCU flow rate
may not be achieved during Section XI testing and RHR
operation is relocated to the Bases.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to allow
containment isolation valves that are required to be
closed, [] to be opened intermittently under
administrative controls.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to allow separate
Condition entry for each penetration flow path.

This Note is added to the ACTIONS to enter applicable
Conditions and Required ACTIONS for systems made
inoperable by containment isolation valves.

Yes

~nhHrHhimfetelI.-
PeS, si.rv esll~~

d'erat/S P~ ~
+/he P4~$ ~

Yes

No, CTS based on
different design.

No, CTS does not
have this detail.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, surveillance
detalks are moved
to the Bases.

No

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

No, CPSES does
not have this
specification.

No

Yes

Yes

No, a cautionary
note is already part
of CTS.

Yes

Yes, surveillance
details are moved
to the Bases.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, CTS does not
have this system,

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

DCPP Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-13

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY'C

STS B3.6.7 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES
ITS B3.6.7 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

The fourth paragraph of STS B3.6.7 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES has
been extensively modified in DCPP ITS B3.6.7 Bases. The modifications make the
paragraph incomprehensible and nonsensical.

Comment: Revise the ITS markup to correct the errors and provide a discussion and
justification for the modifications.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.6-46

FLOG RESPONSE: The paragraph will be revised to read as follows: "The DBA analyses
assume that one train of the Containment Spray System/Spray Additive System is inoperable in
which case spray additive solution is added using only the remaining Containment Spray
System flow path. In this case, by the time the RWST reaches low-low level and the addition of
spray additive solution is terminated, a sufficient volume of spray additive solution will have
been discharged into the containment to raise the pH of the water in containment above the
minimum required value."

88





Spray Additive System
B3.6.7

BASES

The Containment Spray System actuation signal opens the valves from the spray
additive tank to the s ra um suctions or
8!~Ã8fl08l4COA48.'t78@64",:,":.:8 .rey~45$ tlM~Oji signal 51m'<opens the valves from the
s ra" addi't'i've"t'arik"" '""' '"'

. The Ã GQK to R 82K NaOH b
Q8'l'ghg solution is drawn into the spray ptep eductor,'uctions~Wh~C)::::'.,~rjgK't::::.;:::sX
4Ato.,":..':the)(sprp,,':::pump::Suet'5'on. The spray addit'ive tank capacity 'pareovides""fo'r'he

ad8ibon o'f NaOH'solutison to all of the water sprayed from the RWST into
containment. The percent solution and volume of solution sprayed into
containment ensures a long term containment sump pH of ~ 8,::::,0 and ~ 9-.S
Lo.".':,O. This ensures the continued iodine retention effectiveness of the sump
water during the recirculation phase of ep-ay operation and also minimizes
the occurrence of chloride induced stress corrosion cracking of the stainless
steel recirculation piping.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The Spray Additive System is essential to the removal of
airborne iodine within containment tollowing a DBA LOCA'.

Following the assumed release of radioactive materials into containment, the
containment is assumed to leak at its design value volume following the
accident. The analysis assumes that 4@4-~'::::X,":mijYATavN!83Kof 4hi
containment %~r,':ee,:::::.:vr659 is covered by the spray (Ref. D .

The DBA response time assumed for the Spray Additive System is the same as
for the Containment Spray System and is discussed in the Bases for LCO 3.6.6.
"Containment Spray and Cooling S CPS. k 7-/9

in cubic(g cps< zy nnl
The DBA analyses assume that one rain of the ontainment Spray System/Spray
Additive System is inoperable ray
diiti ~:" issiii i...ii i...,,, i""i, c,,i'i,l,ip,,
vs em ow Da

The Spray Additive System satisfies Criterion 3 of
30CF, 50.;36(c)Tg)'(%f5'.

LCO The Spray Additive System is necessary to reduce the release of radioactive
material to the environment in the event of a DBA I+A'. To be considered
OPERABLE. the volume and concentration of the spray additive solution must be
sufficient to provide NaOH injection into the spray flow M~4he

to raise the average ~lonpzfepi':cont'Sj)rent:;.,::sviiip, ~
solution pH to a level conducive to iodine ~i@@. @tent'j)n,,::tjo!4',.::)4tjuPd

m'aximizes the effectiveness of the iodine removal mechanism (gRm.:::,Khj
contfammentf@isosphi'.*"ie): :without introducing

(Continued)

~y case, g ~e +~e. ~e 8&$7 re~chez /our-/oem /eye.( ~ ~e.
5~i + ~ df SgfC4g 4~+) ~VC, ~iuhdn iS 4'Arl«<+A- ) 0 Su+C id'+ y'agliw~te

gf'y ay pdstgissiwi so(u+'~ >ill hdIPc b<&dl>chcifr< yn& Hgg ~yg
fernme''p

/$ (s shish p$ p p ~ ~i((rri gn Can+4 ynm<~+ ss&vC 'Ae. rnvnrrn u~
i sage v~ /4l~,

Ps. ('. 7- (s
DCPP Hark-up of NUREG-1431. Rev. 1 Bases B 3.6-46





Enclosure 2
PG&E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-14 APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC

REQUEST:

STS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.1
ITS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.1

Comment: See Comment Number 3.6.3-52.

FLOG RESPONSE: See response to Comment Number 3.6.3-52

ATTACHED PAGES:

See attached pages for response Comment Number 3.6.3-52.

89





Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.7-15

REQUEST:

ITS SR 3.6.7.2 and Associated Bases

APPLICABILITY: DC

DCPP ITS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.2 states the following: "The required volume may
be surveilled using an indicated level band of 50 to 88% for the Spray Additive Tank
which corresponds to the LCO 3.6.7 minimum and maximum limits adjusted
conservatively for instrument accuracy of a 0.3%." ITS SR 3.6.7.2 specifies the
minimum and maximum limits as 46.2 and 91.9% respectively. The ITS SR and ITS
Bases numbers do not seem to correlate even when instrument accuracy is taken into
account.

Comment: Provide a discussion to show that the ITS SR and ITS Bases numbers are
equivalent.

FLOG RESPONSE: DCPP ITS B3.6.7 Bases - SR 3.6.7.2 contains a misplaced decimal point.
The instrument accuracy of the spray additive tank level instruments is +/- 3.0% (not+/- 0.3%).
This accuracy was applied and rounded conservatively to the nearest whole numbers (50%
rounded up and 88% rounded down) for readability. Thus, the sentence in question should
read:

"The required volume may be surveilled using an indicated level band of 50 to 88% for the
Spray Additive Tank which corresponds to the LCO 3.6.7 minimum and maximum limits
adjusted conservatively to the nearest whole percentage for instrument accuracy of +/- 3%."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B3.6-48
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Spray Additive System
B3.6.7

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS
(continued)

SR 3.6.7.3

This SR provides verification of the NaOH concentration in the spray additive
tank and is sufficient to ensure that the spray solution being injected into
containment is at the correct pH level. The 184 day Frequency is sufficient
to ensure that the concentration level of NaOH in the spray additive tank
remains within the established limits. This is based on the low likelihood
of an uncontrolled change in concentration (the tank is normally isolated)
and the probability that any substantial variance in tank volum
detected. gn pm

incan+

~@can r rCL
SR 3.6.7.4

Z'f ~. ALL-OO~

This SR provides verification that each automati valve in the Spray Additive
System flow path actuates to its correct position This urveillance is not
r ir for valv that are locked sealed or otherwi e secured in theequ ed es
required position under administrative controls. The month Frequency is
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that
apply during a plant outage and the potential for an unplanned transient if
the Surveillance were perfonxd with the reactor at power. Operating
experience has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when
performed at the month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded
to be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. +-AU.-OO I

2g
(Continued)

assurance that the system is able to provide additive to the Containment
Spray System in the event of a DBA. This SR does not apply to valves that
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position, since these valves were
verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, sealing. or
securing. This SR does not requir an testing or valve manipulation.
Rather, it involves yerificatio . that those
valves outside containment and apab e o po en ia y eing mispositioned are
in the correct position. <P3.4. 3-52

%nkvd

-D~ f'~ ~ inClgJfy
h'ISPQ /pc& or y clnoCc.

ndfC ~fg
To provide effective iodine removal. the containment spray mus n
alkaline solution. Since the RMST contents are normally acidic, the volume
of the spray additive tank must provide a sufficient volume of spray additive
to adjust pH for all water injected. This SR is performed to verify the
availability of sufficient NaOH solution in the Soray Additive System., Tliii

riiaximaiiiii%:jmitiiadjbsted:.:.;Conservatkjely;::~quoi.:~'instrument(CCcui:,icy>$ t„

change in tank volume occurring during the SR interval (the tank is isolated
during normal unit operations). Tank level is also indicated and 'equi'pped
C7>tti-'a":lW,:,:.level,',~alarm in the control room, so that there is high confvi'dence

detected.
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Enclosure 2
PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

3.6.8 Hydrogen Recombiners

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.8-1

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, WC, CA

DOC 13-01 LS-17
JFD B
CTS 3.6.4.2 ACTIONS
STS 3.6.8 ACTION B and Associated Bases
ITS 3.6.8 ACTION B and Associated Bases

A new ACTION has been added to CTS 3.4.6.2. This ACTION describes the required
actions to be taken for two hydrogen recombiners inoperable. Whereas CTS 3.6.4.2
would require immediate entry into CTS 3.0.3, STS/ITS 3.6.8 ACTION B allows up to 7
days to restore one hydrogen recombiner to OPERABLE status, based on the
availability of the Containment Hydrogen Purge System. The reviewer's Note in STS
B3.6.8 Bases - ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 states that "This condition is only allowed for units
with an alternate hydrogen control system acceptable to the Technical Staff." Other
than stating that there is a Hydrogen Purge System in ITS B3.6.8 Bases, no description
is provided on this system. In addition, ITS 3.6.3 and its associated Bases only
describes a Containment Purge System, not a Hydrogen Purge System and its
associated purge valves. There is no discussion or justifications to show Containment
Purge System and the Hydrogen Purge System are the same system or separate
independent systems or that the Containment Purge System has been approved by the
staff as an alternate means of hydrogen control. See Comment 3.6.8-6 regarding
additional concerns in this area.

Comment: Provide appropriate discussion and justification to show that the
Containment Purge System or the Hydrogen Purge System has been approved by the
Staff as an alternate means of hydrogen control or delete ITS 3.6.8 ACTION B.

FLOG RESPONSE: Provided below are the plant specific licensing basis concerning the
containment Hydrogen Purge System and its acceptability by the Technical Staff.

Plant S ecific Discussion: DCPP will retain ITS 3.6.8 ACTION B based on the following
justification:

The hydrogen purge system was the system intended to be used for containment
combustible gas control in the original plant design. A description and discussion of the
system are given in FSAR Section 6.2.5, and the offsite dose consequences of using the
system are discussed in FSAR Section 15.5. It was constructed to meet the requirements
for such a system at the time, and its design was reviewed and accepted by the NRC in the
SERs. (For example, in Section 6.2.5 of the original DCPP SER, the NRC states: "The
containment hydrogen purge system, consisting of two redundant purge supply routes, is
provided to limit the hydrogen concentrations to below the guideline values given in
Regulatory Guide 1.7. The system incorporates several design features that are intended
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Enclosure 2
PGBE Letter DCL 98-087

to assure the capability of the system to be operable in the unlikely event of an accident.
These features include Seismic Category I design, and redundancy to the extent that no
single component failure disables the system. Redundant monitoring systems are provided
to allow periodic sampling and analysis of the hydrogen concentration in containment.
Based on our review of the systems provided for combustible gas control following a
postulated LOCA, we conclude that these systems will meet the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.7, and are in conformance with AEC General Criteria Nos. 41, 42, 43,
and are, therefore, acceptable.")

Subsequently, as a result of industry initiatives, 100% redundant internal hydrogen
recombiners were installed in each Unit and became the design basis means of
containment combustible gas control. However, the hydrogen purge systems were
maintained operable in their original design to serve as a backup system in the event of a
beyond design basis double active failure of the internal recombiners. Since the hydrogen
purge system no longer has an active design basis safety function, its operability is not
controlled by TS. However, to meet licensing commitments that it would be maintained
operable, its motor-operated exhaust line valves and its supply and exhaust fans are
regularly surveillance tested, and its HEPA and charcoal filters are tested regularly and
maintained within operability limits. Since the system is no longer considered to have an
active design basis safety function, any deficiencies discovered in its original design have
not been corrected. However, the system is maintained operable per its original design,
and meets the criteria of the STS NRC reviewer's note. Operability of the system will be
maintained in the current manner as a licensing basis required system which has no active
design basis safety-related function, and whose operability is not controlled by TS but as a
licensing basis requirement.

Note that the Containment Purge System is a different system and has no relation or
connection with the Hydrogen Purge System. The Containment Purge System has no
accident mitigation function, and the only active safety function associated with it is closure
of its containment isolation valves.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.8-2

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP, WC, CA

DOC 13-03 LG
CTS 4.6.4.2.a
CTS 4.6.4.2.b.2
CTS 4.6.4.2.b.3
ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.1
ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.2
ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.3

The descriptive information on the hydrogen recombiners in CTS 4.6.4.2.a, 4.6.4.2.b.2,
and 4.6.4.2.b.3 has been moved to ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.1, SR 3.6.8.2 and SR
3.6.8.3 respectively. DOC 13-03 LG justifies the relocation based on consistency with
the wording and detail present in NUREG-1431. Consistency with NUREG-1431 is not
an acceptable justification for relocating material from the CTS to a licensee controlled
document. See Comment Numbers 3.6.8-3 and 3.6.8-4.

Comment: Provide additional discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive
change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 13-03 LG has been revised to include the following justification:
"CTS 4.6.4.2 details specific acceptance criteria for hydrogen recombiner testing: 1) rate of
heater sheath temperature increase [and power consumption]; 2) attributes of a visual
examination; and 3) required heater phase resistance. The requirements of ITS LCO 3.6.8,
"Hydrogen Recombiners," and associated SRs are adequate to describe the levels of
equipment and testing required for safe operation of the plant. It is acceptable to specify the
requirements appropriate to ensure compliance with the LCO and locate details and
acceptance criteria in the Bases. Some information that is descriptive in nature regarding the
equipment, system(s), actions, or surveillances identified by the specification have been
removed from the proposed specification and included in the proposed Bases, FSAR, other
licensee-controlled document. The NRC has previously approved moving this type of detailed
information or specific requirement to a licensee-controlled document, maintained in
accordance with applicable regulatory requirements, since its inclusion in the improved TS is
not necessary to adequately protect the health and safety of the public. Therefore, the
descriptive information that has been moved continues to be maintained in an appropriately
controlled manner due to the controls which presently exist on the documents where the
information is being moved."

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 3A 13
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DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 3/4.6
(Continued)

CHANGE
NUMBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

12-05

12-06

12-07

13-01

13-02

13-03

LS16

LG

LS17

LS18

LG

Revises the Frequency of the hydrogen monitor surveillance to perform
CHANNELCALIBRATIONfrom 92 days on a staggered test basis to
once per 18 months consistent with NUREG-1431. The hydrogen
monitors are part of the PAM instrumentation and their primary function
is to detect high hydrogen concentration conditions that may occur
during accident situations. This change is acceptable because the
primary means of reducing hydrogen concentration during accidents is
via the independent hydrogen recombiners [and hydrogen purge
systems]. Failure of the monitors would not affect the capabilities of
[these systems]. Further changing the CHANNELCALIBRATION
surveillance interval from 92 days (on a staggered test basis) to every
[18 months] is not expected to effect the reliabilityor performance of the
hydrogen monitors based on industry operating experience.

The details provided for performing the CHANNELCALIBRATIONare
moved out of the SR. This information is procedural in nature and is not
consistent with the level of detail in NUREG-1431. The information is
moved to the Bases for ITS SR 3.3.3.2.

A new SR is added for DCPP requiring a CHANNELCHECK every 31

days (ifenergized) for the hydrogen analyzer/ monitors. This change is
consistent with NUREG-1431.

A new Condition has been added to this specification. This Condition
describes the Required Action for two hydrogen recombiners
inoperable. Whereas in the current speciTication LCO 3.0.3 applied, this
change allows up to 7 days to restore one hydrogen recombiner to
OPERABLE status, based on the availability of the containment
hydrogen purge system to provide the required safety function. In order
to use this ACTION time, the Required Actions require that the
hydrogen control function be verified available within 1 hour and once
every 12 hours thereafter. This administrative verification willassure
that the hydrogen purge system is capable of performing the safety
function ifan event occurs. Also, the Bases for operation of the
recombiners indicates that ifa design basis event occurs, 8 days or
more would elapse before the containment atmosphere approached the
lower flammability limitfor hydrogen. Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume that the inoperability of two hydrogen recombiners willnot
significantly jeopardize the capability of the facilityto respond to a
design basis event. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431.~.Ai.i.ilail

The current SR to rform a hydrogen recombi r functional test ev ry
6 months is revi d to every 18 months consi ent with NUREG-1 1.

This change is nsidered acceptable due t e redundancy an
proven high r iabilityof the system. Hydr en recombiner ope ting
experience as shown that functional tes ailures are rare. In ddition,
the fully r undant and independent hyd ogen purge syste rovides
analte te, andequallyeffective, me odofcontrolling hy rogen. The
propo d change is in accordance wi NUREG-1366, "I provement to
Tech ical S ecification Re uiremen "and NUREG-14

Descriptive information regarding the current hydrogen recombiner
surveillances is moved into the Bases. The proposed changes to the
surveillances are consistent with the wordin and detail present in the
NUREG-1431 surveillance requirements. ante 4 cPS 4-J'-2.
~'~ ~~i< I> ~ ~g~/ CO&/e. h Oc

CornWn>~ 7 b/~ C~~~~ gg)
DCPP Description of Changes to Current T
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Insert for 3.6.8-2

Encl 3A- page 13

Insert for DOC 13-03-LG:

CTS 4.6.4.2 details specific acceptance criteria for hydrogen recombiner testing: 1) rate
of heater sheath temperature increase [and power consumption]; 2) attributes of a visual
examination; and 3) required heater phase resistance. The requirements of ITS LCO
3.6.8, "Hydrogen Recombiners," and associated SRs are adequate to describe the
levels of equipment and testing required for safe operation of the plant. It is acceptable
to specify the requirements appropriate to ensure compliance with the LCO and locate
details and acceptance criteria in the Bases. Some information that is descriptive in
nature regarding the equipment, system(s), actions or surveillances identified by the
specification has been removed from the proposed specification and included in the
proposed Bases, FSAR, other licensee controlled document. The NRC has previously
approved moving this type of detailed information or specific requirement to a licensee
controlled document, maintained in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements,
since its inclusion in the improved TS is not necessary to adequately protect the health
and safety of the public. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved
continues to be maintained in an appropriately controlled manner due to the controls
which presently exist on the documents where the information is being moved.





Enclosure 2
PGB E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORIIATIONNO: Q 3.6.8-4REQUEST'PPLICABILITY:DC, CP, WC

DOC 13-03 LG
CTS 4.6.4.2.b.2
ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.2

The descriptive information specified in CTS 4.6.4.2.b.2 on abnormal conditions within
the recombiner enclosure is to be moved to the Bases. The staff cannot find this
information in ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.2 which is the corresponding ITS SR for CTS
4.6.4.2.b.2.

Comment: Describe where this relocated information can be found.

FLOG RESPONSE: The ITS B3.6.8 Bases - SR 3.6.8.2 has been revised to include the
attributes of a visual inspection as described in CTS SR 4.6.4.2.

ATTACHED PAGES:

Encl 5B B 3.6-53
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ADDITIONALINFORNIATIONNO: Q 3.6.8-5 APPLICABILITY: DC

REQUEST:

DOC 13-04 LG
CTS 4.6.4.2.b.i

CTS 4.6.4.2.b.1 requires a CHANNELCALIBRATIONbe performed on the hydrogen
recombiner instrumentation and controls at least once every 18 months. DOC 13-04 LG
states that this surveillance is being relocated to a licensee controlled document.
Enclosure 6B "Conversion Comparison Table - Current TS 3/4.6" specifies for Diablo
Canyon that this information is being relocated to the "EGGS." While the other FLOG
utilities are relocating this item to a 10 CFR 50.59 controlled document, no information is
provided as to the change control process for the ECGS.

Comment: Describe the EGGS change control process. If the change control process
is not 10 CFR 50.59, provide a discussion and justification for this Less Restrictive (LS)
change of deletion of details from regulatory control.

FLOG RESPONSE: Diablo Canyon has Equipment Control Guidelines (ECGs) that are
controlled by DCPP Department-Level Administrative Procedure (DLAP) OP1.DC16, "Control of
Plant Equipment Not Required by the Technical Specifications." DCPP ECGs are similar to
other plants'echnical Requirement Manual (TRM). Changes to ECGs are made under the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, as required by DLAP OP1.DC16 and FSAR Chapter 16.- The NRC
has accepted ECGs as a licensee-controlled document. This is confirmed most recently in
License Amendment 120/118 dated 2/3/98, page 2 of the NRCs safety evaluation report.

ATTACHED PAGES:

None
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3.6.8-7

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC

STS B3.6.8 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES
STS B3.6.8 Bases - REFERENCES
ITS B3.6.8 Bases - APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES
ITS B3.6.8 Bases - REFERENCES

STS/ITS B3.6.8 Bases - APPLICABLESAFETY ANALYSES second paragraph, last
sentence states the following: "Conservative assumptions recommended by Reference
3 are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen calculated." STS B3.6.8 Bases-
References identifies Reference 3 as "Regulatory Guide 1.7, Revision 2." ITS B3.6.8
Bases - References deletes STS Reference 3 and makes STS Reference 4 "FSAR
Section 6.2.5, Reference 3. The FSAR does not recommend assumptions to be used,
but specifies the assumptions used to design the facility.

Comment: Correct this discrepancy and provide any necessary discussion and
justification.

FLOG RESPONSE: Regulatory Guide 1.7 as been added as Reference 4 in the ITS Bases
Section 3.6.8. The Diablo Canyon post-LOCA containment hydrogen reanalysis was recently
reperformed by Westinghouse. The results of this reanalysis will be included in the next
revision (Revision 12) of the Diablo Canyon FSAR. A summary of the 10 CFR 50.59 safety
evaluation for this FSAR change will be submitted to the NRC as required when the FSAR is
revised. As a result of this reanalysis, the statement in the submitted ITS Bases that the
hydrogen concentration in containment would reach 3.5 volume percent in 16 days is no longer
up to date. To avoid having to make a correction to this Bases section when the next Diablo
Canyon FSAR revision is issued, the "16 days" is being replaced with "after several days" in the
ITS Bases as part of this response.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl

5B B3.6-51, B3.6-54

For Information Only Pages:

Encl 5B B3.6-50
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Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.8

B 3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

8 3.6.8 Hydrogen Recombiners (

BASES

BACKGROUND The function of the hydrogen recombiners is to eliminate the potential breach
of containment due to a hydrogen-oxygen reaction.

Per 10 CFR 50.44, "Standards for Combustible Gas Control Systems in
Light-Water-Cooled Reactors" (Ref. 1), and GDC 41. "Containment Atmosphere
Cleanup" (Ref. 2), hydrogen recombiners are required to reduce the hydrogen
concentration in the containment following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
or steam line break (SLB). The recombiners accomplish this by recombining
hydrogen and oxygen to form water vapor. The vapor remains in containment,
thus eliminating any discharge to the environment. The hydrogen recombiners
are manually initiated since flamnable limits would not be reached until
several days after a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

Two 100K capacity independent hydrogen recombiner systems are provided. Each
consists of controls located in the control room, a power supply and a

recombiner. Recombination is accomplished by heating a hydrogen-air mixture
above 1150 F.

A single recombiner is capable of
maintaining the hydrogen concentration in containment below the 4.1 volume
percent (v/o) flarmabi lity limit. Two recombiners are provided to meet the
requirement for redundancy and independence. Each recombiner is powered from
a separate Engineered Safety Features bus. and is provided with a separate
power panel and control panel.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The hydrogen recombiners provide for the capability of
controlling the bulk hydrogen concentration in containment to less than the
lower flammable concentration of 4.1 v/o following a DBA. This control would
prevent a containment wide hydrogen burn, thus ensuring the pressure and
temperature assumed in the analyses are not exceeded. The limiting DBA
relative to hydrogen generation is a LOCA. Hydrogen may accumulate in
containment following a LOCA as a result of:

a. A metal steam reaction between the zirconium fuel rod cladding and the
reactor coolant;

b. Radiolytic decomposition of water in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
and the containment sump;

c. Hydrogen in the RCS at the time of the LOCA (i.e., hydrogen dissolved in
the reactor coolant and hydrogen gas in the pressurizer vapor space); or

(Continued)
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Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.8

BASES (Continued)

d. Corrosion of metals exposed to containment spray and Emergency Core
Cooling System solutions.

To evaluate the potential for hydrogen accumulation in containment following
a LOCA, the hydrogen generation as a function of time following the
initiation of the accident is calculated. Conservative assumptions
recomended by Referenceg9 are used to maximize the amount of hydrogen 4~> ~ 7
calculated. g+< S'A'CrPI 0+S
Based on the conservative assumptions used to calcul te the hydrogen
concentration versus time after a LOCA, the hydro en concentration in the
primary containment would reach 3.5 v/o '„ 6" a 'fter the LOCA and
4.0 v/o about 2 days later if no recombiner was unctioning (Ref. 3).
Initiating the hydrogen recombiners when the primary containment hydrogen
concentration reaches 3.5 v/o will maintain the hydrogen concentration in the
primary containment below flammability limits.

8 K-AcL-oox
The hydrogen recombi ers are designed such that, with the conservatively
calculated hydrogen generation rates discussed above, a single recombiner is
capable of limiting the peak hydrogen concentration in containment to less
than 4.0 v/o (Ref. . The Hydrogen Purge System is m~~Ay designed @gal
cnnstcucted such that ...'1gjis Dais'j a! Uass%Kff nn
'Quasi:i'tjj,". andtectri~il~yorer,')~but:,WCPr,,'. ediutdavC. ite'.-"".stuhs';!i'",it::::„~! san 'adequate

:,ic4! I', h'l~!:,,:::,,di;-:.It%:::@nl"."".

The hydrogen recombiners satisfy Criterion 3 of
:KOCFAS'9:::36,'(e::Hi:2)',(5'~:.">'.

LCO Two hydrogen recombiners must be OPERABLE. This ensures operation of at
least one hydrogen recombiner in the event of a worst case single active
failure.

Operation with at least one hydrogen recombiner ensures that the post LOCA
hydrogen concentration can be prevented from exceeding the flamabi lity
limit.

APPLICABILITY In MODES 1 and 2, two hydrogen recombiners are required to control the
hydrogen concentration within containment below its flamability limit of
4.1 v/o following a LOCA, assuming a worst case single failure.

In MODES 3 and 4. both the hydrogen production rate and the total hydrogen
produced after a LOCA would be less than that calculated for the DBA LOCA.
Also, because of the limited time in these MODES, the probability of an
accident requiring the hydrogen recombiners is low. Therefore. the hydrogen
recombiners are not required in MODE 3 or 4.

(Continued)
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BASES

Hydrogen Recombiners
B 3.6.8

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50.44.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 41.

4g. FSAR Section 6.2.5.

aldus&~ cpu oLc / ~ 7, A8vis>~ Z
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3/4.6.4.1 Hydrogen Analyzers/Nlonitors

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: Q 3/4.6.4.1-1

REQUEST:

APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

CTS 3/4.6.4.1

CTS 3/4.6.4.1 Hydrogen Monitors has been moved from CTS 3/4.b to ITS 3.3.3. No
justiTication has been provided for this Administrative change to CTS 3/4.6.

Comment: Provide a discussion and justification for this Administrative change.

FLOG RESPONSE: DOC 12-01-A states that the hydrogen monitoring specification is moved
to improved STS Section 3.3.3 concerning Post Accident Monitoring (PAM) instrumentation for
consistency with NUREG-1431. NUREG-1431 locates the PAM instrumentation specification
so that all PAM instruments are in one specification. This eliminates any potential overlap or
duplication of specifications and allows the operators to refer to a single specification for PAM
instrument inoperability. The movement of the hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
specification to the PAM instrument specification was deemed to be an administrative change
since there were no technical changes made as a result of the move. The only technical
changes to the CTS are as a result of maintaining consistency with NUREG-1431 and these
changes are justified by the appropriate DOCs.

ATTACHED
PAGES'one
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC ALL-001 APPLICABILITY: DC

REQUEST: LAs 119/117 and 118/116 were issued 7/13/97 and addressed CTS surveillance
interval increases due to 24-month fuel cycles. These changes on pages affected by NRC
comment numbers are indicated with "DC-ALL-001." These changes were previously submitted
to the NRC in an errata to LAR 97-09 via DCL-98-003 (dated January 8, 1998).

ATTACHEDPAGES:

See notations on applicable pages for each comment number.
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PG8 E Letter DCL 98-087

ADDITIONALINFORINATIONNO: DC ALL-002 APPLICABILITY: DC

REQUEST: An errata to LAR 97-09 was submitted to the NRC January 8, 1998 in DCL-98-
003. Errata changes on pages affected by NRC comment numbers are indicated with "DC-
ALL-002."

ATTACHED
PAGES'ee

notations on applicable pages for each comment number.
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: TR 3.6-002 APPLICABILITY: DC, CP

REQUEST: This change only updates the Traveler status page to show the current revision
of TSTF-30 (Rev. 2). No changes were required to the submittal since they had already been
incorporated.

ATTACHED
PAGES'ncl.

5A Traveler page
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Industry Travelers Applicable to Section 3.6-

TRAVELER¹
TSTF-17, Rev. 1

TSTF-30, Rev. A'

~ ECa~2

TSTFA5, Rev. 1

TSTFA6, Rev. 1

TSTF-51

STATUS

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Incorporated

Not incorporated

DIFFERENCE ¹
3.6-2

3.6-5

3.6-7

N/A

COMMENTS

NRC approved.

Not applicable to Wolf
Creek and Callaway.

NRC approved.

NRC approved.

Not NRC approved as of
traveler cutoff date.

TSTF-52

TSTF-145

.BC./-6 Incorporated

Not incorporated.:

3.6-1

N/A

g~rPo&K df4f]
ReV. I r 494 ~ I-4
NRC approved as of
traveler cutoff date.

%8&%- ~-24 9 Incorporated 3.6-11, 3.6-12

R(u. 9-//

DCPP Mark-up of NUREG-1431, Rev. 1
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ADDITIONALINFORMATIONCOVER SHEET

ADDITIONALINFORMATIONNO: DC 3.6-ED APPLICABILITY'C

REQUEST: Various editorial changes that do not impact the technical content of the
submittal or other FLOG members.

Changes are noted with DC-3.6-ED in the right margin and noted below:

ATTACHED
PAGES')

3)

4)

Enclosure 2, page 3/4 6-17, CTS new SR to perform channel
check at least once per 31 days to verify hydrogen
analyzer/monitor operability had not included the words "if
energized."
Enclosure 3A, page 14, DOC 13-05-LS23 was changed to be
consistent with other FLOG submittals, specifically WolfCreek
and Callaway.
B3.6-15, delete "Attachment 7.10" in first paragraph. The
referenced attachment to procedure AD13.DC1 no loner exists.
B3.6-26, delete "Attachment 7.10" in Reference 5 for same reason
noted above in 1).

Enclosure 2
Enclosure 3A
Enclosure 5B
Enclosure 5B

3/4 6-17
14
B3.6-15
B3.6-26
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P B

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3/4.6.4 COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL

HYDROGEN ANAI YZERS/MONITORS

DI -07-A

1241-A

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

ACTION

3.6.4.1 Two independent containment hydrogen analyzers/monitors shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, sad 2 'Qigf"4. 12-02-M

LCG,.g:.0.';.::4~A3.8.';::,004!!..'~pg,.':~~c~NP'"'. 13-05-LS23

a. With one hydrogen analyzer/monitor inoperable, restore the
inoperable analyzer/monitor to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be

..,subTAT::t:::,ag 'en>K1;:,
Repiiyt- ::j ;'N(."bjCordjNqgpijftb~xoTcfiIrttto",:4LNI'tii~n,:tbN':;::::"t<)1IION'iiiij:.":b4Idt'jN

tpab'iiir'tb)8jt I'Ei bii'Crt bbi<i p;i
858'1$zsr2@od1.'torÃtQ''piOPETIIABEEtSti&tAIS.

b. With both hydrogen analyzer/monitors inoperable, restore at least one
analyzer/monitor to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least
HO S ANDBY within the next 6 hours i'!;'.f@@.i~HÃ:.;:8HUKotIIM':wlt5ig.:.fhepIT8':"'" TNII'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.6.4. 1 Each hydrogen analyzer/monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least
I EB-B Ittt'E'lt ' I I I CBPBBEL CELEB .TIP

spaR-Qa& .

~nF~PetgotTIILci3ANNEL":,:,"::,cHEcN-::at":„::1NNNt'",'::OIIew: br:.'":::3l.'dK i":'tottitrdY ~iIT dr. Yo

12-05-LS16

12-06-LG

12-07-M

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2
TAB13.4A

3/4 6-17 Amendment Nos. 73 and 72
August 10, 1992





DESCRIPTION OF CHANGES TO TS SECTION 314.6

(Continued)

~ CHANGE
NUINBER NSHC DESCRIPTION

13-04

13-05

LG

LS23

The SR to perform a CHANNELCALIBRATIONon all the hydrogen
recombiner instrumentation is moved to a Licensee controlled document
in accordance with NUREG-1431. These calibrations and any
necessary compensatory measures (i.e., substitute test instrumentation)
will be controlled administratively by the plant preventive maintenance
and operational procedures. This change is acceptable based on the
system redundancy, available alternate means of controlling hydrogen,
the fact the recombiners are controlled manually, and the
instrumentation does not provide essential control or interlock function.
In addition, the functional test required by the TS every onths
verifies the operation of the hydrogen recombiner ins mentation. This
change is consistent with NUREG-1431. Q-Au.-ool

Added statement that LCO 3.0.4 is not applicable to ACTION~
0

X-Ra Gb
OPh5igkth+ LUi& +h4 J45fig'r <He%

pfl did >A /4Llki"Q Iii'3I p~ I ~p p ( 8 g~~ A (

0
DCPP Description of Changes to Current TS 14





BASES (Continued)

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

LCO Containment isolation valves form a part of the containment boundary. The
containment isolation valves'afety function is related to minimizing the
loss of reactor coolant inventory and establishing the containment boundary
during a DBA. The automatic power operated isolation valves are required to
have isolation times within limits and to actuate on an automatic isolation

"'""6"3 ii,,:",'36',"'!:: "!i",ll"!,"'':: t 1'"

-E Nese blocked pu~ valves also actuate on an automatic LsolRion signal.
Th'e"'valves covered by this LCO are listed along with their associated

~ Normally closed pass>vve,.:.cohta>reit'!Ci sol ation val vesXdevkces are
considered OPERABLE when manual valves are closed. automat'i'c'alves are
de-activated and secured in their closed osition. blind flanges are in
place and

ys ~d. S v Le.'-c)
cp9. (. 9 -VZ

ddt I 11 1 1"'13'!111
~t!nt'equirements.The other containment isolation va!lve leakage rates are

d 61 C13.6.!. "C CI

This LCO provides assurance that the containment, isolation valves and-Lhe

='"ll "" f "'th '-''='
T t

function to minimize the loss of reactor coolant inventory and establish the
containment boundary during accidents.

1!3'1!ii'"l!,Cd'di!3!!!!V!' i'm! 1., '3 1 '!i! !II tile iii'i," !,,";::I!I! 6! I osier)!~i., i""-'''""""" '"'";"":. '. '-
"''":„'.":!;and~L'CO=::,'3.',":.7,.';4

pAtmos'pherii.:'.,::Du'mj'i"Valv'e's',"".,('As)'";,'Yjitiich:::p'rov'iCh''thee.'.::a
LLCtiunS':."!n.;,:th'ei!euteiit;::::cheaven."-ValVceaeÃi're..hnehp'edrahledit Z-„„,V "a!39 O S-»

APPLICABILITY In MODES l. 2. 3. and 4. a DBA could cause a release of radioactive
material to containment. In MODES 5 and 6. the probability and
consequences of these events are reduced due to the pressure and
temperature limitations of these MODES.

(Continued)

DC» Mark -uo of NURcG l431 Rey i Bases B 3 6 15





SR 3. 6.3. 11 HR:.,:::Used

Containment Isolation Valves (

B3.6.3

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Section 15.

2. FSAR, Section 6.2.

3:.'"„',:""":<8'tÃd48:~ff@v>w!:::Pl,::vA~:6N'!4)~

8 '4. Generic Issue B-20, "Containment Leakage Due to Seal
Deterioration."

8'::;::!.:::::~ ...,, ',,;..:, „,:,;",,';,:...,,:, „; +iH46,,;;.0, Q,l,.

Ciiiijoiji!Pm'ii:,;::!Pl'iiih;:!Adiii1'i'i$Rt'i.it1vi :::P'i oc"e'dpi'ii:::;-A513;:DCl";

8< Z. C -82)
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